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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is an exploration of the meaning and 

function of vrats (votive fasting rites) among Hindu women 

in Banaras. While both men and women observe vrats 

throughout India today, women observe far more of them, at 

more frequent intervals, and for a wider array of reasons 

than do men. In general, girls are trained to direct the 

performance of vrats to the attainment of a husband, or, for 

married women, to the well-being and long life of their 

husbands and children. Essentially, the vrats that women 

perform are tied to domestic life and traditionally defined 

family and gender relationships in a way that vrats men 

perform are not. 

Scholars who have written on women and the vrat 

tradition have documented the ways in which women's 

performance of vrats are expressive of both their religio

culturally prescribed duties as women and of their special 

connection to one of Hinduism's central values: 

auspiciousness. In this thesis, however, by focussing on 

the personal narratives of individual women that I 

interviewed in Banaras, I demonstrate that women's sense of 

duty and obligation to ensuring the well-being of their 

families through the performace of vrats only partly 

explains the appeal of these rites to Hindu women. 
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While my field data confirmed that married women 

perform vrats for maintaining their "suhaq" (the auspicious 

married state), they also perform these votive fasts for the 

psychological, social, physical and spiritual benefits that 

vrats bring to themselves. I argue that not only do vrats 

provide an avenue for the expression of profound spiritual 

yea.rnings, but some women see the use of vrats as a way to 

gai.n control over their own lives; as a source of 

empowerment in an environment in which women frequently lack 

control and feel disempowered. I further consider how 

women, traditionally denied access to formal asceticism, 

have found a way to tap into this powerful realm for their 

own benefit through the performance of vrats. 
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NOTE ON TRANSLATION AND TRANSLITERATION 

I am responsible for all translations from Hindi, 

Fre:nch and German sources, and for the translation of 

pas.sages quoted from the Sankrit Nibandha text, the 

Vra.taraja. For other Sanskrit material, I relied on the 

tralnslations of others, as indicated in the text. Many of 

these translations were checked against the original source 

to ensure relative accuracy. I sometimes indicate in square 

brackets what the Sanskrit word being translated is. 

Diacritics are used with transliterated Sanskrit and 

Hindi following standard usage. In general, I use the 

Sanskrit forms (e.g., vrata) when referring to the Sanskrit 

textual tradition, and Hindi forms when referring to modern 

contexts (e.g., vrat). Hindi versions of Sanskrit words are 

often marked by dropping a middle and final "a" (e.g., Skt. 

devata is rendered in Hindi as devta). 

Indian place names, names of individuals I 

in1:e~rviewed, and words that are now familiar to Western 

readers (mantra, guru) as well as genres of texts that are 

USE~d adjectively (vedic, puraz:tic) are rendered into phonetic 

Enqlish and are not underlined. The names of gods and 

goddesses, authors of and characters referred to in Sanskrit 

and Hindi texts are rendered with diacritics. 
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The great majority of interviews with women were 

conducted in Hindi (or Malayalam in Kerala) and taped. The 

remarks of women quoted in this thesis are based on my 

translations of the transcribed tapes. When inverted commas 

are used in a quote, they indicate that the word or phrase 

was used exactly as noted. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The interpretation of women's religious lives is a 

subjl ect that has provoked considerable interest in the 

scholarly and the non-academic world alike in recent years. 

This thesis offers a contribution to this burgeoning field 

of study by exploring the vrata tradition and the important 

place that "vrats" (votive rites) have come to occupy in the 

religious lives of contemporary Hindu women. 

Characteristics of Vrata 

Literature on vrata in English frequently refers to the 

Sans:k:rit term vrata (Hindi "vrat") as a "vow" or "fast." 

The translation of vrata as fast is easily understood, as 

some sort of fast is characteristic of a vrata, and Hindus I 

SpO]{E! with during my stay in India in 1984-85 most often 

used this English word when I mentioned vrata. But vrata is 

morl; than just a fast; there must be some association with a 

vow. In English the word "vow" has a variety of senses, 

such as "personal promise," "pledge," and "commitment. ,,1 

According to E. Klinger, "In the broadest sense, 
vows are unconditional promises to do something specific -
good or evil. In the narrower sense, they are unqualified 
pledges to do good, not evil, and as such they are directed 
sol,ely to God." "Vows and Oaths," Encyclopedia of Religion, 
ed. 11ircea Eliade (N.Y.: Collier MacMillan Publishers, 

1 
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We m.ay also think of institutionalized vows, like marriage 

vows, monastic vows or the renunciatory vows of the ascetic. 

Vrat~s share many of these senses, including a voluntary 

personal promise or resolve to undertake some course of 

action (in a secular or religious context), or a promise 

made in front of religious authorities to adhere to a 

specified code of conduct in rites of initiation. z Yet the 

English word "vow" fails to bring to mind a specific form of 

observance; it has become rather more generalized and 

abst.ract. In Hindi-speaking India, however, the word vrata 

usua.lly elicits an image of a particular observance 

invCllving fasting, worship (piija), the listening to or 

recitation of a narrative about the efficacy of the rite 

(kat:h~), and the giving of gifts (dan) consisting of money 

and items of food and clothing to a Brahman priest. A vrata 

is usually understood to be a rite that is performed on a 

regular basis to achieve particular objectives, following 

rulE~S: that have been transmitted from one generation to the 

next. Further, many Hindus, in my experience, immediately 

thinJ<: of women in connection with vratas. Vratas are 

198'7),303. 

Z There are other words in Hindi which refer to taking 
"pl~adges", such as pran, which used with the verbs karna or 
rakhna means "to take a pledge," "to keep a vow." The words 
pra"tigna and bhuja uthana also mean to resolve, to swear (to 
do a thing). . 
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predominantly something women do and have done for 

generations. 

Vratas are normally instrumental in nature. A response 

(usua.lly believed to be effected by the deity to whom the 

vra1:~ is directed) is expected by the votary, although she 

or hE! is fully aware that it may not be immediate or even 

tangible. Vratas do not usually take the form of bargaining 

pledges of the sort: "If you (God) will cure my son, I will 

go ·to shrine X." The form they take is, more commonly, "I 

will undertake such and such a regimen for this period of 

time and may you, 0 God, pleased by my devotions, protect my 

family." 

There are different forms of instrumentality associated 

with vratas. Interestingly enough, some of these forms have 

already been described by the anthropologist W. Christian 

with reference to vows made by Catholic women in rural 

Spain. Thus, sometimes vratas are similar to Christian's 

description of a "promesa," a kind of conditional vow made 

and observed primarily by women. 3 Essentially something is 

given up in order to secure something else, redemption or 

aid. In a promesa, a pledge is made involving some 

3 William Christian, Jr., Person and God in a Spanish 
Vall~ (New York: Seminar Press, 1972), 119-128. 
When vratas are turned into conditional vows, they are 
usually called manauti; from the Urdu word manaut, "to 
resolve. II Examples of these are described in chapter seven. 



sacrifice of resources such as money or time, sacrifice of 

pride, denial of pleasures or the undertaking of hardships 

(e.g'., pilgrimages on bare feet). These forms of self

imposed hardship may occur in a vrata. For both promesas 

and yratas, a specified proxy may be used (in certain 

conditions), but the vow must be fulfilled or dire con

sequences are believed to ensue. 

vratas may also resemble Christian's category of 

4 

"pet:i tionary devotions" - a subset of instrumental prayers. 

These are devotional acts which put God in "one's debt," in 

which one can "earn credit with the divine for divine 

actions on this earth.,,4 For example, a novena might be 

performed for the sake of souls in purgatory. Underlying 

the devotional attitude expressed in the novena is the 

pet:Lt~ioners' s hope that God may feel in some sense compelled 

to act favourably towards her at some later time. 

Finally, certain vratas can also be like Christian's 

description of the "prayers for the fulfillment of the 

annual round."s These are prayers in which no definite 

response is expected other than the continuation of the 

existing (positive) state of affairs. They are usually made 

by women, Christian notes, in the context of annual visits 

4 Christian, Person and God, 128. 

S Christian, Person and God, 117ff. 
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to shrines. He says these visits become something of a 

psychological necessity, a way of fulfilling a regular, 

calendrical contract. 6 As we shall see, certain annual 

vratQs are associated with generalized purposes, but carry 

wi th 'them a sense of obligation such that if they were not 

observed a ~ ('sin') would be incurred or misfortune might 

strike in consequence. 

To this point I have discussed vratas in the present 

tense, and have given some indication of their forms and 

function in contemporary religious practice. But, in fact, 

vrat:as have been a feature of Hindu religious life for 

millenia. The word vrata emerges in the oldest extant 

litE!rature of Hindu India - the Vedas. This means that the 

term itself, if not all its ramifications, goes back at 

least three thousand years. However, it is not possible to 

demonstrate that the vrata tradition, consisting of the 

particular votive rituals discussed in this thesis, is much 

older than the beginning of the Common Era. 

A fully comprehensive study of the history of vrata 

turns out to be an enormous task. Even P.V.Kane, the author 

of 1:he indispensable five volume History of Dharma~astra, 

who devoted 462 pages of his work to a discussion and 

6 Christian, Person and God, 117. 
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description of vrata from Sanskrit Dharma~astra texts, 

admi t1ced that the tabulation of all the sources of vrata 

(including all the regional and local variations, some of 

which are recorded in works written in modern Indian 

languages, and all the vratas observed by women and by 

aboriginals) "would entail an enormous amount of labour" and 

"would require the co-operative effort of a large team of 

work.ers spread over many years," but which, when completed, 

would result in "a monumental [work] on the social 

anthropology of India.,,7 This last phrase is appropriate 

because the observance of vratas is so common and widespread 

and incorporates (or relates to) so many aspects of Hindu 

religious practice and thought. As a result, learning about 

vrata enables one to understand a great deal about Hindu 

religiosity in general, and Hindu women's religiosity in 

par1:icular. 

Today, vratas are found throughout India. Under 

different names (usually variations of the Sanskrit vrata), 

thesE~ rites are observed across regional boundaries, caste 

and jati groups, sectarian affiliations and educational 

bac:k.qrounds, in both rural and urban local i ties. They are 

7 P.V.Kane, History of Dharma~astra (Poona: Bandharkar 
oriental Research Institute, 2nd ed., 1974), vol. V, pt.1, 
60. 



common to the young and the old; to the married, unmarried 

and widowed. 8 

'rhere are great variations in the actual practice of a 

given vrata. This variation affects not only those vratas 

known across India but also those vratas peculiar to small 

regions of the country. Personal predilections, family and 

jati. practices can all influence the way a vrata is per-

formed. vratas can be done for virtually any purpose 

concerning one's own or another's well-being. with few 

excE!ptions, a vrata is never observed for the purpose of 

harming someone. In the texts and in practice there are, 

for example, vratas for attaining beauty or progeny, for 

ensuring the long life of husbands or brothers, for 

eradicating one's past sins, for averting snake bites and 

disease, and for securing a place in one of the god's lokas 

("hE~avens"). New vratas are still being generated. The 

risE~ of the new goddess santosi Ma and her vrata is already 
• 

well documented. 9 

7 

8 Of course, vratas are not observed equally among 
theSE! various groups. Young boys or men, low caste persons, 
the very poor, or highly "westernized" persons, for example, 
may observe very few as a group and many do none as indivi
duals. Nevertheless §Q!11g among them do observe vratas. 

9 santo~i Ma and her vrat is documented, for example, 
by A.L.Basham, "Santoshi Mata: A New Divinity in the Hindu 
Pantheon?", proceedings of the 28th International Congress 
of orientalists Canberra, 1971 (Wiesbaden: otto Harossowitz, 
1976); and M.Robinson, "Santoshi Ma: The Development of a 
GoddE~ss", 1979). 
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The performance of vratas intersects with a wide range 

of practices in Hinduism and governs a wide range of acts 

and ]behaviours, both ritual and ethical. These practices 

include worship, speech and silence, sleep, clothing, sexual 

activity, food (kind, preparation, amount, time when eaten), 

cooking (how, where, when and for whom), gift-giving and 

receiving, story-telling, singing, the creation of ritual 

art, and pilgrimage. 

Finally, vratas encompass many different strands, 

including those that some scholars have characterized as 

"oppositions" in Hindu culture. For example, vratas are 

part of both the orally-transmitted, local laukik ("worldly"; 

"folk") traditions and the written,~astrik (brahmanical) 

pan-Indian traditions. Vratas share features of both the 

bhakti (devotionalistic, theistic) strand of Hinduism, where 

the deity's grace and boons are sought by the devotee, and 

the smarta ritualistic strand wherein correctly performed 

ritual is of itself efficacious. Vratas also share the form 

and 'worldview of both grhastha-dharrna (prescribed "duty" of 
• 

the householder), in which specific, 'worldly' concerns, 

values and desires are expressed or sought out, and at 

certain levels sannyasa-dharrna (renunciatory dharma), in 

which increasing detachment and finally release (moksa) from . 
this same 'world' is the goal. 

It is this truly encompassing nature of vratas and the 
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vra·tc~ tradition which renders their study such a valuable 

key 1:0 both the indologist's and non-specialist's under

standing of so many features and aspects of lived Hinduism. 

This view of the encompassing nature and importance of the 

vratq tradition was not, until recently, fully appreciated 

amonq indologists in general nor in the scholarship on 

vratc!. On the contrary, most of the literature on vratas 

has 1:ended to isolate certain aspects of votive rites to the 

exclusion or detriment of others. This has been done, for 

instance, by marginalizing vratas as "women's rites" or 

"follc rites"; by making vratas appear to have had no con

nection to or history in the ~astras; by suggesting that 

vratqs are somewhat shallow popularizations of smart a rites; 

or, finally, by emphasizing the this-worldly interests of 

vratqs while minimalizing their self-disciplinary ascetic 

features. This thesis is intended in part to help correct 

these distorted views about the nature and significance of 

vrati:!.. 

History of Scholarship 

The first detailed account of the history of meaning of 

the 1t:erm vrata from traditional Sanskrit sources of dharma 

(religious law), from the Vedas to the Nibandhas, is that 

done by P.V. Kane. This historical overview is presented in 

the first 80 pages of volume five, part one of his larger 
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work, The History of Dharmasastra. The remaining few 

hundred pages are descriptions and lists of various vratas 

and festivals found in Dharmasastras, Pura~as and Nibandhas. 

ThE! latter two groups of texts, it may be noted, contain the 

ant:ecedents to many of the vratas in current practice. One 

sigrnificant omission in Kane's overview of the meaning of 

vrCltg is the important Sanskrit epic literature. The 

Mahabharata in particular is often quoted by later Pura~as 

and digests as an authoritative source of dharma, and it 

contains a number of references to vratas. On balance, 

hO\lTever, a great debt is owed to Kane for his preliminary 

charting of the vrata landscape in dharmasastric literature. 

Most recently, Mary McGee has written a disserta

ticm 10 the first half of which focuses on vrata in the 

large corpus of Nibandha literature (religio-Iegal digests 

written between the eleventh to eighteenth centuries). Her 

textual analysis is complemented in the second half of her 

thE~sis by field work conducted with women votaries in Poona, 

Maharashtra. This is a very important contribution to the 

scholarship on vrata. Because McGee's thesis addresses both 

current practice as well as the textual tradition, I will 

10 Mary McGee, "Feasting and Fasting: The vrata 
tradition and its significance for Hindu women" (Th.D. 
diss., Harvard University, 1987). 
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dis.cuss the nature of her contribution presently. 

A larger body of scholarly literature exists when we 

come to the arena of actual vrats performed in different 

regrions of India. One of the earliest references to vrats 

by a foreigner is that made by the Muslim traveller Alberuni 

in the eleventh century.11 There are also accounts in some 

ei9hteenth and nineteenth-century Christian missionary 

writings. 12 Nineteenth-century orientalists occasionally 

described a vrat rite in various journals current at the 

time.13 And, in this century, the anthropological journal 

Man in India has featured a number of articles describing 

In the twentieth century, one of the first scholars to 

take a serious look at vrats was Abanindranath Tagore. 

Ta90re's main interest was in popular Bengali culture, and 

the place of the folk arts in this culture. He could not 

help but notice the omnipresent and lively "brat" (Bengali 

11 Such references may be found in Edward Sachau's 
translation of Alberuni's journals: Alberuni's India 
(reprint of 1888 ed., Delhi: S.Cand and Co., 1964). 

12 For example, in the works by W.Ward (A View of the 
History, Literature and Religion of the Hindoos, Birmingham: 
W.H. Pearce, 1817), and the abbe J.A. Dubois, Hindu Manner~ 
Cust.oms and Ceremonies. Trans. by H. K. Beaucahmp. 3d. ed. 
(Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1978 [1897]). 

13 These include such journals as The Indian Antiquary 
and the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Society of 
Bomt@'y. 
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for yrat) traditions, with their rich but ephemeral ritual 

art (alpana) and their stories. His book, Banglar Brata 

(1919), describes many of the brats he saw performed in 

Bengal and speculates on their origin. It may be that vrats 

have proliferated in Bengal more than in other parts of 

Indi,a, or that Tagore' s researches (perhaps given added 

weight by the stature of his family) sparked scholarly 

interest among his fellow Bengalis; whatever the reason, the 

majority of subsequent studies on vrats also focus on Bengal 

(e.g., Bagchi 1922; Rowlands 1930; Banerjee 1946; Das 1950; 

Mukherjee 1950; Sen 1959; Ray 1960, 1961; Mazumdar 1981; 

Gupta 1983; Robinson 1985). With the exception of Ray's (in 

English) and Eva Maria Gupta's (in German) book-length 

studies on brat a and their ilpana, these references are to 

art~icles or chapters in books. Among these works, E. M. 

Gupta's is the most important contribution to the ethno

gr2lphy of vrat in Bengal. She builds directly on Tagore' s 

earlier book and provides short but informative descriptions 

of a large number of women's bratas, and an analysis of the 

content and symbolism of the ritual art. Her book also 

contains probably the largest number of brata alpana 

reproductions currently available. 

Rowlands, Mazumdar and Robinson look at selected vrats 

only within the larger context of Bengali women's religious 

1 i ve:s. Rowlands is interested in what we can learn about 
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the lives of medieval Bengali women through Bengali litera-

turl~, and Mazumdar in how vrats are used as agents of 

socialization for Bengali girls. Robinson's dense article 

discusses "cultural constructs of the feminine" in Hinduism 

and t.hrough a descriptive analysis of the Itu Vrata and its 

kathal shows how vrats "illustrate salient dimensions of 

women's religiosity in Hindu devotionalism.,,14 All of 

thesE~ studies, in fact, attend to vrats as women's folk 

ritE~s essentially separate from the Brahmanical Sanskrit 

tradition. 

Apart from Bengal, the state of uttar Pradesh has 

recE~ived the most attention from scholars writing on vrats. 

Relevant studies include Marriott (1958), Lewis (1958), 

Luschinsky (1962), Khare (1976), Wadley (1975, 1976, 1977, 

1980, 1983) and Tewari (1982, 1991). Again, Marriott, 

Lewis, Luschinsky and Khare only look at some vrats within 

the larger context of their studies - the first three on 

viLlage life, and Khare on the cultural significance of food 

and food management among Brahmans in an area around 

Luc}cnow. Luschinsky' s exclusive focus, however, is on women 

and she provides some valuable ethnographic data in the form 

of de!scriptions of ten women's vrats set in the context of 

14 s. Robinson, "Hindu Paradigms of Women: Images and 
Values," in Women, Religion and Social Change, eds. Y. 
Haddad and E. Findley (Albany: SUNY, 1985), 202. 
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the daily (and yearly) lives of women in a north Indian 

village. Tewari's (1982) article is brief but helpful in 

providing a quick overview of the names, dates and purposes 

of s4~veral important women's vrats currently observed in 

central uttar Pradesh. Wadley's important series of studies 

relating to women and vrats in U.P. and their role in 

preparing the questions for this thesis will be explained 

below. 

To complete this survey of literature on vrata, a few 

other works need to be mentioned. Recent studies on 

selected vrats in other parts of India and Nepal include 

Freeman's (1980) article on the Habisha Vrat observed by 

post-menopausal women in Orissa, Reynold's (1980) article on 

the role that vrats (here "nonpu") play in the lives of 

Tarrlil married women, and J.Bruce Long's (1982) article on 

the: important Maha~hvaratri vrat as observed in Madras. 

Babb, in his book (1975) on popular religion in Chhatisgarh, 

Madhya Pradesh, discusses some vrats that are observed 

during the annual festival cycle, and McGee (1987) des

cribes, with reference to both texts and practice, many 

vrCltQs that are current among women in the state of 

Maharashtra. The anthropologist Lynn Bennett (1983) 

provides a detailed description of the Tij-Rishi Pancami and 

thE! Swasthani "bartas" (Nepali for vrat) that Brahman-Chetri 

women from one village in Nepal observe. Bennett also 
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provides a stimulating symbolic analysis of the kathas that 

accompany these two vrats. 

Other articles have focused on certain elements of vrat 

rites (elements which are not necessarily specific to vrats) 

such as the ritual art (e.g., Ray 1961; Kramrisch 1985), or 

the stories (e.g., Wadley 1978, 1986). L.Tewari's recent 

book (A Splendor of Worship: Women's Fasts, Rituals, stories 

and~~rt), despite its title, is focused entirely on stories. 

It contains 55 vrat stories and variations that are part of 

fifteen "fasts and festivals" annually celebrated by 

Kany.akubja Brahman women in the Kanpur region of U.P. This 

book is valuable as a primary source of vrat stories that 

have been orally transmitted by women for generations. But 

the book contains very little commentary or analysis, other 

than the provision of indices of tale types and folk motifs. 

Finally, one can find ample mention or description of vrats 

in books or articles on Hindu festivals and on the calendar 

(B.A.Gupte 1916; Underhill 1921; Sharma 1978; Sivananda 

1983), or in works about pilgrimage or pilgrimage centres 

(e.g., Bhardwaj 1973). 

Susan Wadley, working primarily out of one village near 

Delhi, has probably contributed the most (prior to E.M.Gupta 

and McGee) to the analysis of the function of vrats in the 
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liv'~s~ of Hindu women. Wadley was the first anthro-

pOlogist to take a serious and continued interest in women's 

performance of vrats. Among her contributions, Wadley 

poiJ1t~ed out the important role that women's rites play in 

the t.ransmission of Hindu ideas and values, and drew 

attHntion to the role of kin as "religious symbols." 

According to Wadley, a study of these calendrical rituals 

"can provide new insight into the role of kinship in Hindu 

ri tual behavior and ideology." 16 While Wadley clearly 

plaGe~d women's vrats in the context of "stri-dharm" (women's 

"duty") and as a "fundamental aspect of being a pativrata" 
17 

(thE~ ideal Hindu woman) , she also emphasized positive 

aspE~c:ts to these rites through which women express their 

rolE~s. She suggested, for example, that rituals like vrats 

"may give psychological support to the women themselves, 

because they allow women to have active control of events 

rather than depend completely on their male kin. Ritually, 

15 Wadley has also written about the plethora of 
vernacular vrat booklets currently being produced and has 
described the effects that this written literature is having 
on t:he formerly primarily oral traditions found in village 
sett:ings. See S. Wadley, "Popular Hinduism and Mass 
LitE~rature in North India: A Preliminary Analysis," Religion 
in Modern India, ed. Giri Raj Gupta, 81-103 (New Delhi: 
Vikas, 1983). 

16 S. Wadley, "Brothers, husbands and sometimes sons: 
kinsmen in North Indian ritual," in The Eastern 
Anthropologist (29, no.1, 1976), 150. 

17 Wadley, "Brothers," 164. 
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only a wife or a sister can really save a husband or brother 

from death ... ,,18 In large measure, it was through reading 

Wadley's articles on religion in Karimpur village that I 

became interested in the vrat tradition. Both my own work 

and that of McGee's on women and the vrata tradition build 

in particular on the foundation of research and ideas that 

Wadley (in the field) and Kane (in the texts) have 

established. 

lMcGee's main contribution is, first, her detailed, 

instructive and comprehensive study of the concept and 

treat1ment of vrata in the Dharma~astra (especially Nibandha) 

literature, a study which essentially expands and amplifies 

Kane's work. In the textual portion of her dissertation, 
... _. - • 19 • 

McGee analyzes how certain m1mamsa categor1es are appl1ed 

by thl9 Nibandha writers to vrata in these texts and examines 

the glender implications of these categories. This analysis 

sets ·the stage for her investigation of the roles of vratas 

in thle lives of high-caste Hindu women in western Maharcuhtra 

found in the second half of her dissertation. McGee argues 

'18 S. Wadley, "Hindu Women's Family and Household 
Rites," in Unspoken Worlds - Women's Religious Lives in Non
Western cultures, eds. N.Falk and R.Gross (San Fransisco: 
Harper & ROw, 1980), 109. 

'19 The mImamsa refers to a school (or method) of vedic 
textual exegesis. The particular categories referred to 
here (which I discuss in my chapter two) are the "nitya", 
"naimittika" and "kamya" classification, which McGee calls 
the "motivational categories." 
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that, contrary to the way the Nibandha authors have 

cate9()rized vratas that women perform, women view their 

vrat.as as "rites of maintenance" rather than "rites of 

acqui~;ition." That is, women by and large do not see the 

vrat:s they perform as "supererogatory," as optional 

meri·t()rious rites to acquire some specific object, but as 

oblil:JCltory rites that help to fulfill their specific dharmic 

dutil;s. This is an expansion of Wadley's observation that 

women consider some vrats they perform as "necessary" -

thosl~ for husbands - while others are less essential. 2o 

Another important contribution that McGee brings to the 

study of Hindu women is the analysis of the concept of 

saubh~~ - the "state of marital felicity" - and she 

direc:::t:s our attention to how vratas explicitly contribute to 

the lnaintenance of saubhagya as well as to the promotion of 

the c::emtral Hindu values of purity and auspiciousness. 

My own research into the topic of vrata began in 1982 

and resulted in an M.A. thesis entitled "A study of the 

Purani.c Vratas" in 1983. The following year saw acceptance 

of my Ph.D. proposal which aimed to extend my earlier 

textual research on vratas into the field of practice of 

thesE~ rites among women in modern day India. For what I 

20 S.Wadley, "Brothers," 164. 
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felt was still missing from Wadley's - and others' - work on 

vra,t:s was a more detailed and comprehensive examination of 

the yrata tradition, one that linked the Sanskrit textual 

(Dharmasastra) corpus formulated by male Brahman pandits 

with the lived tradition whose practice is dominated by 

women, and then analyzed the interplay between the two. In 

addi"tion, I wanted to explore in greater depth the various 

factors that can account for the apparent pervasiveness and 

popularity of the vrat tradition among women in India. 

I arrived in the north Indian city of Banaras in the 

autumn of 1984 to begin collecting data on high-caste 

women's vrat observances. During my stay in India I learned 

that McGee was working on the topic of vratas and, when in 

1989 I was finally able to read the results of her research, 

I discovered that she had also recognized the importance of 

the ~'rata tradition in Hindu religious history, had seen its 

spe,cial significance to women and women' s religiosity, and 

had identified the gaps then existing in the scholarly 

literature on vrata. Independently we had asked many of the 

samle questions and had reached, in a number of cases, simi

lar conclusions. In constructing the argument of my thesis 

I have tried to render my work complementary to hers so that 

tog4et:her our dissertations would advance the field of 

knolllledge. While accepting some of the lines of McGee' s 

argument, I go on to present a differently nuanced view of 



Hindu women's religious life and the role vrats play in it 

as I understand it based on the interviews I conducted in 

Banaras. 
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The following section discusses social and theoretical 

issues pertaining to the analysis and assessment of women's 

performance of vrats. I then describe my own contribution 

to the study of the vrata tradition and its significance for 

Hindu women. 

Vra1ts and the Social Construction of Gender 

In the Pura~as and Nibandhas, the major Sanskrit 

textual descriptive and prescriptive sources for vratas, 

both men and women, of all castes, are deemed eligible to 

perform the rites. The textual descriptions of vratas in 

which it is clear men, and only particular men (such as a 

king or a celibate student), can perform the particular 

vratq, constitute a small fraction of the total vrata 

descriptions. One can find a few more vratas which single 

out ,,,,omen as the sui table performer of the vrata and this is 

usually marked by the addition of "saubhagya" to the list of 

goals or rewards accruing to the votary. Most vrata des

crip1:ions, however, do not designate the sex of the votary, 

though some may add that "forest hermits" or widows can 

perf()rm the vrata. In reading these texts alone, one would 

not receive the impression that vratas were especially 
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des.ic;rned for women, nor could one predict that while both 

men and women observe vrats throughout India today, women 

obslarve far more of them and at more frequent intervals than 

do mEmo 

In general, I found that in Banaras high caste men, who 

comla from observant families, tend to perform a handful of 

annual vrats that are part of their family's traditional 

prac:t:ices. If they have a strong sectarian affiliation, 

they may perform vrats more often (for example the semi

mon1t:hly EkadasI Vrat if they are Vai~I].avite) • In addition, 

men of all castes (and, as I found, Buddhists and Jains too) 

may t:ake on a short-term weekly vrat on the advice of an 

astrc)loger to counter a prevailing malefic influence of a 

planet or a certain celestial configuration. In a few 

insitances, I encountered men of lower castes (in one case, a 

ric]~shaw driver) who had taken on the santosI Ma Vrat as a 

means: of soliciting help from the goddess to solve a par

ticular problem. 21 Finally, I met a number of men who had 

tak4~n on a vrat in honour of their "favoured" deity 

(i~1~adevata), as a demonstration of devotion or to seek the 

deity's blessings. 

Women may observe vrats for all these same reasons, and 

21 A rich bania (merchant) may seek to accomplish the 
sam4~ goal by sponsoring an expensive "havan-piija" ceremony 
with Brahman priests officiating. 
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in :similar contexts. Nevertheless, while there are many 

regularly occuring vrats that only women perform, I did not 

dis(;:()ver any "calendrical" vrats performed only by men. 

Further, there are discernible differences between the sexes 

not cmly in the frequency of their performance of vrats, but 

also in the way the vrats are performed, in the purposes for 

which vrats are kept, and finally in the significance which 

mal,e and female votaries attach to these rituals. One way 

by 'which these differences can be explained is by appealing 

to the cultural construction of gender that is woven into 

the heritage (or cultural milieu) of every Indian. Indeed, 

it 'would be impossible to fully appreciate the significance 

of Hindu women's performance of and relationship to vrats 

without taking into account the implications of the cultural 

cons1::ruction of gender in India. 

The scholarship on Hindu women in the last two decades 

has amply documented that women as a group have had ascribed 

to them (by dominant patrilineal and patriarchal religio

cultural ideologies formulated largely by male Brahmans) 

different natures and functions than men as a group.22 

Views about the nature and roles of women have been, over a 

22 See, for example, Prabhati Mukherjee's Hindu Women: 
Normative Models (1978); Lynn Bennett's Dangerous Wives and 
Sacn:!d sisters (1983); Julia Leslie's The Perfect Wife 
(1988); and Vanaja Dhruvarajan's Hindu Women and the Power 
of Ideology (1989). 
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period of centuries, worked out fairly cohesively and set 

down in texts (in particular, Dharmasastras) the ideas of 

which remain influential to the present. In general, 

women's natures are depicted as unsteady, lUstful and weak, 

and ·their functions depicted as centering on their roles as 

wive:s and mothers under the control of male kin. Such an 

ideology regarding women (expressed in both sacred and 

popular literature, films and common adages) informs and 

reinforces social conventions so that it is typical to find 

girls in India actively socialized to be modest, obedient, 

self-effacing, and self-sacrificing for the sake of others 

in tbe family. In the context of vrats, we find girls 

trai:ned to direct the performance of vrats for the 

attainment of a husband, or, for young married women, for 

the well-being of their husband and children, being trained, 

that is, to understand the purpose and meaning of vrats 

within a relational context. Men's rituals (including their 

performance of vrats) tend to be self-directed, that is, 

conclerned with their own aims and well-being. In essence, 

the :vrats that women perform are tied to domestic life and 

traditionally defined family and gender relationships in a 

way 'that the vrats men perform are not. 

A number of researchers who have discussed women and 

vrat.s (e.g., Kakar 1978, Mazumdar 1981) have portrayed vrats 

as essentially normative practices which reproduce cultural 
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values emphasizing (or reinforcing) the structural subser

vience of daughters to fathers and wives to husbands. It is 

frclm such a perspective that in 1986 the editors of the 

important journal Manushi disparaged vrats as rituals con-

tributing to the subordination and disempowerment of women 

in India. Other scholars (e.g., Freeman 1980; Bennett 

198:3), while acknowledging that women's vrats reproduce 

cultural values that place women in a sUbservient role, have 

emphasized women's creative responses - revealed in their 

votive rites and in the stories they tell - to the 

strictures placed on their behaviour. 

The explanation and significance of gender differences 

bet.ween men's and women's performance of vrats can be 

approached from another angle besides social conditioning 

through a dominant ideology. The historian of religion, 

Carolyn Walker Bynum, has examined the issue of gender 

difference in socio-religious contexts from the premise that 

all. ,experience is gendered. In response to Ortner and 

Whit,ehead's statement that women's (and men's) actions and 

"perspectives are to a great extent constrained and condi

tionled by the dominant ideology, ,,23 Bynum argues that 

"Even where there is no hint of an alternative ideology to 

23 S. Ortner and H. Whitehead, eds., Sexual Meanings: 
The Cultural Construction of Gender and Sexuality (London: 
Cambridge U.Press, 1980), x. 



count,er a dominant one, subordinate and dominant indivi-

duals [or women and men] will experience this accepted 

ideology in different ways. ,,24 Bynum argues that not only 

gender-related symbols (which can be "about" values other 
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than gender) but all symbols arise out of the experience of 

"gendered" users and that no theory of symbol (or one could 

add, religious practice) can be adequate unless it incor-

porates women's experience and discourse as well as men's. 

She says further that 

If we take as women's rituals and women's symbols the 
rituals and symbols that women actually use, and ask 
how these symbols mean, we may discover that women have 
all along had certain modes of symbolic discourse 
different from those of men. Even where men and women 
have used the same symbols and rituals, they may have 
invested th~ with different meaning and different ways 
lof meaning. 

Certainly vratas can be viewed as symbolic construc-

tions expanded into ritual and narrative, and it is possible 

to demonstrate through a study of vrats that Hindu women 

have "'modes of symbolic discourse different from that of 

i!4 c. Walker Bynum, Harrell and Richman, eds. Gender 
and RE:!ligion - On the Complexity of Symbols (Boston: Beacon 
Press" 1986), 5. 

2.5 C. Walker Bynum, Gender and Religion, 16. 
For an interesting application of Bynum'S insight see Lynn 
Benne1:t 's description of a cycle of goddess myths shared by 
men ,and women in ritual contexts in which she argues that 
the image of Durga "reflects a predominately male view, 
focu:sed on the problematic woman, while Parvati presents 
Hindu women's own idealized perceptions of themselves and 
the problems they experience." (L.Bennett, Dangerous Wives 
and Sacred Sisters, 274) 
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men' f:i." For instance, in the vrats that only women perform, 

therE~ are a number of elements appearing in their puj as, 

ritual art and stories that are expressive of women's 

responsibilities and concerns: reproductive fertility, the 

hea11:h of their children and familial well-being in general, 

the problems of a "co-wife," as well as the values of 

auspiciousness and saubhagya. Such values and concerns are 

oftl311 transposed by women onto the vrats that are normally 

obsl3rved by both men and women, though these values and 

com::e~rns in the shared vrats may be ritually far less 

explicit. It is not the gender symbolism in women's vrats 

as !'H.:tch, however, that I will be focusing on in this thesis, 

but rather the "different ways of meaning" that women have 

dra~.m from their performance of vrats based on their 

expE~rience and perspectives as women. 

Sta1:e!ment of Thesis 

McGee calls vratas "the primary vehicle available to 

WOmE~l'1l for the recognized pursuit of religious duties and 

• ,,26 a1ms. She characterizes those duties and aims as the 

fulfillment of strldharm ("women's duty") and the pursuit of 

the IN'ell-being of the family. McGee has taken into account 

U McGee, "Feasting and Fasting," 1. See also her 
article: "Desired Fruits: Motive and Intention in the Votive 
Rites of Hindu Women," in Roles and Rituals for Hindu Women, 
ed. J. Leslie, 71-88 (London: Pinter Publishers, 1991). 
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"WOlmEm'S experience and discourse" to challenge the Nibandha 

wri'tE~rs' depictions of women's vrats as supererogatory 

rat:hE~r than obligatory. My field data from Banaras confirms 

that women consider many of the regular vrats they perform 

as in some sense necessary and as contributing in a 

fundamental way to the well-being of their families. 

IndeE~d, women see their performance of vrats for others as 

both drawing from and as evidence for their distinctive 

abilities as women: their physical endurance and fortitude, 

their moral strength, and their special connection to 

auspiciousness and 'akti (conceived in various ways as a 

kind of generative raw energy). 

In this thesis, however, by focusing on women's 

persc::mal experiences and accounts, I will show that women's 

sensce of obligation or duty in the performance of vrats only 

partly explains the remarkable popularity and tenaciousness 

of these rituals among women in India. I found that while 

women often spoke initially of vrats as being "for (main

taining) suhag" (Hindi for saubhagya - the auspicious state 

of the married woman whose husband is alive and well), they 

also spoke directly or indirectly about the psychological, 

social, physical and spiritual benefits for themselves. For 

many women, these were not just residual benefits, but 

primary benefits. For a significant number of women that I 

int.erviewed, vrats are an important (even central) vehicle 
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for E~xpressing devotion and religious fervour, in short, 

fait:h in God. Furthermore, the phrase "vrats give me peace 

of lnind" turned up repeatedly in my interviews. As I show 

in chapter eight, while "peace of mind" includes the 

feelings of satisfaction, calmness and contentment implied 

in a surface reading of the phrase, it often had deeper 

levlels of meaning for the women I spoke with. These are 

meanings connected directly with the Hindu ascetic tradi

tions, for women also spoke of vrats helping them to control 

their minds and bodies. Women's reflections on what keeping 

vra'~s does for them give voice to alternative ways of under

standing the purposes for which women keep vrats, the 

meanings and significance they attach to them, and the 

func1:ions vrats play in their lives. 

I hope to demonstrate, then, that the reasons for the 

vit,ality of the "rat tradition among women in India are more 

complicated than has hitherto been suggested. Though from 

one angle vrats may be portrayed as a means by which a 

con:SE~rvative androcentric gender ideology is both expressed 

and 1:ransmi tted to Hindu women - and thus one way in which 

Hindu men can indirectly control women - I will argue that 

wom,en see the use of vrats as a way to gain control over 

their own lives. Vrats have become (if they were not 

always) a source of "empowerment" for women, providing them 

wi t:h a degree of personal autonomy in an environment in 
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which women frequently lack control or feel disempowered. 

Ironically, Hindu women who are culturally placed in a 

posi1:ion where they must practice self-denial (for example, 

as ,a young daughter-in-law in her husband's home) manage to 

achiE~ve control over their own lives by practising further 

for:ms of self-denial. Asceticism brings power (tapas and 

sak'tjl) both in a religiously prescribed sense, and in the 

sen:SE~ that it provides these women with a feeling that they 

are in control. Through practising vrats, they can control 

at .lE~ast some aspects of their lives; essentially, they are 

con'trolling their own bodies (through modifying eating, 

sleeping, and other physical acts). They can also control 

men's use of their bodies - by legitimately refusing sexual 

act.ivity while fasting. Because vrats are religiously 

sanc:::t:ioned and are ostensibly performed for the benefit of 

malla family members, there is little resistance to a woman's 

per:fc)rming as many vrats as time, resources and her stamina 

allc)~7. While researchers have been documenting the ways in 

which Hindu women's lives and their rituals are expressive 

of 1cheir domestic social milieu and of the values of the 

hou!;e!holder, they have neglected to consider how women, 

traditionally denied access to formal asceticism, have found 

a way to tap into this powerful realm for their own benefit 

thr()ugh the performance of vrats. 
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Format. Methodology and Sources 

As I am convinced that it is impossible to make full 

senSE~ of the current practice of vrats in India without 

having some background knowledge of the long textual tradi-

tion on vrata, chapters one and two of this thesis provide a 

tex1:-·historical overview of the usage and development of the 

tenn in Hindu 'sacred' or authoritative (sruti and smrti) 

litE~rature. The primary texts referred to include the vedic 

corpus, the epic Mah'abharata, a selection of Dharma~astras, 

Pur~it:J.as, and Nibandhas, all of which are in Sanskrit, and 

the m.odern Hindi vrat-katha literature. 27 The reasons for 

the choice of these texts are various. The ~gyeda is the 

first Sanskrit text to mention the word vrata and so it sets 

the context for the word's initial meanings. The 

Mah~ibharata is not only the longest and oldest Hindu epic in 

Sanskrit, it provides (arguably) glimpses of life in pre

Common Era northern India and of vrata as (possibly) 

27 It should be noted that the analysis of vrata in 
virt~ually anyone of these texts or genres could itself 
cons.ti tute a separate thesis. Further textual sources for 
vrat.a descriptions (whether semi-sociological or prescrip
tive!) which could be fruitfully investigated include: the 
Ramayana epic, the early Tamil epics and other Tamil 
lite:rature, the Vaisnava Paiicaratra literature, ~aivite 
Agamas and Sakta Tantras, Sanskrit and vernacular plays, and 
then., of course, the remarkably numerous locally published 
paper books and pamphlets describing the yearly and weekly 
vrat.s observed in that region. 
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prac:::t:iced at that time. In addition, the concept of vrata 

in 1:he epics has not yet been treated at any length. I use 

the SavitrI story found in the Mahabharata to introduce 

ideas; that I argue have continued to inform the concept of 

vra1:al, and women's relationship to it, to the present day. 

Both the Puranas and Nibandhas contain numerous pre

scriptive accounts of vrata, representing a wide span of 

timE~. The Puranas develop, if not introduce, bhakti, 

theistic devotionalism, in the concept of vrata. (This is 

ano1:her aspect of the vrata tradition that women have 

particularly embraced.) The Nibandhas firmly plant vratas 

int() the soil of "dharmik karma", thus making them acts 

which contribute to the social and moral order. 

Following the textual overview, chapter three intro

ducE~s the city of Banaras and my research population, and 

situates vrats within the Hindu festival calendar. The 

remaining chapters attempt to convey women's experience and 

disc:ourse on vrats by quoting their own words as much as 

possible on various issues. Chapter four profiles a small 

group of vrat-observing women, including two widows and an 

unmarried young woman. (For reasons which I describe in 

chapter four, these women were selected for profiling from 

among several dozen interviews that I conducted.) Chapter 

five investigates the parameters of vrats (what makes a vrat 

a vrat?), and chapter six their procedures (what does one do 
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when one does something called a vrat?). Chapters seven and 

eight: are both concerned with addressing the questions of 

the role of vrats and the reasons women give for observing 

theSE! rites. Chapter seven juxtaposes gender ideology (as 

expre.ssed in the Dharmasastras) with conventional social 

pra<:!t~ices and expectat ions, and with women's personal 

narratives concerning their performance of vrats at dif

ferEmt stages in the life cycle. The final chapter focuses 

on 1:he less explicit dimension of women's vrat observance -

their appropriation of ascetic values: self-control, self

discipline and spiritual power. 

The city of Banaras was selected as the fieldsite for 

several reasons. First, its population is predominately 

Hindi speaking, a language of which I have a working 

kno\lrledge. Second, there had not yet been much research 

donE~ on vrat practices there. And third, Banaras is well 

kno~rn as one of the maj or and oldest centres of Hindu 

orthodoxy - and so a place where the observance of vrats 

would have a long and continuous history, where pandits, 

prie!sts and astrologers would be well acquainted with them, 

and where local and pan-Indian vrats would be known. Field

work: in Banaras was carried out over a fourteen month period 

in 1984-5. 

lMy research population, described in detail in chapter 

three, consisted largely of women whose native tongue was 
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Hindi, who resided permanently in Banaras or its immediate 

vicinity, and who regularly observed vrats. The majority of 

the '{rmmen interviewed were Brahmans and most lived in the 

areas between "Chowk" and Banaras Hindu University to the 

sout:h of the city. The former area is a very densely 

populated and old part of the city where many long 

established and orthodox families live. I tried to include 

a variety of age groups, marital statuses, and related 

family members in my interview sample. My research assis

tant: was a "high" Brahman, single and in her early thirties. 

She had many relatives, friends and acquaintances in the 

city and I relied heavily on her for my initial contacts. 

Afte!r that I used the "snow-ball" method to find new 

cont,acts. I make no claims about having adequately 

represented even one segment of the vrat-observing popula

tion of India, U.P. or even Banaras. This was not my 

inten'tion. Rather, my intention was to find women with whom 

I could establish a climate of trust in which they could 

share with me their views and feelings on their religious 

lives in general and on their observance of vrats in 

particular. In turn I hope to have conveyed their voices as 

truthfully as possible - voices that the non-Indian 

scholarly community seldom heard in the past. 



CHAPTER ONE 

VRATA IN THE TEXTUAL TRADITIONS OF HINDU INDIA 

(1) ~Jrata in the Early Literature: Rgyeda to Dharmasutras 
• 

Vrati~ in the Rgveda . 
Like many other important Sanskrit words, the word 

"vratc!" appears in the earliest and most revered group of 

texts of classical Hinduism, the Vedas. In the ~gveda, the 

oldes1: of the Vedas, vrata occurs just over 200 times alone 

or in combination with other words,' and it continues to 

turn up with some regularity in the later vedic Sanmitas, 

Brahma1!as, upani~ads and Sutras. However, while the word 

vrat,~ occurs often enough in this literature, its meaning is 

far from clear. 2 Indeed, there has been some lively 

, P.V. Kane, History of Dharmasastra, 2d.ed. (Poona: 
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 1974), Vol.5, pt.1, 
4. (Prom this point forward all P.V. Kane references will 
aSSUlmE~ his History of Dharma§astra, Vol. V, pt. 1, unless 
othervdse indicated. Because of the frequency of references 
to Kane, unless additional material is to be included in a 
footnote, page references to his work will be placed in the 
text. 

2 In the nineteenth century the indologist F.Max Muller 
noted that vrata "is one of many words which, though we may 
perceive their one central idea, and their original purport, 
we have to translate by various terms in order to make them 
intel--ligible in every passage where they occur." (Vedic 
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controversy among scholars about the etymology (and hence 

early meanings) of the word vrata. This controversy has 

cen'tred on the problem of which root the word is derived 

35 

3 frolm.. P. V. Kane, following the lead of the st. Petersburg 

Dic'tionary,4 preferred the root v~ - "to choose, select" as 

the best derivation for vrata, and in fact this derivation 

rec4aived very early approval in the classical Hindu tradi-

tion as it is given by the influential lexicographer yiska 

HYlru1~~, SBE vol.32, pt.2, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1964 
[1891], 236, n.2.) 

3 For a fuller discussion of this controversy see Kane, 
1-21; P.V.Kane, J.B.B.R.A.S., 29 (1954), 1-28; V.M.Apte, 
Bulle!tin of the Deccan College Research Institute, 3 (1947), 
407--488. 
For e!xample, Max Miiller (Vedic Hymns, II, 236) took vrata to 
be de!rived from the root vri meaning "originally what is 
enclosed, protected, set apart", whereas the Sanskritist 
W.D .. Whitney held that vrata derived rather from the root 
vrt -, "to proceed, turn" - thus meaning "procedure, course, 
linH of movement, course of action, conduct or behaviour, 
oblig'atory actions imposed by religion or morality." (Apte, 
B.D .. C.R.I., 411) Later, the lexicographer V.S.Apte, accep
tin9 the -Ivrt derivation, focused on "route or circular 
path". Apte held that the divine vratas mentioned in the 
~~dg mean the heavenly routes, the divine rounds, the 
periodical movements around the sky closely adhered to by 
the gods themselves. (Kane, 3) Finally, Kane refuted Apte 
on t:he grounds that Apte' s derivation of the meaning does 
not at all account for the way the term is used in many 
pass;ages in the 13gyeda. 

4 Boehtlingk, o. and R.Roth, Sanskrit Worterbuch, 7 vols. 
(st. Petersburg: Buchdruckerei des Kaiserlichen Akademia der 
Wissenshaften, 1855-1875). 
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in h.is Nirukta (c. 6th to 5th century B.C.E.).5 It is the 

one that will probably remain the most widely accepted. 

Kane (p.5) suggests that choosing involves willing and 

thus /vr can also mean "to will," and /vr with the suffix ta 

can mean "what is willed," and by extension "law or 

ordi.nance." Kane (p.6) continues: 

When persons believe or feel that they must perform 
certain acts as ordained by gods, then arises the sense 
of religious worship or duty. If a man imposes upon 
himself certain restrictions as to his behaviour or 
food to win the favour of gods that becomes a sacred 
vow or religious observance. Thus the several meanings 
of the word 'vrata', which I derive from the root vr, 
are command or law, obedience or duty, religious or 

5 According to McGee's translation of the relevant 
passage from the Nirukta, "'Vrata' is a verbal noun }T'~aning 
'the action of abstaining,' derived from the causative of 
the verbal root vr, 'to prevent from,' 'to check.' Another 
word 'vrata' [i.e.; the term as applying to a vow] is 
derived from the same root in the meaning 'to choose.' Food 
is also called 'vrata' because it envelops the body ... " 
(McGe:e, 20) McGee comments that, "In his definition of 
'vrata' in its Vedic context, Yaska emphasizes three aspects 
of rne~aning that are still present in the conventional 
meaning of the term: action, abstinence (or discipline), and 
choice." 

A few centuries later, the scholar grammarian 
Patarljali gave a 'definition' of vrata in his Mahabhasya 
(c.l!:iO B.C.E.) which is not so different from Yaska's; viz. 
"vr:b]'ate iti anena." S.R. Das comments that (thus) "Vrata 
is a thing by which a choice or selection is made. While 
explaining and giving examples of Vrata he speaks of things 
thai: are admissable as food to the Brahmanas and other 
dvi-~l-castes. It is clear that Patanjali understood Vrata 
as l1iyama or vinaya or rules of conduct ... Applied to food 
it lneans the selection of what was to be taken and what was 
not t:o be taken by [the dvija castes] ..• While describing 
the \7ratas he says that milk and such other liquids were the 
Vra1tcl or vinaya of the Brahmanas, yavagu of the Kshatriyas 
and amikshya of the Vaisyas." ("A study of the Vrata Rites 
in Bemgal," Man in India, 32, no.4 [1952]: 212) 



moral practices, religious worship or observance, 
sacred or solemn vow or undertaking, then any vow or 
pattern of conduct. 
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Kane goes on to illustrate his derived meanings ofJv: plus 

ta by citing a number of passages from the Rgyeda where 
• 

vratc! occurs. 6 He insists that the sense of "command" or 

"law" is quite appropriate (contra Apte) in more than half 

of the 13gvedic passages in which the word vrata occurs 

without prefixes. 

It is difficult to accept some of Kane's meanings, in 

particular, "religious or moral practices," "religious 

worship or observance" and "sacred or solemn vow" - meanings 

which he derives from both prefixed and unprefixed occur-

ances of vrata - because he appears to be reading into the 

uses of vrata in the ~gyeda what he knows about its later 

uses. His unprefixed examples are not convincing - e.g., 

Kam~ (p.9) cites RV X.65.11: "(the Visva-devas) that are 

good donors make the sun rise in heaven and spread about the 

6 

"Vrat:as are spoken of as dhruva (immutably fixed) as in II. 
5.4" III. 56.1, V. 69.4 and as adabdha (unharmed, unas
sailable) as in 1.24.10, 11.9.1, 111.54,18, VII.66.6 and 
dai'~a (divine) as in ~g.I.70.1, 1.92.12, VII.75.3. One 
mus1: carefully remember these facts when ascertaining the 
exact meaning of vrata mentioned in connection with almost 
all t.he prominent gods of the ~gveda. It is often stated in 
the Hgveda that the vratas of the god whom the sage for the 
moment praises are not violated by other gods ..•. [some 
examples:] ~g.III.7.7 'the gods observe the vratas of gods'; 
11.38.9 'I invoke for my welfare with salutations god savitr 
whose vrata is not violated by Indra, VaruJ;la, Mitra, 
Aryaman, or Rudra or by the (god's) enemies' ... " (Kane, 8-9) 
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Arya vratas over the earth" as an example for the meaning 

"religious practices or modes of sacred worship." The 

content of this sentence, however, does not really indicate 

what, the "Arya vratas" actually are. The less loaded term 

"ordinances" may be more appropriate. It must also be kept 

in mind that ascertaining the intended meaning of a word 

that has been prefixed or suffixed in Sanskrit (especially 

vedic Sanskrit) is notoriously problematic, as Kane (p.2) 

himself suggests in another context when criticizing Apte. 

other scholars take the word vrata in its early vedic 

context to mean simply laws in general or ordinances of the 

rta7 ("Cosmic Order," or the universal absolute and eternal 
• 
"code" which W.Norman Brown describes as "impersonal in 

itself and entirely objective and mechanistic in its 

opera'tion,,8). J. Gonda takes vrata to mean fixed and 

regular behaviour, and personal function. 9 

In the Rgveda, the gods are spoken of as having their 
• 

own vratas, and as ruling over the vratas of the animate and 

inanimate world: (RV 3.4.7) "Praising the Rta they (the 
• 

7 S.C.Banerjee, "Puraryic Basis of the Vratas Mentioned 
in Bengal Sm~ti," Indian Culture 13, no.1 (1946): 35. 

g "Duty as Truth in Ancient India," in India and 
Indology Selected Articles by W.Norman Brown, ed. L.Rocher 
(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1978), 111. 

S) J.Gonda, A History of Indian Literature (Wiesbaden: 
otto Harrossowitz, 1975), I, 97, 167. 
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gods) proclaim the ~ta; observers of their duty (vrata) they 

concentrate upon their duty (vrata). ,,10 The god most often 

(though not exclusively) mentioned in connection with both 

the rta and with vratas in the Rgyeda is Varuna. He is 
• •• 

portrayed as the "trustee of rta," in Bloomfield's words. 

He also has a direct influence in human lives through his 

role as a divine punisher and rewarder of those who violate 

or observe the vratas ordained by the gods. 11 The follow-

ing Rgveda prayer is a recognition of human inclination to 
• 

break the gods' vratas, and it is to the god Varuna that the 
• 

plea is directed: "Whatever ... [vrata] of thine, 0 Varuna! 
• 

we may break day to day as people (subjects) ... do not 

reduce us to death ... ,,12 It is in this role that VaruI).a is 

somE!times addressed as "dhrta-vrata" (upholder of the . 
vrat.as). The gods Agni and Surya are often called 

"vrcltapah" (protector or lord of vratas) in the Rgyeda and 
• 

late!r Samhi tas. 

vrata and the word dharma, perhaps the key concept of 

the Hindu tradition, are also semantically connected in the 

~!d.£ and in some usages their meanings "appear to have . 

10 Brown, "Duty as Truth," 112. 

11 See T.Day, Conception of Punishment in Early Indian 
Literature (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier U. Press, 1982), 32 
and ch.2, n.5. 

12 RV 1.25.1-2, quoted in Kane, 9. 
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coalesced," as Kane puts it. Among other passages he cites 

RV VII. 89.5 to illustrate his claim: "when we destroy (or 

violate) your dharmans through heedlessness ••• ,do not harm 

us, 0 Varuna, on account of that sin. ,,13 There are also . 
passages where the three words rta, vrata, and dharma occur 

together and appear to mean much the same thing. 14 But 

their interrelationship in vedic literature is subtle and 

complicated and, though meriting attention, would require 

furt:her investigation beyond the scope of this thesis. 

To recapitulate, the derivation of the word vrata and 

its meanings in the Rgyeda are matters of contention . 
• 

NevE!rtheless, one can say that vrata in the Rgyeda is 

closely connected with the ::ta, the larger metaphysical 

concept of Cosmic Order, with dharma (a concept whose full 

ramifications have yet to emerge), and with the governed and 

govE!rning activity of the gods. In many contexts the word 

has the sense of "immutably fixed ordinances" that keep the 

13 Kane, p.20 and n.31 

14 Day, Conception of Punishment, 256, n.6: " ... such 
as RV 5.63.7, '0 Wise Mitra and Varuna! according to your 
fixHd rule of conduct (dharman) you guard your ordinances 
(vrat.a) with the wonderful power of an asura; you rule over 
the w'hole world according to the principle of cosmic order 
(Rtc~); you establish in the heaven the Sun that is a bril
liant. chariot.' In RV 5.72.2 and 6.70.3 vrata and dharman 
occur together, while in RV 1.65.2; 2.27.8; 3.4.7; and 
10.65.8, Rta and vrata occur together in a manner which 
sugge~sts that they carry equal force with vrata, according 
to Ka.ne, " 
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unive~rse in order (keep or support the :-ta) and to which all 

beingrs are subject. In one passage, RV 9.112.1, it is 

sta1:e~d that the various vocations which men engage in are 

their various vratas. A person's vrata may be "that of 

priE~st, or of warrior or ruler, or of some humbler 

occupation - physician or bard or artisan or agricultur

alist ... "15 It is also not surprising to find that "the 

sacrifice, which is the single most important activity that 

vedic man could perform, is described as a vrata at RV 

1.93.8"16 Some vratas seem to be related to individual 

stat;us and primary roles - so that one god's vrata may be 

quit:e different from another's, or humans' from gods' or one 

human from another. Other vratas seem to have universal 

application. In all cases failure to comply (to observe 

one's vrata or the vrata of the gods) is a 'sin' against the 

gods and against Order and Truth (sat). 

Vrat~ in the Later Samhitas, Brihma~as and Upani~ads 

As is well known, a number of passages from the Rgveda 

15 Brown, Duty as Truth, 112. 
I did not come across any references to specific gender 
related vratas. It is entirely possible that in vedic 
lite~rature women's maternal functions could have been called 
their "vrata," as their wifely functions came to be called 
in later smrti literature. 

16 C.Heckaman, "Toward a Comprehensive Understanding of 
Rta in the Rg Veda," M.A. Thesis (McMaster U.), 1980, 57. . . 
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reappear in later Saihhitas, and these include some with the 

word vrata. 17 with respect to the usage of vrata in the 

lat.:!" Samhi tas, Brahmat:las and Upani~ads Kane notes that 

whilE~ vrata appears "here and there" in the sense of 

"ordinance of a god or of gods" the usual senses of vrata in 

the~:;E~ texts are two, 

viz. (I) religious observance or vow, or restrictions 
as to food and behaviour when one has undertaken a 
religious vow, or (2) the special food, that is 
prescribed for sustenance when a person is engaged in a 
religious rite or undertaking such as cow's milk, 
yavagu (barley gruel) or the mixture of hot milk and 
curds (called amiksa). 18 

Wha1: Kane means by "religious observance" or "vow" are 

prescribed ritualistic obligations incumbent on the sacri-

ficE~!" (yajamana) before, during or after a vedic sacrifical 

ritual. These may include general ethical injunctions - "He 

should not speak what is untrue," behavioural restrictions 

(not to eat meat, not to sleep, not to have sexual inter-

course with a woman), and specific kinds of injunctions: "he 

should not wash his clothes in saltwater. ,,19 

17 For example, the verse RV 1.22.19: 'Mark the deeds 
of vi~l}u, the helpful friend of 1ndra, whereby he watches 
over his ordinances [vrata], occurs also in TS 1.3.6.2, AV 
V1I.2:6.6, Vajapeya Samhita VI.4. (Quoted in Kane, 22) 

18 Kane, 23. He also mentions that both meanings of 
vra1:aL are given by Yaska in his Nirukta (11.14). See this 
chapt:er, n. 6. 

19 Kane (23) cites TS 11.5.5.6 'this is his vrata 
(vow): he should not speak what is untrue, should not eat 
flesh, should not approach a woman (for sexual intercourse), 



The Ara~yakas and Upani~ads offer new nuances for the 

meaning of vrata - as well as carrying over older senses. 

This is not surprising considering the radically different 

orientation and intended audience of these texts. The new 
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significations reflect the interest in metaphysical, ascetic 

and meditational themes characteristics of this literature. 

M. Bhagat in his book on ancient Indian asceticism mentions 

the "Arunaketuka Vrata" in the TaittirIya Aranyaka (1.32) 

prescribed for "rsis" (mendicants) where the vrata seems to 
• • 

be a.n open-ended course of behaviour for the "seeker of 

knov,rledge. " 

The Rsis, it is laid down, should live on water or 
every'day eat whatever is obtained by begging - should 
worship Agni; they should not have any possession; they 
should live in [the] forest; wear 'Ksauma' garment, 
either yellow or white and carryon the pursuit of 
knowledge. 20 

While such a 'vow' presages the sannyasin's ("renouncer's") 

vrat.as of later Hinduism, it also presages the introduction 

of ascetic behaviour and values into the concept of vrata as 

nor should his apparel be washed with water impregnated with 
cleansing salt; for, all these things the gods do not do.' 
And, 'rs V.7.6.1 'birds are indeed fire; when one who has 
performed Agnicayana [an important vedic fire sacrifice, the 
altar for which is in the shape of a bird] eats the (flesh 
of) birds, he would be eating fire and would meet with 
disas'ter (or distress); (therefore) he should observe this 
vrata (not to eat bird's flesh) for a year, for vrata does 
not extend beyond a year.' 

20 M.G. Bhagat, Ancient Indian Asceticism (Delhi: 
Munshiram Manoharlal, 1976), 120-1. 
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we :find it in the Pura~as and Nibandhas. 

Typically the Upanisads go further in their rarefaction 

of t:he idea of vrata. The statement of the B~hadara~yaka 

Upal1i~ad (1.5.21-23), writes T. Day, "that 'one should 

perfctrm only one vrata,' namely, one should only breathe in 

and emit breath 'for fear that Death may seize him' reflects 

a yogic specificality in the usage of the word vrata." But, 

he 9c,es on, 

since in the Taittiriya Upani~ad (3.7-10) several 
vratas are mentioned - namely, one should not speak ill 
of food: one should not shun food: one should not 
refuse accommodation to a needy stranger, etc., it 
appears that vrata applies not only to strictly 
religious or liturgical procedures, observances, and 
obligations, but to propriety itself in the sense p,f 
the conduct proper to each situation which arises. 

Of c:ourse, "proper conduct" frequently is religiously 

prescribed. Nevertheless, the point is that some of these 

exanlples reveal a moral dimension to the concept of vrata 

that:, while perhaps implicit in its vedic usage, becomes 

increasingly explicit in the later (especially dharma

'istric) literature, as we shall see. 

Kane also observed that the sense of "a proper course 

or pattern of conduct for a person" - in a more 'secular' 

sense - is a "secondary" meaning of vrata, though he obtains 

this from the Brihma~as rather than the Upani~ads. Kane 

(p.25) cites an example from the Aitareya Brahma~a which is 

;~1 Day, Conception of Punishment, chap. 2, n.5, 254. 
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essEmtially advice - called a vrata - for the proper conduct 

of a king vis-a-vis his enemy. Brief mention should also be 

madE~ of another "secondary" meaning of vrata which Kane 

derived from certain contexts in the Brahmanas - that of 

upavasa or a fast.22 The connection of vrata with upavasa 

or fast is also to develop in the literature and continue on 

into the present day. 

It is the second of Kane's two "ordinary senses of 

vrat.a" - that is, food or sustenance when a person is 

engaged in a religious rite - that is taken up by Keith and 

Macd.onell in their Vedic Index of Names and Subjects. They 

say that vrata in the Samhitas and Brahmanas "has the 

peculiar sense of 'milk' used by one who is living on that 

beverage alone as a vow or penance. ,,23 These references, 

as the ones cited by Kane, often refer to the diksita (one . 
under90ing a diksa or consecration ceremony for a vedic . 
sacrifice). During the ceremony the diksita undergoes 

• 

;~2 Kane, 26. The "other secondary meaning of vrata," 
he writes, "seems to be upavasa (Le. Yajamana's passing the 
night in the Darsa-isti and the Purnamasa-isti near the 
Garhapatya [central home fire] and other fi:res, or [and?] 
reducing his intake of food or fasting): 'that he performs 
upavasa in Dar~a and pur~amasa i~~is is so because the gods 
do no·t partake of the offerings made by one who has not 
underq-one vrata; therefore he undergoes upavasa with the 
thought 'the gods may partake of my offering'" (Ait.Br. 
VII. II) 

,~3 A.B.Keith and A.Macdonell, Vedic Index of Names and 
Subjects (London, 1912), 2, 342. References cited include: 
AV VI..133.2; TS VI.2.5, 3.4; SB 111.2.2, 10.17; 4.2.15. 
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purificatory rites and evidently milk is considered one of 

the substances that is particularly pure and suitable for 

the sacrificer. In this case vrata, identified with the 

milk, may symbolize the purifying process which the initiand 

is undergoing - as dlksa has also been construed as an 

initiation rite.~ Interestingly, the ritual practices 

involved in the diksa ceremony have a number of parallels 

with ~Irata rites as described in later literature such as 

the Puranas. For example, the diksita must eat certain . . 
foods and/or refrain from eating others, he makes a series 

of oblations into the fire (homa), recites certain mantras 

(sacred verses or syllables), and feeds and gives gifts to 

Brahmans. 

The link between vrata and diksa appears again in both 

the ~rautasntras (aphoristic texts on vedic sacrifices, 

based on the Brahmanas) and the Grhyasutras (texts detailing . . 
domes1:ic rituals for the householder; c.600 - 400 B.C.E.). 

Gonda has pointed out that the Grhyasutras generally use the . 
term ~'rata in connection with the dIksa of the young boy 

abou·t to become brahmacarin (a celibate student under the 

tutelage of a Brahman preceptor), but also with the dIksa of 

a sn~a1:aka (one who has finished his studentship and is ready 

24 See Eliade, Birth and Rebirth; the Religious Meaning 
of Initiation (New York: Harper & Row, 1958), chapter on 
diks,a.. See also Uma Marina Vesci, Heat and Sacrifice in the 
veda:~ (Delhi: Motila1 Banarsidass, 1985). 



to become a householder) and of a householder.~ The 

vrat9cs as part of the dIk~a are intended to prepare the 

initiand for the study of sacred texts and to make him a 
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recipient of its fruits. Yet even after the dIksa a student 
• 

was ,expected to undertake particular vratas when he studied 

a ne'W' section of vedic literature. 26 So, for example, 

... before a student began to study the MahanamnI or 
SakvarI verses forming a supplement to the Sarna-Veda, 
he has to prepare himself by keeping a vow, the 
~;akvarI-vrata for twelve, nine, six, or at least three 
years ... Among the many duties connected with this vow, 
t:he student was required to wear a single [dark] 
cloth ... and eat dark food; he should keep standing 
during the day time, and pass the night sitting; when 
it rained he should not seek cover; ... After he has 
prepared himself by these and other austerities, the 
verses were recited to him ... ll 

The ~rautasGtras also mention vrata in connection with, for 

example, the special initiation restraints on behaviour 

during the preparatory period of the new paterfamilias' 

first kindling of the garhapatya (home) fire.~ His vrata, 

~ J.Gonda, Change and Continuity in Indian Religion 
(The Hague: Mouton & Co. 1965), pp.329-331. 

26 H.C.Chakladar, "Some Aspects of Social Life in 
Ancie!nt India," in Cultural Heritage of India, ed. by a 
Board of Scholars, 2d ed. (Calcutta: Ramakrishna Mission, 
1962), II, 569. For more descriptions of these now obsolete 
vrata.s that every student of the Veda had to undergo see 
Kane, .History of Dharma~astra, Vol.II, 370-3. 

27 Chakladar, 569-70. 

28 This important two-day ritual, called the agnyadhana 
(or g~nyadheya) was performed when the young head of a 
family considered "himself capable of assuming responsibi
lity for his own household and of celebrating the prescribed 



which may be in effect for up to a year, consists of the 

sort of behavioural restrictions we have previously 

described. 29 

In the early Dharmasutras (c.600-300 B.C.E; religio-
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juridical texts) the term vrata continues to have the sense 

of restrictions concerning food and behaviour during a 

certain stage in one's life, i.e., as a brahmac~rin, 

grhas"t:hin, vanaprasthin, or sannyasin (nasrama vratas"), or 
• 

as part of the purificatory and initiatory rituals in 

connlection with vedic rites and sacrifices. The Apastamba 

Dhanmasutra, for example, has a section on the vratas of 

snat.a}~as regarding garments, answering calls of nature, 

scandalous talk, not seeing the rising or setting sun, and 

avoiding moral faults such as anger. This text also 

"specifies the observances [vratas] to be followed by the 

rites in his own name ... " Vesci, Heat and Sacrifice, 150. 

29 In describing the agnyadhana ceremony (based on the 
Bharadvaja Srauta siitras of the Taittirlya School) Vesci 
(Heat and Sacrifice, 159) writes: "During his vrata the new 
yaj am2lna must make a vow not to eat meat, not to have sexual 
intercourse with any woman, not to sit on high stools and 
not ,to sleep. Finally, on the eve of the day when the 
fireplaces have to be erected, the yajamina ends his period 
of vrata by observing, together with his wife, the prescrib
ed fast and by keeping vigil the whole night playing the 
vina and watching over the provisional fire lest it should 
die out. The fast and vigil are explained by the texts both 
as a form of tapas to strengthen the yajamana and as a way 
of paying honour to the Deities who are present at the 
ceremony and of thus fulfilling one's duties of host in 
their regard." 
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husband and wife from the day of their marriage such as 

eating only twice in the day, not eating to satiety, fasting 

on tlarvan days. ,,30 

Before we leave these texts, it is worth recording 

McGee's observation about certain rituals for ensuring 

worldly success in the Grhya and Dharmasutras that may well 

have also contributed to the shape of the later Purana and 

Nibandha vratas. She writes: 

'rhese include the santi rites for averting evil, the 
precautionary punyaha rites for removing inauspicious
ness preceding or during religious rituals, the 
lsvastyayana ceremonies for ensuring safe journeys, the 
~~yustya rites for long life, and the mangala rites for 
increasing one I s wealth. 31 

Vrat;~ in the Manu and yijnava1kya Dharma smrtis . 
In the Manu (c.100 B.C.E. - 100 C.E.) and Yajnavalkya 

(c.100-300 C.E.) Dharma smrtis - texts which are frequently . 
quoted as sources of authority on dharma by later digest 

writers - vrata is identified primarily with the prescribed 

~ Ap.DS 11.1.1 ff., cited in Kane, 27. 

31 McGee, 22. She provides specific references to these 
rites from the Grhyasutras in note 17. Anyone familiar with 
the 7\i::harvaveda would note the similarity of these rites 
with some of the "magical" formulas and "charms" for the 
same sorts of purposes, as McGee herself comments. See also 
Margaret Stutley, Ancient Indian Magic and Folkore (Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidass, 1980). 



rites of expiation or penance (praya~cittas) .32 This 

identification of vrata with penance continues to hold 

throughout the Dharmasastra literature as a secondary 
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meaning of vrata or, put differently, as a certain kind of 

prava~citta. An example from Manu is (XI.117): "But after 

he h.as fully performed the penance [vrata], he must give to 

(Brahmanas) learned in the Veda ten cows and a bull, (or) if 

he does not possess (so much property) he must offer to them 

all he has.,,33 And, Yajnavalkya Smrti 111.254: "Wearing a 
• 

woollen garment and matted locks he [one who drinks liquor] 

should perform the penance of Brahmanicide [brahmahatya-

vrat.am]: he should eat, in the night, cakes of sesame seeds 

or particles of rice for three years."~ 

The preceding review of the usage of the word vrata 

shows that the term shifted in its meaning from its earliest 

usasre in the Rgyeda to its use in the sm~tis of Manu and 

Yaj rlavalkya . In the ~gveda, vrata seems to have denoted the 

32 For a detailed discussion of prayascitta see Kane, 
Hist:ory of Dharmasastra, IV, 1-30: and D.C.Bhattacharya, 
"Penances and Vows," in cultural Heritage of India, II, 
chap. 23. 

33 Institutes of Manu, trans. G. Buhler, SBE vol.25. 
See also Manu XI.170, XI.182. 

34 The Dharam Shastra Hindu Religious Codes, trans., 
M.N. Dutt, 1 (New Delhi: Cosmo Publications [1908],1978). 
See also yaj. Sm. 111.251, 252, 267, 270, 283, 301. 
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fixed functions or duties of all beings (be they god, human, 

or animal) which preserve and support the rta - cosmic Order 
• 

or Truth - through the power of dharman ('righteousness'). 

In the later vedic Sanmitas and Brahmanas, the concept of 
• 

vratc~ (as Kane suggests) gradually came to be restricted as 

the concept of dharma became more all-embracing, while the 

term rta disappeared from usage altogether. In certain .-
contE~xts the term vrata came to refer to the restrictions of 

food and behaviour when one has undertaken a rite, e.g., as 

a sacrifice, or a drk~a. But, it also came to be applied to 

the special food prescribed during such a religious rite. 

In the early smrti texts a vrata included not only rules of 
• 

conduct in particular circumstances, but also referred to 

the prescriptions for expiating the negative effects of 

breaking those (and other) rules of conduct. 

Before turning our attention to vrata in the epics it 

is important to note, given the focus on women and the vrata 

tradition in this thesis, that the Manusm~ti (V.154) also 

includes a declaration that no sacrifice, no vrata and no 

fast may be performed by a woman independently of her 

husband. This would appear to be the first specific prohi-

bition against women observing vrata (alone) in the Dharma

~astra literature. The Manusmrti is also the first text on 
• 

Hindu dharma to clearly outline the dharma of women. The 
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text has defined woman's role - and her only means of 

'salvation' from her inherently flawed womanly nature 

(strrsvabhava) - in terms of the strict adherence to the 

ideal of pativrata, a compound made up of the noun pati, 

meaning "lord" but in this context understood "husband," and 

vrat1! .. A woman's vrata - her duty, her "function," and her 

overarching "vow" - is devoted service to her husband-god 

(pati·-~u~rusa). This is the essence of stridharma (women's 
• 

dhar:mc~), irrespective of caste and class. According to 

Manu, "for women the marriage ritual is held to be the 

equivalent of initiation [upanayana], serving one's husband 

that of residing in the teacher's house [and similarly 

serving him], and household duties that of the worship of 

the sacrificial fire. ,,35 Thus "household tasks become part 

of thE~ ... vrata or religious observance of the wife [and 

thus] the high tone in which these apparently mundane tasks 

are [often] described,,36 in later treatises on stri-dharma. 

Eulogistic expositions on and illustrations of this 

pativrata ideal were soon to be found in (probably redacted 

parts of) Hinduism's great epics. As the ideal became 

virtually normative, these illustrations and such epic 

35 I.Julia Leslie, The Perfect Wife - the orthodox 
Hindu woman according to the strTdharmapaddhati of 
Tryam:k:akajvan (Delhi: Oxford U. Press, 1989) 38, quoting 
Manu 11. 6-7. 

~ Leslie, The Perfect Wife, 50. 
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goddess/women as sati/ParvatI, slta, Draupadi, SavitrI, and 

Anasiuya found their way into the later Purat:la and Nibandha 

vrat.a stories accompanying descriptions of these rites. 

(2) :Vrata in the Epics: The Mahibharata 

'The word vrata appears numerous times in the 

- - 37 •• • Mahab:harata - chronologl.cally the fl.rst and the lengthl.er 

of India's two great Sanskrit epics. Its usage here reveals 

a widle array of meanings some of which are found in earl ier 

texts and others which portend later usage. One reason for 

this 1Nide array may be due to the fact that the epic itself 

was orally transmitted for many centuries and so reflected 

the shifting meanings of vrata. Later SmJ;"ti writers 

(Puranas and Nibandhas) quote from sections of the epic as 

authoritative statements on vrata. In particular, the Santi 

and .Anusasana parvans are quoted most frequently, two 

3·,7 As is well known, neither a single author nor a 
singlE~ date can be assigned to the Mahabharata. It was a 
popular work that underwent numerous changes in style and 
language before it was committed to writing. The oldest 
portions, the core Bharata story, are hardly older than 400 '. ,-B. C. :E.. The last books, the Santl. and Anusasana parvans, an 
intrloduction to the first book and later dharmasastric 
material (redacted into various parts of the epic) were 
added between 200 B.C.E and 200 C.E. The complete text 
according to current views cannot be later than the 4th or 
5th cEmt. C.E. Kane believes that the extant Mahabharata is 
later than the extant Manusmrti because, among other things, 
there are verses in the epic·which correspond exactly with 
verses in Manu. (Kane, 1:344) 
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books which are now considered to have received the most 

recent interpolations. 

In the Mahabharata, vrata as a kind of rite or vow, 

whethE~r in a "religious" or "secular" context, begins to 

come 1:0 life. For the first time, particular individuals 

are associated with the observance of a vrata, including 

women. The vratas themselves range from a simple vow not to 

refuse to play dice when challenged (Yudhisthira's vow, 
•• 

Sabh~aparva 58.16) to non-descript, almost monastic-like vows 

(gem~ral self-restrictive behaviour) accordant with a 

Brahman status and way of life. Finally, there are vows 

that sound more like present-day vratas. sometimes what the 

vrata entails is described, but often it is not. Sometimes 

a specific purpose for the rite or vow is given, other times 

it is not. 

In notes on his translation of the Mahabharata, van 

Bui tE~nen wrote: 

'Vow' or 'life-rule' will consistently translate vrata, 
a self-chosen life-rule involving abstinences, usually 
vowed for a particular term; it cannot be broken except 
t:o the detriment of a person's 'truth'. Since 
especially the brahmin way of life involves vratas of 
various kinds, the description 'of strict vows' can be 
applied to almost any brahmin.~ 

WhilE~ his comments are not incorrect, they do not properly 

3a J .A. B. van Bui tenen, trans. and ed., The 
Mah~bhirata, 3 vols. (Chicago: U. of Chicago Press, 1973-
1978), 1, 436. 
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describe the full range of usage of vrata actually found in 

the 1:e!xt. 

'I'he most common usage of vrata (thirteen out of twenty-

five t.imes in the Adiparvan) occurs, as van Buitenen notes, 

in the! context of a description of a Brahman - priest or rsi 
•• 

- who is of good character and action; in other words, one 

who acts in ways deemed appropriate to the Brahman varna. 

For example, 

At this feast, son of the bard Lomaharsana, the learned 
family chieftain has taken the office of the brahman 
priest, capable, keeping to his vows, ... an invariably 
t,ruthful man, given to serenity, austere and strict in 
his vows [dhrta vrata], he is esteemed by all of us ... 
(1.4.5) • 

He was a great seer who never spilled his seed, ..• 
well-versed in the Law and relentless in his vows. 
(1.13.9) 

And, " no one was to surpass him [Krsna Dvaipayana = ... 
Vyasa] in austerities, in the study of the veda, in the 

observance of vows and fasts, in progeny, or in temper ... " 

(1.54.1) The specifics of these "vows" are rarely spelled 

out in the epic. Yet from their contexts one can surmise 

that t,he vratas were indeed a kind of self-imposed, and 

hencE~ "chosen life-rule," involving various behavioural 

restrictions observed for particular periods of time, 

serially or indefinitely. Though some of the vows may be 

chosen, others were evidently prescribed (as part of the 

observance of vedic rituals). In many examples it is 
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unclear whether the "vows" are performed for any particular 

purpose other than to submit oneself to the now generally 

esteemed (though in the Mahabharata ambivalently viewed) 39 

'culture of austerity'; that is, the practices of self-

restraint and the cUltivation of its creative power (tapas, 

see bE~low). One can at least say, without doubt, that the 

observance of vratas was considered praiseworthy 

behaviour. 40 

In other contexts we can see that male Brahmans were 

not 'the only ones to observe "vows." The Kshatriyas 

D~tara~~ra, Pandu and Vidura are said to have undergone the 

39 It has been noted by numerous scholars that while 
ther,e are a number of contradictory views in the epic, 
refl1ecting its history and the interests of its multiple 
redac1:ors, one central tension is that between dharma and 
moks,~u or, more specifically, between the duties and 
res~onsibilities of this-worldly life, on the one hand, and 
on thE~ other, the abandonment of dharmically-ordered society 
for the pursuance of personal power and/or moksa through 
asce'tical practices. Thus in the epic dharma and the 
practice of austerities are alternately shown to be anti
thetical to each other and necessary to each other. An 
example of the futility and potential dangers of asceticism 
is illustrated in the well-known Jaratkaru story (1.13.8ff., 
1.4l.!5 ff.), the central message of which is that there is 
no point in being "of strict vows" if one does not beget 
(male) offspring to fulfill one's debts to the ancestors. 

40 This praiseworthy behaviour is at various points in 
the epic contrasted with the "fallen" state of Brahmans and 
humanity in general in the decadent Kali Yuga. For example, 
in M~rkendeya's description of the Kali Yuga (3.l88.25ff.) 
he says:· liMen who had always been firm in their vows at a 
sraddha or sacrifice will be harnessed with greed and 
exploit one another .... The brahmins shall find fault with 
the vE~da and abandon their vows ... " 
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samskiras ("life-cycle ceremonies"), vratas and studies 
• 

until they reached manhood (1.102.16). Here again the 

vratas may refer to those indicated in the Brahmanas and the 

siitras in conj unction with vedic study. 41 A king' s 

"peoples" are said to do vratas, among other things, in the 

follo\lTing passage: "Bent upon sacrifice and vows, wont to 

pUrSUE! liberality, ritual and Dharma, ... the people were 

prOSpE!rOUS then." (1.102.5) Not surprisingly, Shudras are 

denh!d the vratas and observances of the three upper varnas: . 
" ... obedience to the twice-born is declared to be the 

dharmc~ of Sudras, as it is of those who study with a guru, 

thoUl~h the former are denied the mendicancy, oblations, and 

vows of the latter." (3.149.37) This does not mean, 

howevE!r, that Shudras could not engage in any vratas for 

anotlhE!r passage from the late Anusasanaparva (106.11 and 

13), E~choing Manu and other Dharmasastras, "provides that 

br~hmanas and k~atriyas should not engage in a continuous 

fast for more than three days and that vaisyas and siidras 

can observe a continuous fast for two days only ..• ,,42 

41 Another reference, however, provides a different 
possibility. Adiparvan 121.24 says: "The Bhargava voiced 
his assent and gave him the weapons, and all his lore of 
weaponry with its secrets and vows." (sa rahasya vratam ca 
iva) 

42 Kane, 55. See also Ramayana V.28.5, VII.76.2, 
VII.75.25 where Shudras are forbidden vedic instruction and 
also 1:he right to "practice religious austerities or 
penance" (Bhagat, Asceticism, 253). There will be further 
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,]~he description "of good vows" (suvrata) or "of strict 

vows" (niyatavrata) could also apply to women, as in these 

passi3.ges : 

.. .. and satyavatl of the good vows bade Bhi~ma farewell 
and departed for the forest with both her daughters-in
law. They did awesome austerities, and at last the 
princesses shed their bodies •.. and went the great 
journey. (1.119.10) 

,]~his Prtha, Kuntibhoja's daughter, was gifted with 
beauty"and character; she rejoiced in [dharma] and was 
9reat in her vows [mahivrat~] ... (1.105.1) 

What beauty did Princess Santa of strict vow possess 
t:hat she seduced his heart when he lived like a deer? 
(3.110.8) 

Or, .in the case of a mother-in-law, Kunti, who in exhorting 

her daughter-in-law, Draupadi, to good behaviour says: "Be 

thou the wife at their sacrifices, strict in thy vows, and 

gifted with joy!" (1.191.5) Once more, it is not clear 

whether specific sorts of vratas are being exhorted and/or 

whetl"wr the phrase once more refers to a general attitude 

and conventionally prescribed and esteemed self-restrictive 

behaviour. What is significant is that women, no less than 

men, ~,ere expected to subject themselves to this sort of 

self·-restrictive behaviour in this form. In later litera-

ture it is increasingly explicitly channeled to the service 

of husbands. 

Demons (asuras - the confounders of dharma) are also 

discussion of this sort of stipulation in chapter two. 
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portrayed as performing (ascetic) vows and mortifications. 

The reasons for undertaking such a course of behaviour are, 

of course, usually sinister rather than benign. But even if 

their intentions are sinister, the power (tapas) arising 

from such self-mortification is still available to them. 43 

Specific vratas in the sense of prayascitta (expiation) 

can be assigned in given circumstances. For example, Arjuna 

says to king Dharma (Yudhisthira), "Assign me my vow [vratam .. 
adi ~yatam mama]. I have violated the covenant by looking 

at you ... " (1.205.24) when you were occupied with DraupadL 

Observing a vrata for particular ends such as having 

childr,en also appears in the epic, ends which are very 

familiar to contemporary vrata observers. For example, "It 

was at this very time that the radiant Goddess, Daksa's . 
daughter Vinat~, was wishing for a son. Her austerities 

performed, her vows for the birth of a son faithfully 

fulfilled, the pure woman lay with her husband." (1.27.25) 

Or, in the description of the birth of the Pandavas 

(fathered by five gods), Pandu wants a fourth son through 

Indra and he says: 

I shall obtain from him a powerful son when I have 
satisfied him with austerities. The son that he will 
give me shall be my choicest. Therefore I shall 
mortify myself greatly in acts, thoughts and words. 
Thereupon the lustrous Pandu Kaurava took counsel with 

43 Just one example of demons performing such ascetic 
vratas is in the story of Sunda and Upasunda (1.201.5-7). 
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the great seers and enjoined on Kunt! a holy, year-long 
vow. The strong-armed prince himself stood on one foot 
and with supreme concentration undertook awesome 
austerities. (1.114.17-21) 

Pleased with the demonstration of devotion, Indra obliges 

Pandu 'wi th a boon. 44 .. 
In the story of Savitri (111.42. 277-283), a story 

which, incidentally, is the basis of a three-day annual 

vrata. still widely observed by women in India,45 we find a 

description of a rigorous niyama (bodily and mental self-

restraints) performed for the purpose of begetting a child. 

This niyama is, in essence, a vrata, which is why van 

Bui t€~nen translates the word as "vow." This is an early 

example of the conceptual relationship between vrata and 

niyama; a relationship which is clearly established in the 

purar;fas (as we will see in the chapter two). In the 

episode, king A'vapati, the father-to-be of SivitrI, under-

44. Both S. Jayal (The status of Women in the Epics, 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1966) and Bhagat mention and 
provide references for penances and austerities performed 
for the birth or well-being of children. Jayal (152) says: 
"For the well-being of sons mothers performed various 
penances, kept fasts and offered prayers. Kausalya and 
Kunti propitiated the deities with fast, penances and 
various rites and ceremonies. [Ram.II.20.48; 25 (whole 
sec.); Mbh.V.83.37ff.] Bhagat adds (257): "It was common to 
perform austerities with a view to having a son." 

4~, The vat Savi tri Vrat, observed over the new moon day 
in the month of Jye~th (in northern India). For textual 
references see: Kane, 91-94; for textual descriptions see: 
AP chap.194, MP chaps.208-114; for descriptions of this vrat 
in practice, see: B.A.Gupte (1919:238-45); McGee (1987:469-
475); Tewari (1991:40-43). 
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takE:!s a "severe vow" to beget a child. At meal times he 

res1:ricted his food, he was continent and subdued his 

senses, he offered oblations a hundred thousand times with 

the savitrI formula [mantra] ... and forewent his meal every 

six1:h time." He observes this "life-rule" for eighteen 

years at which time the goddess SavitrI (after whom he later 

names his daughter) grants him a boon, being well pleased 

with his "continence, purity, restraint [niyama], and self

control [dama]," as well as with his "whole-hearted 

devot:ion" to the goddess. He asks for offspring, and is 

granted a daughter in due time. It is remarkable that the 

description of this niyama undertaken for the purpose of 

having a child is not so very different in broad outline 

froIn current vrat practices among women in India: the kind 

and amount of food is curtailed, puja is performed, 

behaviour is altered in certain self-restrictive ways for a 

(prj~determined) period of time. 

Savit:ri - The Pativrata as Tapasvini 

The gavitrl story, in fact, offers us more that can 

shed light on the concept of vrata as it was developed in 

later literature as well as on related ideas about Hindu 

wom.~n. In the following I shall take the opportunity to 

explore some of the elements and themes that are relevant 

to our subject. 
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Later in the story, the "SrI-like" daughter savitrT, 

who has married a prince whom she knew was fated to die 

within a year, undertakes a three-night vow (vrata) just 

prior to her husband's appointed death. In this vow she 

stands all night each night. Her father-in-law tries to 

dissuade her because he thinks S~vitrI's austerities are too 

sevE~re. However, she remains firm and her reply is 

interesting: "Do not feel sorry, father, I shall finish the 

vow; for it is done with resolve [vyavasaya] and resolve is 

the reason." (280.6) In other words, her fixed determina-

tion (or resolution) is her support during her self-imposed 

acts of austerity, and is what makes these acts of austerity 

a "vow." On the morning of the third day of the vrata, her 

parents-in-law encourage her to eat. Evidently, then, her 

vow also involved fasting of some sort, and the breaking of 

the fast would signal the vrata's completion. But she 

refuses, saying, "I shall eat when the sun is down and I 

hav4~ fulfilled my wish. This is the intention [sankalpa46 ] 

and covenant I have conceived in my heart." (280.17) Her 

int4:ntion, of course, is to save her husband's life, which, 

unkJ:'1C)wn to both him and to his parents, is under mortal 

thn~Clt that day. 

46 As we shall see in later chapters, the word 
'sahkalpa' also refers to the sacrificer's or votary's 
formulaic ritual pronouncement of intention to perform the 
sacrifice, vrata, or other observance. 
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Savitri's resolve mayor may not have been formally 

spolcE~n (as it should be according to the much later Sanskrit 

dig,ests on vratas). What is important for SavitrI is her 

resolve to fulfill the vow she had made to herself, so that 

the vow in turn fulfills her wishes. It is the firmness of 

her intent, despite being "gaunt from [her] fast and vow" as 

her husband remarks, that further gives her the stamina to 

follow satyavat into the woods. ("I am not weak from my 

fas·t /' and I do not feel fatigue. I have set my heart on 

going, please don't stop me!" 280.21) Her singleness of 

purpose lends her the courage to confront the "terrifying" 

god of death, Yama, when he arrives to take away the soul of 

the unconscious Satyavat. Finally, it is her knowledge of 

dharma (the "Law") together with her nimbleness of mind that 

eventually outwits Yama and wins back her husband's life and 

Savitri herself declares to Yam a that her course shall 

be unobstructed through "the power of my austerities, my 

conduct toward my elders, my love for my husband, my vow, 

and by thy grace ... " (281.21) Significantly, these are more 

or .lE~sS the same elements (including her resolve, determina

tion and faith) to which women votaries in present day India 

attribute the efficacy of their vrats. 

One of the most important ideas found in the story of 

sav.it:ri is that of the power of tapas (literally "heat" but 
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which carne to include in its meanings the practice of 

austerities) in relation to vrata. Though intent on per-

forming his own duty, Yama deigned to reply to Savitri's 

initial supplications because, as he says, "you are a 

devot.ed wife, Savitrr, and possess the power of austeri-

ties." A few verses later the text itself describes SavitrI 

as, IIIthis stately, devoted wife, perfected by her stressful 

vow. 11,47 What is this "power of austerities" which SavitrI' 

is credited with having? How does it function in the 

con1:E!xt of a \ vow I? And what is its relation to the \ power 1 

of the devoted wife, the pativrata so extolled in Indian 

litE~rature? While much has been written about the role of 

womE~n as pativrata, and on the intriguing concept of tapas 

in Hindu, Buddhist and Jain religious history,~ their 

47 Mbh.281.18. The Sanskrit reads: niyama vrata 
samsiddha mahabhaqa pativrata. While this clause could be 
translated in a different (and less dramatic) way than van 
Buitenen has done, I am accepting his rendering as close to 
the overall intent of the author. 

48 The word tapas is derived from the root tap meaning 
to 1'1 irradiate heat," to "shine," to "consume by heat," to 
"suffer." In its early vedic context, Vesci writes: "As the 
heat of the sun or of fire, tapas penetrates, without 
leaving any immediately visible traces, into the depths of 
thoSE~ things on which it alights and transforms from within. 
As a verb, or as a verbal participle tap it is •.. linked 
with srta" [cooked, boiled, especially as in boiled milk -
Monier~Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, 1088]. 
"Its effects," Vesci continues, "are psychologically felt by 
the person who experiences it and who exerts it on any given 
objE:!ct, as, e.g., the ritual implements to which the priest 
transmits energy, not only through the direct action of the 
firE:! but also through his internal ascetic power." Thus the 
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interconnection with the concept of vrata has not been 

seriously investigated. I would like now to draw attention 

to certain ideas and connections that I believe have 

informed the vrata tradition (both its expounders and its 

prac1:ioners) on implicit if not always explicit levels. In 

particular, I want to consider first some of the vedic 

antecedents to and implications of the idea of one being 

"perfected" by a "stressful vow"; that is, I would like to 

look at vratas as (self-sufficient) agents of transformation 

and spiritual power juxtaposed with earlier conceptions of 

the 1:ransformative "cooking" (="perfecting") of the vedic 

sacrifice through the heat (tapas) of the fire. 

To do this, I refer to U.M. Vesci's book tracing the 

rol'9 and function of heat in the Brahmal)ic Sacrifice. 49 

Vesci argues that in the Brihmanas sacrifice came to be , 

absolutized as self-sufficient action, the centre and source 

of creation itself, an effect of which was the relegation of 

ter:m tapas assumed a bi-polarity, "which includes both the 
end 1:0 be achieved and the means to achieve or produce 
it ... " (21) and which has remained characteristic of it to 
the present day. 
On :tapas see, for example, C.Blair, Heat in the Rgyeda and 
Ath,arvaveda (New Haven: AOS, 1961); D.K.Knipe, In the Image 
of Fire - the Vedic Experience of Heat (Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1975); Uma M.Vesci's Heat and Sacrifice; and 
L.Bhagat's Asceticism, especially pp. 14-27. 

49 U.M. Vesci, Heat and Sacrifice. As I will be 
quo·ting frequently from this book in the following, page 
ref,erences will be placed in the text rather than in 
foo·tnotes. 
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the grods to a position as dependent on it as hUmans. At the 

ris}c of oversimplifying and misrepresenting some of her 

carE~fully constructed arguments, I want to extract a few 

ideas. and quote several passages from her book that have a 

bearing on our subject; that is, that illustrate the 

evolution of certain ideas that I would argue passed over 

into the vrata tradition. 

As is well known, fire and sacrifice assumed an unusual 

proTIlinence in the religion of ancient (vedic) India. Ritual 

and speculative attention focused on the power of fire and 

heat~ to change that with which it came in contact. Cooking, 

vesci writes (p.19), became "so significant [in the Vedas] 

that. what [was] not cooked [could not] even be considered 

either as a proper offering to the Gods or a suitable 

portion for a meal, to such an extent that to eat raw food 

[was] a way of eating without breaking ritual fast." In 

fact, the suitability of raw food ("roots and fruits") as 

fasting food has continued to the present day in vrata (and 

other) rites. Heat (tapas) was understood to purify and 

equip that which is heated with a kind of divine energy. 

("Soma, thus, rises up to the gods, only when transformed, 

purified and fully endowed with energy." [Vesci, p.32]) In 

this early conception, Vesci argues (p.3S), the divine world 

"seems to receive power from the offering, not so much in 

the form of nourishment (as common elsewhere) but by wel-
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coming in their midst a 'friend' who gives them power by his 

very presence full of energy." Further, 

The discovery of the sacred properties of heat, 
exhibited in the sacred fire enables the Vedic priest 
to make use of this energy to surmount through using 
the transformation of the victim the distance between 
Heaven and Earth and to overcome the difference between 
Divinity and Humanity ..• It is the sacrificial fire, 
with its heat, which transforms, prepares, 'cooks' the 
offerings, consecrating into the very 'substance' of 
the Sacred. (Vesci, p.51) 

When a correlation is made between the results of sacrifice 

and the sanctifying heat, a shift in the understanding of 

the ritual occurs, such that the sacrificial offering 

becom,es the centre of liturgical action and the "Sacrifical 

Act" acquires "Absolute Power" insofar as it is identified 

with the Divine on a creative and universal level. As she 

writes (p.55): By 

attracting the liturgical attention on itself, the 
[sacrifical offering] ... ends up by giving value to the 
Jsacred Action as such and in i tsel f . By its being 
-transformed by means of the power which is internal to 
-the cult and operative within the cult itself viz., 
'cooking', the victim brings into relief the nature of 
-the whole liturgical complex. If it is the sacred 
action itself, which effects the transformation and the 
immortalization of the victim, it is natural that it 
tends to become self-sufficient and independent of the 
1Nhole Ultimate Reality, absorbing in its own sphere of 
action both men and Gods. Sacrifice becomes a vivifying 
force independent of any other agent superior to it, 
and acts directly first of all on the victim itself and 
-then on the whole universe. Thus it gradually becomes 
-the sole guarantee for the fulfillment of what is asked 
of it (from the continuation and maintenance of the 
cosmic order to the granting of progeny and wealth) 
.independently of any eventual intervention by Gods. 
Thus, the whole sacrificial Action is divinized, by 
being made to represent the divine activity par 
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excellence, and later on by being absolutized in such a 
way that it itself becomes cosmic and eternal ... 

The role, function and power of the individual Divinities 

become "diminished and yet continue to exist and even to 

remain the recipients of the Sacrifice at least for a 

cer1:a.in time. ,,50 In certain texts man is depicted as 

dependent on the Sacrifice in and of itself for desired aims 

and for the attainment of immortality, "detaching himself 

from the necessity of having to ask for graces and favours 

from the di vini ties. ,,51 The gods become "models to copy" 

because of their perfect way of performing the ritual, and 

guarantors (but not the source) of ritual power. (Vesci, 

pp.70, 96) 

However, although the "independence of the Sacrifice" 

had t.he effect of "liberating" the sacrificer from the 

uncertain response of the gods to his desires,52 it also 

50 Vesci, 58. Vesci later aruges that in the 
Atharvaveda, Vesci continues, "one can observe a new phase 
in the cosmicization of the Sacred Action in the fact that 
specific tasks hitherto reserved for the Divinities have 
transferred to the ritual implements," like the sacrifical 
pot (gharma, also lit. 'heat') which as it is heated and the 
milk inside bubbles over is said to "milk" out the present, 
the past and the future, discharging "all the duties (vrata) 
of 1:he Gods". (AV iv.ii.2, quoted in Vesci, 66) 

51 Vesci describes this point of view in the context of 
the ]l"V, the TS (e. g ., VI. 2 . 2 .7), and the SB. 

52 "without the help of a Supreme Divinity which, no 
mat1:er how capricious in its favours, knows also how to be 
merciful, the task of the priest engaged in an Action with
out appeal, far from having been facilitated, has become 
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had other consequences, consequences which eventually led to 

the virtual obsolescence of the vedic sacrifice. One 

consequence was that the rituals of the sacrifice became 

increasingly complicated, leading to the need for more 

specialized personnel and to an efflorescence of texts and 

commemtaries produced by various schools of method and 

int4:!rpretation. The performance of the sacrifice also 

became more dangerous for a mistake made in the ritual, 

every action of which was now equally important, could have 

devastating consequences. Hence certain Brahmanas (e.g., 
• 

Aitbr. 32, SB 13) are replete with expiatory formulas to 

counteract such mistakes, and hence the increasingly rigor-

ous t.raining required of the ritual specialists. There was 

also the danger of the priest not being able to regulate the 

"thHrmic energy" (tapas) of the sacrifice. "Excess heat" 

could psychically as well as physically "burn" the priests 

and possibly threaten the very order of existence.~ 

To sum up, Vesci's central thesis is that the heat used 

terribly complicated." ... "Now it is the rite itself which 
has to overcome the obstacles and it can only do so by 
itsE~lf through the help of its own creative principle: the 
hea1:." (83) 

53 This idea of the potential destructiveness of excess 
hea1: persisted in various forms and contexts in Indian 
history. Besides the havoc-provoking 'excess heat' gener
ated by severe asceticism attributed to various yogis, 
asuras, etc., in the epics and other literature, diseases, 
fever, emotions (rage, passion), and of course sex are 
either effects or producers of "excess heat." 
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to prepare the sacrificial offering for the gods was already 

in 1:he Rgyeda understood to be a unique and sacred power . 
• 

Afb=r a correlation is made between the results of sacrifice 

and heat, the sacrifical rite is understood to acquire its 

own power from heat, a power which transforms the ingredi-

ents of the offering, endowing it with energy to "ascend to 

the immortal sphere of Reality." In the end, the gods 

become secondary to the sacrifice itself which, through the 

energry of heat, becomes the source of cosmic power. 

Returning to our main subject and, in particular, the 

depiction of vrata in the epic, let us now use this con-

cep1:ual background in which to consider the possible 

meanings of the description of Savitri as being "perfected" 

by he~r "stressful vow." We need to remember that in its 

speculative developments the energy produced by the 

sacrifice became interiorized through ascetic discipline as 

tapas~. In the epics, many beings - gods, demons, men, women 

- are~ depicted as performing austerities for a number of 

different reasons, e.g., for obtaining power, moksa, or 
• 

children. The word "tapas" is often used to describe both 

the act and the rewards of self-mortification, as it earlier 

described both the heat and the results of the heat in the 

sacrifice. Such performance of austerities is often 
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port.rayed as generating "heat"S4 which "cooks," "perfects," 

"purifies," "transforms" the actor, producing spiritual 

energy (and also, at the extreme, "magical" powers -

siddhis). Through the "internal heat" which Savitrl 

gene~rated by her ascetic practices, she, too, "purifies," 

"tra.nsforms" and endows herself with a powerful energy which 

enables her to accomplish her goal. Thus too she says that 

it is the "power of my austerities" and limy vow" (among 

other factors) that will prevent obstructions to her 

purpose. 

Vesci writes (p.88) that the Brahmana texts explicitly . 
recognize "three functions of Sacred Heat namely, purifi-

cation, transformation, and the bestowal of energy to the 

vict.im that it may reach its goal ... " The transformati ve 

function of heat "can be found in a term of comparison which 

the exegete [brahmavadin] uses to clarify the effects on the 

priest or on the sacrificer by his consecration (mah~-

vrata)." In the Gopatha Brahmal!a (1.4.13) the priest or 

sacrificer is compared to "an earthen vessel baked by the 

heat. of his ascetic power (tapas, already in the sense of 

heat obtained by personal effort and abstinence)." (Vesci, 

p.93) The consecration (dIksa / vrata) the yajamana or 
• 

'54 For example, the woman Ahalya is described in the 
Ramayana (1.49.17) as "magnificent, flaming in ascetic 
energyi, after practicing austerities. (see Bhagat, 15) 
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diksita undergoes transforms and protects him from "being --.:---

melt:ed" (as the text puts it), just like the raw clay 

vessels are first "purified" and transformed (hardened) by 

heat: so that they can then withstand the heat of the 

sacrifice itself. The presence of the right amount of heat 

"is a condition sine ID!£ non for the sacrifice to be 

efficacious" (Vesci, p.90), whether to obtain "wealth, or 

interior change, or ascension to the higher worlds." (Vesci, 

p.94) 

The resonance of these ideas in the vrata tradition as 

it emerged centuries later and is practised and understood 

today is, to my mind, striking. For, already in the Puranas . 
(as we shall see in the following chapter) vratas are 

described as a form of tapas. Thus they have a transforma-

tional power on the votary brought about through the 

purifying and perfecting of her or himself by the 

aust:erities she or he performs, just as tapas transformed 

the vedic sacrifice from the raw material of the offering to 

the energy which finally (re)creates and sustains the 

universe, and which gave to the sacrificer the power to 

achieve desired gaols without the help of the gods. The 

idea of the efficacy of self-mortification alone achieving 

one's desired aims, while usually subsumed under a 

devotional cast, persists today in the performance of 

certain vratas where the gods are apparently secondary or 



almost irrelevant to the success of the rite. Such ideas 

regarding the power of tapas also offer one explanation to 

why it is, for example, that, as I was told in so many 

words, the harder the fasting and other abstinences, the 

greater the tapas generated, and the more assured the 

results. 
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The connections between tapas and vrata will be pursued 

further in later chapters. Having explored the power of 

austerities and its functioning in the context of a vow, we 

now briefly turn our attention to our third question, the 

relationship of vratas and tapas to the pativrata. In the 

story of SavitrI there are two other (related) elements that 

make her, and women who behave in the same sort of way, 

'powerful'. One is Savitri's feminine n§akti," often 

described as a kind of raw generative energy present in the 

world as a whole , and in women in particular. (I will 

discuss this in chapter seven.) The other is her "truthful" 

chastity, her sincere single- minded/hearted devotion to her 

husband Satyavat. To the chastity of women (that is, 

faithfulness to one man, rather than celibacy) the epics and 

later literature ascribe all manner of marvelous properties. 

Bhagat writes: "The epic eulogizes tapas, its efficacy and 

power. There is nothing superior to it. Its might enables 

a person to achieve great results. The ascetic through 

tapa§ acquires supernatural power ... But such powers are 
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acc4assible to women also if they are chaste. ,,55 While some 

commEmtators have suggested that such praise of the 

pat:ivrata by male Brahmans occured in large measure in order 

to JrE!commend such behaviour to women, I think there is more 

to it: than that. On the one hand, the power of chastity 

derives from the cUltivation of tapas in the self-restraint 

and single-mindedness involved. On the other hand, taking 

on 1:he vrata of pati-susru~a (service to the husband) has a 

conne!ction to the power of truth, satya. 

In commenting on the themes of Book III of the 

Mah~ibharata (the Aranyaka parvan), van Buitenen draws 

attE:!ntion to the firmness of Yudhi~1:hira's pledge to remain 

in 1:he forest for thirteen years and not avenge his 

decE~itful cousins before that time had elapsed. He says, 

"FroITl this point of view the Book of the Forest is the 

celebration of the highest value in the moral code of the 

ancient Indians, truthfulness and faithfulness under all 

circumstances. ,,56 While Yudhi~thira is the main male model 

for this, there are a number of women who also model this 

behaviour in their capacity as pativratas, as for example 

SavitrL Interestingly, even though it is Savitrl's husband 

55 Bhagat, Asceticism, 277 

56 van Buitenen, Mahabharata, 1:177. 
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who is named "Sat yavat, " meaning "truthful, ,,57 it is 

savitri herself who demonstrates these qualities in the 

story by word and action. Indeed, after Satyavat has been 

given back his soul and he wakes up, immediately becoming 

fearful of finding their way back in the encroaching 

darkness, and weepy over his parents' possible worry, 

Savitrl consoles him and then utters a "truth-vow": "If it 

is true that I have practised austerities, if I have given, 

if I have offered up, then this night shall be safe for my 

paren1:s-in-law and my husband. I do not recall that I have 

ever spoken a lie, even in jest - by that truth [tena 

saty,ena] my parents-in-law shall live today!" (281.97) 

It is in looking at such "truth-vows" (wherein the word 

vrat,~ mayor may not be used) that one can arrive at the 

clearE~st sense of what van Buitenen meant, when he was 

quotl~d earlier as saying that "vows" cannot be broken except 

to "-the detriment of a person's truth." Truth-vows usually 

involve appealing to the truth of one's prior conduct in 

order to dramatically prove one's fidelity (as in slta's 

case) or otherwise effect a curse, clear an obstruction, or 

resolve a seemingly unresolveable difficulty. They are, as 

57 "Satyavat" also means, according to M.Monier 
Williams Sanskrit-English Dictionary (1135-6), "sincere", 
"pUrE~," "virtuous," and "effectual." 
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w. Norman Brown noted, rare in the literature. 58 They are 

also, in the epics at least, far more often uttered by women 

than by men. 59 And when women utter them, they often 

appE~al to the "trueness" of their chastity, their fidelity 

in de~ed, word, and thought to their husbands. In keeping 

with the general emphasis on SavitrI's austerities in this 

whole~ episode, however, SavitrI appeals not to her fidelity 

(a qiven) but to the fact that she had undertaken austeri-

ties and that she had never lied. The truth of her 

(~:ivrata) behaviour, as well as her austerities (her self-

sacrifice for the sake of another) performed with the right 

intentions (even if socially mandated), then, makes her 

positively powerful in this story; a story which women tell 

to E!ach other each year when they perform the Va~ savi trY 

Vrat:. 

In the literature we have examined so far, vrata has 

been linked to such central concepts and practices in Hindu 

religious history as rta (Cosmic Order), satya (Truth), and 
~ 

dharm£ (Law), yajna (sacrifice), dlksa (initiation), and 
• 

tapas (heat, austerities), niyama (restraints) and 

58 See W. Norman Brown's article, "Duty as Truth". 

59 For example, in the Mbh., truth-vows are made by: 
DamayantI (3.54.17-20), the "frog princess" (3.37.79), 
Draupadl (3.252.20), and sIta (3.275.20). 
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pravascitta (penance), and, more obliquely in relation to 

womE~n, pativrata. Though the idea of rta is encompassed by . 
the concept of dharma, and ya;na and diksa assume less 

• 
proDlinence in later religious praxis, each of these concepts 

and practices to which vrata is related remain important in 

somE~ form or other to the present day. The next chapter 

follows the historical course of vrata as it emerges as a 

fully developed votive rite in the literature of the Puranas 

and Nibandhas. 



CHAPTER TWO 

VRATA IN THE HINDU TEXTUAL TRADITION II 

PURANAS AND NIBANDHAS 
• 

The Hindu medieval Sanskrit religio-juridical texts, 

the Puranas and the Nibandhas, constitute an immense 
• 

lite~rature. An extensive overview of the form and concept 

of ~rrata in this corpus of texts has been undertaken by P.V. 

Kane~ and, most recently, by M. McGee. McGee's treatment is 

more thematically developed and critical than Kane's, and, 

as we have noted earlier, she also pays attention, as Kane 

does not, to gender as a category of analysis. Because the 

development of the concept and practice of vrata in the 

purapa and especially Nibandha literature has been so 

compr1ehensively discussed, there is no need for me to go 

over ·the same territory in the same detail. Rather, 

summarizing my own findings as well as those of Kane and 

McGee, I will concentrate on two specific aspects of the 

~astr.ic vrata tradition as depicted in this medieval 

literature; the "dharma of vrata" (or, the code of conduct 

for the performer of vrata), and the implications for female 

votaries to be found in this literature written by, and 

predominately directed to, high caste males. 

78 
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There are several points about the depiction of vrata 

in t.his literature that are noteworthy. First, the mention, 

description, and discussion of vrata effloresces in the 

Puranas and Nibandhas. This efflorescence indicates that . 
vratas as a specific kind of votive rite had come to be 

considered a form of religious observance worthy of lengthy 

disquisitions sustained by pandits over many centuries. In 

these texts, we find the first relatively consistent por-

traya.ls of vrata as a votive rite normally involving at 

least fasting, puja (worship) and dana (the giving of 

gifts). We receive descriptions, sometimes detailed, some-

times perfunctory, of their purposes and procedures, of who 

was eligible to observe them, when, and under what circum-

stances. We also find attached to many of the vrata 

descriptions (or even comprising the description itself) the 

"vratc!,-katha," vrata stories that serve to demonstrate the 

effica.cy of the rite. These stories, many of whose episodes 

and characters come from the epics or from other Purapas 

them:SE~l ves , first emerge in literary form in the Pudi'nas . . 
Second, the fact that vratas are included so prom-

inen"tly in works on dharma suggests that these rites were 

embraced and shaped by the Pudina and Nibandha editors as a . 
means to inculcate "dharmic" (dharma~stric) values and 

socia.lly responsible behaviour. The ethical dimension in 

the concept of vrata implicit in earlier ~ruti and Smrti , 
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litE~rature is now more clearly articulated and emphasized. 

Third, congruent with the rise to prominence of sectarian 

theism in the first millenium C.E., vratas - especiallY in 

the Purinas - are given the devotional cast still character-• 
istic of present day vrats. vratas become a recommended way 

of E!xpressing faith and devotion to one's chosen deity, as 

well as a way of soliciting blessings and favours from a 

god. Fourth, most of the vratas are depicted in these texts 

as 111 kamy a " ("desire-born", as McGee puts it) rites. That 

is, they are set out as optional rites that a householder 

(or person of any social category) can choose to observe in 

order to obtain some specific phala ("fruit"). This 

dist,inguishes them from their predominately "ni tya" (or 

obligatory) orientation in earlier vedic and smrti 
• 

literature. 

Finally, it should be noted that women become secon

dary, if not virtual silent players with regard to vratas in \ 

these texts. Although women often figure prominently in the 

vrat£ kathas, and a few vratas are slated specifically for 

women to observe, one generally does not get the sense that 

women have any special connection to these rites. Rather, 

women and Shudras are discussed as having the privilege of 

observing these vows, while they were disenfranchised from 

other rituals. But even here, there are various restric-

tions placed by the male dvija authors on when and under 
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what: circumstances women and Shudras could actually keep the 

vrat:as. 

The vratas are effusively praised in these texts, and 

favourably compared with vedic sacrifices, among other 

important religious acts. The merit and rewards for 

performing (or, as some pural)as would have it, even just the 

hearing about) these rites are lavishly detailed. The 

vrat:as are portrayed as a means of achieving not just bhukti 

(earthly enjoyments - wealth, beauty, learning, long life) 

but also are given a prominent place among the means of 

attaining mukti ('salvation') for those living in the Kali 

Yuga, the fourth and decadent stage of the grand cycle of 

the cosmos. 

* * * 
The Puranas , 

The Puranas ("ancient stories") are compendia of Hindu • 
religious lore - ritual, philosophy, myths, genealogies -

gathered and edited primarily between c. 400 and 1400 C.E. 

There are conventionally eighteen "major" (mah'a) and 

eighteen "minor" (upa) puranas, though there has been no • 
full consensus on which Pur"2tnas qualify for which designa-. 
tion. ,,-Unlike the Dharmasastras and Nibandhas, the Puranas 

" 
are not particularly systematic in their presentation of 

materials. They also tend to be slanted towards one of 

/ . / 
three sectarian directions - Salva, Vaisnava or Sakta. , , 
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Probably because of the above reasons and because the 

Sanskrit in the Puranas is not always strictly correct, as 

well as the fact that they contained such a potpourri of 

material, these texts were not considered seriously by most 

Western indologists to be reliable or inspired sources of 

information on any topic until the second half of this 

century.' This may be one of the reasons that vratas were 

virtually ignored by European Indologists. But the Puranas • 
had gained a stamp of approval among Hindus early on as 

smrti. (second order 'scripture') and are frequently quoted , 
as authoritative sources in much later literature, including 

the Nibandhas. They were widely disseminated in India and 

portions of some of them were translated into vernaculars. 

In all probability the contents of the Puranas were better • 
known to the general populace than were the Vedas and 

ancilliary texts 1 and the Dharma~astras. Certainly their 

rich myth and story traditions about the gods and their 

exploits make the communication of dharma more accessible 

, For example, the German indologist M. Winternitz said 
this about the Puranas: "we do not know when this literature .. .. 
[passed lnto the hands of] the lower prlesthood, WhlCh 
congregated into the temples and places of pilgrimage ... ; 
and these rather uneducated temple priests used it for the 
glorification of the deities whom they served, and in later 
times more and more for the recommendation of the temples 
and places of pilgrimage in which they maintained and often 
enriched themselves." (Winternitz, A History of Indian 
Literature, trans. S. Ketkar, 2d ed. revised, Calcutta: U. 
of Calcutta Press, 1959, 1:464.) 
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and palatable. 2 

Descriptions and discussions of vratas appear in almost 

all the Puranas - usually in one section of the text, but 
• 

sometimes scattered here and there. Rules for procedures 

can be extremely elaborate, and some are even made to sound 

like the ritual details for the complicated vedic great 

sacrifices described in the Brahmanas. 3 Here the vratin • 
(votary) is called a yajamana (sponsor of the sacrifice) and 

the vrata a yajha, leaving us no doubt that vratas are to be 

considered the direct heirs of vedic sacrifices. 

The Nibandhas 

The Nibandha4 literature essentially took over from 

the earlier Dharma~astras in form and content. They were 

writt,en in Sanskrit by Brahman pandits between the 12th and 

18th centuries. Surviving Nibandha texts number in the 

hundr,eds; some of them are mammoth works, comprising five or 

six volumes. What the nibandhakaras (writers) did essenti-

') 

.- A number of women that I interviewed had copies of 
various Puranas in their homes, but none had texts of the 
Vedas nor of'the Dharmasastras. The religious texts most 
frequently found and consulted in their homes were the 
Bhagavad GICa and the Tulsidas version of the J<aniayana . • 

:5 An example is the Bhrmadvada~i Vrata described in the 
MatsyapuraI}a, chap. 69. 

" The term nibandha means a "binding together"; in this 
case, of explanations and examples of dharma. (McGee, 41) 
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ally was to gather information on a variety of dharmic 

topics from a myriad of sources including the early Dharma-

sutras, epics, Dharma~astras and commentaries, Puranas, as 
• 

well as local practices and customs, and organize all this 

(oftl~n contradictory) information into fairly systematic 

presl~ntations. At the same time, the nibandhakaras would 

add -their own learned opinions. These treatises tend to be 

non-sectarian. 

There are whole Nibandhas devoted to a discussion and 

description of vratas, and this discussion is far more 

detailed than all earlier literature on the subject. The 

nibandhakaras were often trained as m1ma~sa specialists 

(trained in the categories and applications of vedic ritual 

exigesis) and one sees this training emerge in their discus-

sions of vratas. As McGee points out, it sometimes emerges 

with curious results, manifested, for example, in the manner 

whereby the pandit-authors must manipulate the rules to 

accommodate - not always successfully - the involvrnent of 

women and Shudras. For, by this time, the traditions of 

ritual exegesis were quite accustomed to excluding women and 

Shudras from any direct participation in the central 

features of vedic/brahmanic rituals because of their 
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amantravat5 status. 

The number of vratas described in such early Puranas as .. 
the Visnupurana was not very large. Gradually, however, , , . 
their numbers increased until they proliferated almost 

exponentially in the works compiled in the 9th to the 14th 

centuries, as in the Padmapurana. Similarly in the 
• 

Nibandhas one finds an explosion of vrata descriptions from 

such earlier treatises as Laksmidh~ra's Krtyakalpataru 
• f 

(first half of the 12th cent.), to Hemiadri's caturvarga

cintamani (end of the 13th cent.) and finally to the works 
• 

such as Vi~vanatha's Vrataraja (early 18th cent.), a work 

devoted exclusively to vrata. 6 As Kane says: "There is no 

topic on Dharma§astra except probably that of tirthayatra 

[pilgrimage] and of ~raddha [funerary and memorial rites] on 

which the Puranas [and Nibandhas] wax so eloquent as on 
• 

vrata.,,7 Though the vratas listed in the works may be 

count,ed in the thousands many of them are repeated from one 

work to another, or different names are given to the same 

!) Amantravat means one who does not have the authority 
to says mantras because of his or her lack of vedic 
educa'tion and ritual impurity. 

6 In this chapter I will be quoting the Vrataraja 
Nibandha more often than other Nibandhas because it was 
composed in Banaras (my field research site); it is a 
relatively late Nibandha that incorporated sections from 
many earlier works; and it focuses entirely on the subject 
of vra.ta. 

J Kane, 57. 
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vrat£. One commonly finds in the later pura~as whole 

sections lifted out of earlier texts, sometimes reformulated 

with a different sectarian angle. Similarly, in the 

Nibandha literature authors often took portions of earlier 

works verbatim and added them to their own. The Vrataraja, 

for example, contains long passages borrowed from Hemadri 

and many others. 

The topic of vrata is bound up with discussions on kala 

(time) such as the tithis (defined as the time or period 

required by the moon to gain twelve degrees of the sun), as 

the titles of many Nibandhas indicate. Both the Purana and 
• 

the Nibandha writers, especially the latter, were very 

concerned with setting out in great detail the appropriate 

astrological conditions and most auspicious times for the 

obsE~rvance of religious rites and the celebrations of 

festivals and other important occasions. As a consequence, 

much of the discussion on vrata is devoted to determining 

which are the most auspicious times for their effective 

performance according to these astrological calculations. 

Vra1:a and utsava 

In this literature, vratas are often conflated with 

both praya~cittas (expiations) and utsavas (festivals). 

This is because vratas, praya~cittas and utsavas were 

intE~rchanged in some of the early Dharmasutras and the rites 
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continued to share some of the same characteristics in their 

observance such as eating or abstaining from certain foods, 

ritual bathing, performing puja, observing restraints 

(niyama), reciting mantras and giving gifts (dana). Also, 

writers on vrata were no doubt aware that the intention, if 

not the circumstances of the celebrant or votary could 

determine whether a vrata was being observed as a 

- ".. . prayascltta, or a festival as a vrata. Thus one cannot 

always clearly demarcate the boundary between these three 

rites from textual descriptions alone. 

Generally, what most distinguishes vratas from utsavas 

is that the latter are public secular or religious obser-

vances often occuring annually, such as the celebration of 

the birthday of a deity or a saint in which a whole family 

or community participates, while vratas are usually 

performed by individuals for specific purposes, and often 

for d,elimited periods of time. Another distinction is that 

whereas vratas can be part of the observance of a festival 

(as in the case of KrsnajanamastamI, the annual celebration 
•• # •• 

of the birth of Krsna during which many celebrants will keep ... 
a fast [vrata), a festival (as opposed to festivities) 

would not be part of a vrata. The relation between vrata 

and u·tsava (or Hindi "tyauhar") will be taken up again in 

chapter five from the perspective of women I interviewed. 
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- '. Vrata and Prayasc1tta 

Vrata was associated with prayascitta in Manu, 

Yajfiyavalkya, and other sm;-tis of around the turn of the 

Common Era. However, in the later Sm;-tis, the Purar;tas and 

the N'ibandhas prayascitta and vrata are treated as separate 

- ~. topics though many of the well known prayasc1ttas (e.g., 

candrayaI?a8
) have been integrated into the puraI?ic vratas9 

whosel purpose is indicated as expiatory. Indeed, one cate-

gory of vratas has been called 'expiatory' and is referred 

to as: naimittika (to be done for a special purpose, or, as 

occasions arise). 

What differentiates a vrata and a prayascitta, then, is 

that the latter is a prescribed observance to nullify or 

moderate the effects of some transgression from a mahapataka 

("major offence") like Brahman-killing to an upapataka 

("minor offence" - these are innumerable) like stealing. 

Doingr something intentionally or unintentionally to break a 

8 The Candraya~a rite (vrata) is often mentioned in the 
PuraT;Las as a means for expiating the effects of 
misde!meanours (~). It involves taking one morsel of food 
on the first day of the bright half (waxing moon) of the 
month, on the second day two morsels are eaten and so on 
until the day of the full moon (purI?amasI) fifteen morsels 
are t:aken; then on the first day of the dark half fourteen 
morse!ls are taken, one being reduced on each succeeding day. 

9 As well, terms like ekabhakta (one meal per day), nakta 
(one meal per day to be taken at night) and ayacita 
(subsisting on food got without begging) used originally with 
prayascittas were adopted into the puranic vratas. (see Kane, 
103) . 
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vrata is itself considered an upapataka, for which a 

praya:scitta is prescribed: "If one gets angry or shows greed 

about anything during this period [the duration of the 

vrata], he commits a breach of vow (vratabhanga)i and the 

expiation for this is not taking food for three days or 

tonsuring the head. He many start his vow afresh there

after. ,,10 The purpose of praya'Scittas is essentially to 

purify oneself, to redress one's "karmic" balance, and to 

pay ba.ck society (the dharmic order) for one's trans-

gressions. A vrata may be undertaken as an expiatory rite, 

but it may be undertaken for many other reasons as well, 

usually determined by the individual. praya~cittas, on the 

other hand, are usually imposed from without, by a family 

priest, the village council, or even by a king. 

* * * 

~rhe predominately Vaisnavite Garudapurana makes the . ,. ,. 
follo'ving statement on vratas which describes in a general 

way the model pural]ic vrata: 

Suta said: I shall now deal with the mode of practising 
1:hose vows [vratas] and penances, 0 Vyasa, by which a 
man may win the good graces of the god Hari to the 

10 Agnipurana 174.40, quoted in S.Dange, Encyclopaedia 
of Pur5nic Beliefs and Practices (1990), vol.V, 1525. 
Here on~ can note the masculine orientation of this 
injunction, although some pura!las and Nibandhas make 
allowances for women, e.g., a certain length of hair should 
be cut: off rather than the head shaved altogether. 
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extent that he may be pleased to answer all his 
prayers. The god should be worshipped in all months of 
the year and in all days of the week, and under the 
auspices of all lunar phases and astral combinations. 
The votary shall observe a fast or take a single meal 
in the night, or live upon a fruit regimen on the day 
of the vow, and make gifts of money and paddy for the 
satisfaction of the god Vi~~u, for which he will be 
blessed with the birth of a son and the ownership of 
fresh landed estates. 11 

The person who supplicates his chosen deity, then, with 

fasting and puja may be granted his wishes and more if the 

deity is well disposed. The passage recommends constant 

devotion to God. Indeed, many of the Puranas advocate • 
bhakti (devotion) alone as a means of getting what one wants 

- whe'ther spiritual rewards or a material obj ect. Though 

state:ments such as this advise the observance of vratas on 

any and all days of the week, month and year, they also 

stress the correct astrological calculation. The gods may 

be powerful in their own right, but the movement of the 

planets and stars at all costs must be taken under consider-

ation for they also exert their powers on humans. 

Following an introductory pronouncement on votive rites 

the typical specific vrata description may add a further 

sentence on the merit that the vrata will confer on the 

votary such as wealth, prosperity, health, beauty, progeny, 

'11 The Garudapurana, trans. by a board of scholars, ed. 
J.L. Shastri , vo!. 12, ·chap.116 (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 
1978). Further references to the Garudapurana will be to 
this translation. • 
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saubh1~gya (marital felicity), the removal of the effects of 

one's (or one's ancestors') sins, or a place in the god's 

loka (heaven). Next comes the account of how to practice 

the vrata; when to begin and end it, what deity(ies) should 

be worshipped and in what manner, what mantras, if any, 

should be said, and what offerings given in the puja. 

Lastly, the description will specify how many Brahmans 

and/or others are to be fed in the ending ceremony, the sort 

of food to be given and the amount and nature of the gifts 

to be donated. Fasting, either complete or partial, is 

always a central feature of a typical vrata, as is the 

givinq of gifts. Many Purana vrata descriptions do not , 
include all of these features and indeed some descriptions 

are extremely short, while others dwell on aspects of the 

puja, the nature of the dana, or the katha (which itself may 

contain the information of when to do the vrata and the 

basics of the procedure) to the virtual exclusion of other 

details. 

~rhe Nibandha sections on vrata usually begin with the 

praise of vrata, general rules for vrata and then the 

description of individual vratas, often arranged by a time 

category like month, weekday or tithi. 12 Topics which are 

12 As in the Puranas, some of the vratas sound so 
contrived (the purpose, merits and procedure being tediously 
repetitious) that they appear to be concocted fillers 
devised to ensure that there is at least one vrata under 
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addressed in these statements and descriptions, all ele-

ments that may be included in the performance of a vrata, 

are: .sankalpa (statement of intent); snana (ritual bathing) ; 

~ (meditational recitation); homa (or agni havan - fire 

sacrifice); puja (worship) - including fashioning the murti 

(image) and the ritual enclosure (mandapa), performing the 
•• 

upacaras (rites honouring the deity) and/or the rite of 

nyasa 13, and making ritual designs (mandalas, yantras, or 
•• 

alpanas); upavasa (fasting); katha; dana; and udyapana (the 

final concluding rite of a vrata). 

The Dharma of Vrata and vratin: The Taming of Tapas 

'The phrase, the "dharma of vratin" (votary) or the 

"dharma of upavasah" (faster) comes from the Nibandhas • 
themselves, for the discussion of vratas is usually prefaced 

each time category. 

13 The rite of nyasa, obscure in origin, involves a 
'ritual projection' of divinities into various parts of the 
body. According to Eliade, it is a "practice of consider
able antiquity but one that Tantrism revalorized and 
enriched. The disciple 'projects' the divinities, at the 
same time touching the various areas of his body; in other 
words, he homologizes his body with the Tantric pantheon, in 
order to awaken the sacred forces asleep in the flesh 
itself." M. Eliade, Yoga, Immortality and Freedom 
(Princeton U. Press, 1962,) 210-211. An example of the rite 
of nYasa required in a vrata is the "Ajachita Vrata" 
described in the Garudapurana, chap. 133. . . -



by statements on the nature of vrata indicating that the 

observance of vratas is "dharmic action": action conducive 

to thl~ moral well-being of the individual and society at 

large. 14 These statements also spell out the specific 

physic:::al and mental (or moral) patterns and rules of beha-
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viour that the votary should observe in order to render the 

activ.ity dharmic. It is in these dicta that we receive the 

best picture of how the Purana and Nibandha writers 

conce.ived of vrata, for the Hindu pandits rarely tried to 

"define" a vrata as such. 

In the prefatory statements made about vrata in these 

texts there are several terms which emerge repeatedly and 

which are clearly central to our understanding the concept 

of vrata in the Puranas and Nibandhas as well as to the ----- . 
current practice of vrata. These are dharma, sankalpa, 

niyam,a and tapas. The first, dharma, is the overarching 

concept under which vrata, as well as the other concepts, 

'14 McGee has argued carefully and repeatedly in her 
thesi:s that vrata are "dharmic" acts (see, especially, 
pp. 55,-58). She follows the arguments of Candesvara (14th 
cent.) and Hemadri to show how they demonstrate that vratas 
as in'tentional acts of self-discipline and devotion are 
dharmic: they cause one to act virtuously. In discussing 
Cande:svara I s comments on dharma she notes: "Candesvara I s 
remar:ics acknowledge two basic kinds of dharma, dharma as 
means and dharma as an end. The first refers to good acts, 
that is, observable (drsta), imitable actions, which are 
temporary and particular to this world, the latter refers to 
the universal order, which is unseen (adrsta) and eternal 

" Vratas conform to the former, but contribute to the 
latter. 
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have been subsumed, shaped and assigned their place. This 

is en1:irely consistent with the nature of these texts, since 

they, and especially the Nibandhas, are concerned above all 

with 1:he practical elucidation of the brahmanic ideals of 

varnaf;ramadharma and purusartha. Varna~ramadharma comprises 
• 

the duties and responsibilities of the four castes and in 

each of the four "stages in life" viz. student, householder, 

forest: dweller and renouncer. The purusartha are the four 
• 

"aims" of life: dharma, artha, kama and moksa. The Nibandha 
• 

texts on vrata make a point of showing that vratas fit in 

with E~ach of these "stages" and "aims" of life. In theory, 

vratas are an appropriate practice for a person of any 

caste, of either sex, at any stage of life to achieve each 

of the four aims provided that other relevant conditions are 

met. 15 

(i) Vrata as resolve (sankalpa) 

Nibandha statments on the meaning of vrata, where they 

occur, tend to focus on vrata as sankalpa,16 the votary's 

mental resolve to undertake the rite. In reference to 

1 C" 

J See section on "entitlement", below. 

16 • M. Monier-Williams (p. 1126) defines sankalpa as: 
"conception or idea or notion formed in the mind or heart 
(esp.) will, volition, desire, purpose, definite intention 
or determination or decision or wish for ... ; with /kri, 'to 
form a resolution, make up one's mind'; ... a solemn vow or 
determination to perform any ritual observance, declaration 
of purpose ... " See also Kane on sankalpa (28-30), and McGee 
(52-55) . 
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vratas (and other rites) the term sankalpa is used in two 

ways. The first way refers generally to the intention, 

determination, resolution, the "vow" formed in the mind of 

the votary which leads him or her to undertake a set of 

actions. Making the vow commits one to fulfilling this set 

of ac<tions, and the votary is warned that serious negative 

consequences are in store for the one who intentionally 

breaks the vow. The second way refers ~o the specific act 

of formally making a sankalpa following a standard formula 

in front of a deity and/or priest at the commencement of the 

rite. This latter application will be taken up in chapter 

six when discussing the elements in the procedure of a 

vrata" 

Bhatta Laksmidhara in his Krtyakalpataru (c.1100-1130) . , 
says that a vrata is a resolution [Sa~kalpaJ based on the 

sastra whereby one contemplates what to do and what to 

abstain from. 17 
~ ~ 
sridatta in his Samayapradlpa (c.1275-

1310) defines vrata as "a steady resolve (niyata-sankalpa) 

havin<;:r as its object that which is to be done by oneself. 

It is of two sorts, positive and negative: 'I will do this' 

H Quoted in B.N.Sharma, Social and Cultural History of 
Northe:rn India 1000-1200 A. D. (Delhi: Abhinav Pub., 1972), 
105. 
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or 'I will not do this'. ,,18 Raghunandana in his 

Vratat:attva (c.1520-1575) holds that a vrata means various 

rites about which a resolve is made and also that a vrata is 

a niyama enjoined by the ~astra, characterized by upavasa 

and the like. 19 The Vrataraja20 qualifies the identifi-

cation of sa~kalpa with vrata saying: "sa~kalpa is part of a 

vrata. It is included in all the vratas, but sankalpa by 

itself refers primarily to the nitya (daily religious 

duties)." 

'l'he Nibandha definitions conform to statements made in 

earlie!r smrti texts, notably the Manusmrti (II. 3) which 
• • 

says: 

Desire is the very root of the conception of a definite 
intention [sankalpa], and sacrifices are the result of 
that intention; all the VOW$ [vratas] and the duties of 
restrictions [yamas] are traditionally said to come 
from the conception of a def ini te intention. 21 

This statement is made in the context of a discussion on 

dharma, and the role of desire in motivating humans to act. 

18 (folio 2b) This is McGee's translation (p.53), 
though the passage is also cited and translated by Kane, 29 
and n. 60. 

1(~ Quoted in Kane, 30. 

~ page 2. The edition I cite and translate from 
~ 

throug'hout this chapter is: Vrataraj a of Visvanath Sarma, 
ed. with introduction and commentary in Hindi by 
Madhavacarya ~arma (Bombay: Sri Venkate~var Press, 1984). 

2" Wendy Doniger, trans. (The Laws of Manu, London: 
Penguin Books, 1991). 
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While acknowledging the sort of message found in the Gita, 

for example, which advocates the doctrine of "desire-less 

action" (nisk'ama-karma), the Manusmrti argues that "here on 
• • 

earth there is no such thing as no desire" (2.2), thus one 

should rather aim to foster and act on "good" (dharmically 

ordained) desires and abjure others. In this sense, for the 

nibandhakaras, a vrata is a resolve to undertake good 

actions, as determined by the Dharmasastras. 

(ii) ~lrata as austerity and restraint (tapas and niyama) 

While the Nibandhas tend to focus on the resolve - the 

vow aspect of the rite - the PuraI;las tend to focus on the 

niyamas - on the discipline and restraint aspects of the 

vrata ,. One emphasizes the votary's intention, the other 

aspect:s of the votary's behaviour that ensues from that 

intent:ion. 

ThE~ Agnipurana (175, 2 -3) says: 
• 

l~ restrictive rule [niyama] declared by the sastras is 
called vrata, which is also regarded as tapas; 
restraint of the senses and other rules are but special 
incidents of vrata; vrata is called tapas because it 
causes hardship to the performer (of the vrata) and it 
is also called niyama since therein one has to restrain 
t:he several organs of sense. 22 

In chapter one we saw how the term tapas, which originally 

meant "heat" in the Rgyeda, came to be associated with the 
• 

2;~ Quoted in Kane, 33. 
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'" inner heat generated by srama (effort) on the part of, for 

example, the yajamana, the brahmacarya or the ascetic, and 

then with any act of self-imposed austerity, as in the 

Mahabharata. The term was also used in connection with 

prayascitta and in the Yogasutra (below) tapas is named one 

of the "niyamas." By the time the Pural)as are set down 

(prior to the Nibandhas), the concept of tapas had become 

inextricably bound with the concept of vrata. 

The Garu~apura~a (128, 1-2) stipulates that a vrata 

should be performed together with the observation of 
Niyamas (restraints) mentioned in the scriptures. A 
'vrata is a form of penance [prayascitta]. Yamas ... 
along with Niyamas ..• should be equally observed. 

~rhe word niyama comes from the root yam with the prefix 

ni, and in Manu and in the Mahabharata and other sources of 

around the beginning of the Common Era it means "to re

strain, check, hold back, prevent, control."~ The concept 

of niyama as disciplinary practices involving various forms 

of self-restraint has its roots in the ascetic rules and 

practices of the early ~rama~as (wandering mendicants). 

These practices and values were adopted by various streams 

of brahmanical religion and philosophical schools, as well 

as by the Buddhists and Jains. Patanjali appropriated this 

code in his Yogasutra, a treatise of around the first 

2:5 M.Monier Williams, A sanskrit-English Dictionary, 
552. 
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century which systematized yogic techniques and placed them 

within a coherent philosophical and theistic framework. The 

Yogasiitra recommends both yamas ("abstinences") such as 

ahimsq (nonviolence) and continence, and niyamas 

("observances") which inculcate the performance of 

meritorious deeds. 24 Patanjali calls niyamas one of the 

eight yogic "limbs,,25 and says they consist of five 

observances: bodily and mental purity (sauca)i contentment 

(santc)~a) i austerities (tapas): study of sacred texts 

(svadhyaya): and devotion to God (Isvarapraryidhana). In his 

commentary on this sloka Yardi says that there is external 

cleanliness - washing the body, eating pure food, etc.- and 

internal cleanliness "brought about by the removal of [such] 

mental impurities" as attachment and aversion by the culti-

vation of attitudes such as friendliness and serenity. 

"Contentment is the absence of desire to acquire more than 

214·. ,., • • M. Yard~, The Yoga of PatanJal~ (Poona: B.O.R.I., 
1979), 42. 

25 (2.32) Bhagat (54) notes: "The Yoga-siitras describe 
yoga as consisting of eight limbs (angas): the various forms 
of abs'tention from evil doing (yama), the various obser
vances (niyama), posture (asana), control of the breath 
(pranayam), withdrawal of the mind from the sense-objects 
(pratyiahara) I concentration (dharma), meditation (dhyana) 
and absorption in the Purusha (samadhi)." Yardi adds (42): 
"Of thlase, the first five are known as external aids to 
conscious contemplation, as they merely facilitate the mood 
of con1templation and aid yoga only indirectly. The last 
three are known as internal aids, as they constitute the 
very core of conscious contemplation ••. " 
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the means at hand. Austerities include ... [subjecting 

onesE~lf to] hunger and thirst, heat and cold, ... 

silence ... and includes the observance of vows" (for which he 

lists in a note such examples as krcchra, candrayana, and 
• • 

santapana - all also praya~cittas). "Sacred study means the 

reading of scriptures and includes the repetition of the 

sacrl~d syllable Om." Devotion or "surrender of works to 

God" is the dedication of all actions to GOd. 26 

The five Yamas, namely, ahimsa, satya (truthfulness), 

brahmacarya (continencell), asteya (not stealing), and 

aparigraha (not taking more than one needs, or aquisitive

ness) are called by patartjali the mahavrata, or "great vow", 

which is binding on all who wish to be yogins. 28 

The Puranas and Nibandhas incorporated the idea of 
• 

yamas and niyamas into their discussion and description of 

Hindu dharmic observances such as vratas, accepting them (in 

26 Yardi, 186-7. 

27 Some people translate brahmacarya as 'celibacy', 
which it does clearly mean in some c.ontexts. However, 
Pata~jali's own commentators were divided on its intent, as 
Yardi has noted (44-5). That is, some held brahmacarya to 
mean complete abstention from sex (or such things as 
remelmbering or looking at a woman); others held it meant 
sexual restraint in permitted situations. 

28 Ideally being an ascetic would facilitate this path, 
but I am not convinced that Patanjali intended his work to 
be applicable only to ascetics or renouncers, for his 
version is a rather moderate form of asceticism, easily 
adapted to grhasthins (householders) . 

• 
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modified form) as models for the virtuous conduct of a 

hOUSE!holder (grhasthin). The Agnipurana (175.10-11), for 
• • 

example, mentions the ten "niyamas" which are to be 

practised while observing a vrata: "forgiveness or patience 

(~~); truthfulness (satya); compassion (dava); charity 

(danc~); purity (~auca); control of the [six] sense organs 

(indriyanigraha);, deva puja; fire sacrifice (homa, or agni 

havarl); contentment (santosa); and not stealing (asteya) . 
• 

This ten-fold dharma is declared as common to all 

vratc~s. ,,29 The similarity of this list to the that of the 

Yogasutra list of yamas and niyamas is obvious. 3o It is 

29 Agnipuranam, trans. M.N. Dutt (Varanasi: Chowkhamba 
Sanskrit Series·Office, 2d. ed., 1967). 
Other Purana and Nibandha texts also have such lists of . . - . 'nlyamas' or 'vrata-dharmas'. For example, the Vratara]a 
(p.9) quotes Hemadri (who probably took it from the AP 
itself) as listing these same ten common features (dharma) 
of vrata. McGee (p.SS, n.30) quotes the Nirnayasindhu (22) 
quoting Devala, who "gives a briefer list of' what Devala 
calls the 'supreme angas' of vrata, viz., celibacy 
(brahmacarya), purity or cleanliness ('auca), truth (satya), 
and 1:he avoidance of meat (amamsa)." 

30 McGee saw this similarity between the AP list of 
niyamas and those yamas and niyamas listed in the Yogasutra, 
and she highlights this similarity in her thesis by provid
ing a comparative table. She then discusses the modifica
tiom; made of the "vrata-dharma" by what she calls the 
"ascE~tic dharma." She notes that the (PuraI/a and Nibandha) 
writE~rs had to take into account the "aims and duties of the 
housE~holder" and "thus the ascetic discipline of celibacy is 
emended to a more generic 'control of the senses' ... " (90) 
Essentially, McGee accepts the Yogasutra as a prescriptive 
text for the ascetic while the Dharma~astras (Pura~as and 
Nibandhas included) are directed to the householder - so she 
contrasts the 'niyama' lists on the basis of the two a~ramas 
to which they are directed. While there is good reason to 
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also clear here that the term niyama is being used in the 

Agnipudina in a larger sense than "external restraints" , 
indelad "dharma" used in the last sentence is the more 

appropriate term to cover the range of psychological and 

moral qualities, behavioural restrictions and ritual actions 

mentioned in the list. In the theistic context within which 

vrat.~s were now usually placed, the ultimate purpose of 

thes.e "niyamas" was the cUltivation of inward and outward 

puri'ty, and physical and spiritual discipline required to 

take a votary and/or devotee closer to God, or to union 

(say~) with God. This is the goal, also, of the yogin, 

described not only in the Yogasutra, but also in such texts 

as the Bhagavadg1ta. 

It is clear that there is a long history of inter-

connection between the concepts vrata, praya~citta, tapas, 

upavasa and niyama. Though each term may have had a 

separate and specific meaning in its earliest usage, we find 

that by the period that the Puranas were being set down, all • 
five terms are brought together, not quite as synonyms, but 

as closely related elements in religious observances. These 

are all elements which serve to discipline and spiritually 

look at these texts this way - one should also keep in mind 
that the Yogasutra was written centuries earlier and is a 
philosophical, rather than religio-juridical work. I believe 
Patanjali meant for all people to abide by his sutras. 
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develop the householder for whom these texts are intended. 

In the case of the Purana vratas, the vrata may be viewed as 
• 

being the 'subject' and tapas, niyama and praya~citta its 

'modifiers'. In other contexts, these terms may be 

constituted or interrelated differently.31 

Vrata Dharma in Practice 

We have seen, then, that according to the Puranas and 

Nibandhas, a person undertaking a vrata should follow a 

SeriE!S of guidelines and rules which discipline and purify 

the mind and body. These rules include observing the 

niyamas, not sleeping in the day, reading or listening to 

the ~;astras and religious stories, doing auspicious work, 

curbing one's temper, and sleeping on the floor at night. 

Some texts also recommend avoiding contact with "low," 

"bad," or ritually impure persons which may involve also 

shunning contact with women in general. 32 The rules and 

31 If one examines the dictionary definitions of these 
terms, one will find that they are often given the same or 
similar series of meanings. For example, in Apte' s The 
Pract:ical Sanskrit-English Dictionary (Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1965), the term niyama, in addition to its 
primary meaning of "restraints", is given the meanings "vow", 
"obligation", "penance", "devotion", and "religious 
austE~ri ty" . 

32 See AP, 175; GP 128; LP 24. The VR quotes Harita as 
saying that the faster (upavasah) or votary should avoid 
these sorts of people: one who does bad things, a 
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prohibitions governing the behaviour of the votary, however, 

get much more detailed than indicated to this point. For 

the broad principles and norms of vrata-dharma are trans-

lated into the practical minutiae of mundane activities like 

bathing and eating. This is a task at which the Dharma-

/- I sastras exce . The texts provide us with long lists of the 

multifarious foods, articles and practices that are to be 

strictly avoided. The Garudapurana (chap.128) for example 
• • 

says that a votary, 

should not take anything out of a bowl of Indian 
bellmetal, nor consume any potherbs, nor take honey, 
grain, and koradushaka [?], nor chew any betel leaf on 
the day of breaking his fast ... A fast is vitiated by 
using flowers, perfumes, unguents, collyrium, a 
toothbrush, a new cloth, or an ornament. A vratee 
should wash his mouth with pa~cagavyam in the morning 
before breaking his fast. The merit of a fast is 
destroyed by gambling, by indulging in day sleep or in 
sexual intercourse, and by constantly drinking water ... 

The ~~gnipurana (chap. 175) has much the same I ist but adds 
• 

wine and boiled rice belonging to others as items to be 

avoided while fasting and includes garlands, bright-coloured 

clothes, fumes of burning incense, sandalpaste and "suchlike 

scoundrel, a show-off, a non-believer, a liar, one who 
speaks pruriently. vi~vanatha Sarma then adds: "one who 
speaks and does not act, one who does not control [his/her] 
senses, and one who eats forbidden foods" should be avoided. 
Finally added to this list are: menstruating women, a 
cand'lHa, a dhobi (washerman), a woman who has just given 
bitfh, and those who do not wash their mouth after eating. 
[p.13] The latter list consists of people whose condition 
or employment render them extremely 'polluting'; and the 
others listed are all, of course, people who act in adharmik 
ways. 
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articles of luxury" as forbidden things to use. 33 Oily or 

cooked foods are also often proscribed in the vratas. 

There are many possible reasons for these specific 

prohibitions, but we will confine ourselves to a few general 

comments. In the first place the votary is supposed to be 

undergoing a form of tapas and general restraint, so sense 

enhancing or 'luxurious' items like perfume, ornaments and 

betel leaf are to be avoided. However, exceptions to some 

of these items, like collyrium and ornaments, are made for 

married women because the primary vrata of married women is 

pativrata and so she should try to remain beautiful to her 

husba.nd. Unless, that is, he is away, in which case these 

prohibitions against the use of toiletries and ornaments 

apply whether or not she is observing a vrata. Second, as 

is wE!II-known, foods (as well as utensils, activities, kinds 

of employment, etc.) are divided by Hindus into categories 

33 The Agnipurana gets even more detailed in later 
VerSE!S in its various prohibitions and requirements of the 
votary. It says: "The man who bathes every day, practices 
moderation in all his acts •.. and worships the gods, the 
Brahmanas and his preceptor, should abstain from taking 
alkaline substances, small grapes, salt, wine and meat. 
Grains such as wheat, kodruva, and all other grains except 
sesamum orientale and mudga, gram, devadhanya ... constitute 
alkaline food ... Seeds such as vrihi [black sesame], 
jasthika, mudga, pulse, barley and sesamum should be used in 
vows and penances, while vegetables such as gourd, alavu, 
eggplant and palanki must be avoided ..• Water, edible roots, 
milk, ghee, the fervent prayer of a Brahma~a, and the 
ambrosial words of one's spiritual guide, are the ... things 
which can never vitiate a vow ... " 



of pure, less pure and impure according to their gunas . 
(qualities) . 11/ The pancagavyam (cow dung and urine, milk, 

ghee, curd) and pa~camrta (milk, curd, honey, sugar and , 
ghee) mixtures are considered sattvik (conducive to 

light:ness and calmness), extemely pure <'uddha) and 
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purifying to the imbiber and are-commonly used in religious 

rituals. Salt, wine, meat, onions, spices, certain 

veget:ables and legumes are generally dijasik (conducive to 

exci t:abil i ty). Some of these items are potential conductors 

of pollution, like someone else'sboiled rice, if not 

polluting in themselves. Thus these items must naturally be 

avoided if one wishes to be in both a calm and a ritually 

pure state. Ritual purity is, after all, "the path to 

dharma, the resting place of the Veda, the abode of 
./ ... 

prosperity (Sri), the favourite of the gods ... "34 I will 

discuss the fasting requirements of vrata and their 

significance further in chapter six. 

"Bellmetal" as an inferior metal is also considered 

impure for religious purposes though not for daily purposes 

for it is frequently named among the gifts to be given at 

the end of a vrata. Traditionally vessels used in a 

sacrifice are made of silver or gold as these metals are 

34 Harita, quoted by Kane, History of Dharma~astra, 
Vol. II, 651. 
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thouc;Jht to be more pleasing to the gods. 35 Abstention from 

the use of flowers, sandalpaste, unguents, and toothbrushes 

refers to personal use as these items are central to the 
36 Not using a toothbrush helps one, presumably, 

to r,emain sexually chaste. 

Even though the above items are generally prohibited, 

some of the items are nonetheless prescribed in the ritual 

of clertain vratas. At first glance there are plain 

contradictions and many inconsistencies in these lists of 

prescriptions and proscriptions. On closer inspection, 

however, one realizes that despite the plethora of rules it 

is the particular context (the vrata, the condition of the 

votary, and other such variables) which finally determines 

the .application of those rules. 

There are also many rules governing vratas and time, 

of which the votary must be (made) aware, since, according 

to the texts, attention to these rules is crucial to 

achi,eving a posi ti ve outcome for the vrata. From an early 

35 See Gonda, Visnuism and Sivaism (London: the Athlone 
Press, 1970), 82. . . 

36 In fact there is a great deal of interest in 
toothbrushes in Indian texts. According to Gonda (Visnuism 
and :~ivaism, 176, n. 66), "There are manuals (see, e. g: ; 
Agitiagama, 19, 22 ff.) which expatiate upon the bits of wood 
to be used or avoided, their length (if it has the breadth 
of eight fingers it may contribute to final liberation) and 
other qualities." Dantadhavana (brushing the teeth) is one 
of the ahnika rituals (daily duties) from the Vedas. (p.68). 



period, vratas have been intimately related to India's 

elaborate systems of time reckoning. In the Puranas and • 
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Nibandhas the systems of time reckoning to which vratas are 

related most closely are the celestial configurations -

especially those based on the lunar cycles - tithis and 

naksatras. Thus descriptions of vratas are frequently 
• 

arranged according to the tithi on which they fall, from one 

to fifteen for each paksa (half of the lUnar month). The 
• 

solar calendar and its cycles are referred to and configured 

with lunar cycles when particular points of time are deemed 

especially auspicious or inauspicious for beginning or end-

ing certain vratas or for observing certain ritual aspects 

of vrata: starting a puja or breaking a fast. In general, 

it is acceptable to begin a vrata any time provided that the 

time is auspicious (that is, the correct tithi or conjunc-

tion of tithis, an auspicious month or time of the year, and 

so on). since it can be complicated to determine the 

correct or auspicious time, votaries in the past would have 

had t:o depend on the expertise of a pandit or an astrologer. 

Today, votaries may refer to printed pa~cangas or special 

religious calendars (see chapter three). 

After undertaking a snana or ritual bath, the votary 

should perform the sankalpa, the formal ritual declaration 

of rE~sol ve, which marks the beginning of the vrata. If 

subsE~quently there is a birth or death in the family, or if 
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a female votary begins menstruation, the vrata is not 

considered compromised. However, these states of ritual 

impurity do affect the ritual procedure (e.g., the puja) of 

the y"rata and modifications or alternative arrangements have 

to be~ made. According to the Krtyakalpataru, "danger (to .. 
the observer of a vrata) from all beings, disease, forget-

fulne'ss, the command of one's guru do not break a vrata 

provided these occur only once (during the period of the 

particular vrata) . ,,37 One's guru has the final say and 

overules all other rules for the disciple. Since the 

husband is the guru of the wife, then of course he can also 

dictate the terms of her vrata if he so wishes. 

Breaking a vrata before its appointed completion with-

out sufficient reason, however, was said to have grave 

consequences. The vrataraja (p.ll) quotes the smrti writer 
• 

Chagaleya as saying in the Madanratna: "Who does not fulfill 

a vrata, having already made a sankalpa, on account of 

various desires, becomes a candala [an 'untouchable' caste] 
•• 

in the present life and a dog in the next life." 

There are also lengthy statements in the Nibandhas 

about actions and foods that will and will not break a fast, 

and so affect the efficacy of the whole vrata. Some of the 

items that will break a fast have already been mentioned. 

37 Quoted in Kane, 49. 
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But, just as the nibandhakaras were aware that not all 

votaries had the same means for collecting the required puja 

items, nor for offering dana, so they recognized that not 

all votaries could always fast in the stipulated manner. 

Thus for those unable to keep a complete fast when required, 

the following foods could be taken (in moderation) without 

incurring any demerit: water, roots, fruits, ghee, milk, any 

food with the permission of one's preceptor, and medi

cine. 38 Of course, the foods mentioned are the most 

sattvik and pure foods (referred to as "phaHihar" in Hindi) . 

If one cannot fast completely (nirjala) and one is in doubt 

about: the fasting requirements, one can always count on 

phal~har as being acceptable fasting food. 

Enti t:lement in the Observance of Vrata 

It has been suggested by some scholars (e.g., Kane, R. 

Hazra) that the Purana writers opened the doors of brahmani-. 
cal religion to all members of Hindu society as part of 

their effort to attract more adherents. Basing much of 

their material on the Puranas, the nibandhakaras followed 
• 

suit.. Kane and other scholars have stated that rites like 

vratas were available to all to perform, in contrast to the 

38 See S.C.Banerjee, "Pudi'nic Basis of the Vratas," 42 . • 
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restricted access imposed on most smarta rituals. Indeed, 

the t:exts themselves give the strong impression of an 'open 

door' policy with regards to vratas. For example, Kane 

quote~s the Smrti writer Devala concerning who could benefit 
• 

from observing vrata: "There is no doubt that [people] of 

all varnas are released from sins by observing vratas, fasts 

and restrictive rules of behaviour [niyama] and by mortifi

cation. .. [tapas] of the body. ,,39 According to the 

VratCLraja (p.6), the Skandapurana says: 
• 

those who have the authority to observe vratas are the 
non-greedy, the truth-speaking and those who are 
actively engaged in the welfare of all living things. 
others would find that their vrata efforts were fruit
less. Those having faith, who have fear of sin, who 
are without anger and pride, who follow through on 
decisions, who are not against the Veda, and who have 
knowledge are authorized to observe vratas. Those in 
all four varnas and all four asramas have the authority 
to observe vrata. 40 

The vrataraja then continues: "The Devipurana (quoted in) 
" 

Hemadri says ... those who are daily bathers, who believe in 

performing vrata and who have no jealousy, Brahmans, 

Kshat:riya, kings, Vaishyas, Shudra, Bhaktivan, mleccha 

39 Kane, 51. Also quoted in the VR, p.6. 

40 VR p. 6. And the Kurmapurana adds: "Brahman, 
Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra all "have the right to do puja 
to MCLhadeva ... they worship by means of yajna (sacrifice), 
dana, samadhi, vrata, fasting, niyama, homa, reading of 
reli9ious books, and tarpana (libation of water to gods or 
ancestors)." "Devala has written: people of all varnas who 
observe the rules of vrata and upavasa, and (observe) tapas 
of the body without doubt they are all released from sin." 
(VR, p.6) 
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(outcasts, foreigners), and women all may listen to the 

rules of vrata ... " 

While some of the restrictions normally imposed on 

women and Shudras because of their assigned low (or vari-

able) ritual status were lifted in the case of vratas the 

door was still not as open as the texts themselves would 

have us believe in their general statements, quoted above, 

on entitlement (adhikara) .41 In the case of women, 

although one can find a number of vratas prescribed 

specifically for women (including courtesans as one category 

of female votaries42 ), these vratas tend to underscore a by 

now well established strldharma ideology. Furthermore, the 

injunctions of Manu (2.66) and others (e.g., yaj.Sm. 1.13) 

regarding restrictions against women performing aspects of 

rituals (like vedic mantras) or any religious rites on their 

own continued to prevail, if not become further entrenched. 

As McGee writes: "Since entitlement to perform vrata 

41 On the various layers of meaning of "adhikara" and 
its relation to vrata and women's performance of vrata, see 
McGeE! pp. 72-87. I have included a summary of some of this 
material in this section and because I quote her several 
times, she will be cited in the text rather than in 
footnotes. 

42 For example, the Ananyadau Vrata (MP ch.70). In 
this vrata for courtesans, though the prostitute is promised 
removal of all her sins and eventually a place in Vi~ou 
Loka, she was still required in this life to maintain her 
role, and further, to be especially obliging towards 
Brahmans desiring her favours. 
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implied the right of ownership and enjoyment of the fruit of 

the ritual, the nibandhakaras [had to take] special care to 

explain women's and ~udras' rights regarding the performance 

of vrata. ,,43 A second type of restriction, she explains, 

"results from the fact that the rite in question may include 

or depend upon activities that in themselves are not open to 

everyone; in such an instance the entitlement to the rite in 

question is limited by implication to those entitled to 

perform the activities that it presupposes. ,,44 A third 

type of restriction relates to capacity - "physical, 

intellectual, financial or otherwise - to carry out the 

ritual activity in question." (McGee, 79) For this reason 

there are rules in these texts restricting the length of 

time that Vaishyas, Shudras, and women can fast. For 

example, the same Devipurana quoted in the VR above 
• 

stipulates that "Vaishyas and Shudras can fast for only two 

night.s; if they do more their effort will be fruitless." 

43 McGee, 77. She continues, "A woman's 'right' to 
ritual performance (be it a sacrifice or a vrata) is comp
licated by the fact that in orthodox circles she was 
permi.tted neither the right of ownership nor direct access 
to moksa." --.-

~ McGee, 78. She elaborates (79): "This type of 
restriction is of great practical importance, especially in 
instances where vratas are thought to require the recitation 
of VE!dic mantras or the oblations of the Vedic fire rituals, 
activities that were not open to sudras and women. The 
effect of this restriction on both groups of people is to 
limit the ways in which they pursue religious activity, 
rathE!r than to exclude them from such activity altogether." 
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Women in like manner are prohibited from fasting for too 

long with similar consequences if they do. As McGee 

correctly argues in this regard, there is no realistic basis 

for supposing that lower caste groups or women are physical-

ly (or mentally) less sturdy than Brahmans or Kshatriyas. 

She continues (p.80): 

But one may easily suspect that women and the lower 
classes might accumulate a dangerous store of merit, 
and, more directly connected with the topic of 
capacity, the fear that physical deprivation might 
impair the fulfillment of the assigned tasks of the 

"'-groups addressed. Sudras and women share the 
characteristic of being viewed as classes of indis-

/-pensable servants - the sudra as serf, bearer, etc., 
and the woman in her role as housekeeper, cook, etc. -
and it is likely that the brahmanas did not wish to 
have the services of either group endangered by the 
weakening or distracting effects of prolonged fasting. 

Finally, the Purana and Nibandha texts reiterate the 
• 

old injunction (following Manu 5.147) that married women do 

not have the authority to observe vrata (or other ritual 

activity) without the permission of their husbands. Both 

Kane and the VR quote the Visnudharmasutra (25.16) which . " 
says that "a woman who fasts without the permission of her 

husband will reduce the longevity of his life and herself 

will go to hell." '" . .;...... The Sankhadharmasastra 1S quoted as 

-saying that: "stridharm is (the observance of) vrata and 

fasting performed with the permission of the husband." Yet, 

again, the author of the VR says (p.7), "it cannot be said 

that only the permission of the husband is necessary for 
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widows can do vrata too. - -As the Markendeyapurana says, • • 
women can get permission from husbands, fathers or sons." 

In regard to women and entitlement for vrata, then, it 

would appear that first the Purana and Nibandha writers • 

wante~d to make sure that it be known that women had the 

right. to observe vratas. However, the pandits' liberal 

decla.rations (whatever the true motivation) when translated 

into practice kept getting entangled in the somewhat 

. . -:-- .. 
lnfle~xlble mlmamsa-generated rules - rules and injunctions 

• 
that were not meant to apply to women or to 'popular' 

religrious practices. The equivocation or ambivalence about 

women's right to perform vrata among Smrti writers is • 

illustrated in some of their statements on vrata which would 

appea.r to exclude women and Shudras altogether from observ

ing t.hem. For example, the VR (p.13) quotes Dak~a as saying 

that "he who does not do (the twice daily) sa~dhya is impure 
• 

and t.herefore has no authority to observe any religious 

work. If this person should do a vrata, no benefit will 

accrue." Women were not supposed to perform sa1!ldhya. Or 

again, the VR (p.13) quotes the Chandogapari~ista as saying, . , 
"one should wear a sacred thread and have a topknot - and 

those~ who do not cannot receive the benefit of a vrata." 

Again, obviously, this would exclude women and Shudras. 

Second, the Puranas and Nibandhas continued to insist , 

that men be given control over women's religious activity, 
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even when this activity was to be directed for the benefit 

of the men themselves. The apparent need to reassert Manu's 

injunction may suggest that many women were already 

observing vratas (or similar rituals) regardless of 

fathers', husbands', and sons' approval. 

Classification of Vrata 

various attempts have been made to classify vratas, 

both within the Sanskrit texts and by researchers for either 

organizational or descriptive/analytical purposes. The fact 

that vratas can be and have been classified in so many dif-

ferent ways speaks to the phenomenological, sociological and 

symbolic richness of vratas. Some classifications are based 

on objective factors like the time and date on which a vrata 

begins. others are based on more subjective criteria 

(e.g., "spiritual" verus "familial"~), criteria which may 

reveal as much about the attitudes or points of view of the 

classifier as of the vratas. Here I will simply note some 

of these classifications and indicate some of their sources. 

TheSE! classifications include both those found in (or which 

may be extracted from) the Sanskrit texts on vratas and 

45 R.S. Khare uses this distinction when discussing 
men's and women's performance of vrats in his book, The 
Hindu Hearth and Horne (Carolina Academic Press, 1976), 
chapter six. 
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those that have been applied by scholars from without this 

textual tradition. A few of these classifications or 

typologies will be pursued further in this chapter and in 

later chapters where they may help to elucidate some aspect 

of vratas, or views on vratas, and where they may be com-

pared with how women votaries distinguish among their vrats. 

On the whole, with some exceptions,46 the Puranas do . 
not concern themselves with classifying vratas, at least not 

in any consistent or formal way. The nibandhakaras, on the 

other hand, were more meticulous about arranging their 

46 One exception is the Padmapurana (iv.84.42-44) which 
• , • » 

Kane quotes as saYlng: "ahlmsa ... , truthfulness, not 
depriving a person of his property by wrongfully taking it, 
brahmacarya ... , freedom from crookedness or hypocrisy -
these are mental [manasika] vratas that lead to satisfaction 
(or favor) of Hari; ekabhakta [eating only once a day], 
nakta [eating one meal at night], upavasa [complete fast], 
ayacita [eating only unsolicited food] - this is physical 
[kayika] vrata ... ; study of the Veda, recounting (the name 
of) Visnu, speaking the truth, freedom from backbiting -.. -
these are the vratas of speech [vacika]." Though the word 
vrata is used in the text the meaning is really niyama for 
almost all the above items are included in lists of niyamas, 
and are those restrictions that are to be followed by one 
observing any vrata. McGee also quotes this passage (p.91) 
and comments that manasika vratas are conducive to purity of 
mind, the four types of fasts mentioned help to purify one's 
body, and the last group refers to 'right speech' [my term, 
borrowing from the Buddhists], and so purify one's words. 
These are not types of vratas but rather the three groups of 
elements that serve to provide the mental, physical and 
verbal discipline and purity for a person keeping any vrata. 

Hemadri mentions a similar classification, but he leaves out 
the "vrata of speech." (quoted in Das, 213) 
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material in an orderly manner, following established prin-

ciples. Thus one can tease out categories repeatedly found 

implicitly within the textual descriptions themselves such 

as time47 (e.g., tithi-vratas, seasonal vratas, annual 
. . , . , 

vratas); de1ty (vratas d1rected to S1va, Ganesa, Krsna, or . . .. 
DevI); reward or desired fruit (vratas for progeny, vratas 

for health, vratas for vanquishing a king's enemies); or the 

fasting requirement (waterless, eating only once a day). 

The pura~as and Nibandhas are not often explicit about who 

the votary should be, but in some descriptions of particular 

vratas a category of persons - "married women," "mendicants" 

- are listed as suitable vota:.ies. The male votary's 

marital status is not significant with regard to classifi-

cation of vratas in the texts or in practice, but it is for 

the female votary. Thus some vratas are for unmarried girls 

(kumar1), some for married women (nari), and some are 

designated as suitable for widows (vidhva) . 

•• 7 As we have mentioned, most of the Nibandhas and some 
Pura~as arrange (and so in this sense, classify) their pre
sentation of vratas according to time categories. The 
earl i.est nibandhakara to arrange vratas according to time 
categories (tithi, day [vara), naksatra, month, year) during 
which the particular vrata was to be performed was 
Lak~midhara in his Krtyakalpataru. others later followed 
suit. For example, Hemadri arranges his description of 
vrata:s into ten groups, each group of which is named for an 
astrological or seasonal category, except the last which is 
prakirnaka or miscellaneous. A minority of Nibandhas 
arrang~ vratas according to the deity to whom the vrata is 
to be directed. 
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\rratas have been categorized according to whether the 

vrata is conditional or not (c.f. Ward 1817:1,75), 

"purificatory / expiatory" or "devotional" (c.f. Banerjee 

1946), "active" (pavrtti) or "passive" (nivrtti) (c.f. 
• • 

Banerjee 1946). And, vratas have been categorized according 

to origin or form, as in "~astrik" (from the ~astras) or 

"laukik" / "jyosit" (folk or local) (c.f., Tagore 1919, • 
Robinson 1985). 

A very old classification applied initially to vedic 

rituals by mIma~sa scholars, but also applied to other 

rituals such as vratas by nibandhakaras, is one that has a 

tripartite division: (i) nitya, (ii) naimittika, and (iii) 

-kamya. The first two terms literally signify a period of 

time - nitya meaning "perpetual" or "constant" and 

naimittika meaning "occasional." The third term refers to 

desire. Applied to vratas the term nitya48 refers to those 

vratas which are to be performed regularly and are held to 

be necessary or obligatory. These include the dlksa and 
• 

a~rama vratas of the vedic Sutra literature. As McGee notes 

(p.302) "No extra merit accrues to one observing a nitya 

rite, but rather sin is incurred if one does not perform a 

48 Examples of other observances deemed nitya are the 
"nitya karmas" enjoined on twice-born men: daily morning and 
eveningr prayers, bathing (snana), iaP£, homa, deva-puja, and 
the receiving and honouring of guests (atithi-puja). (McGee, 
301-2; see also Kane, 56-7.) 
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nitya rite." Nitya vratas, then, are those vratas which are 

to be performed as a duty, out of a sense of obligation, 

rather than for any reward. 

"Naimittika" is applied to "occasion-born" rites and 

refers to vratas undertaken occasionally, for a specific 

reason, or at a special time or place. 49 Dipavali, 

Navaratri, and the Kumbha Mela, among other pan-Indian 

festivals, are classified as naimittika events, McGee notes, 

and so too are "the birth anniversaries of the deities 

- -t [e.g. ,Ramanavml] , even though they occur annually on fixed 

lunar days ... " (McGee, 304) Expiatory vratas are also 

classified as naimittika. A naimittika rite, like a nitya 

rite, "has no positive fruit; it is done simply because the 

occasion calls for it ... " (McGee, 304) Thus nitya and 

naimittika vratas, following McGee's terminology, are "rites 

of maintenance" rather than "rites of acquisition." 

The designation "kamya" is applied to optional vratas 

observed for a limited time and for the purpose of attaining 

~ "In the broader category of naimittika occasions 
fall events such as births and marriages, and unusual 
astronomical occurrences such as eclipses and conjunctions." 
(McGee, 303-4) While most naimittika occasions are auspi
cious, some are inauspicious (e.g., a death) and others are 
highly ambivalent with potential for both benefit and harm, 
such as eclipses. McGee remarks (307) that "naimittika 
vratas tend to have an aura of festivity" - but I do not 
think this generalization holds since all praya~citta-vratas 
are classified naimittika and these are not, obviously, 
festive. 
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some specific object. The desired 'object' of a kamya vrata 

may bl~ something intangible like spiritual merit or auspi-

ciousness or something tangible like aChieving wealth, or 

healing a sick child. Or, the desired object may be 

something that can only be secured in the 'next' world such 

as etl~rnal reunion with loved ones or a blissful place in 

one of the god's lokas. 

A closer look at the application of this formal ritual 

classification by nibandhakaras to vratas reveals both its 

limitations and the orientation of its users. Its limita-

tions are exemplified in the fact that while some vratas are 

labelled as k'amya and others as ni tya, these labels are 

relative (as the texts themselves sometimes acknowledge). 

For, in practice, individual vratas can be nitya for some 

and :K:amya for others, or both kamya and nitya or k'amya and 

naimittika depending on context and player - who is to 

observe the vow and why. In the case of the much written 

- ,/-about Ekadasi Vrata, for example, there are numerous 

statements made about for whom and under what conditions 

this vrata is to be considered nitya, and for whom and under 

what conditions it is optional (kamya) based on such consi-

derations as whether the votary is an avowed Vai~~avite or 

not, his stage in life, and so on. SO But the texts fail to 

50 See Kane on Ekada§I, pp.96 ff. 
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menti.on other sorts of conditions that can determine the 

circumstantial and motivational category of the vrata. 

Family tradition, for example, may render a 'naimittika' 

vratal into a 'kamva' or 'nitva' vrata, as McGee and myself 

found in our fieldwork. 

Perhaps, however, given the fact that women are the 

primary practitioners of this tradition, the most conspi

cuous omission in the nibandhakaras' application of this 

classification of vrata is to the peculiar situation of 

women - a situation itself 'defined' by these same authors. 

As I noted in the introduction, one of McGee's important 

contributions is to demonstrate the "gender-related 

implications of these distinctions as they are understood by 

theorists and by the women votaries." (p.301) McGee found 

that women she interviewed persisted in calling (or in so 

many words describing) certain of the vratas they performed 

as nitya, while the texts would label them kamya. In "their 

treat:ment of desire (kama)," she concludes, "the nibandhas 

fail to provide a clear slot for the selfless desire"; and 

secondly, "the nibandhakaras persist in classifying as 

personal desires (kama) goals such as saubh'agva that pertain 

exclusively to women ... " (p.317) In other words, the 

Dhan~a~astras defined women's primary vrata as pati-vrata 

(which amounts to a perpetual state of unselfishness), and 

particular vratas that women perform (with the permission of 
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husbands) are to be directed to his well-being. Thus McGee 

calls women's vratas (in the main) "rites of maintenance" 

rather that "rites of acquisition." As I will discuss in 

chapter seven, women (are socialized to) feel obliged to 

maintain the state of marital felicity, to secure the well-

being of their husbands in order to fulfill their prescribed 

duty as wife. 

* * * 

In concluding our examination of vrata in the Hindu 

medieval Sanskrit religio-juridical literature, I wish first 

to discuss two quite different views on the origins of 

vratas and what these rites represent. Then I will review 

the ways in which vratas are depicted in the Puranas and . 
Nibandhas and address the question of why the male Brahman 

authors/redactors took such an interest in promoting these 

rites. 

In an article called "Vrata Rites in Bengal," S.R.Das 

argues that the Puranas succeeded as popular texts because . 
they absorbed and integrated many "non-Aryan" elements, thus 

appealing to a large population. Many "popular rites and 

practices including certain vratas were given new interpre-

tat ions and eventually incorporated into the Brahmanical 
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51 system." Das contends that a large proportion of the 

vrata:s found in the Pura~as were of non-Aryan origin before 

they .and their accompanying kathas were "brahmanized," and 

that 'the original folk vratas, still practised in many parts 

of India, "are nothing but primitive magico-religious rites, 

[that] do not find any mention in our sacred lore or 

hieratic Brahmanical literature." 

J.Helen Rowlands, in the same vein, thought that the 

sastric vratas were introduced in imitation of popular 

rites. She wrote: 

Les brata populaires (a~astriya ou laukika) doivent 
dater d'une epoque pre-pouranique, pre-hindoue. 
Abanindranath Tagore suppose que c'est parmi les gens 
des ignes dans les Vedas sous le nom de anyavrata qu'il 
faut chercher les origines de nos brata .•.• Les brata 
canonique (~astriya) ou pouranique furent probalement 
introduits a l'imitation des brata populaires, qui 
existaient deja dans le pays, pour precher l~ bhakti et 
repandre l'adoration de certaines devinites. 

Eva Maria Gupta's more recent book on Bengali brata and 

alpana also fully accepts Tagore's thesis (spelled out in 

his 1919 book) that the "Anyavratas" referred to the 

"different rites" of the autochthonous peoples. Among 

these, the only rites to survive were those of the girls' 

and women's because the "world of men" (the exterior, public 

51 S.R.Das, "A Study of the Vrata Rites of Bengal," 
222. 

52 J.Helen Rowlands, La Femme Bengalie Dans la . ~ ~ Lltterature du Moyen-Age (Paris: Adrien Maisnonneuve, 1930), 
50-51. 
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world) was more strongly subordinated to the acculturation 

process of the Aryans than the world of women, the world of 

the household. 53 Eventually, many women's (or indigenous) 

and "Vedic vratas" (brought in by the Aryans and performed 

primarily by men) were changed into the "sastriya vratas" -

forming the basis of the pura~a-Nibandha vratas, although 

Gupta claims that the "maiden" vratas remained unadulterated 

to this day. New gods were introduced, new vratas were 

invented, the role of the priests' "esoteric wisdom" in-

creased and a certain disjunction between the names and/or 

goals of the vratas and their ritual procedures occurred. 

While women's folk vratas have continued to survive (though 

influenced to greater or lesser extents by "sistric 

vratas"), the "Vedic vratas" disappeared or were completely 

amalgamated. What we have left, then, according to Gupta's 

view, are women's essentially "folk vratas" widely practiced 

in Bengal (and virtually everywhere else in India), and 

"sistric vratas," known by pandits mostly through Nibandha 

texts and prescribed for and practised by a much smaller 

segment of the population, male and female. 

In the second view, rather than arguing that vratas 

and other popular folk rites were included in the Pura~as 

(and Nibandhas) as a concession to their prevalence at a 

~ . t t -1 -. 1 Eva Marla Gup a, Bra a und A pana ln Benqa en 
(Wiesbaden: steiner, 1983), 4. 
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popular level, P.V. Kane, the Pural'}a scholar R.C.Hazra, and 

s.C. Banerjee, among others, maintain that the inclusion of 

- -..,. vratas (as well as dana, upavasa, t1rtha, etc.) and their 

glorification in the Puranas represented a popularization of , 

smfti material. That is, these rites were basically 'made 

up' or created out of the components of vedic rituals. As 

evidence Hazra cites the following elements of a vrata: 

"selection of a proper tithi, determination of taking the 

vow, lying on the ground, bath, japa, (homa), keeping 

awake during the night, and listening to tales ... ,,54 All 

these, he says, have their parallels in vedic rituals. In 

tryinq to account for why the Brahmans took such an interest 

in promoting the Pudinas, Hazra propounds a theory which , 

states that during the early centuries of the Common Era 

certain heterodoxies (Buddhism, Jainism, Tantrism) had 

becoml9 influential rivals to orthodox Brahmanism. The lower 

castes and women were especially prone to these influences 

because (a) they were less educated and (b) they were de-

barred from a significant role in the vedic religious rites 

and so had less interest at stake in them. 55 As more 

'54 R. C. Hazra, Studies in the Puranic Records (Dehli: 
Motilal Banarsidass, 1975), 240. • 

55 Hazra mentions in his discussion (Studies, p.213) 
that women tended to be more easily morally corrupted too; a 
belief while not peculiar to Indian culture, has a long 
history in it. 
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peopll= strayed from the Brahmanic fold, the Brahmans began 

losinq power, income and prestige. They realized that the 

revitalization of the varna~ramadharma and the authority of . ,,-
the Vedas and Sastras was essential to the reestablishment 

of their own authority and economic well-being. Thus, the 

orthodox "brahmanists," Hazra suggests, began to preach the 

performance of grhya rites through smrti works and the more 
• • 

numerous "Smarta-vaisnavas and smarta-4aivas ... introduced . . 
smfti materials into the Mahabharata and the Pura~as to 

preach Vaisnavism and ~aivism as against the heretical •• 
religions ... "56 To attract more followers, then, the 

exclusivity of vedic rites was relaxed to allow more people 

to participate in them, the importance of these rites for 

the well-being and harmony of society was emphasized, and 

personal devotion to a single god as a way to moksa began to , 

be propounded by the sectarian Brahmans through the Puranas . 
and smrtis. 57 

• 

56 Hazra, Studies, pp.213-14, 226, 257. 

57 Brahmanical religion did experience a revival during 
the Gupta period (4th to 6th centuries) - though Buddhism 
and Jainism did not fare so badly either. The Gupta period, 
says the historian R. Thapar, "saw the acceptance of the 
Aryan pattern ... , an important aspect of which was that the 
status of the brahman was firmly established." She notes 
also that "The fact that a number of texts were rewritten 
with an underlining of the brahman viewpoint indicates that 
the status was effective and powerful." (A History of India, 
I, London: Penguin Books Ltd., 1966, 166) 
At the same time, the influence of 'vedic culture' had been 
growing in the South and a number of Tamil kings patronized 
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Kane (pp.43ff) and Banerjee in his article, "Puranic 
• 

Basis of the vratas Mentioned in Bengal Sm{ti" (pp.34-35), 

support the above view and suggest that the success of this 

popularization of smrti rites was ensured by the promises of • 

heaven or "otherworldly and spiritual rewards [made] to 

1:hose who performed vratas that were comparatively easy a.nd 

vii thin reach of all instead of sacrifices. ,,58 The Brahma-

- example, "the reward that is purana (29.61) , for says: 
• 

securl~d by the worship of the Sun for a single day cannot be 

securl~d by hundreds of Vedic sacrifices or by Brahmanas to 

viThom 'the fees stated in the texts are paid." The Bhavisya-
'" 

purana (uttara 7.1) "provides that a man crosses easily the . 
deep ocean of hells by means of the boat of vratas, upavisas 

and niyamas."~ There are also promises of a better 

incarnation as shown in a passage from the varahapura~a 

(47.20 ff.) where king N:t;ga, who was a Shudra in his 

previous birth, is said to have become a king by observance 

of thle Buddhadvada~1 Vrata. 60 There are many other 

examples of the praise showered upon the vratas in the 

Brahmans. (See Thapar, 184-5) It was during this period and 
up un'til the 14th century that the Mahapuratlas were 
composed. 

S8 Kane, 43. 

S9 Both passages quoted in Kane, 43. 

~ Quoted in Hazra, Study, 238. 
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pural}Cl descriptions of them. Often their efficaciousness 

and power are favourably contrasted with the observance of 

'"hundreds" of vedic sacrifices; in particular, the A~vamedha 

or "horse-sacrifice" which was one of the more expensive, 

complicated and prolonged of the vedic sacrifices sponsored 

by a king to ritually consolidate his kingdom. 61 

Having both studied the texts on vrata and conducted 

field~l7Ork on women's practice of vrats, I would argue that 

both views contain elements of truth, but neither view is 

sufficient. The accounts based on Tagore's thesis of the 

llianyavratas" betray an inappropriate and anachronistic use 

and understanding of the term vrata. Our review of the 

history of the term vrata in the earliest texts suggests 

t:hat while vrata may translate as "ordinances" or 

"'funci:ions" in some contexts, vrata did not refer to votive 

rites as such before the beginning of the Common Era. It is 

misleading to speak of "vedic vratas" as if we knew what 

t:hey ,,,ere. But we can be even less certain of what the 

"original' rites of autochthonous peoples were like, and we 

cannoi: say with any certainty whether the women's and girls' 

61 McGee helps to put this "exaggerated praise" into 
perspE~ctive when she explains the use of "arthavada" - a 
category of statements whose purpose is to "puff up" the 
injunction (or rite) by advertising the excellence of the 
E~lements involved. In vrata arthavada is used "to emphasize 
both i:he greatness of the vrata and the importance of 
following the prescribed rules." (122) 
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:~rats of today are the direct descendents of these rites. 

'rhe views of Kane and Hazra, on the other hand, tend to 

downplay the extent to which "elite" traditions borrow from 

"folk" traditions (the opposite process of "Sanskriti-

zation," or, to use M.Marriott's term, the process of 

"universalization"). 

S. Indradeva, in an article entitled "Women in Folk and 

Elite Traditions,,62 makes this observation: 

... there has existed for millenia a relationship of 
give and take between the classical and folk traditions 
in the fields of literature, music, visual arts, meta
physics and religion. Numerous forms of folk poetry, 
motifs of folktales, folk-melodies, popular metaphysi
cal notions and deities were taken over by the elite 
and integrated in classical tradition with some modifi
cation and refinement. At the same time the folk 
culture has all along been borrowing elements from the 
classical tradition and integrating them with its own 
fabric. There is undoubtedly a difference in the 
nature of the elite and folk traditions but it lies not 
in the basic spirit or content but in the degree of 
sophistication, systemization and self-consciousness. 

The \\rhole range of vratas - both those described in the 

texts and those practised in villages and cities today are, 

in ml' estimation, a good example of this fusion or 

interweaving between "folk" and "elite" traditions. Some 

vrat2~s, especially many of those observed by women, are 

perf()rmed in such a way that they bear scant resemblance to 

the nibandhic prescriptions, while others are performed with 

62 in Women in Indian Folklore - A Linguistic and 
Reliqious Study, ed. Sankar Sen Gupta (Calcutta: Indian 
Publications Folklore Series, no.1S, 1969), 287. 
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all the players and accoutrements of the text format. 

lfuat can be determined from the evidence of the Puranas . 
and Nibandhas is, first, vratas as specific types of votive 

c)bservances, involving at least sankalpa, upavasa, puja, and 

~ana first appear in these texts (though we can see their 

beginnings in the epics). Second, descriptions and discus-

sdons of them multiply as the texts become more recent. 

'1'hird" while vrata procedures contain many parallels to 

vedic rituals they also contain non-vedic elements such as 

the inclusion of local or non-vedic deities for worship, the 

use of ritual diagrams and rites like nyasa. The PuraJ:).as, 

i.n general, absorbed and integrated a number of non-vedic 

features as the process of compilation and editing continued 

over the centuries, not only from 'popular religion' but 

from ~~antrism and Buddhism as well. 

~~here are several probable reasons as to why the 

discussion and description of vratas proliferated in later 

Ftura~Cls and in the Nibandhas. While in the G:rhyasiitra 

literclture there were vratas that marked the passage from 
- ,-cine asrama to another, the PuraI)a and Nibandha literature 

rarely mentions these sorts of initiatory rites in the 

context of vratas. Instead, most of the vratas are now 

depict:ed as optional householder rites available to all 

:~lar~as and both sexes. They are available to help achieve 

any or each of the four "aims": dharma, artha, kama, and 
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mok~a. Thus, from its various applications and connotations 

in earlier literature, as well as quite likely from vrata

like rites already in practice, the concept of vrata was 

shaped by the Pural}a and Nibandha writers into the ideal 

ritual for the householder to express his or her duties, 

devotion, and spiritual aspirations. Under these spiritual 

aspirations the doctrines, practices and "dharma" ('yogic' 

values) of the ascetics are "tamed" and harnessed under the 

c::;ontrol of the this-worldly dharma of the householder. 

(Whil,e mok~a is a legitimate aim of vratas , spiritual 

discipline as a principle of dharma is emphasized.) At the 

I;ame ·time, vratas were depicted as a ritual that the Brahman 

pandit-priests could ritually control and economically 

benefit from. 

'To encourage their practice, the pura~ic vratas were 

made accessible: they were available for everyone (in 

theory) to perform at any stage of life. Though the texts 

do not support the view that vratas were especially directed 

ito women and Shudras, there is no doubt that some of the 

restrictions normally imposed upon these groups primarily 

because of ritual impurity were lifted in the case of 

~{ratas. Widows and menstruating women, females considered 

either inauspicious or polluting, were yet eligible to 

c::;ontinue to perform certain aspects of the vratas, like the 

fasting requirements and the niyamas. As well, other ritual 
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impurities that normally affect religious observances, such 

as a death in the family, did not jeopardize the vrata rite 

provided the rite had already begun. 

In these texts vratas were rendered sufficiently 

feasible and flexible to accommodate a person's means, in 

contrast to the greater rigidity of vedic rituals. One did 

not have to be particularly rich to observe them, for, 

though pujas and the giving of gifts were always required, 

concessions were made for those unable to afford the 

stipulated items. In many vrata descriptions a choice of 

considerably simpler procedures is given after the details 

of the~ more complicated procedure have been outlined. Of 

course~, the texts probably assume that a Brahman would have 

to ove~rsee the application of these alternatives. 

'J'he range of purposes for which a vrata could be 

perfoIned was wide - from progeny, beauty or learning, to a 

higher station in the next world or in the next life. "A 

woman will be reborn as a man" one vrata promises. It is 

conceivable that any problem that one wanted alleviated or 

any desire that one wished to be fulfilled could be sought 

throuc;;rh the observance of a vrata. However, the nibandha

karas apparently sought to temper the pursuit of purely 

selfish and/or material desires by placing an emphasis on 

the et:hical conduct of the votary during the course of the 

yrata. 



The Purana vrata descriptions dwell on the merits . 
promistad to votaries at some length and often in rather 

exaggerated terms. Kane, in particular, focused on this 

point and expressed the opinion that this was one of the 

main rlaasons vratas became so popular. It revealed the 

"mater.ialistic attitudes and expectations" put "under the 

garb of religion. ,,63 The Brahmans pandered to the "ordin-
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ary human cravings" through vratas, to which Banerjee adds, 

"as a means to gain income." What Kane does not say is that 

the vedic sacrifices (of which he has a higher opinion) as 

described in the Brahmanas also promised cows and sons and 
• 

worldly rewards. M 

It is easy to see why the vratas over the course of 

centuries so increasingly garnered the attention of the 

Purana editors and the nibandhakaras, and why they came to 

be so exuberantly extolled in this literature and by their 

descendents in the popular vrat-katha literature of modern 

63 5 Kane, 5. 

M As A.B.Keith (in The Religion and Philosophy of the 
Veda and Upanisads, Harvard U.Press, 1925, 259) puts it: 
"The nature of "the ordinary offerings to the gods is 
expressly stated to be an offering made to the god for the 
purposE~ of attracting his attention and goodwill, so that, 
delighted himself, the god may reward in the appropriate way 
his worshipper. This is essentially the standpoint of the 
~gveda where the sacrificer is promised wealth both temporal 
and in the world to come in return for his sacrifice ... " 
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times. 65 Representing a more typically enthusiastic view 

than Kane's on the significance or value of vratas is C.S. 

Venkateswaran who says of vratas: "These have great 

spiritual and ethical value. They discipline, purify, and 

sUblimate the mind. Hence they are given a prominent place 

in the scheme of religious duties.,,66 Or Madhvacarya, the 

editor and commentator (in Hindi) of the Vrataraja, who 

waxes lyrical in his 1984 introduction with such comments 

as: 

When one is absorbed in vrat then one believes in the 
truth that, 'before I was wasting my valuable time and 
now I am truthfully using it - and getting rid of the 
wastage. As much time as I may take up (observing) 
vrat, it is truthful time, the remainder then is 
falsehood, that is, its use is false.' The time not 
used for vrat is time not useful for one's life. 

65 An examination of the plethora of vernacular vrat 
(katha) books and pamphlets reveals the continuity in the 
treatment of vrata in the textual tradition. It is largely 
from the Puranas and Nibandhas that a number of the current 
popular vrat booklets draw their material (See chapters 
threE~ and six.) 

66 "Ethics in the pura~as," in The Cultural Heritage of 
Indi~, vol. II, 297. 



CHAPTER THREE 

VRATA IN CONTEMPORARY NORTHERN INDIA 

Having established a text-historical background for the 

concept of vrata in the Brahmanical-Hindu tradition, I now 

move ·to transpose on this background the performance of 

vrats from one contemporary urban setting. That is, the 

focus shifts from the more or less clearly defined arena of 

precept to the much less clearly defined (or definable) 

arena of practice. This chapter introduces the city of 

Banaras, the location where I conducted most of my inter

views, and describes my research population and fieldwork. 

Follo'wing this overview, I endeavour to place vrats within 

the context of the celestial and agricultural seasons and 

cycles in the Hindu religious calendar as it unfolds each 

year in Banaras. The chapter ends with an examination of 

sources for the transmission of vrats. 

The Field: Banaras 

Banaras (also called Varanasi and Kashi) is an ancient 

and densely populated city of about one million situated on 

the banks of the holiest of India's rivers, the Ganges, in 

the eastern part of the state of uttar Pradesh. Allover 

the country "Ganga-jal," or Ganges water, carefully brought 
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home by pilgrims or purchased in the bazaar in sealed copper 

pots, is used in home pujas. As the Ganges is the holiest 

of India's rivers, Banaras is the holiest of Hindu India's 

many ~tirthas, literally, "sacred crossings," that is, 

pilgrimage centres.' It is a commonly held belief among 

Hindus that to die in Banaras is to achieve moksa (libera

tion) instantly, or at least a sure place in §iva's loka, 

since he presides over the city. Consequently, there is an 

unusu.3.lly large number of elderly pilgrims who come from all 

over -the country to spend their last days in Banaras. There 

is also, at anyone time, a large number of ordinary 

visitors who have come to take darsan (auspicious "viewing") 

at the better known of Banaras' innumerable temples. As the 

city of §iva, the preeminent ascetic god, Banaras also hosts 

a high concentration of resident and visiting male and 

female ascetics of various orders, as well as ascetic 

institutions. Many famous sannyasins and learned gurus have 

lived in Banaras or have regularly passed through, offering 

public discourses. A good number of the Hindus I became 

acquainted with in the city had either heard these gurus 

1 Accordingly, much has been written about Banaras, 
Kashi, or Varanasi, over the centuries by both Hindus and 
foreigners. Cf. E.B.Havell, Benares the Sacred city, 
Calcutta: Thacker Spink & Co., 1933; L.P.Vidyarthi et.al. 
The Sacred Complex of Kashi, Delhi: Concept Publishing Co., 
1979. Diana Eck's book Banaras City of Light (Princeton: 
Princeton U. Press, 1982) is an excellent recent 
contribution to this literature. 
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direc·tly or were keenly aware of their life-styles, if not 

of thleir teachings. comments about gurus and ascetics often 

came up in my conversations with women about vrats, leading 

me to speculate that the general population of Banaras may 

be more affected by the ascetic tradition(s) than the 

population of most other Indian cities. 

'The antiquity of Banaras and its ancient status as an 

important tIrtha, as well as centre of traditional learning 

and the arts, have given the city a richly diverse resident 

population. In addition, Banaras now houses a large 

national university, with students and faculty from around 

the country. For these reasons many of the women I met and 

some of those I interviewed, while having lived in Banaras 

throughout their lives and speaking Hindi, came from 

families originating in other parts of India. In fact, 

though I had not intended it, the diversity of Banaras' 

population was reflected even in the small group of women 

whose religious lives I studied. 

Fieldwork Methods: the interviews 

In the course of 62 interviews I spoke with 58 women in 

Uttar Pradesh and with sixteen women in the southern state 
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of Kerala. 2 Initial interviews were mostly short and ex-

plora"tory and served to test out my questions as I sought to 

prepare a finalized questionnaire. Once the questionnaire 

was finalized, I used it to conduct longer interviews with 

women in Banaras, as well as with a few women in surrounding 

villages and in the northern U.P. towns of Dehradun and 

Mussoorie. The questionnaire consisted of both open-ended 

and fixed-answer type questions. It usually took between 

two to six hours to complete, and not all questions were 

either asked or answered every time. The first section 

covered basic information such as age, education, marital 

status, religious affiliation, and common religious activi-

ties (pilgrimages, visits to temples, etc.), and then moved 

to specific questions about the woman's vrat practices and 

her reflections on their meaning and benefits. Where time 

permitted and circumstances were favourable, I would ask 

further questions from a supplementary list that grew larger 

as the weeks went by. Most of the interviews were tape-

recorded, with the permission of those interviewed. 

2 I visited Kerala about one third of the way through 
my stay in India and took the opportunity to interview 
sixteen mostly Nayar and Nambudiri women in the hill town of 
Kottayam and the capital city of Trivandrum. The purpose of 
conducting interviews in the south of India was essentially 
to obtain first hand comparative data in order to gain a 
sense of some of the continuities and differences among 
women's vrat observance in a northern state and a southern 
state in India. Some of the south Indian material will be 
discussed periodically in footnotes. 
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Interviews usually took place in women's homes, after 

appointments were scheduled in advance. Not infrequently 

"appointments" were cancelled or put off for future days or 

interrupted by the demands of small children, husbands, or 

by any number of situations requiring the immediate atten-

tion of the woman I was interviewing. It was not always 

possible to complete my interviews or to speak exclusively 

to one woman. In particular, husbands who happened to be 

present in the home during the interview found it difficult 

to restrain themselves (no doubt from lack of practice3 ) 

from adding comments, interjecting a response to a question, 

or simply answering on behalf of their wives. By force of 

habit (inculcated through years of socialization) wives 

often deferred to their husbands' views. There was also a 

concern that I, the visiting foreign "scholar," should be 

sure to get the "correct version of the facts." This 

concern, and the belief of many women that they did not know 

anything about vrats worth communicating to me, made it 

difficult for me to persuade women that I wanted genuinely 

to talk to them, rather than to "panditji" down the street 

(or in the next room), or to some professor at Banaras Hindu 

University. Some women were also shy and unaccustomed to 

3 As is the case in many patriarchal cultures, men 
commonly speak on behalf of their female dependents 
(especially wives) in India. 
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reflecting on their beliefs and practices and articulating 

those reflections to a foreigner. A certain amount of 

encouragement, prompting and rephrasing of questions was 

required. At the beginning my research assistant, Kalpana, 

an educated but poor Brahman woman in her early thirties, 

also wanted me to consult books and other "authoritative" 

sources. While Kalpana also at first tended to 'correct' 

the r1esponses of the women I was questioning, she soon 

proved invaluable as an interpreter of my questions, 

translating my initially awkward and Sanskritized Hindi into 

idiomatic Hindi or Bhojpuri (a dialect of Hindi, common in 

Banaras) as the need arose. Overall, I was pleasantly 

surprised at the willingness of most women to answer my 

questions and to allow me to look at their places of 

worship, watch their rituals, and from time to time, parti

cipate with them in their vrat observances. 

I learned something new about the lore, practice and 

function of vrats with each interview, and it became clear 

to me that this learning could go on indefinitely. Almost 

every time I formed a conclusion or a generalization about 

some aspect of vrats, it would be challenged in the next 

interview. Information I received from one woman might be 

contradicted in the next interview. These experiences 

contributed to my privileging the particularity of indivi

dual voices in the context of individual lives. Thus, while 
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I haVE! drawn general conclusions from my fieldwork, I have 

sought to do so without losing sight of the rich complexity 

of women's religious experience. 

'l'he remaining chapters of the thesis are based on the 

materials gathered during fieldwork - the interviews 

mentioned above in addition to three interviews conducted 

with astrologers, five with pandits in Banaras and Lucknow, 

one with a vrat-katha bookseller and one with a pancanga 

(almanac) publisher. I also attended private pujas and 

bhajans, and katha recitations on vrat days as well as 

observing women offering puja and undertaking Ganga snan 

(ritual bathing) on the gha~s (steps leading down to the 

river) and at several kund (large bathing tanks adjoining --.-. 
temples) in Banaras. 

Research Population: Women of Banaras 

~rhe following sections provide more detailed inform-

ation concerning the caste, religious affiliation, age and 

background of the women I spoke with about vrats in Banaras. 

It was sometimes difficult to elicit specific information 

about the caste (especially the jati) of women. The major-

ity of women interviewed were Brahman, about one sixth were 

of Kshatriya jatis and the remainder were from other 



castes. 4 The women's ages ranged from seventeen to 72 

years, and their educational backgrounds ranged from 

illiterate to Ph.D. s Just over two-thirds of the women 

interviewed were married, and the others were either 

unmarried or widowed. 6 Nine of the respondants had no 

children. 

I often encountered a certain hesitancy and even 
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confusion concerning the question of religious affiliation. 

For this reason I omitted this question toward the end of my 

fieldwork. Out of 26 positive answers, four women identi

fied themselves as vai~~ava, two women as §aiva, one as a 

Sakta, two as Smarta, and seventeen women as "Sanatanl" - a 

category I had not even intially included in my first 

quest.ionnaire. "Sanatanis" consider themselves followers of 

the sanatana "eternal" dharm - the non-sectarian 'ancient', 

'time-honoured' or traditional religion of India, wherein no 

deities, no rituals (except the samskaras), and no over-

4 Of 44 answering this question, 32 women said they were 
Brahmans (about half giving a specific jati); seven said they 
were Kshatriyas; one was an Ahir (a Shudra caste); two were 
"Harijans"; one was a Lingayat, and one an Ayyar (both from 
families originating in Karnataka). 

S Three women were illiterate, two were home educated, 
ninet.een women had a few grades of school ing, three women had 
highschool diplomas, and ten had university level education. 

6 There were interviews with five unmarried young women, 
two unmarried older women, 22 premenopausal married women, 
twel ve menopausal married women, one separated woman, and nine 
widows. 
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arching doctrines or dogmas are privileged. Those who 

identified themselves as Sanatani usually had murtis or 

pictures of several deities in their homes - sometimes 

reflecting the various ista devatas (favoured deities) that .. 
different family members worshipped. 

Vrats, the Seasons and the Festival Calendar in Banaras 

Every religious culture has some sort of calendar which 

sets apart "sacred time" when special rites, observances and 

festivals occur. Because India is the birthplace of several 

religions with a rich cultural diversity, and has had a long 

history of interest in astronomy and astrology, there are 

several such calendars operating simultaneously. Events are 

configured with solar and lunar cycles, astrological consi-

derations and the agricultural seasons. This section is 

concerned with the articulation of vrats with such 

orchestrations of time in Banaras. 

I arrived in Banaras in mid-October or the end of the 

month of Asvin 1984, as the weather was cooling in the 

evenings and the autumn festival season reaching its peak. 

Across the river, still high from monsoon flooding, the 
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Ramna9ar RamlIla7 was nearing its finale after a month of 

nightly performances by well-trained actors. There was no 

question among the thousands of viewers that these elabor-

ately costumed actors were indeed the deities (Ram, sita, 

Hanum~an) incarnated each evening to play out the divine 

drama. They had come, not just to watch a spectacle, but to 

take ~ar~an of the actor-gods. Around the city local 

neighbourhood renditions of the RamlIla were also taking 

place, although these were much shorter and less formalized 

versions than the grand LIla across the Ganges. 

'Throughout the city Durga Navaratrl. - a twice-yearly 

pan-Indian "nine-night" religious festival in honour of the 

goddess Durga - was about to start. Local akharas ("clubs") 

and other sponsoring groups were setting up pandals (small 

stages or pavilions) in the narrow cobbled lanes of the old 

city or near busy intersections. These stages would house 

brightly painted and decorated larger-than-life images of 

Durga in her most famous pose, slaying the buffalo demon. 

Smaller images of Kali on the right side and Sarasvati on 

the left of Durga are also often included. For nine days 

and nights these consecrated images would be the locus of 

puja by priests and of prayer and dar~an by hundreds of 

7 This Ramlila is a highly elaborate annual ritual 
reeanactment of the Tulsidas Ramayana, sponsored by the former 
Maharaja of Banaras, and overseen by pandits and priests. 
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reverent Hindus. On the eleventh day, following Vijaya 

DasamI (the day the goddess is victorious over the buffalo 

demon and Ram is victorious over the evil Ravan), the 

goddesses would leave their murtis and these now 'lifeless' 

images would be taken in procession to the river to be 

immersed and washed away. 

Amma, a 72 year-old south Indian long-time Banaras 

resident, reiterated the popular dictum that "Navaratri is 

said to be the festival and vrata [in the sense of pre-

scribed observance] of the Kshatriyas, as Yama Dvitiya is 

for Brahmans, Dipavali is for Vaishyas, and Holi is for 

Shudras." Of course, she added, "all the four varnas 

observe the [Navarai ~I] vrata and do puja for nine days. 

Some fast only one or two of these days. Some observe a fast 

the v.;'hole day." Unlike the three other festivals mentioned, 

Navaratri is also observed as a vrat (fast) by many Hindus 

of all castes and sectarian backgrounds. 8 

Hardevi, a single 70 year-old Banarsi Brahman and the 

8 My colleague Hillary Rodrigues, recently returned from 
studying a Durga temple in Banaras, told me that many men as 
well as women fast during Navaratr1i not only devotees of 
Durgal, but also others who seek empowerment from the goddess 
during this time of year. Their vows (vrata) may consist of 
sleeping on the ground, not sleeping at all, or only sleeping 
for t:hree hours a day. Sexual continence is common. These 
acts are often combined with daily recitations of the 
Durg~lsaptasati. votaries either recite the text themselves in 
their own homes (if they are literate), or listen to it being 
recit:ed at the temple. 
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founder-director of a school, told me that she started 

obse~ling NavaratrI on a regular basis in 1940 (then aged 

35, when she was an activist for M. Gandhi and had refused 

to marry). She began the vrat because Durga was her i~t:a

devta, her "favoured deity." Hardevi learned the vrat's 

procedure from her family who were instructed by a pandit. 

She observes the vrat for the full nine days. In 1940, she 

initia.lly began the vrat with a formal sankalpa made in 

front of a purohit (a local priest) who told her what to 

say. This included Sanskrit mantras from the Durga

saptasati. 9 In recent years a priest has not been involved 

in thE~ observance, except, as she explained, when "I don't 

have 1:ime and then I'll call a pandi t to do the pilj a. " Each 

morning of the vrat Hardevi takes a bath first thing, "for 

purification." This is followed by a simple puja in which 

she rE~ads out the Durgasaptasati and "all the important 

mantra.s." She may also read different slokas from the 

Ramaya~ and the GI'ta. The puja is concluded with an aratT 

<;, Hardevi used the well-known version of the Durga
sapta~;ati found in the sixth century Sakta devotional work, 
the pevlmahatmaya. This text describes the different 
occasions when the goddess (in her warrior - as Durga - and 
terrifying - as Kali - aspects) was summoned by the gods to 
save 1:hem (and humanity) by defeating various demons who had 
usurpE~d the gods' powers and were terrorizing the universe. 
"Interspersed between these heroic episodes are hymns of 
praisE~ to the goddess (stotra) in which the gods beseech her 
protection." (L.Bennett, Sacred sisters and Dangerous Wives, 
263. ) 
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(the ritual of circling lit lamps in front of the image of 

the deity). Throughout the nine days she consumes only 

fruit and milk, the most common fasting regimen during 

Navar-atri. 

Hardevi may also, as is customary for all those keeping 

Navar~atrI, go each evening to the particular devi temple 

singl,ed out that day for a special puja and where the darsan 

of that facet of the goddess is particularly auspicious. 

The designation of these nine temples and devIs is pre

scrib,ed and the circuit remains the same each year. 10 At 

the end of the vrat Hardevi gives dan (gifts) to a Brahman: 

clothes, money and sometimes food. 

'rhe month following the Ramlila and NavaratrI is 

Kartik, when Visnu "wakes up" and the gods descend to earth . 
• • 

As such, it is an especially holy month, hosting another 

spate of festivals, pujas and vrats. These include LaksmI 

puja' and the festival of Divali (the festival of light). At 

this -time, women clean and whitewash the house, and with 

rice powder draw the footprints of Laksmi, the goddess of 
• 

prospt:ri ty, from the doorstep to the centre of the home in 

order to entice LaksmI to bring her good fortune into the . 

.t "10 Navaratra DevI temple circuit in Banaras: (1) 
Sailaputri Devi (2) BrahmadiriI}I DevI (3) Citraghanta DevI (4) 
KU~ma])q.a Devi (5) Skanda Mata: Devi (6) KatyayanI Devf (7) 
Kalari'itri Devi (8) DurganavmI (or Maha-) Gauri (9) siddhidatrI 
Devi. 
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"Bhaiyaduj," when sisters honour their brothers, and the 
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popular women's "Karva Cauth Vrat" observed for the welfare 

of husbands. During the cold winter months of Marga~'Ir~ and 

Paus, festival activity slows down, only to pick up its pace 
• 

in the! next month, Magh. Magh is another particularly holy 

month which hosts Banaras' major Ga~e~ festival on the dark 

fourth, and later the Spring festival of Vasant Pancami. 

The month of Phalgun is fairly quiet except for the impor

tant y"rat-puja-festival of MahaS'ivaratri, the "Great Night 

of Siva," celebrated allover India. Festival activity 

increases significantly in the following month (Caitra), 

beginning with the exuberant, if not riotous, festival of 

HoII, the last festival of the religious calendar. In 

northe!rn India the New Year starts halfway through caitra 

and the festival cycle turns again beginning with the Spring 

Navara:trI, the last day of which is the important vrat/ 

festival of Ramnaumi. 11 

11 For a more detailed description of the yearly cycle of 
festivals and observances in Banaras consult: D. Eck, Banaras, 
chapte!r 6 "Seasons and Times"; Judy Pugh, "Into the Almanac: 
time, meaning, and action in north Indian society" , 
contributions to Indian Sociology 17 (1) 1983, 27-49; L. 
Vidyarthi, et. al., The Sacred Complex of Kashi, Delhi: Concept 
PUblishing Co., 1979. 
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The Vrat Calendar 

']~oday in Banaras, if one wanted to find out what vrats 

were being observed and on what days, or more specifically 

at what exact time they were to be commenced, the easiest 

way would be to go to a bookstall, perhaps near a temple, 

and buy a wall calendar such as the "HrsIkes Jantri." This 

particular calendar, published locally in Hindi, is in the 

same format as any western calendar - with the days of each 

solar month beginning in January listed - but it is packed 

with other information. On each square is given the north 

Indian pur~imanta system date (lunar month, pak~a, and 

tithi), as well as several other time system dates. 

On the right side of the calendar, for each month, are 

listed all the vrats and festivals and their dates for that 

month. Included are national holidays and major Muslim, 

Buddhist, Jain and Christian holidays or observances. The 

bottom of the calendar explains how to translate dates from 

one era to another (e.g., Vikrama to SalIvahana Saka) , and 

also provides a summary of the "fruits of the year" (events 

that may occur). In addition, one finds a listing for each 

month of the "auspicious moments" for such activities as 

harvesting grain, preparing medicines, opening a shop or 

performing the samskar (life-cycle ceremony) of the infant's 

first feeding of solid food. On the back of the calendar 

for each month is given: (1) a list of naksatras for the . 
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month and phases of the moon; (2) the exact time for 

starting a particular vrat, ~raddh or parv; (3) the monthly 

horoscopes for each sign of the zodiac; (4) masphal (the 

"fruit of the month") - a list of predictions on a range of 

subjects from the weather to grain prices;12 (5) mantra-

ausadhi - local medicines and their uses, e.g., snake venom 
• 

remedies; and (6) najar jharana mantra - mantras to avert . 
the evil eye. 

This calendar is basically an adaptation (to the 

contingencies of a western calendar-based international 

business and civic world) of the pancanga (almanacs). As 

the name suggests, the pancanga deals with five topics: 

naksatra (asterisms or lunar mansions), vara (the seven . 
solar days of the week), YQgg (addition or conjunction), 

karana (a half tithi), and tithi. The almanacs are prepared . 
from different astronomical texts and are printed today in 

vernacular languages for local use principally by pandits, 

priests and astrologers. Aside from personal use, pancangas 

are consulted by pandits and astrologers to advise clients 

on when, for example, to set a marriage date, build a house, 

1,' For the month of January 1986, for example, these 
predictions included: predicted rainfall (normal); wheat, oil, 
gram flour will be more expensive; there is a greater than 
normal possibility of war, plane crashes, and important people 
dying; countries governed by white people will have more 
problems; white metals, rice, vegetables and mustard oil will 
be cheaper; and "yellow things" will be more expensive. 
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open a new business, observe a festival, and begin or end a 

vrat. Few Hindus are able to 'read' these almanacs easily. 

Some 'of the women I interviewed said, however, that they did 

consult them for their vrat observances, as their parents 

and grandparents had. A calendar like the Hrsikes Calendar . . 
just described, however, is more accessible as well as more 

informative than the almanac - and serves as the layperson's 

'" - . pancanga. I saw them hanging in most of the homes of the 

families I visited. 

'rhere are approximately 134 vrats listed in the Banaras 

H;-~ik,es calendar. I say "approximately" because in some 

cases where two vrats fallon the same day, one encompasses 

the o'ther. For example, Durga-navmI Vrat falls on the last 

day of NavaratrI. Some people only observe the first day of 

the autumn NavaratrI, some people observe two days of both 

spring and autumn NavaratrI. It is somewhat arbitrary 

whether one counts these as one vrat or several vrats from 

the calendar description alone. Of the yrats listed, 72 are 

regularly occurring semi-monthly vrats - namely: Gal)es 

Cauth, occuring on the fourth tithi of each paksa ("wing" or 

half - "bright" and "dark") of each month; EkadasI, occuring 

on each eleventh tithi; and Prado~, occuring every twelth or 

thirtleenth ti thi (depending on when the ti this start and 

end). And, twenty of the vrats listed fall under two 

monthly vrats, namely: Sivaratrl, occurring on the 
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thirtE~enth tithi of the dark half of each month; and Purnima 

(full moon day), occurring on the fifteenth tithi of the 

brigh1: half of each month. Thus there is a large, almost 

bewildering number of regularly occurring vrats that, in 

theory, one could choose to observe each year. In fact, as 

we shall see in subsequent chapters, most people assume or 

choosE~ the majority of the vrats that they perform on the 

basis of local and family traditions. 

It is only a minority of the vrat-observing popUlation 

- I'T / that actually keeps all the Ekadas1s or prado~ or Sivaratris 

in a calendar year. Those who would observe the full 24 or 

12 of these semi-monthly or monthly vrats are generally 

(thou9h not necessarily) those who have a strong sectarian 

affiliation; vai~qavite or ~aivite respectively. Prado~ and 
, . _. . . 
S1varatr1 frequently overlap 1n the calendar, so, because 

both yrats are directed to Siva, those wishing to observe a 

, . .. 
monthly vrat as an act of devotion to S1va would ord1nar1ly 

do OnE~ or the other. In my data only one woman out of 44 

kept t:he monthly Sivaratri Vrat, while 23% kept Prado~. 

AnothE~r relatively large percentage (20%) kept all 24 

EkadaE;ls. In the textual tradition, the Ekadasl Vrat is 

probably the most frequently mentioned and extolled vrat in 
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I did not encounter any person in Banaras who observed 

all GaneS Cauths except, not surprisingly, a Maharashtrian 
~ priest of a local GaI}es temple. No doubt other 

Maharashtrians living in Banaras and many in the state 

itself, where Ga~e~ has assumed such prominence in the last 

century, would observe all 24 Cauths in honour of the 

elephant-headed "Remover of Obstacles." 

All Pur~imas are auspicious days (except if an eclipse 

occurs) and because of their inherent auspiciousness, 

observing a vrat on this tithi may augment the likelihood of 

a favourable result. But, again, I encountered very few 

people (four out of 44) who observed a vrat on all PUrnimas. 

since the "deity" in front of whom, or in light of whom, the 

vrat is observed is the moon, there is no particular 

religious affiliation indicated. Indeed, the observance of 

Purnima (or certain Amavasyas [new moon days], or eclipses) 

underscores the fact that attention to certain celestial 

configurations is in some cases more relevant to the 

13 As Kane wrote, "There are separate treatises on Ekadasi 
written by Medieval writers, such as the Ekadasi-viveka of 
§ulapa~i and the Ekadasltattva of Raghunandana. Besides, such 
... digests as Kalaviveka ... , Hemadri on Kala ..• , Kala~ir~aya 
of Madhava .•• , Vrataraj a. .. devote hundreds of pages to 
discussions on Ekadasi." (95) Kane himself discusses it in his 
History of Dharmasastra on pp.95-100, and 103-115. For Pura~a 
descriptions see, GP chaps.123, 125, 127; AP chap. 187; 
Naradapura~a chap.23. 
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efficacy of a vrat than the show of devotion to a particular 

deity. This becomes clearer in some of the weekday vrats 

where it is the power of the (divinized) "planets" (grahas) 

that are appeased, softened or channeled through the 

observance of the rite. 

Instead of observing all 24 or 12 of these regular 

vrats many people will keep only certain "Cauths" or 

"EkadasIs," totalling between one and four in the calendar 

year. The special Cauths are those which fall in the months 

of Magh, ~rava~, Bhadrapad, and Kartik. In my survey, the 

Magh and Bhadrapad ("Bahula Cauth") fourths were the most 

popular. 

The special months for Ekada61s are Jyesth, Asadh, . . . 
Kartik and Magh. There is no special month for Prados -

evidently one does them all or not at all. The special 

months for Purnima are Magh and Kartik. For Sivaratri the • 

speci.al month is Phalgun - the time of "Maha~ivaratri" -

often observed by whole families in Banaras. A full 75% of 

my rE!spondents observed Mahasivaratri, a not surprising 

finding perhaps for Siva's city. Many of those observing 

Maha~~ivaratri do not hold Siva as their ista or kul (family) -.-.-
devt2l, but they "do a vrat" in Siva's honour nonetheless. 

This situation is paralleled in the Krsnajanmastami Vrat, . . . . . 
according to my survey, the other most frequently observed 

vrat in Banaras. 
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The months of Magh and Kartik stand out as the months 

when particular occasions of the semi-monthly or monthly 

vrats are observed by much greater numbers of votaries. 

These~ two months, along with Vaisakh, are also considered 

special months as a whole with respect to vrats and other 

reli9ious observances. That is, if one chooses to do a 

month-long vrat for the sake of others or one's own welfare, 

then Magh, Kartik and Vai6akh are the usual months in which 

to carry out the observance. In the HrsikeS calendar they • • 

are called "Magh-snan-vrat," "Vaisakh-snan-vrat" and 

"Kart:ik-snan-dan-vrat" respectively. Those choosing to 

observe one of these month-long vrats (mostly older women 

and vlidows in Banaras) would take a daily dawn bath in the 

GangE~s, perform a simple puja, perhaps listen to the recita-

tion of religious stories (katha) by a priest, perhaps give 

money or food (aan) to the poor, and adopt a fasting regimen 

- such as eating only once a day or eating only phalahar 

("fruit-food"). Some votaries will also try to get to 

Allahabad for the important Magh bathing festival and 

religious gathering. 

There is the twice yearly vrat-festival, described 

abovE~, the spring (in Caitra) and autumn (in A~vin) 

Navaratrl. Among the respondents in my vrat survey, 73% 

observed a vrat either for the whole festival or for certain 

days (the first and last being the most important) in both 
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Navaditris or just one (usually the autumn). 

caturrnas 

~ve mentioned the three special months where one could 

observe a month-long vrat. There is also, each year, a 

four-month period known since antiquity as "Caturmasa," 

literally, "four months." This period corresponds with 

barsa1:, the rainy season, from June through September, or 

from l\sadh bright 11 (Maha or S'ayanI Eka'dasI) to Kartik 

brigh1: 11 (PrabodhinI or Devotthani EkadasI). It also 

demarcates on either side the end of the hot season and the 

beginning of the cold season (i.e., it includes monsoon and 

post-monsoon) . In Hindu mythology this is the time of the 

dissolution of the world (pralaya) when Visnu reclines on 
•• 

his sE=rpent Ananta - floating on the primeval waters - and 

withdraws into sleep (Visnu 
,; .... 

Visnu's awakening sayanl). . . .. 
(Visnu prabodhini) occurs Kartik bright 11. Traditionally, 

•• 
CatuDnas was the period during which travel and agri-

cultural work temporarily came to an end - and the period 

durin9 which wandering ascetics and monks (Hindu, Buddhist 

and Ja.in) would stop in villages and towns for an extended 

stay a.nd hold discourses. It was, and remains, a time for 

listening to religious stories such as vrat kathas. A 

Banar.asi pandit told me that there are more vrats and vrats 

are more frequently observed during Caturmas than at any 
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other time of the year. "Even Buddhists, Jains and Muslims 

observe more vratas during this time," he said. Certainly I 

found that the women I interviewed kept a greater number of 

vrats during Caturmas than during any other season or period 

of the year. The number of vrats listed in calendars, 

almanacs and Sanskrit digests is also higher during this 

time. 

There are various possible reasons for the existence of 

more vrats during caturmas. One reason may be connected to 

the agricultural year. The Caturmas period is critical for 

the agricultural cycle because if the rains come in adequate 

but not overwhelming amounts, the newly planted crops - rice 

and corn - will flourish and the ground will be ready for 

the next crop planting in the fall - wheat and barley. If 

the rains are very late or inadequate the crops can fail and 

scarcity or famine result. E.M. Gupta in her book on 

Bengali women's bratas (1984) categorizes the bratas accord

ing to purpose, one of which is concerned with agricultural 

themes. Bratas such as the Rone-Eyo brata, the Kojagaru

Lak~mr brata, the K~etra brata, the Punyipukur brata aim to 

ensure rain, the fertility of the soil, rich harvests, to 

protect crops and so on. Many of these brata take place 

during Caturmas. In Banaras, however, I did not come across 

any yrats that are currently performed specifically for such 

purposes. While one can certainly detect "harvest themes" 



in some of the vrats, such as the use of the sugar-cane 

stalk pa~~als (called "kosi var:r~a") in Qala Cha!-h which I 

was told symbolizes the new harvest, and by extension 

"fertility" or "fruition," the harvest or the rains them-
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selves are not the object of the vrats. It is probable that 

the urban environment has made such purposes largely 

irreltevant. 

A reason that is possibly more compelling to many urban 

Hindus today for the existence of more vrats during caturmas 

has to do with the effects of climate on health. This was 

emphasized by the same pandit mentioned above. He 

accen'tuated the "scientific" (his word) basis of vrats; much 

of what he said is derived from popularly accepted 

principles of Ayurvedic medicine. He told me that "Caturmas 

is a 'time of illness" because the "climate becomes polluted, 

the humours are out of balance and in particular the wind 

humour [vata] is defective." "When it rains," he continued, 
• 

'the vata increases. The air is full of moisture and 
carries diseases - especially infectious ones. The 
'fire' of the stomach is dampened and weakened and so 
the digestive system becomes weak .... Yama [the god of 
death] 'bites' people at this time .•.. Thus to 
:maintain health, less food should be eaten and it 
should be of a purer - sattvik - variety. Hence all 
·the vrats prescribed at this time; 

vrats which, of course, require fasting or the eating of 

sattvik and seasonally specific foods (foods that are easier 
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to digest and which contain the right balance of 

nutrients) • 14 

A number of other Hindus reaffirmed to me that Caturmas 

was a. time of increased danger to health and that children 

are Etspecially vulnerable. In fact there are a greater 

numbEtr of vrats (kept predominately by women votaries) which 

single out children as the primary beneficiary during 

Catur~as than at any other season of the year. Examples of 

theSEt are: LalahI Cha1;.h (Bhadrapad dark 6) for sons; Surya 

Sasthi (Bhadrapad bright 6) for sons, children; Jlvit-putra . .. 
(Asvi.n dark 8) for sons; Asok As:tamI (IIAhoi Vrat", Kartik 

dark 8) for sons; and ~ala Cha~h (Kartik bright 6) also for 

sons. There are additional observances that parents keep 

(especially but not exclusively) for children at this time 

14 Rampratap Tripathi (1984) describes a Caturmas vrat 
in his book, reiterating in his prefatory comments some of the 
point:s made above. He gives a sankalpa for the vrat which 
includes: "I will also observe a vrat of not eating pulses 
[dal] in Kartik, milk in Asvin, curd in Bhadrapad and green 
vegetables in §rava~a.II Tripathi then mentions that, "In the 
Dharmasastra many things to eat have been prohibited during 
the Caturmasa Vrat and amazing results have been recounted. 
During the Caturmasa Vrat: 

if these are abandoned 

gur (raw sugar) 
tel (oil) 
betel leaf 

sak (geen, leafy vegetables) 

curd, milk, buttermilk 

these results are 
obtained: 

melodious voice 
beauty 
bhog (physical pleasure), 

a sweet voice, a smooth body 
(one becomes) an enjoyer 
of cooked delicacies 
ViS!l)u 10k 

The recommended practices during this vrat are keeping 
brahmacarya, sleeping on the floor with ku~ grass, and puja. 
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(especially but not exclusively) for children at this time 

that are not vrats as such. For instance, Nag PancamI 

(Sravan bright 5) is an ancient observance involving the . 
propitiation of snakes which are forced out of their holes 

in the monsoon and which often end up in people's homes. 

There is also "Kajali TIj" (Bhadrapad dark 3), a ritual in 

which sisters tie newly sprouted barley behind the ears of 

their brothers to protect them. Some women told me they 

also performed a puja for the sake of their daughters on 

this day. 

Completing the description of the cycles of vrats in 

the calendar year in Banaras, mention should be made of the 

. . /, -seasonal monthly vrats WhlCh lnclude the four Sltala 

saptamIs in the hot/dry season and the four A~unya sayanas 

during the monsoon. Only two women in my survey observed 

SItala saptami, a vrat whose main purpose was to avert 

smallpox. Since smallpox is no longer a threat, it is not 

surprising that this vrat is apparently losing its place. I 

could not find anyone who observed the Asunya Sayana Vrat, a 

vrat that according to the texts is associated with averting 

widow'hood (for both men and women). It is possible that 

this vrat has also largely gone out of practice in Banaras. 

Certainly this is not the only vrat listed in the Hrsike~ . . 
calendar for which I could not find practitioners. For 

example, no one I talked to observed Sravan Tuesdays, the . 
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Svarn Gauri Sukrt Vrat, the Kapila sasthT Vrat or the Upanga 
• II • ,. 

Lalit Vrat. There is little doubt that vrats go in and out 
and 

/ of practice~that the almanacs and calendars are slow to 

reflect such trends. In addition, like the Nibandhas, the 

Hrsikes calendar also tends towards inclusiveness. Thus it .. 
contains in its listings some vrats that are performed 

predominately in other parts of India, such as the Kokila 

Vrat (which McGee mentions as one which Maharastrian women 

keep1S), and the Upanga Lalit Vrat which some women 

characterized as a "south Indian vrat," the svarl) Gauri Vrat 

as a "Rajasthani vrat," and so on. It is clear, then, that 

referring to a H~~ikes calendar alone is not sufficient for 

discovering which vrats are current in a particular place at 

a particular time, and that vrats while astonishingly 

resilient as a class of religious practice, are individually 

susceptible (or responsive to) social and environmental 

changes. In fact, this may be a reason why vrats have 

proved so resilient. 

Tithi (Lunar Day) Vratas 

In the previous chapter it was pointed out that the 

Nibandhas usually arrange their description of vratas 

according to the tithi from the first to fifteenth for each 

15 McGee, -Feasting and Fasting ,. 490-2. 
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"wing" of the month. Modern vernacular vrat books and 

calendars, however, usually list vrats following the solar 

calendar (months), though the lunar tithis remain as an 

important (and in most cases crucial) reference. Some 

tithis are much more likely to have vrats associated with 

them ·than others, 16 although (with the exception of the 

purt;imas and amavasyas) it is not the tithi itself so much 

as its affiliated deity that is relevant to the nature and 

number of vrats falling on it. 

Like certain seasons and times of the year, certain 

tithis and weekdays (vara) are associated with certain 

deities, which in turn may bear upon particular aims and 

desires of votaries. For example, the third tithi is 

associated with goddesses like ParvatI and Lak~mI who 

respectively preside over marital and material well-being. 

The fourth tithi is associated with Gane§, the "remover of 
• 

obstacles." The sixth tithi is associated with both the god 

surya and the goddess sasthi - a goddess linked with human . .. 
fertility and children who is worshipped during vrats only 

on particular sixths (and who is especially popular in 

16 Adding up the number of vrats for each tithi over a 
year from the H~~ike~ calendar, one finds the 4th, 11th, and 
12th with the most number of vrats (12-24), followed by the 
13th and 15th with 10-12, the 8th with nine, the 6th with 
seven, the 2d, 3d, 5th, 9th and 14th (variety of deities 
designated) with two to four, the 1st with one, and the 7th 
and lOth tithis with none. 
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Bengal). The eighth tithi is associated with the fearsome 

~ . 
Bhairava aspect of Slva and the "darker" facets of the 

godd€~ss, e. g., Kali, Durga and SItal'a. The eleventh is 

associated allover India with Visnu, and the twelth con-.. 
,. . 

join€~d with the thirteenth is associated with Slva. 

Days of the Week - Vara Vratas 

Regular solar weekly vrats that can be taken up and 

left off are not, of course, mentioned by the Hrsikes 
•• 

calendar since it gives listings only for the solar months. 

Many individuals, men and women of different marital, caste, 

and €~ducational backgrounds, observe or have observed a 

weekly vrat. I also met non-Hindus who had kept a weekly 

vrat. Among the women I interviewed, 62% had done so. 

Unlike a large portion of the annual or seasonal vrats, 

weekly vrats are not normally handed down in a package of 

family traditions. They are usually observed for specific 

periods of time for specific reasons. I found that 

astrologers play an important role in the prescribing and 

disse~mination of the weekly vrats. 

Two astrologers (jyoti~i) I interviewed at some length 

in Bamaras gave me more or less the same information 

(presented in table 3.1) on the ruling planet, and number, 

colour, character, stone and herb or plant associated with 

each solar day of the week, plus the "raksa grahas" ("demon 
• 



TABLE 3.1 

Weekdays 

English Hindi RUling Deity 
Planet 

Sunday Ravivar/ Sun Surya 
Itvar 

Monday Somvar 
I' • 

moon Slva 

Tuesday Mangalvar Mars Hanuman 
Durga 

Wednesday Budhvar Mercury Visnu 
Thursday B~haspativar/Jupiter B~haspati 

Guruvar 
Friday Sukravar Venus Devis 

I " Saturday Sanivar Saturn Sani 

The rak~a grahas 

Ketu (ascending nodes of the moon) 
"dragon tail" (falling star) 

Rahu (descending nodes of the moon) 
"dragon head" (eclipse) 

Number 

1 

2 

9 

5 
3 

6 

8 

7 

4 

Colour Character 

red or warm 
white 
white cool 

red or hot 
orange 
green cool 
yellow cool 

white cool 

black tepid 

ash 

Effects 

blood pressure 

nervous system, 
chest, lungs 
lower parts of 
the body 
skin diseases 
liver 

urinary tract, 
genitals 
abdominal region, 
nervous system 

susceptibility 
to accidents 
abdominal region, 
head, legs 
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planets") Rahu and Ketu. 17 Each ruling planet and Rahu and 

Ketu have areas of influence, physical and dispositional, on 

humans. For example, the sun (Sunday) affects blood 

pressure and people "dominated" by the sun have hot 

temperaments; Ketu makes people more susceptible to 

accidents, Rahu to insanity. 

l~ost Hindus, if they can afford it, will try to have 

horosc:::opes or birth charts (janma ku~~ali) done on their 

newborn babies. The moment the head appears out of the 

birth canal the prevailing positions of the stars, moon and 

plane1:s "imprint" their energy pattern on the person, making 

him or her susceptible to certain personality traits, 

behavioural patterns, and physical conditions. Horoscopes 

are thus consulted for such important decisions as finding a 

suitable spouse and, for those with the means and opportu-

nity, making a career choice. But they are also consulted 

when t:hings are not going well - for, one's dominant or 

ruling planet can have both beneficent and malefic 

influences. A person may be affected in different ways at 

anyone time according to the current astral configurations 

combined with the individual's ruling stars and planets. 

1'7 Rahu means "seizer" and is the vedic name of the demon 
(d~maV'a) responsible for lunar and solar eclipses. Ketu is 
the personification of any unusual celestial phenomena such as 
a comet or meteor, and also of the descending node of the 
moon. 
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The astrologer's job is to determine which astral con-

figurations are operative, what the effects are, for how 

long "this situation will endure, and what, if anything, can 

be done to maximize any positive effects, or counteract or 

neutralize any negative effects. 

One way the malefic influences of the planets and stars 

are nl:mtralized is through the use of specific stones which 

are associated with each planet and which one must wear on 

certain fingers touching the skin. 18 There are also herbs 

which have the same effects as the stones. 19 And finally, 

there are special vrats which can be prescribed to offset, 

although not necessarily to eliminate, the negative in flu-

ence of a planet. As one jyoti~i put it, "My experience is 

that what is to happen will happen - but wearing gems or 

herbs or doing vrats acts like an umbrella." 

~rhe two astrologers regularly prescribed vrats to their 

18 As one astrologer explained to me, "Take for example 
the ruby - it absorbs the rays coming from the sun [and] the 
body absorbs these rays through the stone." The stone can 
lesson or neutralize the effects of the sun. "Now when the 
stone is touching the skin it may change the frequency of the 
blood pressure or absorb the rays which are falling on the 
body. If the stone is not the right size - if it is too small 
for the level of the affecting planet's rays - it might break. 
So one: has to consider the weight and height of the person and 
the age." 

19 "The herbs have to be changed every fortnight on the 
full moon and new moon days," the same astrologer told me. 
"Men vrear the herbs on the right hand or arm, women on the 
left.'u He then explained that these herbs are tied with 
threads of a colour appropriate to the planet. 
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clients. Because the vrats prescribed (usually weekly ones) 

were geared to achieving very specific ends, they were 

labeled "sakam," literally, "with wishes" (in mind). Many 

aspects of the vrat - the colour(s) the votary is to wear, 

the colour or kind of food to be consumed or avoided, the 

sex of the votary are all variously correlated with the 

characteristics and associations of the planets and/or 

deiti.es governing the days of the week. Mondays, Thursdays 

and Fridays are considered auspicious days while Sundays, 

Tuesdays and Saturdays are ambiguous, or "cruel" as one 

astrologer put it, because the potential effects of their 

governing planets are more often than not malefic. 20 

WednE!sdays seem to be more neutral than other days and vrats 

are rarely prescribed for this day. 

According to these astrologers, Monday, Thursday and 

Friday are the days particularly suitable for women to 

observe vrats. "Friday," said one, "is considered to be 

female." Indeed, Friday vrats in honour of various 

goddE!sses (santo~I Ma, Annapur1)a, Sankata DevI) are 

20 The VR (p. 3) quotes the Ratnamalayam (Nibandha) as 
saying with respect to the qualities of the solar weekdays: 
"On Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday all good actions 
will be fulfilled - therefore these days are called siddhita 
(conferring success). On the three days of Sunday, Tuesday 
and Saturday, only prescribed vratas can be done (will be 
SUCCE!ssful) . " 
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especially popular among women in Banaras. 21 The next most 

frequ,ently observed weekly vrat (21% of women interviewed) 

was the Tuesday Vrat, contrary to this same astrologer's 

comment to me that "only men do Tuesday Vrat to offset the 

bad influence of Mars - because men are more 'ferocious' 

[and] aggressive." 

Brhaspati (Jupiter) is generally considered to be the . 
giver of knowledge, prosperity, male offspring and the peace 

and happiness of the family. The Thursday Vrat, said one 

astrologer, "is particularly prescribed to married women for 

the protection of husbands. In marriage the two bodies and 

souls are tied together with mantras so they will be in a 

happier condition. Now suppose a malefic influence of a 

planet is on the husband and the husband's life is in danger 

- then the Brhaspati Vrat is prescribed to the wife to help 
• 

remove the danger." [my emphasis] 

I myself was prescribed a Thursday Vrat by an astro-

loger. The purpose was to help me "get a good husband." I 

was to avoid salt and eat fruit, milk and (milk-based) 

sweets each Thursday. I was to garland a banana tree "as if 

a husband", circle around it with lit earthen lamps seven 

times and have a Brahman say mantras. I was also to give 

bananas and money to beggars or Brahmans at a temple. No 

21 Among the women I interviewed the Friday vrat was the 
most commonly observed weekly vrat (35% of women) . 
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puja t:o a specific deity was prescribed to me possibly 

because it was assumed that I would do some sort of puja 

anyway or because I was a non-Hindu, or possibly because the 

vrat is efficacious without puja. 

~~ , .. )anl, or Saturn, who rules Saturday, is the most 

troublesome planet, especially for those whose fortunes fall 

beneat:h his shadow. 22 Men and women are equally suscep-

tible, and thus the Saturday Vrat is prescribed to both 

sexes. "The Sani Vrat is for mental problems" which the 

planet: Saturn (and the figure of Rahu) can cause. Saturn, 

like Rahu and Ketu, is particularly associated with bad luck 

and difficulties of all kinds. "Rihu and Ketu are 'shadows' 

- their effect is like Saturn. When under the influence of 

Rahu things are only accomplished with difficulty. [It] 

affects the body with mental tension and bad dreams -

especially full of snakes and demons; and affects the 

urinary tract," explained one of the astrologers. He then 

averred that those under the influence of ~ani, Rihu or Ketu 

"are proud people." 

surya, the sun, rules over Sunday. He can be propi-

tiated by men and women for any sort of reason, though one 

astrologer told me that he usually prescribes the Sunday 

vrat in relation to illness. Indeed, in a particularly 

USee Eck, Banaras, 256. 
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telling example illustrating both the short term remedial 

use so often associated with the weekly vrats and the 

explicit connection made between the characteristics of a 

divinized celestial body and human bodies, one woman told me 

that she had been prescribed a Sunday Vrat to help her with 

a recurrent eye infection. In propitiating sUrya with her 

fast a.nd puja, the sun restored her impaired sight. 

Sources for the Transmission of Vrats 

)\n outsider like myself, or a non-vrat observer, can 

learn about vrats by reading texts and looking at religious 

calendars, visiting an astrologer and, of course, talking to 

those who do perform vrats. But these are not the primary 

sourcE~s for the transmission of vrats to Hindu women. 

Sarasvati, a fifty year-old matron of a large, extended 

orthodox brahman family on the outskirts of Banaras 

explained to me one pleasant February afternoon in the 

receiving room of her large house, when, why and how she 

startE~d to observe vrats. 

since I was a little girl I wanted to do piija and I 
used to pick up any stone or leaf and if I had some gur 
(raw sugar) or offering I would give it and sprinkle 
ylater on it. Later, I noticed my mother and grand
mother kept a Somvar Vrat. At age sixteen I got 
married and my mother and grandmother showed me how to 
do this [and other] vrats during the year before I went 
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1to live with my husband. When I came to my husband's 
house, there was no house mandir (shrine) and so I 

, I - • _. • • 

started to do S1va ~ to a p1cture ..• by offer1ng 1t 
4~leven bel patra (wood apple leaves), ,and kept the 
J"londay Vrat. • •• Now I do puja to the Siva-ling behind 
1the house. When I came to my husband's house I saw that 
my mother-in-law kept the semi-monthly Prado~ ("Theras" 
.- 13th tithi) Vrat to siva, plus did daily puja to 
][{rsna (her own istadevta). She advised me about other 
yrcits to keep •• ::1 started to do many more vrats until 
my husband told me I was doing too many. I then did 
~ldyapan [the formal ending ceremony performed when one 
leaves a vrat] for several of them and continued with a 
:few •••• I had three daughters. Meanwhile my mother
in-law started to make special prayers to Har,i-brahm 
(their kuldevta) that I may have a son ••• My fourth 
c::hild was a son, and when he was born a pandit told me 
1t:o start keeping the Prado, Vrat. He told me to do 
1~his vrat because my son's horoscope revealed that the 
two planets Mangal and Candrama were ruling - (so I 
needed) to offset any ill effects that they might 
c::ause. [This] pandit told me to do this vrat but did 
not tell me anything except that the planets needed to 
be (counterbalanced). A second pandit examined (my) 
son's chart in more detail and told me to keep a 
Mangalvir Vrat as well. I decided not to do this -
because I had too much work to do and could not go (so 
often) without food. 

Instead, her son was prescribed a silver ring with a coral 

to wear on his right hand as a protective amulet. He was 

also instructed to keep the Mangalvar Vrat when he got 

older.. He is now seventeen, but Sarasvati has not told him 

to do it because she wants to wait "until he is older and 

understands the significance of the piija." 

In Sarasvati's case, while pandit-astrologers (would) 

have played a role in the transmission of vrats by prescrib-

ing a vrat for Sarasvati and her son, it is clearly her 

mother, grandmother and mother-in-law who have exerted the 
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strongest influence both in encouraging Sarasvati to perform 

vrats and in affecting which ones she has kept. That she 

chose not to observe the vrat prescribed by the astrologer 

confirms the fact that vrats are a voluntary observance. 

The specific vrats that a woman will perform over the course 

of her lifetime, and the manner in which she will observe 

them, then, is still determined principally by family 

traditions - of both her natal and affinal families. In 

some cases there may be considerable pressure to keep these 

traditions. In these circumstances the 'voluntariness' of 

vrats for the woman remains in the realm of theory rather 

than social reality. 

Women often begin observing vrats while children, 

living in their natal families, as Sarasvati did. They 

start copying the rituals of older women relatives on their 

own or are instructed by grandmothers, mothers, aunts and 

older sisters. They thus learn, through oral transmission 

and observation, about the names and ostensible purposes of 

particular vrats and the details of their attendant pujas 

and fasting requirements. "In this way," said one woman, 

"our traditions and practices regarding vrats continue to be 

passed on. And before doing vrats we learn from a pandit or 

the family that by observing this vrat one obtains that 

fruit. For this one doesn't need to learn anything new 

because for centuries this has been the custom in regard to 
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vrats. For example, everyone knows that Karva Cauth is for 

suhag [well-being of one's husband] ... " In the same 

fashion, girls learn how to make the ritual diagrams (cauk, 

alpanaJ that accompany many vrats, and they memorize the 

vrat-~:athas. By the time an older, unmarried girl is ready 

to start observing vrats seriously and on a regular basis 

she will be well prepared. 

Once a new bahu (daughter-in-law) goes to her sasural 

(in-law's) she will quickly discover which calendrical 

festivals and what vrats are part of that family's tradition 

(sa~skar, para~para) and the ways in which they are 

observed. sometimes there is very little difference and 

sometimes there is a great deal of difference in which vrats 

are observed by the families of the bride and groom. There 

may also be a difference in the manner in which the same 

vrat is performed. In most cases a bahu will be expected to 

adapt herself completely to her affinal family's practice 

for at the time of marriage, she takes on her husband's 

lineage (gotra). Yet, while she has to change her kuldevta 

(family's tutelary deity), she may retain her i~~adevta 

(chosen or preferred deity) and continue her own private 

worship of that deity, at home or in a temple. In 

Sarasvati's case, her i~~adevta is Durga, and she continued 

to worship the goddess while also worshipping Siva and 

Harsi-brahm . . 
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A woman may learn additional vrats from friends, 

neighbours or colleagues who have found one particular vrat 

to bE~ especially efficacious for them. This mode of trans

mission (as well as a popular film rendition of the katha) 

has been characteristic of how the relatively new (and 

decidedly nonpura~ic) santo~l Ma Vrat has been spread 

throughout India. 23 The elderly unmarried school head 

mistress, Hardevi, mentioned earlier, told me that she had 

observed the santo~i Ma Vrat for a while: "I started it ... 

because I had some slight trouble where I was working ... 

therE~ was a staff teacher around and she told me about it." 

The procedure of this weekly Friday vrat involves rising at 

dawn" and either at home or in a santosi Ma temple, lighting 

23 Margaret Robinson, in her paper "Santoshi Ma: The 
Development of a Goddess (1979) discusses the history of the 
santof?i Ma (the "Mother of Contentment" or "satisfaction") 
phenomenon and her vrat in Banaras. According to Robinson 
(43-4) santo,i Ma has been worshipped since around 1965 and 
that the goddess' murti was established in a Mah'alak~ml temple 
at Scindia Ghat in Banaras in 1967. santosI Ma, Robinson 
writes, "is said to be the daughter of Ganesh and his two 
wive:s Riddhi and siddhi. She was created out of Ganesh' s sakti 
at the request of his wives. It was the holiday of Raksa 
Band,an •.. Ganesh's sons, Labh and Subh, had no sister with 
whom to perform this ceremony so Ganesh created a sister to 
satisfy them and named her Santoshi Ma. As her birth 
satisfied her brothers so her role is to satisfy the wishes of 
the beings on earth. ... Santoshi Ma' smothers' names indicate 
their roles. Riddhi means 'prosperity' and siddhi is 
translated as 'acquisition, fulfillment or success'. Ganesh' s 
sons ..• Labh and Subh, also fit into the same category. Subh 
means 'auspicious, good, or well-being' and Labh is defined as 
'project, gain, benefit'. All of [Sant091-Ma's] immediate 
family members are gods whose purpose is to grant success or 
gain to their worshippers." (Robinson, 8-9) 
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a sma.ll ghee lamp to the goddess, adorning her with a flower 

garla.nd, and reading or listening to the vrat-katha while 

holdi.ng small quantities of unrefined sugar and chickpeas in 

one's hand. At the end of the katha, an aratI is performed 

before the image of the goddess while the votary sings 

santc)~I Ma' s arati song. (The words of the song, in praise 

of the goddess, are painted on the wall of the santosI Ma 

temple in the Khojwan section of Banaras.) The fast for 

this vrat requires the votary to abstain from eating 

anything sour. 

I asked Hardevi how she had benefitted by keeping this 

vrat and she replied: "The benefit is just here - that I 

received peace of mind and I feel that I have achieved 

somet:hing. " When I asked if her troubles had seemed easier 

to overcome after performing the vrat, she agreed. 

Snehalata, a married Brahman woman in her fifties 

(who!;e profile follows in chapter four), had also observed 

the santo~I Ma Vrat. Her brother and his family were having 

some difficulties. A friend of Snehalata's told her about 

this vrat so she went to the bazaar and bought the katha 

pamphlet containing the procedural instructions as well as 

the :story. 24 She said that this vrat can only be kept for 

24 Religious book sellers stationed outside major temples 
in Banaras told me that the santos! Ma Vrat-Katha booklet had 
been their "best seller" in recent years. 
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three months or three years, after which time it should be 

stopped with an udyapan (formal ending ritual). "I did it 

for the sake of my brother and his family - to help him get 

a good job, a good house and for his health. I feel it was 

succ€!ssful. ,,25 Buoyed by her apparent success in ass is-

ting her brother she encouraged her son to observe this vrat 

for his studies. She bought him the katha pamphlet and he 

performed the vrat for three months. 

A guru may also advise a woman to do a particular vrat, 

as in the case of Vina discussed in the next chapter. As 

part of her religious regimen, a guru may prescribe parti-

cular vrats to his student or devotee to follow. Apparently 

a 'shaman' too may fulfill this role. In describing the 

activities of an Ahir shaman in the village of Senapur 

(outside Banaras) M.Luschinsky mentions that the shaman told 

one client, 

that evil spirits were troubling her and that she 
should not eat meat or fish for six months, should fast 
on Sundays, and should offer water to a god (whom he 
named) after her Sunday bath. He gave her cloves and 
ash from his holy fire, telling her to eat the cloves 
and some of the ash and to rub the ash on her body. 
"Come back in six months if you are not well", he 
said. 26 

25 I found that the most number of "testimonials" 
regarding the fruit or results of a_ vrat came within the 
context of a discussion of the Santo~i M~ Vrat. 

26 M. Luschinsky, "The Life of Women in a Village of North 
India" (Ph.D. diss., Cornell University 1962), 700. 
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While Luschinsky does not specifically use the term vrat for 

this ritual it certainly conforms to a vrat format. 

Finally, a woman (or a man) may learn on their own 

accord how to do a new vrat through the locally published, 

inexpensive vrat booklets so readily available now in the 

bazaars and in the bookstalls outside temples. 27 This may 

happen more frequently in present-day India because of 

factors such as increased literacy, availability of these 

published materials, and the breaking up of the large 

extended families in which older women were able to teach 

and guide younger women. A woman may purchase a vrat 

booklet, then, when she has heard about a particular vrat 

and wants to try it but has not found someone to show her 

how it is done. Alternatively, a woman may find that her 

natal and/or affinal family do not do any or very few vrats 

and she wishes to observe more. 

27 One of the astrologer-pandits I spoke with viewed the 
maj or i ty of these vrat books that have sprung up in the 
hundreds in the last two or three decades with disdain. Like 
many other educated and high caste people, he made a 
distinction between 'pakka' (from the verb pakna "to cook", 
meaning "perfected", that is, "proper") and non-pakka ways of 
doing things (rituals) and texts. He considers most of the 
vrat books and pamphlets sold in the bazaars and outside 
temples to be of the latter sort. He said that people who 
write them are not learned and are just out to make some 
money. The authors "just put the material together from 
various sources, add their own ideas and pass the results off 
as their own (products of scholarship)." 
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The following chapters will contain many more des

criptions of particular circumstances in which women learn 

or take up vrats, but these will be provided with more 

background detail and context. To help establish such a 

context, the next chapter presents the profiles of six vrat

observing women that I interviewed in uttar Pradesh. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

WOMEN'S VRAT OBSERVANCE IN BANARAS 

PROFILES OF SIX WOMEN 

In this chapter we start to look at the place and 

function of vrats in the lives of Hindu women. six women 

from Uttar Pradesh are profiled. Each profile includes 

information about the woman's family and religious back

ground, her education, and religious activities such her 

daily worship practices, her visits to temples, her 

pilgrimages, and, of course, her performance of vrats. In 

the ensuing chapters, while describing and discussing 

women's views on various issues - from the question of the 

difference between a vrat, a fast and a festival to the 

meaning of vrat - the responses of some or all of these six 

women will be provided. Material from the remaining 

interviews will be drawn upon more selectively. Throughout, 

I have preferred to quote a woman directly rather than 

paraphrase or construct a summary in order to hear as much 

as possible from the women themselves, and, in the case of 

the six "core" interviews, to provide continuity in the 

remaining chapters . 

. A number of the topics and themes concerning Hindu 
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women's religiosity and their performance of vrats which 

emerge perhaps fleetingly and without comment in this 

chapter will be pursued in greater depth later. Neverthe

less, I have also taken the opportunity in each profile to 

expatiate on a particular point or issue and, in the 

process, bring in the voices of other women interviewed. 

The criteria for selecting the six women's interviews 

from among the total full interviews conducted were: that 

the woman was based in uttar Pradesh, preferably from 

Banaras; that the interview was complete or at least 

contained a large amount of information on vrats and the 

woman's religious life in general; that the interviews 

selected represented a range of age, caste, marital status, 

educational status; and that there was one family (affinal 

or consanguinal) related pair, such as mother and daughter, 

for comparative purposes (there were in this case nine sets 

of interviews to choose from). Also important in the 

selection of women to profile was the presence of a rapport 

between myself and the woman interviewed. The establishment 

of such a rapport or sense of friendship and openness in our 

relationship was important because it gave me greater 

confidence to extrapolate later from the material at hand 

(drawing out implications from what was said or not said), 

and to form some conclusions. A sense of confidence is 
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essen1:ial when one cannot go back to the field to double 

check one's findings. At the same time, I am conscious that 

in one sense I have also "created" these women, even as they 

"crea1:ed" themselves to me as they talked about their lives 

and n~flected on my questions. Whatever the "reality" of 

their lives is, it is refracted through several lenses -

their lens, my lens and the lens of the reader. That does 

not m~~an, however, that we cannot learn something that 

approximates a truthful vision of some aspects of their 

1 lives" and the significance of vrats to these women. I 

can only hope that the women profiled here would easily 

recognize themselves in these chapters. 

* * * 

Lakshmi 

I..akshmi is a highly educated and religious middle class 

woman who identified her caste as "Parmar Kshatriya." She 

1 James Clifford has described how "ethnographic truths" 
are "inherently partial - committed and incomplete" in his 
introduction to the book Writing Culture The Poetics and 
Politics of Ethnography (edited by J .Clifford and George 
Marcu!;, Berkeley: University of Califoria Press, 1986). 
See a.lso T. N. Madan's book Non Renunciation. Themes and 
interpretations of Hindu culture (Delhi: Oxford university 
Press" 1987) in which he notes in his introduction (p.8) that 
"the interpretive endeavour knows no finality ... Each 
understanding is a preface to yet another, each 'arrival' a 
'poin1: of departure'. As the questions change, so do the 
answers, and the completeness of description is inevitably 
deferred." 
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was 38 when I interviewed her, and her main occupation was 

looking after her household and three children. She was one 

of the first women I interviewed in Banaras and also one of 

the most articulate. Her answers to my questions were often 

expansive and thoughtful. She welcomed me warmly into her 

home, took a genuine interest in my project and quickly 

grasped the meaning and intent of my questions. Although 

she had travelled little outside of uttar Pradesh, her 

education and keen sense of sociological observation lent 

her responses an unusual perspicacity. She was more aware 

than most women whom I encountered of the possible cultural 

and ideological differences of our respective backgrounds, 

and this awareness had an influence on the way she answered 

some of my questions. She built analogical bridges to 'my 

world' as I tried often to do with all the women I inter-

viewed. For example, aware that I came from North America -

the 'land of science and technology' - she made statements 

like "in other respects vrats are very scientific," and she 

proceeded to outline their scientific aspects. with respect 

to women's roles and gender arrangements, however, Lakshmi 

expressed conservative views. On the topic of stridharm 

(woman's 'duty'), for instance, she explained that: 

StrIdharm begins at the point at which we become 
married. The meaning of this is that one should give 
support to one's husband and family. She should give 
all respect to her mother and father, she should run 
the family, bring up the children and educate them. 
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Then she must fulfill the duties of arranging 
marriages. As long as we are in the grhastha asrama 
(householder stage) we should fulfill it properly, 
which is stridharm •.•• [Yet] stridharm changes 
according to [one's] stage in life. In old age we do 
work for society. Now I am fully devoted to my husband 
and family, but when the children grow up and stand on 
their own then I will have the time to ?o a little for 
my country and society [like Laksmibai, one of her 
heroines). . 

We met over several days in her white-washed cement 

bungalow in a relatively new section of Banaras. I inter-

viewed her on my own over biscuits and tea, sitting on a 

hard sofa, underneath the ubiquitous rotating fan. Since 

her Hindi was impeccable it was easy to understand her and 

she graciously offered corrections to my own phrasing of 

questions, which assisted me in later interviews. 

Lakshmi was born in Banaras but her family was 

originally from Malwa, in northern Madhya Pradesh. Though 

she was married young - at age sixteen - her husband 

encouraged her to continue her studies in Hindi which she 

did, up to the Ph.D. level. Despite her high level of 

education, there did not seem to be any thought that she 

should get a job outside the home. It was not financially 

2 Lak~mibai (d.1854) was the Brahman-born queen of the 
princely state of Jhansi. She has been compared to Joan of 
Arc because some time after her husband died and she became 
regent, she donned warrior's clothes and led her troops into 
battle against the British during the disturbances which 
spread over North India in 1857. She was killed while 
defending one of the forts and immediately found a permanent 
place as a heroine in the early history of India's struggle 
for independence. 
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necessary and she had the important responsibility of 

looking after three young children. And, as she intimated 

above, she was thinking of doing some sort of volunteer 

social work after her children married. It appeared that 

both Lakshmi and her husband (who worked in administration 

at the university) considered education valuable for its own 

sake. At one point I was shown some of the books on histo-

ry, religion and philosophy they kept prominently displayed 

in the living room. Lakshmi's husband was also pleased to 

have me interview his wife, and on the first afternoon I 

visited, after showing me the books and sharing tea and 

formalities, he slipped away to let us 'carryon'. 

Lakshmi's parents' kuldevta3 (family "protective" 

deity) is Durga and that of her husband's family is Siv. 

She identified herself as a Sanatani, and said that this 

3 There can be more than one kuldevta in a family. 
Among the women I interviewed in Banaras, kuldevtas are 
invoked, worshipped and propitiated with their "share of 
blessed food" (as one woman put it) before such occasions as 
the upanayana and marriage samskaras, and before such 
significant"events as "house openings" (gliha praves). In 
some areas like Rajasthan a kuldevta seems to be both more 
often a localized deity (or deified personage) and to play a 
more significant role in the family's worship practice and 
ancestral/religious identity than I found to be the case in 
Banaras. (On the significance of kuldevtas in Rajasthan, 
see Lindsey Harlan, Religion and Rajput Women. The Ethic of 
Protection in contemporary Narratives. Berkely: University 
of California Press, 1992.) A person's "chosen" deity 
(istadevta) - which mayor may not correspond with the 
kuldevta - seemed to be more significant than the kuldevta 
in the devotional lives of women I interviewed in Uttar 
Pradesh. 
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meant belief in and worship of all the deities. But the 

place where Lakshmi does daily puja in her home bears only 

Hanuman's murti, her own istadevta. Her husband performs a 

daily puja as well, but separately, as is commonly the case. 

For spiritual instruction and inspiration Lakshmi tries to 

read a little from the Glta, puran, or epics daily, as time 

permits. She visits various temples on inclination or on 

some special occasion, but favours the largest Hanuman 

temple in Banaras, Sankat Mochan. She has been on pilgrim

age with her husband's family to Ramesvaram (southern 

India), Puri (eastern India), and Haridvar (northern India). 

These three sites are known and venerated across India. 4 

Lakshmi said that she does not believe in the existence of 

bhut-pret (unhappy ghosts and spirits)5, or at least not in 

4 That is, they are of pan-Indian importance, as 
opposed to being of regional, local or sectarian importance. 
Agehananda Bharati has noted that: "Basically there are two 
types of occasions which mark the Hindu, Buddhist and Jain 
pilgrimage. One of them is the fulfillment of a vrata [here 
Bharati mostly means a conditional vow] ••• , the other is 
[for] darsan ... The latter is more diffuse and less 
urgent ..• Vrata, 'vows', are often highly specific and they 
usually require a visit to one place only. It is the place 
where a deity [usually a goddess] specializes, as it were, 
in repairing damage, or balancing some need of the pilgrim 
who seeks remedy." "pilgrimage sites and Indian 
Civilization," in Chapters in Indian Civilization, vol.1, 
ed. J.Elder (Madison: U.of Wisconsin, 1970), 94. 

5 S.Kakar says of these ghosts that: "The malignant 
spirits ... are collectively known as bhuta-preta, though 
Hindu demonology distinguishes between the various classes 
of these supernatural beings. The bhuta ... originates from 
the souls of those who meet an untimely death, while a preta 
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their capacity to interfere in human affairs. Like the vast 

majority of Hindus, Lakshmi does accept the doctrines of 

karma and punarjanma (rebirth). 

Lakshmi observes fifteen different vrats and celebrates 

nine additional annual festivals, so her year is frequently 

punctuated by religious fasts and feasts, observances and 

celebrations. We went through a pocket calendar I had 

listing all the religious holidays, observances and vrats 

and she briefly explained what she knew about them. Like 

many women I encountered, she had an impressive storehouse 

of knowledge about the details of many rites and rituals 

beyond the ones that she actually observed herself. 

Lakshmi started observing the 'family' vrats (that is, 

those vrats which the whole family observes) - K~~~a 

Janma~~amI, Sivaratri, Navaratri, Ramnaumi - when she was 

very young, "two or three years old." "Haritalika Vrat I 

started at the age of eleven ••• because mother did them, 

grandmother also does them - so girls also start to do 

them." She began most of the other vrats she now keeps 

after her marriage: Va~ savitri Vrat, ~~i Pancami, Karva 

Cauth, srava~ Somvar, Mahalak~mi, Kartik pur~ima, and Anant 

Caturdasi. After the birth of her children (two boys and a 

is the spirit of a child who has died in infancy or was born 
deformed." Shamans, Mystics and Doctors (Delhi: Oxford 
U.Press, 1982), 56. 



girl) she began to keep the Halsasthi, Ga~es Cauth, and . .. 
Jlvit Putrika Vrats - each of which is traditionally 

directed to the well-being of children. 
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since she observed so many vrats, I asked Lakshmi which 

ones were the most important to her, and she responded: 

All the vrats I do are important. Hartalika is for 
one's husband, Ga~es Caturthi and Jivit Putrika are for 
one's sons. In my view all my vrats are important in 
their respective places. Therefore I want to do the 
maximum number of vrats. The effect of each vrat is 
different. Somvar Vrat is for Siv, Mangalvar is for 
Hanuman, Ravivar is for Surya - so each [vrat's] 
effect, significance and its results are also differ
ent. [Yet) from every vrat the atma receives 
contentment. Vrats are such that one would not get 
angry [as one might ordinarily). One does not bring 
problems to others. The heart becomes pure. Mere 
fasting does not constitute a vrat. 

In her response, Lakshmi began by saying that she considered 

all vrats to be important because, as eventually became 

apparent, it is the effect of observing vrats on herself 

that is of lasting spiritual and personal significance to 

her. She next mentioned the conventionally laudable reason 

for women to keep vrats, that is, for husbands and sons, and 

stressed that, therefore, one (a woman) should observe as 

many as possible. Then she stated that the effect of each 

vrat is different, and by the examples she gave it is clear 

that she was referring to the weekday vrats - those which 

are usually taken on or prescribed for specific reasons, 

including protection from the malefic influence of certain 

planets. Her final comments returned to the results that 
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each vrat produces on the person observing it - peace of 

mind or contentment, restraining negative emotions, 

cultivating purity of heart - regardless of who is keeping 

the vrat or why. As I noted earlier, Lakshmi was among the 

first women I interviewed, and comments such as these on the 

personal spiritual benefits arising from the performance of 

vrats alerted me to this dimension of women's relationship 

to the vrat tradition. Clearly, for some women, it was the 

self-disciplinary features of the vrat tradition, the 

ascetic values, that they found most meaningful. Lakshmi 

went on to articulate these features at greater length, but 

I will reserve a discussion of her comments for the final 

chapter. 

Towards the end of our second interview I asked Lakshmi 

if she thought that women are naturally (prak~tik rup se) 

more religious (dharmik) than men. This question was asked 

because I had often come across statements to that effect in 

articles or books written by Indians and I also heard such 

assertions from both Indian men and women. For example, 

from A.S. Altekar we hear that, "Women are by nature more 

religious and devotional than men. They can visit temples 

with greater regularity, perform sacred rites with higher 

faith and submit to religious fasts with more alacrity than 
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men .•• ,,6 I wanted to explore what this meant and wondered 

what bearing it had on women's performance of vrats. 

In my question about women's natural religiosity, the 

term "dharmik" (for "religion" or "religious") was usually 

equated by my respondents, including Lakshmi, first with 

puja-pa~h - meaning the multitude of religious rituals and 

related observances (pujas to household deities, vrats, 

bhajan singing, observances of festivals, temple visitation, 

the sponsoring of kathas) that occupy the religious praxis 

of many Hindu householders. "Dharmik" was only secondarily 

equated with "dharm" in its moral dimensions or in its sense 

as "duty" to god, one's family, jati, etc. The question I 

asked women about stridharm brought out this distinction 

because in this case "dharm" was understood as the person 

and gender specific code of morally and socially responsible 

behaviour. 

The question concerning the differential religiosity of 

men and women was posed to the majority of women inter-

. d 7 Vl.ewe . Among those women who replied that "no, women are 

not naturally more religious than men," each had male family 

6 Altekar, The position of Women in Hindu civilization 
from Prehistoric Times to the Present (Banaras: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1956), 206. 

7 Of those who responded 76% said "yes, women are 
naturally more religious than men", 16% said "no", and 8% gave 
qualified answers. 
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members who were very pious or observant, or a husband who 

was a pandit or pujari. Thus, as one woman put it: "Women 

are not necessarily more religious than men. It depends on 

the individual and (his or her) families •••. My father-in

law is extremely religious." Yet, some women who had told 

me about observant male relatives nevertheless put personal 

familial experience aside and reflected on their impressions 

of the larger social picture. "Yes, women are more reli

gious than men - look all around you," said one. Who stays 

at home? Who has more time? Who does the vrats? Who goes 

to the temple to hear religious discourses? Who goes to the 

bhajans? - "It is women, after all" summarizes the state

ments of several others. For many, then, being "religious" 

was a matter of having the time - and of being at home. 

What does this mean? 

It should be noted at the outset that in these 

responses the "naturally" part of the question was disre

garded. Women are viewed as being more religious than men 

as a matter of social fact. First, for women especially, 

the locus of their religious praxis is in the home - tending 

the place of puja, worshipping, performing the vrats, 

celebrating the festivals, and observing the purity/ 

pollution codes. Much of this activity centers in the 

kitchen - the place one often finds the household shrine, 

the place where the puja items and special fasting and 
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feasting foods are prepared. The kitchen is the place from 

where women govern the household. If men (or women for that 

matter) are not at home - because they are "at work" - then 

they are not able to "be religious." 

Second, do women have more 'time' than men? certainly 

that was the perception of the women I talked with, even 

when women tend to get up before the men and children, are 

busy all day long, and go to bed after them. Again, what 

was understood by 'time' (in this urban setting) was that 

men had the allocation of their time dictated to them by the 

constraints and demands of their work, whereas women saw 

themselves as having greater freedom to allocate their own 

priorities. This meant that they could "take the time" to 

focus on their religious or ritual activities, if they so 

desired. But further, as one woman put it, "men go about 

here and there; women remain in the home - so they follow 

the rules (niyam)." Some vrats, for example, must begin and 

end at a certain tithi which may arrive at any time of the 

day or night. We have seen (in chapter three) that time is 

by no means homogeneous for Hindus. Women, being at home, 

can follow the rules; they can attend to the discrete and 

qualitatively appropriate times or 'moments' when the 

performing of certain rituals will render them more 

auspicious and efficacious. 

These remarks may help to explain why several women 
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suggested, as one put it, "though women today are still more 

religious than men, both (men and women) are less so than in 

times past." She attributed this fact to a "lack of reli-

gious instruction" and the intrusion of "the modern world" 

with its imposition of an impervious secular time. "There 

are fewer religious activities and they are less effective," 

she concluded. 

Lakshmi's response to my question about women's natural 

religiosity, below, reiterates some of the points made by 

other women, but it also introduces further dimensions. She 

felt that women are more religious than men because "they 

are more emotional." She paused and then continued: 

From childhood we are socialized [within the home) this 
way. We have seen that grandmother and mother kept 
vrats but 'fatherji' did not. The girl remains more in 
contact with her mother so her influence must be the 
strongest. So even from childhood the traditions have 
been created in such a way that girls become religious. 
But the category of men's activities is mostly outside 
[the home). Women's [activities] are mostly linked 
with the home .... That is where the major portion of 
her time is spent. Therefore everything is connected 
with the home, e.g., vrats, festivals; [women) learn 
and [they) do [them] all. Thus the influence of 
religion continues to affect mostly women, [and) so we 
are more religious than men. Then, in old age -
because no work remains - how are we to spend our time? 
So we turn ourselves towards God. 

Initially, I had thought that Lakshmi was going to pursue 

the theme that women are more "naturally" religious than men 

because they are inherently (or have a stronger proclivity 

to be) more emotional - as other women were to tell me. 
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Instead, Lakshmi suggested that women's "emotionalism," as 

their greater involvement in dharmik activities, was a 

result of the way girls are brought up and the socio

cultural reality of women's lives being centered in the 

home. Women are encouraged to be more religious (than men) 

in Hindu society, and so women become more religious. 

Nevertheless, Lakshmi has introduced into the women: home: 

religion equation the idea that women are more emotional, 

whatever the source of this difference from men, and that 

being emotional is significantly relevant to being 

religious. I shall pursue this dimension in some of the 

following profiles and chapters. 

Snehalata 

Snehalata is a pious middle-class Kanyakubja Brahman 

housewife. She was 50 when I interviewed her and her 

widowed, childless older sister-in-law, Rani. The two women 

are close (or, it seems, dependent on one another) and they 

visit each other frequently. Over several visits to 

Snehalata's home I had the opportunity to interview both 

women. While asking questions to one, the other would 

interject comments from time to time, although it was usu

ally the elder sister-in-law 'correcting' Snehalata. It was 

Snehalata, however, who appeared most interested in 

answering my questions, and who had the most definite 
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opinions. For example, when I asked her such questions as 

when a formal sankalp was necessary or which vrats required 

the reading of or listening to a katha she had quick 

answers. She also readily distinguished between "men's 

vrats" and "women's vrats" and between "laukik vrats" and 

"sastrik vrats." Certainly not all women I interviewed had 

such decisive views on these questions. 

Snehalata was deferrent to her husband. He was present 

in the house during my visits "doing puja," but I never 

actually met him because he remained in his study - his puja 

room. Nevertheless, he was frequently making demands on her 

("bring tea!"), and did not seem happy or comfortable with 

the idea of my interviewing his wife and sister-in-law. Our 

first meeting was cut short because he required his wife's 

full attention for something. Snehalata told me that "he 

does eight to ten hours of puja a day ... mostly in sitting 

meditation." She characterized her husband's puja as 

"dhyan" and "samadhi" (both terms refer to meditation) 

oriented. I expressed surprise that he would engage in such 

a lengthy puja every day - but she insisted that this was 

so. Evidently he could spend his time in this fashion 

because they received sufficient rental income to keep them 

comfortable. For all his puja, he remained a domineering 

and cantankerous husband. 

Hearing about how much "puja-pa1;h" her husband per-
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formed, I asked Snehalata if she thought that women were 

more naturally religious than men and she replied in the 

affirmative, arguing that: 

Women are more emotional (bhavuk). They are kind
hearted; women always have compassion in the heart 
(man). Where there is compassion there there is dharm. 
In men there is hardness (or severity). If the hard
ness were not there then a man will not be called a 
man. For this reason men could not be more religious 
[than women]. 

Snehalata did focus on the "naturally" (or inherently) 

aspect of the question. Though her husband was engaged in 

religious practice to an unusual degree, this kind of 

practice did not seem to her to constitute being "reli-

gious." For Snehalata, being religious is a quality of the 

heart, manifested in one's ability to show compassion to 

others. 8 While Snehalata was not the only woman who 

expressed the view that women were more religious than men 

on the grounds that they were more emotional, it was 

especially poignant to hear it from a woman whose life 

8 There are parallels between some of Snehalata's 
comments here about women's natural compassion (softness) 
contrasted with men's 'hardness' and Margaret Egnore's 
statements concerning perceptions of Tamil women. She writes: 
"Bhakti is religion of emotion, of feeling •.. and without it 
all religion is empty ..•• Women are regarded as inherently 
more religious than men, because they have naturally this 
power of feeling, of suffering for others, of love. It is 
often said that male worshippers who seek union with the deity 
must 'soften,' that is, they must become like females, before 
thei~ desires will be consummated." Egnore, "On the Meaning 
of Sakti to Women in Tamil Nadu," in The Powers of Tamil 
Women, ed. S.Wadley (Syracuse: Maxwell School of Citizenship 
and Public Affairs), 19-20. 
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experience (and marital experience in particular) apparently 

so strongly supported this view. 

Since Snehalata had said that men can and do keep vrats 

as well as women, I asked her what the difference was. She 

answered succinctly: "It is like this. Women take the 

desires of their husbands and sons (into account) when they 

do vrats, and men do vrats for God: they do vrats for 

mok~a." Why don't men observe vrats for their wives and 

daughters?, I persisted. "Men are capable of doing what 

they want," Snehalata answered. "Men are men. [But] it is 

wives who do vrats for their (men's) own well-being. For 

men it is not necessary [there is no need] to perform 

worship for their wives. Men and women are different." 

This perceived difference in function and duty between the 

sexes and its manifestation in the performance of vrats was 

echoed time and again by men and women I encountered in 

India. 

Snehalata was born in Allahabad (about 100 miles west 

of Banaras) and received her matriculation there. She moved 

to Banaras when she was married at the age of 24. She has 

two married sons who live outside of Banaras. Her parents' 

kuldevta was Rami her hUsband's family's kuldevta is Sankar 

'" . (S1va), to whom her husband directs his puia, and for whom 

he observes a weekly Monday Vrat (fast) - the only vrat he 

keeps. Snehalata's own istadevtas are Sankar and Sakti 
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(Durga). She also performs a daily puja, slotted in before 

her husband begins his own worship. Her puja, done in front 

of images of the "Sanatan devas," she characterized as 

"mantrik" oriented, which she explained by saying that she 

had taken mantra dlk~a some years earlier from a guru9 

(named Paravajrakacarya) of the Udasin Akasa. He gave her a 

~akti mantra, to be kept secret. She uses the mantra in 

daily prayer and also whenever she feels the need. She 

affirmed that women can say all mantras. 

Snehalata also reads the Ramayan every day, and goes to 

the Sankat Mochan and Durga temples on special occasions. 

When I asked her if she had gone on pilgrimage, she was the 

only one of my respondents who said, "I live in a tlrtha 

Kashi ["city of light"]: there is no need to go anywhere 

else." In fact this is what the Kashi Mah'atmyas (texts 

extolling the city of Kashi - Banaras) insist on. Since 

Banaras is the pilgrimage centre (tirtha) par excellence, 

there is no reason to go anywhere else for those who already 

live in lithe abode of the gods." 

Snehalata said that she does not believe in the exis-

tence of bhut-pret: and she does accept the doctrines of 

karma and punarjanma. She consults an astrologer: he had 

9 We did not pursue her relationship with her guru or 
the circumstances in which she met him. However, it is not 
unusual for older women especially to acquire a guru. (See 
next profile.) 
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prescribed a vrat for her three years previously, the 

Mangalvar Vrat, because "the planet Mangal was too strong in 

my ruling house." Mailgal also means "auspiciousness"; but 

too much of a good thing can become a bad thing, and this, 

she felt, was the case with her. Auspiciousness in her 

family life had been replaced by discord and tension. Women 

see themselves as being responsible for maintaining 

auspiciousness in the home and the vrats they perform are a 

means to achieve this end. When Snehalata was told by the 

astrologer that the planet Mangal was exerting a negative 

influence on her, she felt she had found the source of the 

discord, the inauspiciousness, in her family life. It was 

her responsibility to remedy the situation and so she gladly 

took on the Tuesday Vrat. She observes the vrat in the 

conventional way - offering a simple puja with flowers and 

so on to a picture of Hanuman at home. (Hanuman is one of 

the deity's associated with Tuesday.) She then goes to a 

small Hanuman temple10 for darsan (auspicious sight of the 

10 B . t . . th 11 t t h . b t anaras 1S eem1ng W1 sma s ree s r1nes, u I 
saw more Hanuman shrines, with florescent orange-painted 
reliefs of Hanuman, than those of any other deity. Many of 
them had been recently erected. Hanuman is in fact a god who 
is especially popular with young men because of his 
association with strength and "manliness." However, he was 
also a "favoured deity" of several women that I interviewed. 
One middle-aged woman, who had assiduously kept a Tuesday 
Vrat directed to Hanuman for most of her life, told me that 
when she first started the vrat as a teenager, her father 
(and later, when married, her father-in-law) tried to 
dissuade her from keeping this vrat because, they said, 
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deity). For her fast she abstains from salt, and eats 

mostly phalahar and sweets. The benefits of observing this 

vrat. she said, have been that there is more peace in her 

home; "less argument or problems with my husband." 

Altogether Snehalata has observed eleven different 

vrats, including several before her marriage. As three of 

these have been weekly vrats and one is a semi-monthly vrat 

(Prados), Snehalata's yearly total of vrat-observing days is 

fairly high. In addition to some family vrats, she kept the 

Somvar Vrat before marriage "for the pleasure of Sailkarji," 

her istadevta. The Monday Vrat when kept by unmarried girls 

is usually observed to secure a 'good husband'; but 

Snehalata did not mention anything about a good husband. 

The only pre-marriage vrat which she continues with is 

Sivaratri. other regular vrats which she does now (yearly 

and semi-monthly) were "started all at once right after 

marriage." Her mother-in-law (now deceased) instructed her. 

Snehalata said that she had not felt pressured by her 

mother-in-law to keep vrats for she believed in them 

already. In answer to a question about the issue of taking 

permission for observing vrats from one's husband, she 

"Hanuman is a batchelor; he is not attracted towards women. 
How is he going to listen to your requests?" She said that 
that is the reasoning that is given to women. "The men-folk 
worship Hanuman." "But because I had faith in him, I still 
went ahead." 
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replied: "I have kept vrats since childhood when I hadn't 

even seen my husband's face! ••• I have followed my own 

heart." 

At several points in our conversations Snehalata 

stressed the importance of, indeed the necessity of, having 

visvas (belief or confidence) in the vrats that one keeps. 

"It is visvas itself that is fruitful," she said. 

A vrat is ..• that in the name (of a god) on that 
(particular) day one lives according to a rule (niyam). 
For example, assume you did a Monday Vrat - that day is 
Sankarji's day; you believe in Sankar, you will do his 
puja; you will make a food offering (to him) .•• Any 
vrat should be observed with visvas ... Whether you do a 
puja with the vrat, or not [it doesn't matter] •.• you 
(make) a sankalp that 'today I will give up salt', 
'give up grains', 'give up water' - the meaning of this 
is just this that 'by that name [in the name of such 
and such a deity] something is given up. 

Because the terms visvas and sraddha ("faith") came up 

frequently in my interviews with women about vrats, I want 

to comment on how these terms are used. Women usually used 

one or both of the terms visvas and sraddha some time in our 

conversation. Initially, I assumed that the two words were 

being employed interchangeably (and sometimes they are). 

But, on closer scrutiny, I realized that there were dif

ferences in usage. The word visvas was used more often than 

sraddha and seemed to have the freest meanings. Though the 

word visvas is often used in a religious context, this is 

not always the case. (I heard Hindi speakers use visvas in 

relation to "belief" in actions [karya me visvas], in 
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science, in a political philosophy, or in oneself. A phrase 

meaning "self-confidence" is "atma visvas".) The word 

§raddha, on the other hand, was always used by women in a 

religious context, to indicate relationship to God. Sraddha 

is thus "faith" in the sense of piety, veneration, devotion; 

and visvas is "belief" in the sense of confidence, trust. 11 

One way in which the distinction became clearer as I 

examined women's usage of the two words in relation to vrats 

is that when a few women spoke of stopping particular vrats 

because they lost 'belief' in them - it was the word visvas 

that was used. None spoke of "losing sraddha" in particular 

vrats because sraddha is something larger. If one spoke of 

losing sraddha it would mean losing one's religious faith 

(one's connection to God, and to one's family traditions) 

altogether. In this case, vrats would also largely lose 

their meaning; unless, that is, vrats had become a "niyama" 

only - a form of discipline independent for meaning of its 

mooring in "Faith." 

11 Unfortunately, the English words "belief" and 
"faith", as the anthropologist Rodney Needham and the 
historian of religion W. Cantwell smith have demonstrated 
respectively, are probably even more mercurial than their 
Hindi "equivalents" visvas and sraddha. Nevertheless, 
though I proceed with caution, and would not want to rest 
any important conclusions solely on this semantic 
distinction, I think examining a distinction in usage 
between the two words can help to elucidate aspects of 
women's relationship to vrats and/or some of the functions 
that vrats play in Hindu women's lives. 
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Under what circumstances did women "lose confidence" in 

particular vrats? "I stopped observing several vrats -

santosi Ma Vrat, Somvar Vrat, Guruvar Vrat, PUrnima -. 
because I lost belief in them," said S'avitri, a 43 year-old 

mother of five, and wife of a pu;ari. "observing vrats comes 

from the heart," she continued. "You have to follow your 

heart." When I asked her why she lost confidence in these 

vrats (all of which, significantly, were not part of her 

family tradition, natal or affinal, but were ones that she 

tried on the advice of friends for various reasons), she 

said that in one case "something bad" kept happening on the 

vrat day, and she was afraid to continue it. In the other 

cases she was not getting "good feelings" about the vrats. 

As she became 'half-hearted' about them, she realized that 

she should just drop them. "There are many reasons for 

keeping vrats," Savitri concluded. "Sometimes without any 

reason except bhakti people do vrats." 

Indeed, for many women, vrats (or, certain vrats) are 

preeminently an expression of "bhakti" ("devotion") - a 

demonstration of faith in God, and a means of getting 

"closer to God." "Vrat is a kind of worship of God," said 

29 year-old Archana. "It is like this," explained 57 year-

old Siddhesvari. "By keeping a vrat I will be closer to 

God. On the vrat day meditation on God is heightened, for 

one eats little, so we remember God more often. The heart 
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remains pure that day." 

Some of Snehalata's remarks about her observance of 

vrats made it clear that for her too some of the vrats that 

she performs are an important means of expressing her faith 

and devotion to God, a faith that in turn provides her a 

source of solace and strength. When discussing the 

importance of faith and of adopting the 'right attitude' 

while keeping a vrat, Snehalata quoted from the Bhaqavad 

Gita to provide a scriptural explanatory context. While the 

significance of this will be pursued in chapter eight, it is 

important to note that such discussions further enlarged the 

dimensions of Snehalata's vrat observance beyond those 

circumscribed by a pativrata ideology. 

Vina, like Snehalata, is a Kanyakubja brahman. Her 

family originally came from the Lucknow area, but moved to 

Banaras before she was born. She was married at the age of 

fifteen. When I met her, Vina was 72 and had been a widow 

for twenty years. While she was educated up to middle 

school level, her three children, two boys and a girl, all 

have university degrees. She lives alone on the second 

floor of her large, older two-storey house which surrounds 

an inner courtyard. Vina rents out the first floor and this 

provides her with sufficient income for her needs. She 
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employs a sweeper woman, but otherwise looks after herself. 

She lives simply, always wearing a white sari without any 

ornamentation, and eats plain food twice a day, which she 

cooks with care and full consideration of the various purity 

rules. (She was careful not to let me enter her kitchen.) 

From all appearances she is a model Brahman widow. 

I met with Vina on several occasions. Two of those 

occasions were spent interviewing her at some length. 

During another meeting I had the opportunity to interview 

her daughter, Pratibha, who was visiting from Delhi and 

whose profile follows. I found Srimati Vina to be somewhat 

formal and initially a little suspicious of me. The 

formality remained, but her natural warmth soon emerged. 

Like most women I met in Banaras, she wanted me to wear a 

sari which, since it is the conventional dress of Hindu 

women, seemed to make her feel more at ease with me. 

wearing a sari, demonstrating appropriate manners and 

speaking in Hindi were often met with verbal appreciation by 

women and helped to dissolve some of the barriers that 

separated us. Wearing the sari also had the effect of 

rendering one more invisible to men. 

vina's parents' kuldevta was Katyaya~l Devi (Kr~~a's 

sister) and "Kanyakubja Brahma." Her husband's kuldevta was 

Durga, and her own istadevta is Sita-Ram. She identified 

herself as a "mostly Vaisnavite Sanatanl." She has thus .. 
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retained her natal family's Vaisnavite leanings. Indeed, .. 
Vina observes all 24 Ekadasis as any devout Vaisnavite (and . . 
widow) should. She performs a daily puja in her home - in 

front of pictures of the five sanatanI devas (Brahma, Siva, 

Vi~~u, Ga~esa, and DevI) , as well as a picture of sIta and 

Ram. The puja consists of pranam (salutation) to the 

deities, decorating them with flowers, lighting incense and 

meditating briefly. Like Vaisnavites allover India, she . . 
keeps a tulsI (basil) plant on her balcony, from which she 

periodically takes leaves, using them in her puja and 

putting them in her food "to increase its purity." She also 

celebrates Tulsi Vivaha (the marriage of TulsI and Vi9~u) 

for which occasion she draws an alpana under the plant and 

performs puja to it. 

Each day, Vina reads from the Ramcaritmanas - TulsI 

Das' famous version of the Sanskrit Ramaya~a, and Hindi 

translations of the Bhagavatapura~a or the Mahabnarata. She 

visits several temples in Banaras, particularly during 

festivals celebrating occasions devoted to Visnu, Krsna or . . . .. 
Ram. Several times in conversation she emphasized that all 

the deities are the same. "Any person at all can do puja to 

God and do vrats - whatever jati or religion they belong 

to - God is one, but God's forms are many. I give respect 

to all forms of God - whether [He] be Ram or Krsna - whether 

it be the Muslim's God or the Christian's - why not? These 
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are all the many forms of the one God." This affirmation of 

the essential oneness of God underlying a multitude of forms 

is not particularly unusual among Hindus, and was reiterated 

by several of the women I interviewed. 

vina accepts the doctrines of karma and punarjanma and 

has a practical "reap what you sow" understanding of them. 

"What I do in this life, I will reap in the next; what I did 

before I reap now." And so, from one point of view, her 

widowhood was foreordained. 

Thirty years previously, while on pilgrimage to 

Brindavan (the place where Krsna supposedly spent his ... 
childhood), vina took mantra diksa (was initiated with a . 
mantra) from a guru there. Her husband, who accompanied 

her, was not himself initiated - but his permission for her 

to take dik~a was required and he obliged. vina sees her 

mantra as a kind of protective amulet. She said that with 

her mantra (recited in her mind) no bhut-pret, can harm her. 

This is different from Snehalata who viewed her mantra as a 

kind of meditative and calming aid. As for the guru who 

initiated her, Vina said she rarely saw him after her trip 

to Brindavan, unless he happened to come to Banaras. Because 

this guru lived far away, Vina did not develop any kind of 

personal relationship with him. However, she mentioned 

later in the interview that she went to hear "many famous 

svamis (learned holy men) who came to Banaras." She would 
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most often go to Malviya Bhavan at Banaras Hindu University 

to listen to them. She said she received much inspiration 

from them, but now she is old and weary and does not go 

much. Based on these statements and on the fact that she 

was widowed for so many years and lived alone, it seems 

likely that if she had found a guru with whom she could 

develop a rapport she would have established a close 

relationship, even becoming his disciple, as so many older 

women do. 12 

Besides initiating her with a mantra, Vina's guru gave 

her general instructions on how she should conduct her life. 

12 M.Luschinsky ("Life of Women", 731-2) writing about 
Senapuri women, notes "A man or woman who is very religious
minded can become the disciple of a ... ~. Such a person 
is then known as a gurumukh. A number of village women 
become gurumukhs in their later years. Very few young women 
do so. The procedure is this. A woman chooses a person 
devoted to religious pursuits, usually a Brahman, whom she 
would like to have for her personal guru and this person 
whispers some sacred verses of scriptures in her ear. He 
cautions her never to repeat these verses to anyone. He 
also tells her when and and how often she should recite 
these verses, which god she should worship and how, what she 
can eat and cannot eat, and how she should behave ...... "Most 
of the men whom Senapur women have selected for gurus give 
their disciples ethical counsel. They tell them not to lie 
or steal •.• that it is sinful for them to have sexual 
relations with anyone except their husbands. They also 
usually tell them that it is wrong for them to think too 
much about worldly affairs. Instead they are advised to 
keep their minds constantly on their tutelary god." 

For a description of householder women seeking gurus (in 
Bengal) and on the emotional and spiritual relationship they 
often develop with him see Manisha Roy, Bengali Women 
(Chicago: U.of Chicago Press, 1975), pp.138-145. 
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He prescribed four vrats for her to follow. Vina had 

already been observing two of these - Ramnaumi (Caitra 

bright 9) and K~~~a Janma~~amI - since childhood. The other 

two - Vaman DvadasI (Bhadrapad bright 12) and Nrsifuh . 
CaturdasI (Vaisakh bright 14) are currently rarely observed. 

Vina herself said that "N;-~iIith caturdasi and Vaman Dvada§i 

have almost vanished. Here very few people know about these 

vrats." The central rite ("pradh'an") of Vaman Dvadasi 

involves feeding a Brahman boy and giving him gifts. The 

day of the vrat, the boy represents Visnu in his dwarf .. 
avatar. Vina described it this way. 

[We fast on that day and then] any young boy, between 
eight and ten years old, who has gone through the 
upanayan samskar [from] a Brahman family is called to 
our home and having cleaned his feet with our own hands 
we put a sandalwood tika on his forehead and make him 
sit on a (handwoven pure cotton or wool) mat - and we 
do puja to him. We put a mala on him and place in his 
right hand a kamandal (brass vessel used by mendicants) 
and in the left hand a danda (staff). Then we give him 

• I -at least 21 rupees. We bel1eve that Vaman god has come 
(in the form of the young boy) ••.. One time Lord Vi~~u 
went to King Bali and took the form of a dwarf in order 
to deceive him and went to his palace to ask for dan. 
To remember that story we do this vrat. 

Vina has observed seventeen different vrats during her 

life, including the ones mentioned above. When I asked her 

when and how she learned them she said she began to do puja 

when she was very young. Her grandparents told her to go 

into the house with the older ladies and do puja. Thus by 

observation and practice she learned from her own family the 
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significance of vrats and how to perform them. She recalls: 

I started to do RamnaumI in my childhood because when I 
was very small on the Ramnaumi day the elders of the 
house said to the children, 'today you will get a meal 
only after 12:00 because at noon Ramcandraji took the 
form of an avatar (on the ninth day of Caitra) so 
children were given puri and khir to eat - and the 
older people sustained themselves on just fruit and 
milk ••.. Lord Ramcandraji took the form of an avatar 
on the earth in Ayodhya because at that time the 
tyranny of the Rak~a~as was excessive. He came in 
order to protect the Brahmans and the cows. So all the 
people celebrated happily and did a vrat in Lord Ram's 
name. People especially go to Ayodhya because it is 
the birthplace of Ram. They take a bath in the Saryu 
River there - it is very meritorious. They stay there 
eating fruit. 

Vina went on to recount in more detail the story of Ram, and 

she ended, "This is our belief. I sometimes go to Ayodhya 

too." 

When she was a little older, her grandmother encouraged 

Vina to start observing the Sunday Vrat in the month of Magh 

for seven consecutive sundays with the other women in the 

family. A couple of years before her marriage was arranged, 

she started the Tij Vrat, as her socialization into her 

impending wifehood was augmented. After marriage, she took 

on several more vrats - "for my husband's welfare; so that 

he'd be respected, blessed, prosperous and healthy." After 

her first child was born (when she was sixteen), she began 

vrats for children: GaneS Cauth, Bahula Cauth and Lalahi 

Chath. She said that, in her day, all married women . 
observed vrats as a matter of course. She said that widows 
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usually stop keeping (most) vrats. Their "job is to teach 

young girls [about puja and vrats] - especially with regards 

to marriage preparation." 

Concerning men and vrats Vina said that, "Men aren't 

involved with the different vrats and pujas - they only 

worship God and read religious books." "So are women more 

religious than men?" I asked. Vina felt that women have 

more interest in worship than men. She said it is women's 

nature (to be more religious). God gave it to them. From 

this worship women gain success (siddhis). Vina explained 

that a siddhi is the outward manifestation or fruition of a 

wish expressed in a sincere prayer (literally, "what is 

prayed for on the inside will appear on the outside"). 

When I asked Vina on another day about consulting 

astrologers she replied that she did consult them, but only 

well-reputed ones. "There are a lot of quacks around," she 

told me; a sentiment echoed by many of the women I inter

viewed. Vina explained to me that she consults astrologers 

when bad circumstances arise. with the astrologer's help 

she finds out what stone she should wear and what mantra she 

should say. "But God, after all, knows what my wishes are. 

I don't need to specifically ask." This last, somewhat 

gratuitous comment reflected Vina's growing unease or 

perhaps impatience with astrology, or any elaborate rituals. 

She puts greater weight now on the efficacy of personal 
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faith in God expressed in the simplest of devotional rituals 

- especially since her husband died. "Since the death of my 

husband I don't have that much belief (in rituals). Now I 

believe only in God." And yet there was a slight sadness in 

her voice when she was commenting on the apparent gradual 

disappearance of vrats in the modern world. "My grand

parents did more (vrats) than my parents did; my parents did 

more than I; I have done more than my daughter - and my 

daughter-in-law doesn't do any at all." 

Pratibha 

Pratibha, the 46 year-old daughter of Vina, lives with 

her husband and one of her four children in Delhi. She was 

born in Banaras and married at nineteen but continued with 

her studies, finishing with two Masters degrees, in philo

sophy and in music. Her husband is a government servant and 

his work has taken them to several places in India, includ

ing Chandigarh and Madras. Like Lakshmi, despite her 

education Pratibha did not express a need or a desire to 

work outside the home. Even with a servant or two, there is 

plenty to do in the home and she feels that this work is a 

woman's primary duty. I found Pratibha to be common

sensical in her attitudes towards religion and vrats and 

something of a 'realist'. For example, she said she does 

vrats to please her husband and the gods "and because this 



is a male-dominated society." 

Pratibha told me that she does not have a preferred 

deity. Nor would she care to identify herself in any 
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sectarian way. She has a shrine in her home with images of 

Siv, Ram and Krsna, and she performs a simple puja daily at ... 
this shrine. The rest of her family, Pratibha said, does 

not take much interest in religion - with the exception of 

her father-in-law in Lucknow who does a three-hour daily 

puja. Pratibha has been quite impressed with this demon-

stration of piety and discipline. She tries to read a 

portion of sacred text every day "but time is sometimes a 

problem." As for visiting temples, aside from special 

occasions, she goes to a Hanuman mandir on Tuesdays - often 

accompanied by her daughter-in-law. She goes to this temple 

because she has taken on the vrat that was prescribed to her 

husband; a vrat which he had given up observing after a few 

weeks. He had long days at the office and was getting 

headaches from the partial fasting required. "Women have 

more resistance," she explained. As well, although she did 

not say this, it is typical for women to take up vrats for 

male family members who are unable to perform them. In 

several such cases that I encountered, the vrats that the 

women assumed had been prescribed to their male relatives 

upon examination of their horoscopes by pandits or 

astrologers. 
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with regard to pilgrimage, Pratibha mentioned that she 

saw many famous temples in the south of India on a tour she 

13 took with her mother, brother and daughter. Pratibha has 

also been to the famous vai~~o Devi temple near Jammu. Her 

husband had taken mantra dIksa in Haridvar, but Pratibha 

said that she is still keeping her eyes open for a personal 

guru with whom she would be inspired to establish a 

connection. 

Pratibha has observed ten different vrats during her 

life; nine are the same ones her mother has observed and one 

is new, the Tuesday Vrat, which she has taken over from her 

husband. There are several factors that help explain the 

continuity and discontinuity in vrat observance between 

mother and daughter. First, as I shall be discussing in the 

next chapter, there is a strong relationship between vrats 

done by a woman and her natal family tradition. Four of the 

vrats that both Vina and Pratibha keep (Sivaratri, Ram 

NaumI, Navaratri, and Krsna Janmastaml) are familial vrats . . . . . 
that both have celebrated since childhood. Pratibha felt a 

desire to maintain these family vrat celebrations and 

13 Such pilgrimage tours are now commonly arranged by 
travel companies and the former hardship of getting to a 
distant tirtha has been considerably reduced for many. As 
most people in North America would choose a holiday destina
tion based on 'sea, sand and sun', Indians (especially 
middle class Indians) often choose one or several of 
hundreds of pilgrimage sites in which to spend their 
holidays or even "honeymoons." 
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encountered no resistance from her husband. She and her 

husband never lived with the rest of his family so she did 

not have to contend with competing traditions. Three other 

vrats that both mother and daughter keep are well-known 

vrats observed for the sake of a woman's husband; the 

savitri Vrat, the Tij Vrat and the Karva Cauth Vrat. The 

first two are known in the texts and are popular in many 

parts of central and northern India. Karva Cauth is widely 

observed in U.P., Haryana, Rajasthan, and the panjab. 14 

When she was still living in northern India, particularly in 

Delhi and Chandigarh, Pratibha experienced general rein-

forcement from neighbours, friends, and others to continue 

• 15 I • - • w1th these vrats. The Ga~es Cauth Vrat (1n Magh) 1S also 

well-known and observed by many women for their children. 

The final vrat that both mother and daughter keep in 

common is the sixteen-day Mahalak~ml Vrat. Pratibha said, 

however, that she only keeps this vrat "sometimes." This 

too is a woman's vrat, and keeping it alone - that is, 

14 For descriptions of Karva Cauth in U.P. see: 
M.Marriot (Village India, 203-6); S.Wadley (Shakti); R.S. 
Khare (Hindu Hearth and Home, chap.6). 
A Banaras bangle seller that I got to know told me that 
every Karva Cauth day his shop was thronged by women from 
western U.P. and the Panjab, buying bangles for the vrat 
day. 

15 See, e.g., The Times of India (Oct.20, p.1 1984) 
newspaper reports about the celebration of Karva Cauth by 
huge numbers of women in the capital and its environs. 
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without the company of other female relatives - would 

require a strong commitment. Clearly Pratibha was not so 

sure about her commitment and she admitted that she might 

leave it in the near future. 

As for the other vrats that her mother has performed 

which Pratibha herself has not taken up, two, Vaman DvadasI 

and N:rhsiIith caturdasI, are "out of fashion," as Pratibha put 

it. Indeed, I did not meet anyone else who kept these two 

vrats, though they both can be found in some modern vrat 

katha books and in the Nibandhas. One may recall, however, 

that these vrats were prescribed by Vina's guru and so had 

no family tradition behind them. Three of the remaining 

vrats observed by vina, LalahI Cha~h, Anant caturdasI, and 

" -srava~ Somvar, do not appear to be as widely observed by 

women as the Savitri, TIj, and Karva Cauth vrats. While 

LalahI Chath is kept by women for the sake of children, the 
, 

other two (directed to Vi~~u and Siva respectively) are 

performed by both men and women for generalized purposes. 

So again, without close relatives nearby to share in the 

performance of these vrats, there was less incentive for 

Pratibha to keep them. Finally, there is EkadasI - a vrat 

Vina keeps assiduously twice a month, but for which Pratibha 

feels no inclination nor does she feel she has the time 

right now to take it up. 

Pratibha's mother, Vina, had consulted a pancanga as 
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had her mother and grandmother. However, Pratibha has not 

done so. She gets information about vrat and tyauhar days 

and times from weekly magazines such as Dharm Yug and 

Saptahi Hindustan. In 1984, she bought her first vrat katha 

book to refamiliarize herself with the procedures and 

stories of vrats - since she does vrats mostly alone in 

Delhi and felt that she could not always rely on her own 

memory to do them properly. 

At one point in our discussions, Pratibha began to tell 

me what she thought most women gained from observing vrats: 

vrat and tyauhar are connected. In the villages there 
isn't any 'entertainment', isn't any 'picture-hall', no 
'club'. So these vrats and festivals are also a form 
of entertainment. One vrat, which comes in the cold 
season, goes [like this~: [women] would go to a garden, 
sit under an anvla tree , prepare food and eat it. 
Normally everybody's life was so busy they wouldn't go 
[and do that sort of thing], but because of that day [a 
vrat/tyauhar specially marked] they would cook food 
under the anvla tree and by eating there it became a 
kind of 'picnic'; so in this way festival and vrat were 
'mixed'. For 'ladies' especially it became an 
amusement. Men could listen to music, they could watch 
dance or folk theatre (nautanki); other 'entertain
ments' were also allowed; but 'ladies' could not go 
out, they were in parda (seclusion). So whatever 
entertainment they got was by doing this vrat or that 
festival. 

In certain festivals there is a stipulation that 
until you bathe in the Gangaji or in some river you 
can't finish the vrat. So a whole group of women will 
go, bathe and come back. 'It was a big change for 
them'. Thus on the one side ••• it was monotonous to 
daily make food, [look after] children - and in the 
middle of this came a break. A festival came and in 

16 "emblic myrobalan"; a tree which produces small, plum
like, green, very sour fruits, full of iron and vitamin c. 
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the festival there was also a vrat with it; so in that 
they obtained some 'change' [got a break from daily 
routine] . 

Lakshmi expressed a similar view about one of the important 

functions that vrat observances have among village women; 

that is, these rites provide the opportunity for women to 

socialize and escape from the monotony of daily routines. 

Pratibha also mentioned the benefit she perceived for 

herself in observing a vrat: "It is good for self-

discipline. It is good for one's health - both mental and 

physical." Although Pratibha had felt obliged to take on 

the vrat that her husband had left, Pratibha never spoke of 

keeping vrats "for suhaq." Rather, it was a combination of 

wanting to keep a connection with her mother's tradition 

and, as in Lakshmi's case, the value Pratibha found in the 

self-disciplinary features of vrats that appeared to be the 

strongest source of motivation for observing the vrats she 

keeps. Here again, my evidence contradicts the argument 

that all women's vrats are directed toward domestic and 

familial concerns. 

Shyamdevi 

There was once a woman who made urad dal ki kacauri 
(fried cakes made out of split peas)" on-a-restival day 
and sat down to eat it. Nearby a crow was cawing; it 
kept circling around hoping that she would give him 
some. She ate but did not give any to the crow. She 
went inside the house. While cleaning the kacauri 
(pan) whatever could not be removed (to eat) she threw 
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out (into the courtyard). The poor crow searched and 
took out only one grain. Up to the end of her life the 
woman didn't offer food. When she went to the other 
world she was very hungry; everyone received food 
except for her. She reported to Yamraj (the lord of 
the underworld) that she was hungry. So he said, "go, 
go. In that nala (ditch) many seedlings may be found -
you eat that." She went there and found black gram 
sprouts. She thought that she would husk them and eat 
a lot of dale But when she husked them she got only 
one grain. She ate it and then returned. Then she 
said, "Oh Lord, when I husked all the grains I only got 
one." He replied - "Allright, have you not taken it? 
You gave one grain to the crow when you were eating 
kacauri - that was written in the 'file', so you got 
what you gave. You didn't give more so you didn't get 
more." 

This story was offered as part of a response to a question I 

asked Shyamdevi (a Camar [Harijan] widow, aged around 55) 

about giving dan. It also clearly illustrates the 'reap 

what you sow' theme characteristic of the doctrine of karma. 

Like Vina, Shyamdevi accepts that the reaping of karma takes 

place in the next world or life rather than in this world. 

She said, "Everyone wants to think that 'I have acted 

rightly'- but justice is [actually] meted out in the other 

world; here nothing happens. When God takes out your 'file' 

- on there itself will be seen that your actions were such 

and such; you have given this and that ..• You can't fool 

around (interpolate the file) there." Shyamdevi's 

mentioning of Yamraj (or later, Brahmaji's) "file" was, 

incidentally, the only time that she used an English word in 

her Hindi-Bhojpuri dialect. She went on to explain further 

about how the act of giving is related to one's karma: 
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••. say today in our house it is a festival so I will 
make puri and cooked foods; but we are very poor so it 
is not possible to give much. If there are four people 
I will have to give two (puris) to each (person); so 
there will have to be eight puris, no? My child will 
eat, I will eat, so how many blessings will you get? 
for, I don't have anything [much] - so whatever I can 
give I will give .... Suppose you give your old dal -
you give one but it will be written as two •. (in your 
file). You will certainly receive that. (And), to 
whoever I have given, he too will have a contented 
atma. So here (in this world) it (my action) may not 
be noted, (but) it is written there (in the next 
world). When one goes from here then Brahmaji takes 
out one's 'file' and (sees that) such and such has been 
noted. Whatever I gave that will be noted and if I 
didn't give - that also will be noted .... Suppose here 
I said to others, "I gave that much" - but there it 
will be shown precisely who has given (and how much) . 

The duty to give to others - dan to Brahmans, feeding 

guests, giving alms to beggars - and the merit that can be 

acquired thereby is powerfully reinforced in India by 

narratives such as these told by Shyamdevi. In this case, 

miserliness - especially on festive occasions - is 

condemned. 

Shyamdevi is illiterate. She is also gifted in story-

telling and has a large repertoire of narratives which 

children and other women flock to hear when an occasion 

arises. Yet, (perhaps because of her illiteracy) she is 

self-deprecating when it comes to her own years of accumu-

lated wisdom which in fact she passes on through her 

stories. 

There are very great texts (literally ramayanas), and 
very great sayings (kavita). Old people know. You and 
I, what do we know? (We) are ignorants ... (My brother) 
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has so many books, and he also studies a variety of 
things. Hearing all these things - so much has entered 
my own mind. Otherwise, how would I know this much? 
..• At this advanced age I use my mind (buddhi) to 
learn. 

shyamdevi lives in the Harijan village of Cittapur, 

adjacent to Banaras Hindu University. She was born in 

Shukulpura in the west of Banaras, and was married at the 

age of twelve. She had three children, one of whom died, 

and was widowed in her early thirties. She has had a hard 

life exacerbated by the early death of her husband. "I had 

three small children when my husband died, therefore I had 

much trouble. Daily the whole day I did work in someone's 

field, (worrying), 'can I earn 50 paise a day doing 

fieldwork? with 50 paise, can I feed three children?' .•• At 

home I also kept (grew) vegetables and going to the bazaar I 

used to sell them. By this means we lived." Her life is 

now somewhat easier since she makes a decent wage as a 

cook/housekeeper for foreign residents and her two surviving 

children have married. However, her work is still preca-

rious, since her employers never stay in Banaras for more 

than a year or two. She also complained that the prices of 

basic groceries have risen dramatically in recent years 

making it still difficult to make ends meet. 

My interview with Shyamdevi was incomplete because of 

several interruptions and the limited spare time available 

to her during the day. Nevertheless I chose to include her 
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as a core interview because many of her responses were rich 

with feeling, anecdotes, stories and practical common sense. 

Also, I wanted to give an example of a low caste woman's 

vrat activities and reflections. certainly Shyamdevi, and 

her niece whom I interviewed as well, gave me the impression 

that most women in their village did at least a few 

17 vrats. The occasional sweeper, dhobi and fruit-seller 

woman I asked also told me she did vrats, and TIj and 

Jiutiya were specifically mentioned. 

shyamdevi's istadevta is Vindyacal Durga DevI, a local .. 
form of Durga whose worship is centered in a well-known 

temple about an hour's bus ride away. But it is to Ganga 

Mai - "Mother Ganges" - that she seems to turn to frequently 

for help, judging by the many references Shyamdevi made to 

her. For example, she said at one point that sometimes when 

she is beset by some problem or other she goes to the river 

(a 15-20 minute walk away) and in Ganga Mai's presence she 

prays: "0 Ganga M~li! May you cut loose this trouble (ka:::~), 

may my children live well. And then I will offer you 

17 According to Shyamdevi and her niece, many women in 
Cittapur observed the vrats they followed. When I asked if 
(the new) sant09i Ma Vrat was popular among these women, 
they said "no, very few women do that one." M. Robinson 
(1979, 71) also found that few low-caste women observed 
sant09I Ma Vrat, and she suggested this is due to the 
problem of literacy. Since the reading of the katha is so 
important to this particular vrat's pu;a, if one cannot read 
and there is no pujari around to read it for women, then the 
vrat cannot be properly executed. 
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puja (to DevI) every Monday. If she has time she goes to 

the temple; if not she offers water and flowers to a tree 
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outside her home. Each month, on the Pur~amasl (full moon) 

day, she "takes a vrat," bathes in the Ganges, listens with 

other women and men to a formal recitation of the 

satyanarayan Katha, and gives dan to the Brahman pandit who 

reads the katha. 18 She has done the Paficakro~ pilgrimage 

d B f t ' d 'II d ' t t' 19 aroun anaras our 1mes an W1 0 1 one more 1me. 

She does both the monthly observances and the pilgrimage as 

a form of spiritual discipline, to acquire religious merit, 

and because, as she said, she enjoys it. She has a strong 

belief in the existence of bhut-pret and recounted vivid 

stories about her own and others' experience with them. 

18 The satyanarayan Vrat has become quite popular in north 
India. It can be undertaken at any time, although the full 
moon day, because of its natural auspiciousness, seems to be 
the favoured day for it. The Satyanarayan Vrat is often a 
sponsored occasion marking for the sponsor a time of special 
difficulty or special properity (as G.Raheja and M.Marriott 
have noted in their translation of the kathas for this vrat 
for use in courses at the University of chicago). This vrat 
is always officiated by a priest who performs or guides the 
ruil..s. and recites the katha. In Shyamdevi' s case, she liked to 
fast on the full moon day and then go down, often with her 
niece, to the Ganges to bathe and to sit on the ghats with 
others as a local pujari read out the story. 

19 This is a very well-known pilgrimage circuit around 
Banaras. As Eck notes (Banaras, 42): "To follow the 
Panchakroshi Road around Kashi [Banaras] is, they say, to 
circle the world. The pilgrims who circumambulate Kashi on 
this sacred way take five days for the trip and visit 108 
shrines along the way." 
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Shyamdevi has kept nine different vrats in her life. 20 

However, she stopped all but two: Jiutiya and the PUr~amasl, 

when her husband died. She said one did not have to 

discontinue vrats when one became a widow, but now as the 

principal breadwinner, she had little time and energy for 

vrats. She said that she still does puja "sometimes" on the 

vrat-festival days - such as on Ramnauml and Nauratri. She 

said that she had performed an udyapan for the vrats that 

she left, "otherwise I couldn't leave them because having 

kept vrats it is difficult to leave them." In other words, 

it seems she had grown attached to keeping these vrats, and 

only left them reluctantly. 

As for Jiutiya - which she considers the most important 

and efficacious vrat "because it is the most difficult" -

she said that she would keep it for as long as she remains 

alive, or as long as it is possible for her to do. She has 

kept it, as is the custom, for the sake of her children. 

She learned this vrat and its stories from her mother, and 

is passing it on to her daughter-in-law. "Sometimes my bahu 

will keep [this] vrat, so on that day, after doing the puja, 

I take out (the Jiutiya threads) from my neck and put them 

20 She has observed: Jyesth and Kartik (Nirjala) 
Ekadasi, Mahasivaratri, the first and last day of Nauratra, 
K~~~a Janma~taml, Tij, Lalahi Chath (which she kept for only 
a couple of years, and performed it the same way as 
Jiutiya), Jiutiya, Karva Cauth, and pijr~ima. 
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on hers. My bahu will take it over fully when I can't do it 

anymore." Unlike some others, Shyamdevi had no sense that 

vrats as a whole were going out of practice. She was 

confident that these traditions would continue. 

Like Snehalata, Shyamdevi said that the most important 

element in a vrat observance, the "first thing," is visvas 

(belief/confidence). For her, the observance of vrats, 

which in her descriptions amounts to a kind of bartering 

with the gods, is one way, and an important one, of trying 

to alleviate or keep at bay the difficulties thrown in one's 

path. By pleasing the gods and attracting their attention, 

one compels them to respond to one's acts of worship and 

self-sacrifice. 

(When I keep vrats I say) '0 God, I am keeping a vrat -
I have to endure some difficulties for a little while, ' 
so the one who is above (God) will solve my problems -
'because this woman underwent some hardship, let us 
help, give some assistance'. Whichever goddess or god 
we may do a special puja to or keep a vrat for, they 
will come to our aid - and they will help our children 
too. Suppose some trouble afflicts us - 'Are bapre! 
My life will leave me!' [During] whatever puia I do I 
will [recite in my mind]: 'I am daily remembering you, 
I am doing your vrat - so make my troubles go far.' I 
don't know who (which god) stands up and answers my 
call, makes my troubles go away. 

[In our village] children, after taking a bath, 
daily give one Iota of water to Surya Narayan. So he 
also then blesses·our children, wherever they may be, 
(saying) 'May you remain happy, may no enemy kill you, 
may no confrontation take place, may you not be 
cheated, may you come and go peacefully.' For that 
itself everyone does puja, gives water; for that itself 
they keep vrats too - to cut off sorrows. 
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Neerja 

Neerja, aged 22 when I met her, was an unmarried Pahari 

Brahman living at home in the hill town of Mussoorie, north 

of Delhi. She has a Master's degree in English and was 

teaching Hindi at a private school while her parents sought 

to find her a suitable husband. Neerja was one of my Hindi 

teachers during a summer I spent in Mussoorie. She helped 

correct the translations of vrat katha books that I was 

working on at the time. Inevitably there transpired 

discussions about vrats and eventually I undertook formal 

interviews with both Neerja and her mother. Neerja's 

profile is the only non-Banarsi one among my "core" 

interviews. I have included her profile because among the 

young, unmarried vrat-observing women I interviewed, she was 

the one I got to know the best and so I have a stronger 

sense of her life history and her views on various topics. 

Neerja and her mother described themselves as 

"Sanatani." Her own istadevtas are Siv and Ram (while her .. 
mother said that she had no favoured deity). Her family has 

a shrine in their home - to "all the gods" (Ram, K;-~I).a and 
I' 

Radha, siv and Parvati, Vi~~u and Lak~mi, Brahma, Ga~es, 

Devl (Durga), and Sarasvati). She does not perform a 

regular puja at home because both her parents, separately, 

do a puja for between 15 and 40 minutes morning and evening. 

She says the Gayatrl mantra occasionally, "when tired, tense 
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or when having problems - but not often." She said that this 

mantra brings her inspiration and peace of mind. Neerja 

learned the mantra from her mother and neither of these 

women subscribed to the orthodox view that women do not have 

the authority to say a vedic mantra, like the GayatrI 

mantra. Neerja goes to the closest Hindu temple on Tuesdays 

and festival days. When she was younger she went on 

pilgrimage with her parents to the nearby towns of Rishikesh 

and Haridvar. Both towns are the site of many temples and 

ashrams, and both have attracted numerous pandits and 

ascetics. When I asked Neerja if she had or wanted to have 

a guru she replied that her parents were her guru - and so 

were books. 

Neerja said that she believes in the existence of 

prets, bhuts, and brahms and "very much" in the doctrine of 

karma and punarjanma. She and her family also believe in 

astrology; "I'd like to consult an astrologer to know about 

my future," she said. But she did not think that there were 

any 'good' astrologers in the area and she asked me to refer 

her to one in Banaras. Neerja's family was especially 

concerned about her slightly mentally-retarded sister and 

they wanted some good advice about how to help her and 

forecasts for her future. Their family pandit of ten years 

had not proved to be sufficiently helpful to them in solving 

this daughter's problems. 
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Neerja has observed four different vrats: Sivaratri, 

Navaratri, and Krsna JanmastamI on a regular basis since . . . .. 
childhood, and Sravan Somvar from time to time. At the 

moment, Neerja rates all the vrats she has kept as equally 

important. After she gets married, she will take up more 

vrats for her husband and any children she might have. 

Since I was interested in the perceptions that women 

had of any correlation, positive or negative, of frequency 

of vrat observance and age, I asked Neerja (and other women) 

if they thought older women observe more vrats than younger 

women. Neerja thought that older women probably do keep 

more vrats, "widows especially." While certainly not 

uniformly the case, the general perception of younger women, 

both married and unmarried, is that older women perform more 

vrats than younger women. However, this is not borne out by 

the responses of older women. 21 For example, Nirmala (65) 

and Gulab (66) both widows, and Sartarji (71), still 

married, said that they had observed more vrats when they 

were younger. Gulab explained that she is weaker now; "most 

vrats I keep nowadays are for my sons." In analyzing the 

comments of women on this issue I found that many of the 

21 Among the 21 women who answered this question, seven 
felt that older women observe more vrats, nine said that 
younger women keep more vrats than older women, and five 
women thought that the number of vrats observed stays 
essentially constant throughout a woman's life. 
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younger women, still in the midst of caring for children and 

managing a household, experience the relentless limitations 

on their time and look to the future when some leisure time 

may reemerge and they can focus on the pursuit of self

directed religious activity. Besides this, their own deaths 

seem remote. Other women, especially the older ones, 

understand that as a woman ages and begins to experience 

physical infirmities, activities like fasting become more 

difficult. Observing vrats is no longer within the realm of 

their abilities, even if the time is there. While widows 

are expected to concern themselves primarily with such 

religious practices, those I knew had turned more to prayer 

and meditation. Some women, however, spoke not about older 

or younger women observing more or less vrats, but about the 

importance of persevering with those vrats that for women 

(married and widowed) are felt to be reflective of their 

responsibilities as women. 

Neerja gave me a detailed description of Sivaratri, a 

vrat which she said had always been observed in her family. 

She started when she was very young - watching her parents 

do it and then gradually beginning to participate. Neerja 

saw that "it was part of dharm, and that it brought a 

different kind of peace and satisfaction" to her parents. 

On the morning of Sivaratri, when they get up, each family 

member takes a bath and puts on clean clothes. Then each 
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person does his or her own pu;a (Neerja initially sat with 

her mother, and then when she became a teenager she started 

to do it herself). The puja involves lighting incense and 

sometimes dip, and then sprinkling a little water, milk, 

sandal, red tumeric, flowers, fruit, bel patra (basil) and 

sweets on the murti. This is followed by an aratl accom

panied by the uttering of verses in praise of Siva. Neerja 

learned some of the verses from her mother, and others she 

learned from a book. After the aratl Neerja goes to the 

temple in the morning or afternoon with her family. One 

person brings a thali filled with the pu;a offerings and a 

copper Iota of water. They are not supposed to eat anything 

before going t~ the temple. They do exactly the same puja 

at the temple. The reason they go to the temple and repeat 

the pu;a, she said, is because the food and money that is 

offered can then be redistributed by the temple committee to 

poorer people. The family receives some prasad and goes 

home. At home they can drink tea and milk and in the 

evening, after saying a few more prayers, they can eat only 

fruit, potato, coconut, and caulai (a green leafy vege

table). The main food restriction for any vrat, Neerja 

affirmed, was that one could not eat ana; (literally 

"grain," but in the context of vrats usually understood to 

include a wider array of foods). She provided a rational 

reason for not eating anaj, explaining that "it is good for 
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the stomach to have a break from these harsher foods." 

When I asked Neerja how she would define a vrat she 

said that it was for santo~ (satisfaction, happiness). "It 

involves sacrifice, which is connected to dharm." "Yes, it 

is following dharm," she concluded. 

* * * 

Each of the six women profiled in this chapter takes 

the vrat tradition seriouslY and has confidence in the 

efficacy of these rituals. Vrats form a significant part of 

their cultural (as Indians and Hindus) and social (as women) 

identity. Lakshmi is well-educated and perceptive. While 

her experience of the non-Hindu and non-Indian world is 

limited, she is aware of other possibilities; other ways of 

life and points of view. She is firmly committed to the 

traditions of her ancestors, which includes the observance 

of many calendrical vrats and festivals. Yet, that com

mitment is not "blind" for she tries to find explanatory 

models from within Hinduism that give a rational basis for 

the various rituals and religious practices. She has 

thought deeply about the meaning of the vrat tradition, and 

has found their self-disciplinary features to be of great 

significance to her own spiritual development. 

Vina's spiritual formation and self-understanding is 

shaped by centuries of brahmanic traditions which she does 
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not seriously question, even if, as she has aged, she has 

begun to feel some unease with these traditions. She 

adopted her performance of vrats as a matter of course; 

these rituals were expected of married women, so she 

performed them. However, Vina sees, through her daughter 

and daughters-in-law, that drastic changes are occurring in 

the "way of life" for women, and she is not certain that 

rituals such as vrats will survive such changes. 

Vina's daughter, Pratibha, educated in a large national 

university, speaking some English, living with a relatively 

secular husband in a nuclear family, and in several 

different urban localities, is between two worlds - but 

seems comfortably so. The environment of her childhood 

undoubtedly continues to exert a strong influence on her so 

that she still feels an attachment to rituals like vrats, 

and feels respect for genuine piety. Yet, unlike her 

mother, Pratibha has had to make an effort to relearn some 

of the vrats and for the most part has to perform them on 

her own, without the support and companionship of other 

women. Thus, while she observes fewer vrats than her mother 

did, she probably keeps them with greater conviction. 

Snehalata is probably the most pious woman among the 

women profiled. Since her mother-in-law died and her 

children have now left home, there is no longer a buffer 

between herself and her difficult husband. In drawing on 
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her own resources to cope with the strained marriage and the 

demands of her husband, Snehalata has turned to her faith as 

a source of strength and consolation. While she claimed 

that women do not perform vrats for their own desires, it 

became clear that the vrats she keeps have come to be pre-

" . dominately an expression of her faith in Durga and S~va; and 

that such faith is rewarded with feelings of peace and 

satisfaction. 

Shyamdevi is illiterate, poor, and has been confronted 

with continual hardship; but, her sense of humour, the sup-

port of kin and the esteem in which she is held in her 

village community have helped to develop her self-

confidence. She has a clear sense of herself and her place 

in the religiously defined cosmos. Shyamdevi is impelled 

neither by a particularly strong sense of tradition or of 

piety or faith in God. Rather, it is the practical and 

instrumental nature of vrats that she emphasized: vrats are 

a means to solve, lessen or prevent various problems that 

arise in one's life, due in large measure to the workings of 

karma and fate. The point of vrats is to please the gods so 

that in turn they will feel inclined to help one out. 

Neerja is, in some ways, a young version of Lakshmi. 

She is well-educated though, unlike Lakshmi, she has had 

extensive contact with foreigners. She comes from a reli-

gious and fairly orthodox Brahman family. Neerja does not 
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now question that her primary role will be that of wife and 

mother, and she sees vrats as very much a part of that role. 

But with her rationalistic mind, vrats will have to prove 

themselves a 'good' thing in various ways for her to assume 

more of them, and to continue performing vrats down the 

years. That is, Neerja will have to find an intellectually 

and personally satisfying meaning in the vrat tradition for 

her to follow through their performance. 

We will learn more about these women in the ensuing 

chapters as I go on explore their reflective self

understanding of how vrats are situated for them within the 

continuum of related Hindu religious practices. In 

particular, it will be apparent that these women are not 

merely motivated to observe vrats for suhag or from a sense 

of duty, but that vrats provide the opportunity for women to 

achieve individual spiritual development and peace of mind. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

WOMEN AND VRATS IN BANARAS II 

SETTING THE PARAMETERS 

This chapter explores the "parameters" of the vrat 

tradition from the points of view of the women I interviewed 

in Banaras by presenting women's responses to such questions 

as the difference between a vrat and a festival, a vrat and 

a fast, and one vrat and another. I also examine women's 

views on the issue of entitlement to perform a vrat and the 

circumstances under which women discontinue the vows. The 

chapter following then describes the components that make up 

the procedure of a vrat. 
,- . 

In both chapters (dharmasastrlc) 

precept and (Banarsi women's) practice are juxtaposed so 

that we can see points of convergence and divergence. 

vrats and Festivals 

In one of her comments quoted in chapter four, Pratibha 

emphasized the "interconnectedness" of vrat and tyauhar 

(festival), describing vrats as a form of "entertainment for 

the ladies." But she also later affirmed that they were 

"different"; "a tyauhar is a 'festival' - one puts on nice 
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clothes, makes nice food. But there may be a vrat on the 

tyauhar day, or the other way around." Modern vernacular 

literature on vrats, just like its Dharmasastra antecedents, 

often groups together festivals and vrats under the same 

descriptive rubric ("vrat, parv aur tyauh'ar"). In many 

instances, the actual descriptions of either rite are vir-

tually indistinguishable. Since men and women I met, like 

Pratibha, also often spoke of them together, I wanted to 

know how the women I interviewed would explain the 

difference and/or relationship between vrat and tyauhar. 

"There is a strong connection between vrat and dharm," 

Lakshmi began; 

Vrat is a personal thing. Look, what worshipping is 
done, what fasting is done - these are all for one's 
own life. But festivals are more social - we celebrate 
[festivals] by mingling together .•.. The primary dif
ference is this - vrats are personal, festivals are 
social ("samajik"). And then some [vrat~ and festi
vals] are together. Take, for example, .. Sivaratri - it 
is celebrated on the occasion of Lord Siva's wedding, 
so everyone celebrates with joy. The birthday of Krsna 
is also a (major) event, so everyone c~lebrates it.··· / 
But, for instance, Tij, Karva Cauth, Jivit Putra, GaDes 
Caturthi - all these are [observed] out of one's desire 
for [specific] wishes. There is no compulsory rule 
that everyone should observe a vrat on Janma~tami and 
Sivaratri ... everyone gets together and celebrates 
[these occasions] joyfully. 

Lakshmi opened by associating vrat with dharm and empha-

sizing the personal nature of vrats: "for one's own life" 

(even while the ostensible beneficiary is someone else). In 

other words, vrats are an extension of one's personal reli-
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gious obligations, and/or an expression of one's personal 

faith. By contrast, festivals are social; an expression, 

perhaps, of collective faith. They are occasions to cele-

brate together with one's family and larger community. Some 

of these occasions, however, are both vrats and festivals. 

Lakshmi mentions SivaratrI and Krsna Janmastami - both of .. 
which are usually called vrats because observing some sort 

of fast on these days is traditional. (The texts consider 
, . 

fasting on these occasions obligatory for Sa1vas and 

vai~~avas respectively, but optional for others). The tone 

of the day is one of joy and festivity. Together with one's 

family one honours and celebrates the deity whose birthday 

or special day it is. As Neerja's family does, one often 

goes to the temple on these occasions to give dan, partici

pate in another puja and receive prasad. This prasad may 

then be distributed to guests invited to one's home that day 

and/or evening for a meal and for all night bhajan singing. 

These acts underscore the "simaiik" dimension of these 

vrat/festivals. Through such voluntary acts and also by 

fasting, one may hope to receive general (or specific) 

blessings from the deity so honoured; or, one may simply 

perform these acts as offerings of praise without any 

expectation of return. On the other hand, vrats such as 

those which are primarily observed by women (Karva Cauth, 

Jlvit-putrika) are often understood to be performed with an 
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expectation of return; a positive outcome to specific 

wishes. These may involve festivity and group participation 

in some of their aspects, but they are not considered 

festivals as such. 

For Vina, the main difference between a vrat and a 

festival centred on food. "In a festival we make attractive 

meals - special meals. In a vrat there is a fast. For 

instance, on the day of the NagpancamI festival we must eat 

khir and purls, and we must do Nagdevta piija.,,1 While 

some vrats do not require particularly difficult fasting, 

and some vrat fasts are broken with sumptuous feasts, it is 

generally the case that vrats are most obviously character-

ized by a complete or partial restriction in one's food 

intake. This is the one behavioural change that is most 

readily noticeable. The vrats that Vina was now observing -

like Ekadasi - were ones in which complete abstention was 

required. 

Such comments on the relationship between vrat and 

tyauhar, and others I received, may be summarized as 

follows. Vrats are connected to dharm; they are "dharmik 

1 NagpancamI (sravan bright 5) is an old festival, still 
popular in Banaras, celebrated for the purpose of appeasing 
snakes. Vina said: "By doing Nagdevta piija the benefit is 
that a snake won't bite us. He (the snake) knows that 'these 
people have done puja to us'; we won't disturb the snake and 
he will protect us." See Kane (124-121> for textual 
references to and descriptions of Nagapa~cami. 
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karm." Women did not mention dharm with respect to tyauhar. 

Vrats are voluntary and personal; they are performed for 

some thing or some desire. 

for generalized purposes. 

Festivals are familial; observed 

Vrats are mainly kept by women; 

festivals are celebrated by everyone, "celebrated allover 

India by all people." In contrast, as one woman pointed 

out, "Only those who have belief in vrats observe them." 

They may be kept alone or with others. Festivals are always 

celebrated with others. Festivals are marked by "cleaning 

and decorating the house." Vrats involve fasting - "less or 

no eating." Festivals involve eating, "making attractive 

meals," and festivity; everyone "celebrates joyfully," 

"visits one another." Vrats involve performing puja; in 

festivals, puja may be performed or viewed at the temple, 

but it is not always a part of a festival. 

Vrats and Fasts (upavas) 

Just as vrats and festivals are seen to be inter

connected, so are vrats and fasts, but to an even greater 

extent. Among English-speaking Hindus that I encountered, 

the terms vrat and fast tended to be used interchangeably. 

This is true in the literature on vrats published in English 

in India as well. One women I spoke with invoked Gandhi as 

an authority on this matter: "Gandhiji used the word vrat 

usually to mean fast," she said. I wondered then whether 
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the Hindi word "upavas" conjured a different image from the 

word "vrat," and so I asked women about the difference. 

Just under a quarter of the women simply declared that there 

was no difference between vrat and upavas. Neerja and 

Shyamdevi were in this group. The answers of other women 

tended to fall into three categories: 

(i) religion as opposed to health 

Again, performing a vrat is seen to be a religious 

activity. Vrats are viewed as a part of dharm while fasts 

are related to health. Some said vrats involves a "special" 

puja (one that may be longer and/or more directed to 

achieving certain ends than the quotidian puja). A fast, on 

the other hand, is connected to health and healing: "An 

upavas is for health (svast); vrat has specific niyams 

(ritual and self-disciplinary rules) - it is also a 

religious observance." "Upavas is for purification of the 

body - especially if there is a disease; a vrat is observed 

because of belief in God." "Vrat is religious stuff," one 

woman said in English, "upavas is unreligious - you can keep 

a fast when you are sick. Upavas is to purify the body," as 

opposed to a vrat which is primarily to "purify the mind." 

(ii) food 

Responses in this category centred on the restricted 

consumption as opposed to the non-consumption of food as the 

essential difference between the two activities. "Upavas is 
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complete abstention from food; in a vrat there are different 

kinds of food restrictions"; "upavis is fasting, no food; in 

vrat one can usually eat fruit, etc." Some women also 

suggested that a fast, being complete abstention, is more 

difficult than a vrat (where some food may be allowed) - so 

its result will be greater. That is, total fasting was seen 

to be more powerful, even outside of a 'religious' context. 

(iii) part and whole 

In this category I include the responses that affirmed 

that the relationship between a fast and a vrat was that of 

part to whole; that is, a fast is included in a vrat. One 

woman, after remarking that "on a vrat day there is special 

puja-path and one also fasts. This is a dharmik thing," 

went on to explain special circumstances that require 

fasting: "when an accident happens in the house - such as 

someone dies or someone becomes terribly ill or some other 

terrible mishap occurs - then on that day one doesn't eat or 

drink anything. That is called upavis." 

Finally, I present Pratibha's somewhat eclectic 

comment on this issue: 

Generally a vrat is observed as a fast, but a vrat is 
not like a fast, not the same as a fast. Some say, 'on 
this day we don't eat' - that may be a vrat; or some 
say, 'we don't put on colourful clothes' - that too is 
a vrat; or some time having [first] fed food to some 
poor [person] one will [then] eat food - that too is a 
vrat .... [So vrat] has extended meanings ...• for 
instance, you may take a vrat [resolve] of anything -
but a fast is 'purely' your own decision on any day not 
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-to eat food. This is upavas. 

Pratibha began by attending to the fact that in the usual 

understanding of the term vrat, a major and obvious 

component of the rite is the (variously qualified) fast that 

one undertakes during its course. She immediately moved on 

to suggest that the term vrat understood in the wider sense 

as a declared resolve (to modify one's behaviour in any 

number of ways, for any number of reasons, connected or not 

to dharm) may result in, but often does not result in, 

fasting. Thus a vrat has "extended meanings" or describes 

several sorts of activities. As the particular religious 

observance that we have been discussing, it includes the 

taking on of a fast. A fast, on the other hand, unqualified 

by religious contexts, is the specific action of abstaining 

from taking food, and there may be any number of reasons for 

this. 

Differences Among Vrats 

Women I interviewed sometimes informally distinguished 

among their vrats in various ways. Particular vrats were 

categorized according to whether they were difficult or 

easy, simple or expensive, or observed alone or with others. 

However, I also formally asked women specifically what dif-

ferentiated one vrat from another. Most of the answers that 

this question provoked can be separated into the three 
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categories of deity, time (length or date), and purpose or 

motive. Some of the responses, of course, included combi-

nations of these three, and some women, while suggesting 

that differences did exist, insisted that these differences 

were in fact negligible. The various deities to whom vrats 

are directed was the most commonly suggested source of 

difference among the vrats. Neerja, for example, stated 

that "One vrat is for Devi, another for Siv, another for 

Krsna - they are different that way." One woman indicated 

the implications of the worship of one god as opposed to 

another on different vrat days: "For instance, on 

Bfhaspativir [for the Thursday Vrat)," she explained, "one 

should wear yellow clothes, use yellow flowers [in the 

puja), eat yellow foods." Lakshmi extended the implications 

that the worship of specific deities had on the observance 

procedures of particular vrats. She was speaking in the 

context of a general discussion on fasting and vrats, when 

she began to point out varying fasting requirements: 

There are several.dif!e~e~c~s be~ween one vrat a~d 
another. Take ~~1 Pancaml. ThlS occurs after Nag 

2 The ~~i PancamI Vrat takes place on Bhadrapad bright 5. 
This is a very interesting vrat with respect to women because 
it is specifically for eliminating or mitigating the 'sin' (of 
brahmanicide that women 'agreed' to take on with trees, 
rivers, etc. , committed by Indra) represented by women's 
menstruation. See Mcgee (368), Kane (149-51), and L.Bennett's 
descriptive analysis of this vrat as observed by high-caste 
women in Nepal in her Dangerous Wives and Sacred sisters, 
pp.215 ff. 
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pancamI and pancya TIj. In this there is a special 
leafy green vegetable that one must eat and one special 
kind of rice and curd; only these are to be eaten. In 
Haritalika nothing is eaten. In Ganes caturthI sesame, 
curd and fruit are eaten. In JanmastamI one also can 
take but little .... In Ekadasi, and·JIvit-putra there 
is a waterless fast. In each vrat the importance 
[=difficulty and requirements] of fasting is different. 
So the manner of celebration is also variant. Their 
aims and purposes are also different; and which deity 
we believe in [worship at that time] [is different]. 
Each vrat has its own presiding deity to be worshipped 
- so one has to see what that deity likes. For 
example, we offer belpatra to Siv, tUls! [basil] to 
visnu, and laddu [sweet chickpea flour balls] to Ganes. 
we·offer Kf~rya'milk products. So in a vrat we eat that 
which the deities like. (Also), in the waterless vrats 
there are different timings. For example, in Ganes 
caturthI from morning time until the moon appears one 
keeps a fast, then, having done puja, one can eat 
phalahar. 

Snehalata, among many others, also mentioned that the puja 

and fasting requirements of some vrats were tailored to the 

particular 'likes' of the presiding deity and she also gave 

as an example the B~haspati Vrat in which "everything is 

yellow." I asked her why only yellow things are used and 

she explained: 

Bfhaspati especially likes yellow. For instance, say 
you like white. If you were given black or yellow 
clothes to wear then you will take them but you won't 
be as happy as if you got white. Whichever god is 
there one acts accordingly [pleases_that god with 
appropriate colours, etc.]. santo~i Mata is pleased 
only by chickpeas and qur - so these things are offered 
(to her), and red flowers and red clothes too. 
Hanumanji is also pleased with red flowers and red 
clothes, but not with sindur [which is only appropriate 
for goddesses, since it is a symbol of femininity and 
saubhagya] ... You perform the puja of whichever god or 
goddess according to their different interests (ruci). 

According to Snehalata and other women, then, an important 
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way to enhance the possibility of achieving a favourable 

outcome to one's desires is by pleasing the deity to whom 

one is directing one's vrat in this way - paying attention 

to their "ruci." 

Time, or a combination of time and deities, was 

mentioned the next most often as the central feature 

distinguishing one vrat from another. Kalyani exemplifies 

such a response: "Vrats are prescribed according to the 

dates - time, day, month - this is what differentiates 

them." Significantly, Kalyani was the wife of the Hrsike; .. 
Pancanga publisher, who was himself an astrologer. As we 

pointed out in chapter two, time-date categories are the 

primary basis upon which vrats are distinguished and 

presented in the Nibandhas. Some women focussed on a 

different aspect or measure of time, length rather than 

date. That is, certain vrats are supposed to be performed 

for particular periods of time. For example, the santosI Ma 

Vrat is supposed to be kept for three months or three years; 

the Sola Somvar Vrat for sixteen consecutive Mondays. Usha, 

aged 29, however, came from a different angle. She explain-

ed that "length of time (of the vrat) is an important factor 

that separates vrats. 
, ~. 

For prado~, Ga~es Cauth, T1J - these 

one should perform for as long as possible or necessary. 

others one may choose to do for a specific purpose and 

limited period of time." While the Dharma~astras might 
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consider the last two examples Usha gave as kamya ("desire-

born") because they are explicitly for the well-being of 

sons and husbands respectively, Usha considered all three of 

these vrats to be long term; as a regular, and to a 

significant degree, obligatory and necessary practice. 

These three vrats were contrasted with "other" vrats which 

were evidently optional - that is, were taken on to address 

a particular problem or situation. 

Vrats are also differentiated according to their aims 

and purposes. Under this last umbrella category can be 

placed responses that variously referred to the purpose, 

motive or intention of the vrat or of the votary. The 

category can encompass a wide range of possibilities. Since 

this is a complicated topic, women's motives and purposes or 

intentions for keeping vrats will be discussed further in 

the following chapters. For the moment, it may be noted 

that some women discussed the difference between one vrat 

and another principally by distinguishing among the intended 

recipients of the benefits of the vrat. One such response 

carne from Rekha, a Brahman mother of two teenage sons. Her 

response describes what has been typified as "women's vrats" 

because of the nature of their (women's and their vrats') 

concerns. 

There is a lot of difference between one vrat and , ---,-
another; some are Siv vrats, some are Ga~es vrats, some 
are Prado~, some are Chath - all are different. The 
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Chath vrat is for the God Surya and one does it keeping 
the-desire of sons in one's mind. There are only two 
kinds of vrats - one is for suhag and saubhagya, the 
second [kind] is for one's sons. Worship of ~ivji is 
done for one's husband; TIj vrat is also for one's 
husband. Ga~es Cauth in Magh, Vaisakh and in Bhadrapad 
- these (three) are all for desires of sons. 

Rekha was married to a well known pandit in Banaras and, 

while not afraid to forcefully express her opinions, was 

strongly influenced in those opinions by her observant and 

orthodox husband. My impression was that her entire 

identity was bound up, to an unusual degree, by the ideology 

of traditionally construed strldharm. Thus many of her 

responses to my questions were shaped by what she considered 

to be the appropriate answer within the framework of the 

"good wife" ideal. In other words, as she herself so 

succinctly put it: there are two kinds of vrats that women 

observe: those which serve the well-being of sons and those 

which serve the well-being of husbands. For Rekha, these 

stated reasons were exhaustive_ We might recall here 

Snehalata's comment (quoted in chapter four) that "Our vrats 

are for husband and sons; there aren't any for our own 

desires." These kinds of statements (which were made to me 

by a number of women) bear loud testimony to the power of an 

ideology which instructs the 'good wife' to submerge her 

desires under those of her husbands. Women are not supposed 

to express personal desires. Of course, women do have 

personal desires, though early on they learn to express them 
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obliquely. In Rekha's case, she was much younger than her 

husband and different in temperament and interests. To 

capture her husband's attention and respect, she had learned 

Sanskrit and enjoyed showing off to me the many slokas she 

could quote to illustrate a point. But the many vrats she 

chose to perform had also captured his attention and 

respect, for he admired the fact that she could fast so 

often (for him and their sons), and I observed that Rekha 

always found ways to make it known to him when she was 

keeping a vrat. Thus, Rekha had found in vrats a means to 

achieve some of the regard from her husband that she 

apparently craved. 

Perceived Differences in Methods of Vrat Observance Between 

Jatis and Communities 

Vrat is just one thing - but the Ahirs [milk-sellers] 
do it this way, the Brahmans do it that way ... The 
manner of observing all the vrats is different -
different in the hill areas, different in Gujarat, in 
u.P ..• in each 'province' everyone does the puja 
according to their own way •••. For instance, I do the 
Mahalaksmi vrat with alpana [wet rice paste]; some do 
it with·dry flour; some don't do [these designs] at 
all •.. This is a 'vast country'. Before there wasn't 
the means for going here and there [travelling]; 
everyone was on their own [whatever they thought 
correct, they did]. 

Almost all the women to whom I asked the question of whether 

they thought there were differences in the way they observed 

vrats from the way people of other jatis or communities did, 
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had ready opinions to offer like Bina's, above. 3 As an 

educated woman who had travelled a little and who lived in a 

cosmopolitan city, Bina had noticed differences in methods 

of vrat observance not only from one caste or ;ati to 

another, but from one province to another. She speculated 

that this variation was due to the huge size of India and 

the historical fact of centuries of relative isolation at 

the local level. Other women also suggested that there were 

regional differences but insisted that there were not inter

caste differences at the local level. 4 

Pratibha felt that "people in the south observe vrats 

in a more 'pure' original way." Although she did not 

elaborate, I believe she meant that 'southerners' followed 

the textual descriptions and guidelines more closely than 

'northern' women did; and in fact two other respondents, 

whose families came from Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu, also 

believed this to be the case. In my own experience speaking 

with women in Kerala, it seemed that they were more aware of 

3 About one third of the women that I asked agreed with 
Bina that there was a difference in the way one community 
observed vrats from another; more than half of the respondents 
said there was no difference or no significant difference. 
Only two women out of 38 said they did not know. 

4 Neerja, for example, felt that around Mussoorie there 
is little difference in the way her family observes some vrats 
compared to the way other people do. "Even Harijan vrats are 
not significantly different - they all follow the same basic 
Hindu philosophy," she asserted. 
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vrats, even if they did not always adhere to them. 5 

Lakshmi had also noticed some regional and caste 

differences: 
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.•. in TIj women [observe] a waterless fast while 
others take water. Some people conclude the vrat at 
night but we don't do that; we observe the vrat for a 
full 24 hours. We conclude it on the next day. In 
northern India, in southern India, there are of course 
vrats, but the manner in which they are observed is 
different. The method is different. Women from the 
Ahir jati and those who sell vegetables do so even 
during the (TIj) day so they take water (during TIj). 
There is a difference in the manner of keeping vrats 
among Brahmans, Kshatriyas, vaishyas and Shudras. Some 
don't go certain vrats, for instance, Shudras don't do 
Ekadasi, etc. The~ mostly do laukik vrats. They don't 
do sastrik vrats. sastrik vrats are observed mostly by 
Brahmans and Kshatriyas. 

In response to my suggestion that Shudras do not do ~astric 

vrats because they have not studied the ~astras, Lakshmi 

replied that this was not the case. 

/- . . 
Now anyone can read the sastras but the tradltlons are 
such that they don't do them. One feeling is that, 'we 
don't observe these vrats; for us they are not neces
sary. There isn't any benefit.' In ancient times 
Shudras could not undertake the study of the Veda; but 
now it is not like that. 

Later in our discussion, Lakshmi explained that "laukik 

vrats are related to people and society" while sastric vrats 

are "concerned with spiritual things - with the Self (atman) 

5 This also may be true in Maharashtra (or at least among 
high caste women in Pune) according to my reading of Mary 
McGee's thesis. Further research would have to corroborate 
these impressions as well as discern what happens at lower 
caste levels. 
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and the Supreme Spirit (paramIsvar) .,,6 While Lakshmi was 

trying to say that it is custom and tradition that dictate 

which vrats a person will observe, rather than any intrinsic 

limitation based on caste specified by the texts (or the 

keepers of the texts, Brahmans), her explanations of the 
,,~ . 

meaning of the terms sastrlc and laukik, transposed on her 

earlier comments, suggest that she thought that lower castes 

tend to be more interested in mundane rather than 

'spiritual' • 7 alms. Lakshmi implied that one (family or 

jati group) should not take on new vrats that are not part 

of one's tradition (sarnskar) because "there is no benefit." 

In her view it seems that a vrat's usefulness relates to its 

'suitability' to the person observing it. 

Apart from asserting the existence of some differences 

in which vrats are observed among different caste or jati 

groups, Lakshmi pinpointed differences in the fasting 

practices. Deriving their knowledge from personal experi-

6 I will be discussing the "~astrik"/"laukik" distinction 
with respect to vrats in the next section. For now, it is 
interesting to note that Lakshmi's explanation of the term 
laukik carne closest (among women interviewed) to the 
Chaturvedi and Tiwari Hindi-English dictionary's definition 
(p.684): laukik means "secular; earthly; worldly, mundane." 

7 While there is no sastric restriction on a Shudra's 
observing such a vrat as EkadasI (see Kane, 99), it may well 
be possible that they were not in f~ct encouraged to keep it 
because of the association of Ekada~i with the highter castes. 
The necessity of time and expense, employing a Brahman pandit, 
and so on, may also have discouraged poor lower castes from 
keeping this semi-monthly vrat. 
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ence, other women who positively identified differences 

among castes also focussed on the varying fasting practices 

as the basis for these differences. For example, 26 year-

old Sandhya, a well-to-do married Brahman, said: 

Yes, there are differences. others might eat prasad on 
the vrat day, then later take a meal, but I will eat 
prasad only with the meal after the upavas is over. 
There are differences between ;atis - within each caste 
there are certain traditions of observing vrats; the 
rules (niyam) are different .... The vrats I keep were 
done by my mother; there is little difference in the 
method of observing - however, each person gives a 
personal stamp to them. 

And Shanti, the illiterate wife of an indigent pujari, 

commented that 'other' communities do differ in the way of 

observing vrats from her own: 

They do (vrats) according to their own methods and we 
do (them) according to our methods. sometimes people 
take grains once [a day); sometimes people take only 
fruit. Some want to really purify their body, mind and 
thoughts so they take only Ganga jal. One time I saw a 
woman taking only cloves for eight or nine days. It 
depends on their strength; how much stamina one has to 
bear it. 

In both responses, caste or jati custom is acknowledged, but 

so is individual inclination and ability. Thus, some 

differences in vrat observance are due to the modifications 

an individual will make to any vrat (or fast). In some 

cases the modifications are made out of necessity, as in the 

case of the Ahir women described by Lakshmi who drink water 

8 Luschinsky (Life of Women, 700) also mentions that she 
saw several women fasting on cloves during certain vrats. 
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during Tlj because they are outside in the hot sun all day 

selling vegetables. In other cases a woman may choose to be 

even more self restrictive than required in order to 

demonstrate her devotion, or maximize the efficacy of the 

9 rite, proving her impressive stamina in the process. 

Nowadays, women may be making more and more modifications 

out of convenience - to accommodate the practice of vrats to 

the exigencies of the modern world. 

Women's Views on the Origin of Vrats 

Toward the end of chapter two, two sets of views on 

the origin of the mass of Purana and Nibandha vratas were 

surveyed, one set arguing that these textual vratas were 

essentially constructed from Brahmanical literature, the 

other claiming that the texts borrowed rites from popular 

practices and 'brahmanized' them (with some of these rites 

remaining both current and 'unbrahmanized' to the present 

day). These views are largely reflected in the variety of 

opinions expressed by women I spoke with concerning the 

origin of vrats currently performed. 

9 One woman, Kamala, told me about her mother who, at age 
75, still fasts completely (nirjala) for each of the two dozen 
vrats that she performs each year. She has maintained this 
rigourous practice since she first started observing vrats as 
a young woman. Though Kamala had a rather complicated 
relationship with her mother, she spoke of her mother's 
'religiousness' and stamina with a mixture of pride and awe. 
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All women were agreed that the vrat tradition was very 

old, transmitted through countless generations. "Vrats were 

originally given by the gods," Sandhya asserted. "One finds 

them even in the epics." Vina said that "all vrats have 

been made on the basis of the pura~s," but their forms have 

deteriorated. Her daughter, Pratibha, agreed, explaining: 

"all vrats were originally sastric - but many have become 

corrupted over the centuries. Those with the original 

. '. stories (found ln the sastras) are more in their pure form." 

Gita, on the other hand, held the contrary view that all 

vrats "began from lokacar (popular practices) - they are not 

/- . 
sastrlC." While many women felt that all or most of the 

vrats that people observe are sastric (as Sarasvati, from an 

orthodox Brahman family put it, "because a pandit has to 

tell you how to observe it properly anyway, and he got that 

"-from the sastras fl
), others expressed a different viewpoint. 

A number of women said that certain vrats are definitely 

"laukik" and others definitely "~astric," and examples of 

b th . d d ' 0 , - • o were provl e. Most women understood "sastrlc" to 

10 Altogether, women listed 24 different vrats (or kinds 
of vrats, like "weekly") as being either sastric or laukik. 
Among these, five vrats ended up on both sides (i.e., 
different women named these five vrats as either sastric or 
laukik). Those that were designated most often as sastric 
tended to be the pan-Indian and annual 'family' vratsi e.g., 
EkadasI, purnima, Janmastami, Sivaratri and Ramnauii. Those 
that were named lauk1k tended to be ones that are 
traditionally associated with womeni e.g., Karva Cauth, Jivit
putrika, Har Cha~h and Bahula Cauth. Bina said laukik vrats 
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;'- . ,,-mean "based on the sastras"; "g~ven by the sastras," and 

many took laukik to mean "created out of someone's 

imagination." Snehalata explained laukik vrats this way: 

Sankat Cauth, Har Chath, Bahula Cauth, Karva Cauth -
these'are concocted. ·These depend on our successes . 
... How they get concocted is that somebody does a vrat 
and it is successful; (the person) gets what she wants. 
Then she says (to others), 'this is what you should do' 
- and the vrat is made popular. If I come on a 
Wednesday to Ga~esji and do a vrat, and I am successful 
in what I am asking for, then I will tell you how to 
perform the vrat and you may be successful too. 

Sarasvati felt that this process is exactly how the santo~I 

Ma Vrat (the only vrat which she labled "laukik") caught on. 

The santo~i M~ Vrat, she exclaimed, "came up like the wind 

and people caught on to it." Sarasvati does not give much 

credence to the kind of observances practised for the 

following kind of reasons, 'you have to do this (rite) 

otherwise something bad will happen to you.' "This sort of 

thing usually comes up when someone gets possessed by the 

Devii the person who gets possessed utters the threat 

(literally, fear) that if you don't do such and such, a bad 

11 thing will happen to you." 

Finally, several women, like 24 year-old Sudha, felt 

,,- . 
that any vrat can be observed in a laukik way or a sastr~c 

'- . are those which are local to the area, whereas sastr~c vrats 
"are those vrats observed allover India, like Mahalak~mI." 

11 However, Sarasvati was not finally certain about the 
status of the santosI Ma Vrat because she heard that some 
people had received good results from observing this vrat. 
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/_. . 
way. "All vrats can be sastrlc or lauklk," Archana 

explained, "because there are the descriptions of them in 

the ~astras, then family tradition and personal variations 

which add the laukik content." 
;-. . . 

In sastrlc vrats, An)all 

reflected, "the pandit does the puja and recites the katha, 

etc. In laukik vrats people perform (their own) puja-path . 
following their heart, and recite kahanis (stories) them-

selves." Anjali's comments summarize my own reading of the 

vrat landscape, as I shall discuss further in chapter six. 

Women's Views on the Issue of Entitlement 

In chapter two I discussed the issue of adhikhara 

(right or entitlement) to observe vratsi a topic that always 

concerned the Dharma~astra writers. While it was not a 

problematic issue for the women with whom I spoke in the 

,-
same way that it is in the sastras, there are several points 

of convergence between text and practice here. Most women 

readily asserted that anyone can observe a vrat, as the 

texts suggest. To this many added further comments such as: 

"even non-Hindus do," or, alternatively, "if you are a 

Hindu," again coinciding with the different opinions of the 

,-
Dharmasastras. 

other women qualified their affirmations that anyone 

can perform a vrat in one of three ways. In the first way 

the "can" was understood as "should," as in: "if you have 
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belief (visvas) in them"; "if you have the feeling in your 

heart"; "if there is a desire inside." Or, as Snehalata put 

it: "To me it doesn't matter. Anyone may do a vrat. God is 

one for everybody. Whoever has belief in these (vrats) ... 

whether they be a Hindu, a Muslim, a Christian ... it is no 

problem." In the view of these women, genuine faith in the 

deity to whom the vrat is directed, or belief in the 

efficacy of the ritual, is an essential prerequisite to the 

performance of a vrat. Otherwise the ritual would be 

meaningless, mere imitation. Anyone, then, who has such 

faith or conviction may perform a vrat. As noted in chapter 

four, Shyamdevi emphasized this, as did many other women. 

These sorts of statements again underscore the bhakti or 

devotional orientation of vrats, an orientation which, while 

present in the texts, has been particularly embraced by 

women. 

still other women interpreted the question of entitle-

ment to refer to the ability of specific individuals to 

perform vrats. Pratibha's comment reflects this view: 

Yes, anyone in the Hindu Dharm; people of all ;atis and 
anyone can observe. This depends on one's sakti and 
how much 'ability' [one has] in that. For example, in 
the Tlj vrat one starts the vrat without taking any 
water, but it depends on how much ability you have [to 
carry the vrat through to its conclusion]. 

Looking at the experience of her husband, and perhaps 

others, Pratibha saw that not all people who wanted to do 
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vrats or who started them were in fact able to carry them 

through to their conclusion. Although this is not strictly 

an issue of entitlement, the Dharmasastras in other places 

also acknowledge the varying "ability" that individuals may 

have to undertake fasts, and they stipulate acceptable 

concessions in the fasting requirements. Significantly, 

many men and women with whom I spoke seemed to think that 

women were more able to fast than men on a regular basis. 

The third way in which women I interviewed reflected on 

the issue of entitlement was in terms of the question "can 

anyone observe any vrat?" It was from this angle that 

Lakshmi commented that: 

EkadasI, Prado~, Amavasya, Pur~ima, Janma~tamr, 
Sivaratri, R~mnaumi - these vrats can be observed by 
all. But Karva Cauth, JIvit-putra and S~vitri Vrat -
all these are observed by women. And all other vrats 
anyone can do, whether they are male or female. For 
these there isn't any stricture against sex, age, etc. 

And Neerja, making even finer distinctions among the women's 

vrats, said: 

... only women can observe Karva Cauth, vat Savitri; 
girls do Candra Vrat (and) suraj Cauth. Some vrats can 
only be done by women with sons, for the sake of their 
sons, like Ahoi Vrat [Asok A~tamI]. widows with sons 
can observe these, but not others. 

As we have seen elsewhere, women themselves often readily 

make a firm (and usually consistent) distinction between 

what I have termed "familial vrats" which the whole family 

can observe (and some of which are also festivals often 
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connected to visits to temples and larger community 

celebrations), and then the "women's vrats," some of which 

are only for unmarried girls, some for married women, and 

some for mothers of sons. 12 

Lastly, I present Vina's response to my question; a 

response that anecdotally expressed her self-consciousness 

of 'outside perceptions' of Hindu women's rites: 

Anyone [can observe a vrat]. Believers in Hindu dharm 
keep vrats. They (vrats) won't catch on to the hearts 
of other people; it has come through the family 
traditions of Hindus (who) do (these things) with faith 
and devotion. Other people will think that all these 
things are useless. 'Outside' people will not do (these 
things). For example, on the second day of Dipavali we 
worship the Govardhan mountain (which we make out of 
cowdung) and in that we tuck in many small pieces of 
cotton and plant a small tree. When my daughter-in-law 
who is a reader at B.H.U. Medical College sawall this 
she was astonished and began saying, "What foolishness 
is all this? Can anyone really worship cowdung too?" 
When my daughter-in-law who is an Indian says such 
things then what will others and foreign people say? 
They won't believe it! 

Before leaving this section on "entitlement," I want to 

touch on the related question of "permission." Did women 

feel that they had to ask permission from their husband, 

other male relatives, or a pandit in order to observe a vrat 

as the ~astras stipulate? Most women felt that it was not 

necessary to ask permission, and they gave a variety of 

12 We will be examining the relationship of vrats to 
women's (maritally-defined) life cycle in chapter seven. 
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13 comments and explanations as to why this was so. "I 

never had to ask permission," exclaimed the elderly school 

mistress, Hardevi; "In my [natal] family we were all free." 

Dulari, a 56 year-old widowed Brahman, stated that "vrats 

are performed from personal inclination; it comes from the 

heart," (so permission from someone else is not needed). 

And Sudha, a 24 year-old well-educated single Brahman whose 

father had died a few years previously, explained that there 

are days for every god and so "it is not necessary to ask 

(permission or get instruction) from the pandit. For 

instance, I observe the Durga Vrat [every TueSday] for 

myself alone; it comes from the heart." Kiran, aged 

nineteen and newly married, said much the same thing as 

Sudha, adding that one could ask a pandit if one needed to 

know how to observe a particular vrat, "about the details of 

the vrat." But later, Kiran told me that her father had 

urged her to stop the few vrats she kept when she got 

married so as not to weaken her body (and possibly 

compromise her ability to get pregnant, which would reflect 

negatively on him) . 

Kiran's grandmother, whom I interviewed separately, 

13 Two thirds of the women I asked said "no," less than 
a third said "yes," and a couple of women said that it 
depended. McGee, who asked the same question of her 
respondents in Pune with the same intent, received virtually 
the same range of responses that I did in Banaras. [see McGee 
83-87] 
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told me that if the vrats follow the family tradition, it is 

not necessary to ask permission from one's husband or 

elders, but if (a woman) wanted to start a new vrat, she 

would have to ask first. This is probably because perform

ing a vrat takes up a woman's time and energy and may incur 

expenses that draw from the joint family's shared resources. 

For a young daughter-in-law in particular, the use of her 

valuable time and energy is usually strictly controlled by 

her elders. Even if the new vrat the woman wished to take 

up was to be directed to benefit others in the family, the 

time, energy and resources needed to observe the vrat would 

require that senior members of the family give their assent. 

As she got older and established her authority, permission 

would become perfunctory. And obviously, with respect to 

the vrats that members of the extended family are already 

keeping, permission is assumed. Indeed, as I discuss in 

chapter seven, the new daughter-in-law will be expected to 

take on the family's regularly kept vrats as a matter of 

course. 

An elderly Brahman woman, Sartarji, whose husband had 

beat her and from whom she is presently estranged said that 

she used to ask his permission to keep vrats "so that later 

he won't get angry and possibly upset the vrat." Here it 

was clear that Sartarji was not simply conforming to a 

traditional rule, but was trying to avoid the possible 
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negative practical consequences to herself and to her vrat 

if she acted alone or without his agreement. 

Finally, Premlata, who comes from a fairly traditional 

and well-to-do Brahman family, revealed something of her 

manipulative strategy with respect to her (late) husband 

when she answered: "From a pandit I don't believe it is 

necessary, but from my husband I certainly used to ask 

(permission to keep a vrat). And when he forbade it then I 

said that the Lord of lords [i.e. husbands] is God. He was 

religious minded so in the end he would agree with me. I 

kept some vrats even without asking him ... ", she ended with 

a smile. 

Vrats and Male Family Members 

I did not normally ask women specifically what vrats 

their fathers or husbands or brothers performed. Instead I 

asked the general question; "who in your family observes 

vrats?" Typically the reply was "all do," or "all the women 

do," but not infrequently a male family member was mentioned 

as well as the particular vrat(s) he did. Here, Krsna ... 
JanmastamI and Manasivaratri were cited most often: and .. 
among the weekly vrats the Tuesday Vrat was named the most 

frequently, with the occasional mention of other weekday 

vrats, excepting Friday and Wednesday ones. Neerja, for 
oJ 

example, said that all family members observe Janmastami and 
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Sivaratri, and that "father also sometimes does Srava~ 

Somvar. My oldest brother always keeps the Mangalvar Vrati 

and second oldest brother sometimes does the Somvar Vrat." 

She then went on to the much lengthier list of the vrats 

that her female family members kept. 

Lakshmi commented that everyone observes vrats in her 

family, but some keep one vrat, and others keep another. 

For example, my son observed Hanumanji Vrat on Tuesdays 
[for his studies]. When he started to (leave horne) 
then I said, 'son, now you must give up the vrat 
because alone it will be difficult for you to do the 
vrat properly. 

Keeper of the hearth and the vrat tradition in her 

household, Lakshmi was anxious that her son in his juvenile 

(and perhaps masculine) ignorance of these matters would 

compromise the vrat, at the very least by not knowing how to 

prepare the requisite fasting foods. He said he would stop. 

This attitude towards men's performance of vrats is not 

unusual. As we saw in chapter three, Sarasvati was also 

concerned about her son's ability to keep a weekly vrat. 

Even though he was already seventeen at the time of our 

meeting, she was still not prepared to pass the vrat on to 

him, SUbmitting that he may still not "understand its 

significance." It is clear that women view the performance 

of a vrat as a very serious matter. A vrat must be done 

properly or not at all. Pratibha, too, felt obliged to take 

on the vrat that had been prescribed for her husband when he 
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began to be delinquent in its performance. Since the vrat 

had been prescribed, she feared the consequences of its not 

being continued to its conclusion. 

Aside from a certain possessiveness that Hindu women 

seem to feel about the vrat tradition, these examples 

demonstrate women's pressing sense of responsibility for the 

mental and physical health and safety of family members. As 

Veena, a 22 year-old woman married to one of the sons of a 

large joint family, positively and succinctly put it: "women 

do the protection of their families." When vrats are 

prescribed to husbands (as in Pratibha's case) or to sons 

(Lakshmi and Sarasvati) it is the wife or mother who takes 

it upon herself to ensure that the vrat is properly 

performed (or not prematurely abandoned) so that it will 

help bring about the desired state of affairs. 14 

When I asked Annapurna, a 40 year-old and illiterate 

married Brahman, if men could observe women's vrats, she 

replied that men could observe all the vrats that women do 

if they had time or were inclined to. She then cited as 

proof some of the men (mostly relatives) she knew who 

observed vrats. The conversation continued: 

(Anne) So men can observe vrats in the same way that 

14 The vrat, however, may be just one element, albeit an 
important one, in an arsenal of remedies. Such an arsenal may 
include the use of amulets, herbs, stones, and other remedies 
of which women avail themselves. 
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women do? 
(Annapurna) Yes, they can. For instance women have 
their monthly 'dharm' [period], so men can do the vrat . 
••. My maternal grandfather and maternal uncle observed 
prad09 Vrat. My father-in-law used to do the Monday 
Vrat. Any man or woman can do a vrat. My grandfather 
and uncle both also used to observe Dvitlya Vrat, Ga~es 
Cauth, Lalahi Chath. If a child has no mother than a 
man can do the vrats. He should do them. 

The LalahI vrat is in fact normally a woman's vrat done for 

the sake of children; but in this woman's maternal family 

some of the men had conjointly observed vrats with their 

wives for the sake of their children. Among the women I 

spoke with about this matter, this practice was considered 

unusual, but not strange or preposterous. Some vrat 

observances require the joint participation of husband and 

wife. For example, Lolark Chath (Bhadrapad bright 6), . 
considered by many Banarsis I spoke with to be a "country

folk" (de~i-log) vrat, requires that husband and wife 

together make the pilgrimage to Lolarka Kund in Banaras, 

bathe together in the kund with sari tied to dhoti, make --.-. 
offerings to Surya, and fast for the sake of obtaining sons. 

Alternatively, these things may be performed in gratitude 

for having obtained a son in the previous year and to seek 

such blessings for the son's continued well-being. 

Nevertheless, as Shyamdevi emphasized, men simply do 

not do many vrats, and certainly not many in comparison to 

women. "Menfolk keep Sivaratri," she explained, "and when 

they do 'kanya-dan' [gifting their daughter the bride] then 
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men keep vrats. The father does it. If the father does not 

keep it then the brother can do it or the father's brother 

can." She continued: 

If a child is born womenfolk are in bed for a full 
twelve days, if not for about a month and a half - so 
men can observe their [the women's] vrat(s) [during 
this time]. They are eligible, but they don't usually 
do it. 

[Anne] But if some man is in trouble, what does he do? 

[Shyamdevi] Well, men may also keep doing [rites]. 
Are! they are growing a beard? some trouble is there; 
they decide they have some problem; they will do some 
puja. When the problem is solved then they will shave; 
or, if men have problems, they will do puja in the 
temple. 

[Anne] So the wife does the vrat for him. 
[Shyamdevi] Yes, it is like that (yah hai). 

Snehalata agreed that men can and do keep vrats, but the 

difference was that men keep vrats "for God," "for mok~a," 

not for the sake of their families as women do. According 

to Snehalata, this is not their role and is not expected of 

them, "though they are capable." 

Leaving Vrats 

Women offered a number of reasons for giving up certain 

or even all vrats that they had been keeping. One woman 

stopped her weekly vrat when she got married because she 

knew she would have to begin several others in her new horne 

and she did not want to overburden herself. Another said 

that she had been observing the Purnima Vrat for her own 
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benefit, but stopped it when she had children, because she 

needed to start new vrats for their sake. In both these 

cases vrats that were kept for the benefit of the women 

themselves (for personal reasons) were given up in favour of 

taking on vrats for the sake of others. Some women said 

they had to end certain of their vrats because there was too 

much household work to do. Other women said the objective 

or desire (kamana) of the particular vrat had been fulfilled 

and so the vrat could be formally ended. Responses that 

pinpointed the fulfillment of a specific objective as the 

reason for stopping a vrat were offered almost exclusively 

in the context of the discussion of a weekday vrat or the 

santo~i Ma Vrat. Several widows said they stopped some of 

their vrats (those specifically slated for saubhagya) when 

their husbands died. The most frequently mentioned reason 

for giving up vrats, however, was poor health. 

There are also circumstances under which a vrat should 

not be observed. Bajanti told me that she had to leave the 

Ganes Cauth Vrat (for sons) because she had inadvertently 

eaten on the day the vrat was to be observed. She explained 

that once her mother was in hospital and (while staying with 

her) Bajanti could not find out when the vrat was, and so 

she ate food, thereby breaking the fast. She felt that she 

could not start this vrat again because it would be 
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inauspicious. Usha stated that, "When someone in the family 

dies on a tyauhar or vrat day then the family will cease to 

observe the festival or vrat for the rest of their lives, 

unless a son happens to be born on that very day." The 

birth of a son is such an auspicious occasion that it will 

reverse any misfortune associated with a particular day 

previously so tarnished. In corroboration, Bimla mentioned 

that "around here no one can observe a vrat on the fifth 

(tithi) ... because my brother-in-law's son died on that 

day." Other women spoke about being unable to observe vrats 

for varying numbers of days immediately following child

birth, or following a death ("for thirteen days"). These 

periods of impurity, referred to in Sanskrit as sutaka 

asauca and sava asauca respectively, do not break the vrat, 

but they do postpone its performance. 

vrats, Menses, Illness, and Proxies 

The injunctions regarding women performing any ritual 

during times of "impurity" (Le., menses or childbirth) are 

elaborated at length in the Dharmasastras, as are the 

stipulations regarding the use of and the authority to be a 

proxy (pratinidhi). Generally, if a vrat that a woman has 

been keeping comes during the time of her menses, she may 

observe the fast and other self-restraints, but must refrain 

from performing a puja, going near the place of puja, or 
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giving dana. In short, a woman is to avoid any part of the 

vrata in which her polluted state can be adversely 

transferred. 15 

A few women said they could not do the vrat at all if 

menstruating; they would take it up again later. Most said 

they would continue with the fast, but they could not do the 

puja, some adding: nor touch the murti or any religious 

book, or the tUlsI plant, or go to the temple. "But you 

would still receive the full merit," Sandhya affirmed. 

shyamdevi's niece, Lakshmi, was the only woman who thought 

menstruation should not make any difference: "We can do 

puja during menstruation time - after all, these things are 

given by the gods and the goddesses are women, aren't 

th ?" 16 ey. 

For most women sickness did not seem to compromise the 

vrat either. "If (I was) really sick," said 26 year-old 

15 See McGee (110-120) for a discussion of these textual 
stipulations. with reference to the texts McGee concludes 
that (115) "Thus states of unavoidable impurity caused by such 
events as birth, death and menstruation do not break a vrata." 
And she adds: "This opinion supports my belief that the 
efficacy of a vrata is not based merely on the fulfillment of 
ritual actions (ex opere operato), but is largely credited to 
the right intentions of the votary." Nevertheless, it is 
clear that ritual purity is still a prerequisite at least for 
the performance of the vrat puja. 

16 McGee (see her chapter six) found that most of the 
women she interviewed in Pune kept the fast when me~truating, 
but did not perform the puja, and other actions potentially 
capable of transferring pollution. 
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Sandhya, "I will leave the vrat and start again later, no 

problem." "If sick, and I needed to drink medicine (during 

the vrat) that would be all right," Chandralekha, aged 35, 

reflected. And indeed, the texts do allow "ausadha" . 
(medicine) during a vrat. Lastly, nineteen year-old Kiran 

who, like many women, was not familiar with the detailed 

injunctions of the texts, nor in her case was she particu-

larly concerned about what the pandits might say, stated 

matter-of-factly: "If one is sick and can't finish or do the 

vrat properly, Bhagwan will not get angry, he will 

understand." 

According to the Dharma§~stras, vratas (though not 

prayascittas) may be practised through a proxy. "The 

performance of a vrata," the Agnipurarya (chap.128) says, 

"may be delegated to one's son in the case of ill health." 

other texts say that a sUbstitute for a vrata could be a 

wife, husband, elder sister, brother, pupil, purohita, and a 

. d 17 frlen . Some texts insist that the proxy be a Brahman. 

But whoever the proxy, the votary still reaps the fruit or 

merit of the vrata, if the vrata is nitya or naimittika. 

While women generally agreed that a votary could use a 

proxy to complete the worship portion of a vrat if she was 

17 See Kane (54); also McGee (chap.6). In my sample, 
husbands were mentioned most often as substitutes, followed by 
Brahman women or girls, and then by other male family members. 
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menstruating or was otherwise incapacitated, most seemed to 

18 think that this was unnecessary. Forty-one year-old 

Bajanti, from an orthodox Brahman family, informed me that: 

"You can't leave the vrat (if sick); you may use (your) 

husband as a substitute; if he can't, then a kanya 

(prepubescent girl) will do. ,,19 Annapurna, a middle-aged 

poor Brahman woman commented that, "A husband should be the 

first sUbstitute. If not then another Brahman woman who is 

more respected than me, or girl (kumari or virgin) can do 

it. (But) I have not done this; despite illness I always 

keep a vrat. Once started I don't want it to stop." 

Whether one uses a sUbstitute or completes the fast and puja 

even when sick, the majority of women interviewed asserted 

that "not completing a vrat [when one can] is very 

inauspicious." 

In this chapter, we have seen that there are many 

points of convergence between the dharma§astric presentation 

of the vrata tradition and women's practice of vrats. Women 

view vrats as strongly connected to dharm; both as an 

expression of personal religious obligations and of faith. 

18 Less than a third of the women I questioned had 
actually used a proxy. 

19 Prepubescent girls are ritually equivalent to Brahmans; 
as pre-menarche virgins, they are "pure" and so not likely to 
sully the vrat in any way. 
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Because of their ritual and spiritual context, vrats are 

distinguished from mere fasting (upavas), and because of the 

self-sacrifice (principally in the form of non-eating) and 

discipline required in vrats, they are distinguished from 

festivals. Some women located differences among vrats 

principally in their differential fasting requirements, and 

differences among individuals or group vrat observers in 

terms of their varying ability to fast. Indeed, many women 

and men I spoke with felt that women as a group were more 

20 able to fast than men as a group. Unlike the Dharma-

1-sastras, women made a point of associating vrats with women; 

this was contrasted with the situation obtained in 

festivals, which do not have gender-exclusive associations. 

Coincident with the Dharmasastras, women felt that 

anyone could perform a vrat (even non-Hindus) provided that 

he or she did so with genuine conviction. But, contrary to 

the stipulation of the texts, most women felt that taking 

permission to observe vrats from pandits or husbands was not 

necessary. Women usually followed their own heart on this 

matter, assuming that husbands would not forbid it. In 

20 As the anthropologist, R. S. Khare, admitted: "Actually, 
women pursue more varied forms of fasting and practice greater 
austerity on more occasions in feeding themselves than men 
under the spiritual fasts. They go without salt, without 
ghee, without oil, without 'plough-grown' ••• rice, without milk 
and milk-products, and sometimes without any food or drink for 
twenty-four hours or even more." (The Hindu Hearth and Home, 
Durham: Carolina Academic Press, 1976, 149.) 
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fact, if anyone were to be asked, it would be the mother-in

law, the person with the real authority over the daughter

in-law. The vast majority of women I spoke with did take 

the guidelines governing their worship practices during 

periods of impurity very seriously: avoiding puja while 

menstruating, for example. A number of reasons were offered 

by women for giving up all or certain of the vrats they had 

been keeping. Fufillment of the vrat's purpose, overwork 

and especially ill-health were prominent among these 

reasons. Many married women expressed a marked sense of 

obligation to continue with their regular vrats whenever 

possible; especially those specifically related to the 

maintenance of familial well-being. 

The social and ideological background contributing to 

this sense of obligation that many women apparently feel for 

the vrats directed to husbands and children will be examined 

in chapter seven. First, in our efforts to understand the 

form and workings of a vrat, I turn to the individual 

components that constitute this rite. 



CHAPTER SIX 

PRECEPT AND PRACTICE: FEATURES IN THE PERFORMANCE OF A 

Preceding chapters have included a number of brief 

descriptions of various vrats that women perform in Banaras. 

This chapter examines the mechanics of vrat procedure in 

greater detail. Eight features, at least some of which are 

common to all vrats, will be discussed with reference both 

to the precepts laid out in the pura~as and Nibandhas, and 

to women's actions in their performance of vrats (the 

practice).' The chapter will conclude with a fairly 

detailed description and analysis of two of the most com-

monly performed women's vrats in Banaras: Haritalika or 

"Tlj," conventionally observed by women for saubhagya 

(marital felicity and the long life of husbands); and Jivit-

putrika Vrat or "Jiutiya," observed by married women for the 

sake of their children. 

Before discussing individual features, I want briefly 

to address two related issues. The first issue concerns the 

1 Each of these 'features' can be elaborated at length, 
both from textual sources and from anthropological research. 
I indicate through footnotes where some of this work has 
already been done. 
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possibility of inventing a vrat or significantly modifying 

its procedure; the second issue concerns what is essential 

to the content of a vrat. 

In order to get a sense of the malleability of vrat 

procedures in the eyes of the women votaries, I asked women 

whether they thought one could invent a vrat or modify its 

procedures. The great majority of women emphatically 

responded that one cannot simply "make up" a vrat. "Those 

rules (niyam) which have been made," Lakshmi explained, "to 

those we must give respect." Vina agreed that one cannot 

perform a puja to a method made up in one's own mind. "The 

rules which have been made in olden times through the 

1'-Dharmasastras - by those very rules (vidhi) [vratsJ are 

observed; otherwise it will be fruitless." Vina then added, 

"Sometimes there will be bad effects [from not doing vrat 

puja in the proper manner]. There won't be any merit." 

"You can choose which vrats you want to observe or a pandit 

will advise, but you can't make up new rules," said 

Premlata. " ... one has to follow established rules and 6udh 

(proper or pure) practice." 

The few women, like Pratibha, who felt that one could 

change a vrat understood the question in terms of 

modification. "One can modify existing [rules] to our 

'convenience'." Since Pratibha had lived in different parts 

of the country she could not always do things the way she 
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had done them before, and she did not have her extended 

family around with whom she could consult. She felt less 

. ~-strongly about the flxedness of the Dharmasastra rules than 

most other women I interviewed. Usha, a married Brahman in 

her twenties, also initially responded, "Yes, why not?" to 

which my research assistent, Kalpana, queried: "If you were 

to offer vegetables instead of sweets, could this be done?" 

"No," Usha replied, "that can't be done. No, according to 

our own hearts, no; but we do what is both in the 6astras 

and in our families." The.n she went on to elaborate how one 

vrat observed in her maike (natal family) differed in 

procedure from the way she encountered the same vrat being 

observed in her sasural (husband's family's home). Usha's 

response stemmed from her awareness of the possible differ-

ences between one family and another, between village and 

city, and between less orthodox and more orthodox practices. 

I believe that these women, both those who felt that 

one could not change a vrat and those who accepted varying 

degrees of procedural modification, were responding to dual 

messages from the textual tradition that have permeated 

conventional practice. One message comes from the late 

vedic and early Smrti literature and says that the effica-• 
ciousness of a ritual depends precisely on the exactitude 

with which one follows every detail of established method, 

with possible perilous consequences ensuing from any 
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mistakes made. The other message emerges in the Purana and • 
Nibandha literature and it says flexibility in ritual 

implements and procedures is permissible when taking into 

account the votary's circumstances, resources and inten-

tions. Such SUbstitutions and modifications, of course, are 

usually carefully prescribed, and the texts would seem to 

assume that a specialist (priest or pandit) would be over-

seeing the ritual. In the Sanskrit textual vrata 

descriptions the formula, "if not that (e.g., gold murti) 

than this (silver or clay murti)" is often given at the end 

of the vidhi (rubrics) description for each item or action 

for which substitution is permitted. 

Neither in the textual tradition nor in practice, then, 

is there a standard method strictly defined for the correct 

observance of a vrat. The authors of the Sanskrit and 

vernacular texts on vratas reflect their own regional 

practices; but, aware of other possibilities, they sometimes 

furnished alternative methods. Women were also aware, as we 

saw in chapter five, that the same vrat could be performed 

in different ways. 

In her dissertation, McGee has noted the difficulty in 

generalizing about the basic ritual components and form of 

vratas and her solution is to single out a "vrata pradh5na" 

(central feature) for each vrat she describes. She observes 

that each vrata seems to have one, sometimes two procedural 



elements which stand out as the central characteristic of 

that vrata. In one case it is the upavasa (the fast); in 

another it is the puja; in another it is the katha or a 

special snana (ritual bath) which is the foremost (or the 

distinctive) feature of that vrata. 
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When looking at the textual vrata descriptions one can 

often pick out the pradhana as that which the text pays most 

attention to in its description. In practice, the pradhana 

is not always obvious from observation. One must ask the 

votary what she considers to be the most important feature 

of that particular vrat. Although I did not in fact ask 

this specific question of the women I interviewed, some 

women offered statements that seem to support the idea of a 

vrat pradhan for at least some of the vrats which are 

observed. One woman, for example, told me that, "on the 

Somvati Amavasya day the snan (ritual bath) is the most 

important" (element of the vrat) • 

Possibly because there are different vrat pradhans for 

different vrats, the women I interviewed found my question, 

"what is the central feature of a vrat?" too general. Even 

when I prompted "the sankalp?, the pilja.?, the fast?," the 

responses were usually short or simply affirmative of 

whatever I suggested. Several women refused to say of vrats 

in general that one feature was of central importance, or 

more important than another. However, in analyzing the 
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longer responses, "faith" or "belief" emerged as pivotal 

because it provided the impetus for or made sense of all the 

other ritual components. Several women also singled out the 

puja as being very important, which is understandable as the 

vrat puja is the primary ritual form of the votary's 

devotional expression. I now turn to an examination of the 

sankalp, the puja and other features that may be included in 

the performance of a vrat. 

(1) The Vrat Sahkalp 

One of the first ritual components of the vrat is the 

sahkalpa. 2 A sankalpa is the formalized rite of self-

identification - uttering the full details of one's 

lineage - and the statement of intention. The historian of 

religion C. Diehl, in his important work on Hindu ritual, 

explained that the sankalpa "preserves to the karma (ritual 

act) a character of efficient instrument (the formulation of 

the 'intention' comprises also the result the worshipper has 

in mind), even if surrendered to the will and pleasure of 

[the deity].,,3 According to the nibandhakara Devala, "If 

no sankalpa is made the person secures very little benefit 

2 Technically, it is preceded by the svastivacana (the 
"benediction"), the karmarambha (the "commencement of the 
rite"), and the snana (the ritual bath). 

3 C.Diehl, Instrument and Purpose (Lund: C.W.K.Gleerup, 
1956),85. 
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from the vrata and half the merit is lost.,,4 

Ordinarily, the votary is to perform the sankalpa on 

the morning of the first day of the vrata, after bathing. 

The vrataraja (p.S) quotes the method of vrata sankalpa as 

described in the Mahabnarata as follows: "After observing a 

fast [i.e., before breakfast] the wise should make a 

sankalpa facing north and holding a copper vessel full of 

water [with the right hand. But,] Those who have no copper 

vessel may make a sankalpa with just cupped hands full of 

water." The sankalpa is to be declared before the sun, 

other deities or a Brahman priest. "In the morning before 

taking food, and after bathing and acamana (ritually sipping 

water three times), one should offer water to Surya and 

5 other gods, and then one may start the vrata." 

Most of the Purana vrata descriptions do not actually 

state the contents of the sankalpa for a particular vrata, 

probably because there were regular formulas used. Under

scoring their devotional orientation, some of the Pura~a 

sankalpas found in the context of particular vrata descrip

tions require the votary to express his or her realization 

that the desired results are ultimately dependent on the 

beneficence or grace of the deity. For example: 

4 Devala quoted in Kane, Sl. 

5 Devala, cited in the Vrataraja, p.9. 
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I salute Narayaqa, I throw myself under your 
protection. On the Ekadasl day, I shall keep a fast 
and worship Narayaqa and keep a vigil at night, have a 
bath early in the morning (i.e. on the dvadasi day) and 
make an oblation of [ghee) to [Agni). Pundarikak~a, I 
shall, with mind controlled, eat rice cooked with milk, 
with a few good Brahmans. May that be fulfilled by thy 
grace, without any obstruction. 

Among the women I interviewed, I soon discovered that 

the term sankalp as a ritual was usually understood in one 

or the other of two general ways: (1) as just described in 

the texts - the formal statement of self-identification 

and/or intent made by the votary at the commencement of the 

vrat; or (2) as a rite connected with dan (gifting) 

performed either at the end of the vrat, or (as a separate 

ritual) during Ganga-snan, or during a sponsored katha (as 

in the satyanarayary-Katha).7 Both forms usually involve the 

presence of a Brahman priest or pandit, but not necessarily. 

Before I give examples of these two practices of the 

ritual sankalp, it is worth noting what Lakshmi said about 

the whole point of the sankalp as resolve. She emphasized 

that making a sankalp was important for all vrats. "For the 

sankalp, before doing any vrat, I take the decision in my 

mind that, 'I must do this work/action (karm). Today, by 

6 Because Ekadasl is usually a nitya rite for Vai9~avas, 
no references to particular desires are made in this sankalpa. 

7 This is the second meaning given for "sankalp" in the 
Chaturvedi and Tiwari Hindi-English dictionary (1978, p.756), 
viz. "sankalp karna - to resolve; to gift away". 
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performing the vrat, I should worship this god.' When we 

have made the decision in our own mind then we do the l2Yli." 

Lakshmi further explained that it is not necessary to make 

the resolve in front of a deity (murti): 

one does it in one's mind. This much is enough. After 
observing the vrat when the udyapan [final ending 
ceremony] is being done then it is because of the 
resolve that one has completed it. For example [take] 
the Haritalika Vrat - in this one fasts, performs puja, 
and then breaks the vrat - all these one does 
successfully because of the resolve. When our resolve 
is carried out then we will fast as long as 24 hours. 
We won't drink water for 24 hours, so the resolve for 
each vrat is essential. 

For Lakshmi, the formal ~astric sankalpa had no place in her 

vrat observance. Clearly, however, she viewed the making of 

a mental resolve as psychologically crucial to the success-

ful completion of the rite, though not, of course, a 

guarantor of its fruition. 

Rani, an elderly Brahman, summarizes the current uses 

and meanings of the term sankalp: 

In this (one says) one's name, gotra, and one says: '0 
Lord Vi9~u - I am keeping your vrat.' Taking (some) 
Ganga-jal, aksat, and flowers (in the hand) one 
releases them while saying the name of God. For all 
vrats the sankalp is necessary. (It) solemnizes the 
vrat - because of that (vow) you are bound to fulfill 
it. (But,) we also do sankalp with dan-daksina; in 
feeding Brahmans (during some special occasion) there 
is also sankalp. And, if in the name of your 
(deceased) grandmother you serve a meal - in that there 
is sankalp too. In the fortnight of ~raddh [first half -, . 
of the month of Asvln] one remembers the names of one's 
ancestors - and then do dan. All these (practices) are 
called sankalp. 

Rani did not say whether a Brahman priest had to be present 
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in the first 'traditional' example of sankalp; but certainly 

for others who described sankalp in this form a priest was 

required. For instance, Bina said: 

For those vrats in which a pandit must come - e.g., 
Pur~ima, Mahalaksmi, ~~i Pancami, Satyanarayap - a 
sankalp is done.' It is said by the pandit and I repeat 
some of it (when told). Water and flowers are put in 
the right hand and offered (to the deity); one's name, 
family and gotra are said, as well as the name of the 
vrat and the reason for doing it, plus mantras. 

Another elderly woman, sartarji, who had kept some seventeen 

vrats in her life wanted to explain to me why she had not 

done a formal sankalp: "You need a pakka [proper] Brahman to 

do formal sankalp and one was not easily available to do 

these things in my village (Azamgarh)." So, she had not 

bothered to engage a Brahman priest for such a purpose even 

when she moved to Banaras, and simply kept a mental resolve 

for her votive rites. 

The following accounts exemplify the second main 

understanding of the ritual sankalp; i.e., sankalp connected 

with dan-daksina at the end of a vrat or part of a ritual --- . 
like Ganga-snan. Lelauti described her performance of 

sankalp this way: 

... after doing the TIj vrat (I go) to the bank of the 
Ganga (and offer) flour, rice, dal, vegetables, spicy 
salt, sweets and money - following my own peace 
[=whatever it takes to make me feel satisfied], and 
perform the sankalp. Then I return home and eat and 
drink a little. One can do a sankalp every day after 
(taking) Ganga-snan (as a spiritually meritorious act). 

Shyamdevi offered these comments on sankalp: 
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During Nauratri we people perform the sankalp in the 
house. We bring pure, good ghee and light a fire. We 
mix ghee, barley, black sesame and rice, (offer it) and 
ask (the goddess) for blessings. The pandit community 
do a lot of sankalp [for their clients], but we do it 
at home ... We will offer a garland for Ganga Mar to one 
very poor Brahman. I gave one sari, and a petticoat 
[for the wife of a Brahman] on the bank of the 
Ganga .... In Satyanaraya~ [katha] too there is sankalp. 
When the pyjg takes place then at the (specified) time 
for offering the sankalp (we) straight away give to the 
pandit rice, dal, wheat flour, and money - half a 
rupee. In Pur~ima it is necessary to give to the 
pandit - (no matter) how rich he may be and how poor we 
may be - still we have to give something. 

Shyamdevi's niece also said that she will take sankalp at 

the time of going for Ganga-snan. She will give the priest 

some paise (coins), he will say some mantras and put water 

in her hand. She will bathe and afterwards he will put 

sandalwood paste on her forehead (as a blessing). This 
, 

action is necessary she said on the Ramnaumi, Sivaratri, TIj 

and Ekada~r Vrat days, but optional for other vrats. 

Some women felt that making a formal sankalp was not 

necessary for any vrat, while others made distinctions among 

those vrats which required such a sankalp and those which 

did not. Among those who made distinctions, the most 

commonly held opinion was that 'regular' or 'family' vrats 

(one woman referred to them as "nitya") did not require a 

sankalp because these are to be performed for one's whole 

life. Those vrats which one took up to achieve a specific 

and personal end, and which were perhaps time limited, 

however, did require a ritual resolve - to formalize the 
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pact, as it were, between votary and deity. Snehalata 

referred to these latter as the "kamana vrats." "Those 

which are family vrats," she continued, "don't require a 

sankalp. We just know that this is the 'fruit-bearing ' day 

for this particular vrat." 

In the end, women were agreed on the point that by 

taking a sankalp, one's determination to follow through on 

the rite is strengthened; that if a sankalp is made, the 

vrat has to be finished; and that making a formal or even 

informal resolve, binds one to follow the rite to its 

conclusion, at the risk of inviting serious negative 

consequences to oneself or to others if one intentionally 

breaks the vow. 

(2) The Vrat puja 

As the central ritual expression of worship and 

devotion, deva-puja is at the heart of theistic Hinduism. 

"The purpose of puja," explained the thoughtful and pious 

Brahman patriarch of a family I was visiting, "is to bring 

us closer to God - by purifying ourselves and creating an 

atmosphere of good feeling (bhavana) .... God is not himself 

affected by puja - we are. Its purpose is to transform us." 

He went on to say that there are different pujas for differ

ent occasions, and while the method may vary from puja to 

puja and person to person, all pujas have certain elements 
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in common, namely, the upadiras ("attendances," see below) . 

A puja of some sort to the deity(ies) is mentioned 

either specifically or vaguely in virtually all the Pura~a 

and Nibandha vrata descriptions. The puja can be elaborate 

and expensive and comprise a major part of the vrata or it 

may involve a simple procedure like offering flowers to an 

image of the deity. The practice of devapuja (the worship 

of images kept in the home) was first recognized and 

described by Sm~ti texts in the first few centuries of the 

Common Era. DevapUja gradually took over the vedic homa 

ritual - offering ghee into the consecrated home fire as an 

8 oblation to the gods. Whereas by this period homa with 

vedic mantras could not be performed by women and Shudras, 

devapuja could be performed by all. Gonda argues that "the 

Hindu devapuja originally and essentially is an invocation, 

reception and entertainment of God as a royal guest. In its 

full form it normally consists of sixteen 'attendances' 

- 9 (upacara)." Many of these upacaras were originally 

offered to Brahmans who had been invited to officiate at a 

8 Homa is one of the five daily yajnas to be performed by 
a Brahmana. On devapuja see Kane, Vol. II, 705-712. For one 
of the earliest descriptions of devapuja (from the 
Visnudharmasutra) see Kane, 11:726-27 . . . 

9 Gonda, Visnuism and Sivaism, 77 • . . 
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vedic ceremony such as a sraddha (funeral rite). 10 

The upadiras 

There are various opinions among the sm~ti-Nibandha 

authors concerning the number of upacaras and their order of 

ff . l' o erlng. The following describes some of the most com-

mon upacaras. In footnotes I have included explanatory 

comments which I received from "panditji" (a middle-aged 

Brahman preceptor from Lucknow). The first upacara is 

usually avahana (invocation) or svagat (reception) of the 

deity, signalled by ringing a bell, blowing a conch or 

beating a drum. Next comes asana - providing a cushion for 

the deity to sit on and padya - washing the deity's 

(murti's) feet. Water is used throughout a puja. "It is 

the symbol and means of purification, physical and mental," 

said panditji. It is used in the rite of arghya: sprinkling 

pure water on the deity/murti; and for acamana: sipping 

water three times, and for snana: bath/ablution. 12 

10 Kane, Vol.II, 730. Down through the centuries the 
formal honouring of any guest (atithi ptija) was (and is) 
considered a sacred duty incumbent on all householders. 

11 Anything from one to 38 are mentioned, though five and 
sixteen are the most common numbers cited. 

12 Panditji also said this, among other things, about the 
significance of water: "Water cools, calms and refreshes - so 
should we be to ourselves and to others. And water always 
returns to its source - so it is the natural path from the 
self to God." 
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Following this, the deity is clothed (vastra)i and anointed 

with unguents (anulepana) or perfumes (sugandha). Also 

pleasing in fragrance, dhupa (incense) and candan 

(sandalwood) may be offered, followed by puspa: flowers or . 
malas (garlands). Earthen lamps with ghee and cotten wicks 

d- I' 13 d . d k d k d f d (~) are lt , an nalve va: coo e or uncoo e 00, 

14 usually sweets, are offered. Rice is frequently used in 

the puja and is thought to have a number of symbolic 

meanings. It is considered the basic foodi "an essential 

part of life;" as anna or "grain" it has "the power to 

satisfy a human being." Ak~at, or "not destroyable" 

(unhusked) rice, is the most commonly used kind of rice in 

pujas. Important among the last upacaras are pradak~ina: 

circumambulation of the image; arati: circling lamps in 

front of the murti, 15 and namaskara: salutation. Some 

13 "A lamp emits light all around, glvlng clarity while 
destroying itself. We too should sacrifice ourselves while 
giving light to others. The thoughts, especially desires, are 
the oil which is burned up to 'free' us to give to others." 

14 "God should be offered the best foods - foods that are 
beautifully cooked and beautifully presented in the best 
vessels as symbols of our devotion. Sweet things are 
especially appropriate because they represent the quality of 
madhu (honey) - the sweetest bhavana." "God does not actually 
eat the foods, but in the act of offering, they are infused 
with God's blessings." 

15 "Three rounds are offered to Lord Siva, and five rounds 
to Lord Vi~~u. When performing aratI one should trace (in the 
air with the lamps) the figure of aum in front of the murti -
between its chest and head. 
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texts suggest that if only one upacara can be offered by the 

devotee, he may use flowers alone. 16 

Only a few of these upacaras are normally named in 

individual Pura~a vrata descriptions. Bathing the deity 

• ."" ,.. 17 (Wlth ghee, water, mllk, pancagavyam and/or pancamrta ), . 
anointing the image with sandalpaste or perfumes, and 

offering the deity flowers, incense, sandalwood and food 

(milk, ghee, sesame, rice, fruits, sweets) are the most 

commonly mentioned items in connection with the devapuja. 

They are also the "attendances" which women most commonly 

offer in their daily pujas and during their vrat 

observances. 

In current practice vrat pujas are not normally compli-

cated, though again, there is a range from the exceedingly 

simple procedure of dripping water from a lo~a (small pot) 

on to a tUlsi plant with a few prayers, to far more detailed 

16 Kane, Vol. II, 730. There are, however, detailed rules 
about the use of flowers, as with other upacara items. The 
Visnudharmasutra (66.5-9) "prescribes that flowers emitting an 
overpowering smell or having no smell whatever are not to be 
used, nor flowers of thorny plants unless the flowers are 
white and sweetly fragrant ... " (Quoted in Kane, ibid.,732-3). 
There are different grades in the merit of offering certain 
flowers, and these grades depend on the deity to whom they are 
offered. 

17 The pandit (above) referred to pahcagavyam (cow urine 
and dung, ghee, milk, curd) as the "soap" used to bathe the 
deity and pancamrt (ghee, curd, milk, honey, sugar) as the 
"rinse". Each items of these two mixtures is separately added 
and "charged" by mantras. 
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and time-consuming pujas. These more complicated pujas may 

be ones over which a pandit presides, complete with 

upacaras, homa (dripping ghee into the sacred fire) or havan 

(pouring a mixture of herbs into the fire - both rites 

accompanied by vedic mantras); complex pujas may also be 

presided over by women themselves and have little to do with 

sastric prescriptions. 

Essentially, the pujas that women do both on a regular 

basis in their homes or during their vrat observances are 

considered by themselves or by the orthodox as "devotional" 

or "pural)ic," that is, as non-vedic. When Mataji, the 65 

year-old wife of a local pujari, and other women (usually, 

but not only, from observant Brahman families) told me such 

things as "ladies are not allowed to do puja" nor "touch the 

puja place," or "women can't do arati nor touch the murtis," 

or "women ordinarily do not have the authority for havan," 

or "women can't say mantras," they are referring to the 

strictures governing women's involvement in vedic rituals 

laid down by conservative pandits many centuries ago. Some 

women, I . k M t .. t k th t . t . I 18 1 e a aJ1, a e ese s r1c ures ser10us y. 

18 Mataj i' s husband is the priest of a small Lak~mi
Narayal) temple. He performs the twice daily puja to the 
temple's murtis and Mataji helps him out by, for instance, 
holding the pot as he sprinkles water on the images. She 
prepares all the puja items and later carefully cleans the 
pots, sweeps the floor, and so on. She said that assisting 
her husband in his religious duties was her religious duty, 
and she took pride in the fact that they performed these 
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Others pay them lip service or openly disregard them. Of 

course, these same women do perform pujas all the time, but 

without the homa and the vedic mantras, they are not 

'official' pujas. The clay images which they often make or 

buy for their vrats are not official murtis. The mantras 

that they say are pura~ic, or they are not really mantras, 

but prayers (expressing both praise of the deity and the 

votary's wishes for herself). In these ways, by distingu

ishing between 'official' (my word) ritual procedures and 

unofficial (or non-vedic) ones, women from orthodox families 

do not see any contradiction between what they say and what 

they do. 

There are elements which distinguish women's pujas from 

those of men during vrat observances. These include women's 

use of household items or symbols of them (winowing baskets, 

combs, bangles, toys), their far greater use than men of 

roli (lime and tumeric paste), haldi (tumeric) and especi

ally that preeminently married women's symbol - sindur or 

kum-kum (red powder, only applied by women and offered only 

to goddesses). Accompanying many women's vrat pujas are the 

creation and use of ritual designs (alpana) - as I shall 

discuss below - and the singing of songs, telling of kahanis 

important religious ceremonies together. 



(folk stories) .19 

(3) Pandits. Pujaris and Vrats 

In the Pura~as and Nibandhas the role of the Brahman 

priests with respect to the vratas is rarely spelled out 
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except as recipients of (often lavishly prescribed) gifts, 

food and honour. Occasionally the Brahman is to be honoured 

and worshipped as a god - but always he is to be fed and is 

to receive gifts (dana). The expression of the idea of 

Brahmans as gods can be found in some of the earliest texts 

of vedic Hinduism. 20 In the Pura~as, Brahmans are 

frequently eulogized and divine powers ascribed to them. As 

Hazra says, Brahmans are called the "visible gods on earth 

and are identified with Vi~~u or some other prominent deity 

[e.g. varahapura~a 125,169:37,34], so that any ill treatment 

19 Besides my own descriptions, women's puj as in the 
context of vrats and other calendrical rites are described by 
Luschinsky rLif~ of Women," pp. 644-718) ; Wadley (see 
bibliography); Eva Maria Gupta (Brata und Klpan~), and s. 
Robinson ("Paradigms"). 

20 Kane (Vol.II, 134ff.), J.Gonda (Change and Continuity, 
203-4), and R.C.Hazra (studies in the Puranic Records, 257-
259) cite a number of passages which describe Brahmans as gods 
in vedic and sutra literature. 
Gonda also notes the following in his discussion of the 
position of Brahmans: "In the Rgyeda the brahman is the mighty 
figure who by the ritual word he pronounces and the ritual 
acts he performs is able to achieve supernormal and highly 
important objects ... He is moreover the seat par excellence of 
speech (1.164.35), the expert in the knowledge of ritual texts 
(2,39,1) and of important facts, events, phenomena, or 
connections (164,45;10,85,3,16) ... " (p.202) 
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of them means the same to these deities. The Brahmans are 

also often directed to be utilized as one of the mediums of 

worship. 1121 Examples of the worship of Brahmans in pura:r;lic 

vratas include the Sarasvata Vrata (MP ch.66) and the 

Ananyadau Vrata (MP ch.70). 

In practice, learned Brahmans are certainly accorded 

much respect and their inherited ritual status and 

authoritative knowledge of 'correct' ritual procedures is 

recognized in its place. I did not, however, encounter 

Brahmans being 'divinized' or worshipped the way the texts 

suggest (though Brahmans - men, women and children - more 

than any other category of people are fed, honoured and 

given gifts in many, if not most, of the vrat ending 

ceremonies observed by the women I interviewed). Nor have I 

come across contemporary evidence of Brahmans worshipped by 

women in vrats as is sometimes the case for husbands or 

brothers. 22 

I met no woman who either always used a priest or 

d 't' h t 't 1 d'd n pan 1 ln er vra rl ua s, or never 1. Some women 

21 t d' 'th -, d 1 Hazra, S u les ln e PuranlC Recor s, 258. Hazra a so 
notes that the "later the purana the greater the claim to 
their divinity. II (259) . 

22 See S.Wadley's article, "Brothers, Husbands and 
Sometimes Sons." 

23 This is with the exception of my research assistant who 
for complicated reasons (her influential father being a 
Marxist and atheist, her being unmarried at the age of 32) 
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among those I interviewed, like Shyamdevi and her niece, 

said that they could not afford the services of a priest 

very often. Besides, claimed Shyamdevi, "it doesn't 

matter ... they (priests) aren't necessary" [for the majority 

of vrats that women keep]. 

Almost all women regularly called on a priest to be 

24 present at some vrats, but not for others. As indica-

ted, most women agreed that when one was ready to end any 

vrat, the pandit should be called to preside over the 

udyapan ceremony, formalizing its completion. Weekly vrats 

do not usually involve a priest coming to the home, but 

women often go to the temple associated with the particular 

deity worshipped on that day, to take dar~an, watch a puja 

being performed, be involved in a puja presided over by the 

temple pujari, or to give money to the temple. On the 

whole; calling the pandit to the home to perform the puja, 

recite the katha, and so on, renders that vrat more 

\~astric,' that is, more like the pura~a and Nibandha 

descriptions. But, in many vrats performed only by women, 

women preside over the whole rite themselves, acting as both 

fel t ambivalent about Brahman priests and about her vrat 
observances in general. 

24 The Satyanaraya~ Katha (Vrat) was specifically 
mentioned by several women as an occasion when the pandi t 
needed to be called in order to say the katha, the 'pradhana' 
of this particular observance. 
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officiant and participant, as in the Jiutiya Vrat described 

at the end of this chapter. 

Some researchers have suggested that women always have 

acted as their own ritual officiants for the vrat rites 

performed exclusively by women. Sandra Robinson, for 

example, has argued this position and noted further in 

regard to the Itu Vrata that the situation is beginning to 

change as priests are starting to offer their services to 

women clients. She writes: "The traditional priestly 

disdain for vratas as a collection of trivial women's 

customs has recently given way to priestly appropriation of 

the practices. ,,25 In contrast, McGee says that women are 

starting to be their own priests because of the availabilty 

of vrat pamphlets. Vrat pamphlets "are enabling more men 

and women to act as their own ritual priests, and are thus 

opening up new possibilities and ritual roles, especially 

for women. ,,26 The comments of Robinson and McGee quoted 

here act as correctives to one another. Robinson seems to 

be unaware of the long Sanskrit textual tradition on vrata 

where vratas are anything but disdained. Further, if one 

accepts Tagore's thesis about the origin of vratas, one 

could say that "priestly appropriation" of these rites began 

25 S. Robinson, "Hindu Paradigms of Women", 209. 

26 M. McGee, t\Feasting &nd Fasting," 3 79. 
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many hundreds of years ago. McGee, on the other hand, seems 

unaware of the plethora of vrats (or vrat-like rites) that 

women have been observing on their own for generations 

(described by Tagore, Gupta, Luschinsky and others) which 

bear only superficial resemblances to the vratas depicted in 

the ~astras and where women clearly play "priestly roles." 

(4) The Vrat Dan-Dak~ina 

Dan is the practice of giving of gifts (prestation) to 

one's ritual equivalents or superiors, such as priests, 

usually for services rendered. The practice of dan has a 

long history in the religious traditions of India. 27 There 

seems little doubt, however, that the range and number of 

gifts prescribed in the Pura~as (often in the contexts of 

vrats) are significantly higher than that prescribed in 

earlier texts. 28 The later smrti and Nibandha writers go . 
into much more detail than earlier writers concerning the 

qualifications of the donor and donee, the kind of gifts 

that were appropriate and inappropriate according to various 

27 On the history of dana consult Kane, Vol. II, 837-888; 
J.Gonda Change and Continuity, 222-226. 

28 The multiplication of gifts in the pural)ic vrats, Hazra 
contends, "stands in striking contrast to the simple priestly 
fee prescribed in the sasthi-kalpa of the Manava-grhya-- . .. . 
sutra ... This ~a~thi-kalpa, which is almost a regular vrata ... 
is meant for the attainment of progeny and wealth, and in it 
the priestly fee is only a cow and a bull." (Studies in the 
pura~ic Records, 256) 



circumstances, the place and time that were suitable, and 

the merits that could be accrued. 29 Some of the mahadanas 

(great or major gifting rites) described in the Pura~as 

themselves sound like vratas. 30 
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The making of donations was considered an important way 

of leading a religious life in the present Kali age (see 

Kurmapura~a, 1,28,17). The recipients of dana were often 

mathas (monasteries) or temples, and donors were kings, . 
queens, landowners or merchants who wished to patronize a 

certain ma~ha or sect or who simply desired to acquire the 

merit associated with generous donations. However, in the 

puraryic vratas it is the Brahmans who are the most 

frequently cited recipients of the gifts and often the word 

brahmana is qualified by "good" or "free from hypocrisy" or 

"learned in the vedas." 

In the Purarya and Nibandha texts the votary is warned 

29 d -. I) Devala quote by Hemadrl. (see Kane, Vo . II, 847 
classifies gifts into three groups: (i) "best" - food (ghee, 
sesame, curds, honey), protection, cows, land, gold, horses 
and elephants; (ii) "middling" - learning, house for shelter, 
domestic paraphernalia (like cots), and medicine; and (iii) 
"inferior" - shoes, swings, carts, umbrellas, vessels, seats, 
lamps, wood, and fruit. 

30 _ 0# • 

For example the Gosahasra-Mahadana l.nvolves a three day 
fast on milk, the donation of ten painted and ornamented cows, 
the making of a golden image of Nandi and the uttering of 
mantras glorifying the cow. The merit of performing this 
mah'adana is that the donor "would dwell in the world of ~iva 
and would save his pit~s and his maternal grandfather and 
other maternal relatives." (see Kane, Vol.II, 871-877) 



not to be miserly in his giving. One resorting to vitta 

~athya (spending less money than what is allowed by one's 

income) "with regards to gifts is doomed to hell. ,,31 Yet 
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some leeway is allowed for many of the descriptions of the 

gifts are appended with a statement of the sort "or 

according to his means," or "unless the votary is poor, then 

one (e.g., cow) is enough." 

All the women I spoke with indicated that the giving of 

dan was an important feature of one's religious life (a 

dharmik karm) in the context of vrat rites as well as on 

other occasions. Several women referred to the act of 

giving dan as "dan punya" - meritorious giving. Vina told , 

me that there are certain days on which the giving of dan 

(in the general sense of donation) is especially 

meritorious, and she listed Makar Sankranti (the winter 

solstice festival), Acala saptaml, Vaman Dvada~I, and 

Ramnavrni. She said that on Ramanumi some wealthy people 

give dan for decorating the temple and for prasad, to be 

distributed after the puja. Other women also mentioned 

Makar Sankranti and the period of an eclipse as occasions 

[other than vrats] for "dan pUl?ya." 

The majority of women expressed the view that it was 

necessary to give dan for all one's vrats, but especially 

31 Banerj ee, "Pura~ic Basis of the Vratas", 37. 
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- ~~ - . - ~. such vrats as Ekadas1, Pur~1ma, T1J and Karva Cauth. Other 

women felt that one should give dan in some vrats, but it 

was not necessary in others, such as Jiutiya and ~ala Cha~h 

(both women's vrats performed for the sake of children). 

One woman said that it was not "mandatory" though the 

"straight" (Le., orthodox) always give it during vrats. 

Sandhya was of the opinion that what was really necessary in 

a vrat was for the richer votary to help the less fortunate. 

She herself gave cooked meals to the needy on most Thursdays 

when she kept the B~haspati Vrat. 

In discussing a particular vrat that they observed 

women would tell me specifically what they would give as dan 

(and to whom). Common items were grain, lentils, ghee, 

fruit, sweets, cooked food (either as a meal - bhojan - or 

to take away), and money. Nothing more elaborate was 

usually given during the regularly occuring vrats. For the 

udyapan ceremony, of course, more expensive and imperishable 

as well as perishable items are given. with respect to the 

kind and amount of vrat dan in general, a few women said 

that there were specific rules to follow, while others said 

that what was important was to "follow your feelings," to 

"follow one's heart's desire." 

Most women gave the dan to "the pandit" or to "a 

Brahman," although one woman remarked that "but nobody is 

brahman these days ... (so] one should give to the poor, 
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disabled and worthy Brahmans." others also added that one 

should (or that they did) give to the poor or disadvantaged. 

Twenty-two year old Veena expressed the view that "we should 

give dan to the blind, the disabled, the lame, and to poor 

Brahmans too. In this way (the giving of) dan is fruitful. 

If you give alms to such people you will be benefitted by 

their blessings. There won't be any benefit from giving dan 

to rich people." Finally, S-avi trf emphasized that while it 

is necessary to give dan, "to me what is more important and 

satisfying is that one derives satisfaction from it and that 

the giving is sincere." 

(5) para~ and udyapan - the vrat-ending ceremony 

The vrat parary is the ritual that marks the conclusion 

to the fast. The ceremony usually involves the feeding and 

giving of gifts to Brahmans. The Vrataraja suggests that 

"At the end of a vrata one may feed fourteen, twelve, five 

or three Brahmans according to one's means and offer 

dak~ina." Other recipients are possible, depending on the 

vrata, such as neighbours, poor people, Brahman boys, 

unmarried girls (kanya). The udyapana is a more elaborate 

ceremony when one has completed a cycle of a vrata that one 

has vowed to undertake, or when one no longer has the 

ability to carryon the vrata. 

Again, virtually all the women that I interviewed 
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agreed that in order to leave a vrat one must perform an 

udyapan ceremony. Many of the younger women had not yet 

performed one because they were still keeping the same vrats 

which they had started. They were thus somewhat vague about 

the details and said that when the time came they would call 

the pandit and he would direct them; "whatever things will 

be required I will collect, and I will have the ceremony 

performed through him." Women who had performed an udyapan 

gave general or specific descriptions for particular vrats. 

One woman who had stopped all her vrats said: "There is a 

big puia in which having brought together all of the vrat 

things one performs hom-havan, ... and one gives clothes and 

dak~ina to a Brahman, feeds him and in front of the fire one 

says to the Brahman, 'now I am not (continuing) this vrat. ' 

Then the Brahman gives you permission to stop doing it. 

This itself is the udyapan." For her santo~I Ma Vrat 

udyapan one woman said that she fed seven Brahman boys with 

puri, curried chick peas, rice pudding and bananas. She 

said that no money is given for daksina because the boys may . 
go to the bazaar and eat sour foods and therefore ruin the 

effect of the udyapan. Her comment about sour food refers 

to the central fasting requirement of this vrat - the 

avoidance of all 'sour' foods, because, as she said, santo~i 

Ma does not like sour foods. In another example, Gulab told 

me that for the Karva Cauth udyapan, which she performed at 
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the first Karva Cauth day after her husband's death, she 

gave paise in a karva (pot) to fourteen Brahman women. To 

one of these women she also gave earrings, a nosering, 

anklets, a sari, blouse and petticoat. 

(6) The Vrat Upavas 

The term "upavas" is conventionally translated as 

"fast," but it has always had an additional ritual or 

religious significance. The word is made up of the verbal 

root vas meaning "to dwell" plus the prefix upa meaning 

"near." It originally referred to certain actions of the 

yajamana (the sponsor of the sacrifice) during the 

performance of the sacrifice. Specifically, it referred to 

the requirements that he stay near the sacrificial fire at 

night and fast. 32 However, the fast did not only mean 

refraining from food and drink - it also meant refraining 

from sensual gratification in general. This more general 

sense of fasting was reinforced and amplified in the context 

of vratas by the smrti writers, such that by the time of the 

vratadija one finds a section called the "dharma of upavasa" 

with the same sorts of ethical injunctions governing the 

faster's behaviour that one finds under the "dharma of the 

vratin." (Indeed the words are often used interchangeably in 

32 M.Monier Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, s.v. 
"upavasa" (206); and McGee, 189, n.113. 
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the VR.) For example, the Vrataraja (p.12) says, "Now we 

will explain the dharma of upavasa according to Katyayana 

and vasi~tha: [he] who avoids bad actions and lives by good 

qualities (gu~a), [who] is not attached to worldly things is 

called upavasah." The author then explains what is meant by 

gurya according to various sources before adding that "living 

without eating" (nirahara- vasthanamatram) is also the 

meaning of upavasa. The vratraja (pp.12-13) also discusses 

the sorts of people the faster should avoid (liars, depraved 

people, and so forth); more or less the same list as that 

for the votary. 

The Nibandha (pp.13-14) describes the actions and items 

that break and do not break a fast according to various 

Smrti writers' opinions. For instance: "According to Devala 

an [upavasa] is broken if one takes water many times, chews 

pan once, sleeps in the day and engages in sexual 

intercourse. But if feeling very weak one can drink water 

once, because otherwise one might risk death .... " (The 

Dharma~astras never encourage extreme asceticism in the 

context of householder vratas.) And, "These eight things do 

not break a vrata [fast]: water, root vegetables, fruit, 

milk, ghee from havan, the request of a Brahman, the words 

of a guru and medicine." "According to the Visnurahasya one .. 
should not 'remember' [think about] food, nor look at it, 

nor smell it, nor talk about it, nor have the desire to eat. 
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One should refrain from putting on oil after the bath, [from 

using] fragrant powder and oil in the hair, [from] chewing 

pan, and one should avoid all that leads to energy (bal) or 

lust (rag)." 

There are specific kinds of fasts that are detailed in 

the Dharma~astras such as nakta (eating only at night), or 

ekabhakta (eating only one meal a day, usually at noon), and 

sometimes vrata descriptions will specify one of these sorts 

of fasts as the requirement for the particular vrata under 

d
. . 33 lScussl0n. Other times such details concerning the 

nature of the fast to be undertaken are left out entirely, 

especially among the Pura~a vrata descriptions. 

When I asked women to tell me about the relationship of 

vrats to fasting requirements they would often resort to 

giving me a list of vrats and then specifying their particu-

lar fasting foods. "Take the Rsi Pancaml Vrat," said Bimla, . . 
"in this (vrat) there is a special green leafy vegetable 

that one must eat, and one special kind of rice and curd; 

only these are to be eaten. In Hartalika Vrat nothing is 

eaten, not even saliva is swallowed. Janmastami also .. 
requires a strict fast. So for each vrat the manner of 

fasting is different." Others described kinds of fasts 

33 On nakta and ekabhakta, see Kane, 100-103. 
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first, and then gave examples. "There are several ways of 

fasting," explained Lelauti. 

In some vrats we keep a 24 hour fast, as in Tij or 
Jiutiya. In other vrats we keep a waterless fast 
(nirjala upavas) during the day and in the evening 
after performing the puja we eat some fruit or items 
prepared with grain (ann), as in Karva Cauth. In some 
vrats we eat fruit but not grain, as in Ekada~r and a 
few other vrats. In some vrats we don't take any salt, 
such as in Ekada~I, Pur~ima, Sunday Vrat, Tuesday Vrat. 

In some cases women were not able to tell me the 

meaning or significance of particular fasting requirements. 

others did offer explanations: "In Bahula Cauth," Sitadevi 

commented, "we can eat besan laddu (sweet balls made from 

gram), banana and other fruit, plums, sugarcane, black 

sesame, and halva prepared from water chestnuts. Water 

chestnuts grow in water, so they are very-pure." She 

continued: 

Observing a vrat is religious, ethical action. 
Therefore one doesn't eat grain on Ekadasf, so that 
(during this period) no sentient being should be killed 
[because of the insects or their eggs] •.. During 
Ekadas! life comes in the grain. If you eat grain you 
will incur sin (2£2) •••• You should eat fruit and give 
gifts of grain to a Brahman. That way you will get 
benefit, spiritual merit. 

Neerja offered the medical-health view that "the reason for 

not eating ana; (grains) [during certain vrats] is that it 

is good for the stomach to have a break from the harsher 

foods." Others too, like Lakshmi and Hardevi, made similar 

claims about the health benefits of regularly refraining 

from certain "harsh" (difficult to digest) foods. The most 
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frequently mentioned food to be avoided in vrats besides 

grains was salt. "In whatever vrat one does one should 

abstain from salt. In this place (Banaras), people eat rock 

salt (instead)." Vindhya explained that avoiding salt was 

"for the peace of blood." 

In sum, the most common fasting requirement among the 

women I spoke with is for the votary to avoid salt and/or 

ann or ana; (wheat, barley, rice and lentils) or, put 

differently, to take only phalahar. The anthropologist 

J.Parry has noted that phalahar is "the food par excellence 

of the ascetic" which 

typically consists of fruit, as the term itself 
suggests; but the category also includes wild rice 
(teni caval) and wild vegetables, as well as 
preparations made from the flour of water chestnuts 
(which are rated as a kind of cereal), or to which 
naturally occuring rock salt (sendha namak) has been 
added. The crux of the matter is that phala~ar 
excludes all crops cultivated by the plough. 

There are at least four reasons for the votary to avoid 

foods cultivated by the plough: (1) the act of ploughing 

kills insects, and, as Parry suggests, is an act of violence 

against the earth; (2) grains can contain insect eggs; (3) 

the traditional requirement of the ascetic, once he had 

34 Parry, "Death and Digestion: The Symbolism of Food and 
Ea t ing in North Indian Mortuary Rites," Man ( 2 0 : 4 , 1985 ) 
p. 613, ft.1. Parry's article contains much interesting 
information on Indian food categories and codes, as do the 
books by R.S.Khare: The Hindu Hearth and Home and Culture and 
Reality. 
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renounced the domestic hearth, was to forage for food - to 

subsist on the wild roots and fruits that could be gathered 

in the forests. This was one way in which the votary was to 

imitate the ascetic life-style. Finally, as Parry puts it, 

IICultivated grain (and more especially rice) is the proto-

typical food, and abstention from food is above all an 

abstention from grain. ,,35 

Hindus interviewed in Banaras also considered fresh 

milk and milk products, ghee, sugar, potato, and caulai 

(grain from the amrinthus plant) as phalahar. Phalahar is 

preeminently sattvik food and is therefore also conducive 

(in a sUbstantial way)36 to the spiritually attuned state 

appropriate to the votary. These foods are considered 

IIcool" foods that IIdampenll the passions and the appetites. 

Altogether, then, fasting foods serve to purify, pacify, and 

clarify the mind and body of the votary. As Hardevi said to 

me: "I never take anai on vrat days, only fruit and milk. 

It keeps the stomach healthy, it purifies the body, and 

mentally too we get peace of mind, we can concentrate better 

and our thoughts become pure. 1I 

35 Parry, "Death and Digestion," 613. 

36 
"One who eats not only absorbs the qualities of the 

cook, but also the intrinsic properties of the food itself. 
In Hindu culture, a man is what he eats. Not only is his 
bodily substance created out of food, but so is his moral 
disposition ... " Parry, "Death and Digestion," 613. 
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Many vrats are ended with special festive preparations 

which will usually have been offered during the vrat puja 

and which are then distributed to family members as prasad. 

These commonly include puri (fried bread), and one or more 

of such sweet preparations as halva and khir. A votary who 

breaks her fast with prasad will still retain her state of 

purity and even enhance it because any food that is offered 

to the gods and returned as pras~d is "solidified grace" and 

transcends the usual cultural categories. 

(7) The Vrat Katha 

A good deal of the PuraQa vrata literature actually 

rests in the form of the katha, the "story" of the vrata. 

This is true of some Nibandhas as well, including the 

vrataraja. Some of the recent vrat-katha literature, 

printed in vernaculars, is closely based on the PuraDa-

Nibandha vrata-kathas. The Hindi books of this type that I 

have examined employ a Sanskritic Hindi with periodic 

references made to Puranas and other "authoritative" works . . 
It represents an extension of the Smrti-Nibandha literature . 
into vernacular language, and it maintains a certain 

stiffness in presentation of the ritual, dana and katha. 

other paper-back books reveal a folksy, simple and parochial 

Hindi presumably aimed at a less literate audience. It sets 

in writing and captures the flavour of localized vrat rites 
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that have been orally transmitted from one generation of 

women to another. These booklets may contain both local 

variants of the Pura~a vrata-kathas and folk stories that do 

not have such Sanskrit textual referents. 37 

The vrata-kathas, which in these texts may run to 

several pages or be no more than a paragraph, serve a number 

of functions. In the first place they may provide the 

details for the procedure of the vrata in the context of the 

narrative: details such as when to begin the vrata, how and 

to whom to perform the puja and ancilliary rites, which are 

not otherwise given. Second, the katha may provide an 

etiology for the vrata. The transmission of the vrata may 

be traced back circuitously from one god or goddess and set 

of events to another, finally reaching its source. In the 

process familiar myths are explained in a new way, and the 

elements of the vrata given mythological significance. The 

divine bona fides of the vrata is established and the votary 

37 Several of Susan Wadley's articles describe the 
vernacular (Hindi) vrat-katha books and pamphlets that have 
been published with increasing abundance since the early 
sixties by many small presses specializing in religious books. 
Her article, "Popular Hinduism and Mass Literature in North 
India: A Preliminary Analysis" (1983) describes and compares 
the contents of nine vrat books. Wadley concludes in this 
article that "the variety of ritual behaviour presented in 
these guides far outweighs any apparent concern for 
standardization, or we must assume, any consensus on 'correct' 
ritual behaviour." (p.100) 

On vrat-kathas see also Wadley 1975 (chap. 4), 1983. 
McGee 1987 (appendix B) and L.Tewari (1991) both have 
translations of numerous vrat-kathas. 
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presumably made to feel confident of its divine origin. 

Third, vrata-kathas often recount one example or 

episode of the particular vrata's performance which serves 

to demonstrate the efficacy and even more, the potential 

"trans formative power" of the vrata. 38 Frequently, it also 

serves to eulogize the god to whom the vrat is directed. 

Here the stories almost read like fairy tales. 39 The time 

is vaguely in the past, the setting "some village" or forest 

or kingdom. The story may illustrate the great merit 

obtainable by performing a particular vrata, or the calamity 

that befalls one who ignores or breaks it, even if inadver-

tantly. Through the (regular) performance of such and such 

vrata, a simple householder, a courtesan or king wins (or, 

in some cases, gains back) power, prestige and wealth; a 

mistreated daughter-in-law (the Hindu Cinderella) wins merit 

and good fortune for the family as well as the permanent 

affection of her husband. Underscoring the efficaciousness 

of the vrata itself, sometimes the protagonist of the katha 

is described as performing the rite by accident and despite 

38 S. Wadley describes how vrats are depicted as being 
able to transform the votary's karmic destiny in her article 
"Vrats: Transformers of Destiny," in Karma An Anthropological 
Inquiry, ed. Keyes and Daniel (1983). McGee uses the phrase 
"transformative power" in her thesis, p.382. 

39 Wadley formally situates the vrat-katha in the genre 
of "myth" in her article, "The Katha ""()f"'Sakat: Two Tellings" 
(1986), 200. . 



the lack of intention, the (inadvertent) votary reaps all 

the benefits of the vrata anyway. 

In some cases the general story line and its 

protagonists are taken directly from the epics (or other 

well-known story literature). Though there may be no 

mention of a vrata in the older story, the vrata-katha 
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version places the vow into the center of the plot, where it 

becomes the solution to overcoming a seemingly insurroount-

able problem. One such example is the "RukminI vrata-katha" 

which can be found in the Kalkipura~a (chap.31). This vrata 

katha is based on the story of two women - DevayanI and 

sarmi~tha - found in the Adiparvan of the Mahabharata 

(chaps.71-78). In the epic version of the story the two 

women are portrayed as educated, feisty and independent-

minded. Through a series of events and circumstances, they 

are moved from friendship to rivalry, and they become 

alternately disadvantaged one to the other. Both women 

refuse to acquiesce submissively to their disadvantaged 

state, and they find ways to overcome it, notably by quoting 

religious law in their favour. Like Savitrf, they use 

logical reasoning and a knowledge of tradition to get what 

they want. When the story turns up in the Kalkipurana, the • 
forcefulness of the women's personalities is toned down, and 

their place as hapless victims of circumstance is under

scored. The RUkmini vrata-katha focusses on §arroistha, the .. 
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underdog, and it shows how she who was sonless because of 

events beyond her control, was able to bear sons and achieve 

happiness and fulfillment through observing the vrata, 

taught to her by some village women. Observing the Rukmini 

Vrata saves Sarmi~tha from "unrighteousness." The didactic 

function of the pura~a-Nibandhas is particularly apparent in 

the vrata-kathas whose main purpose was to show how a 

prescribed ritual like a vrata serves to help women (or 

householders in general) fulfill their dharmically-mandated 

duties, while at the same time modelling the form and proper 

attitude towards these duties. 

Whatever its place in the past, today, among the vrats 

that women observe in Banaras and U.P., vrat-kathas are 

almost as central to the performance of a vrat as are the 

puja and the fast. Under the rubric "vrat-kathi!i" women 

included the type of pura~ic story described above, folk 

tales (kahanI - literally, "that which is heard") which, 

while recounted regularly for certain vows, may have nothing 

directly to do with those vows, as well as the formal 

Sanskrit text-based stotra (eulogistic) genre (e.g., the 

~ivastuti calisa, the Hanuman CalIsa, and the Durga

saptasati). The reading or telling of the katha usually 

takes place during or immediately following the puja. 

Many women made a distinction between those vrats in 
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which a pandit had to be called to recite the katha (and 

perform the puja) and those in which women themselves told 

the stories. Examples of the former included Trj, the 

satyanaraya~ Vrat Katha and Mahalak9mI Vrat. In these cases 

the pandit reads the katha in Sanskrit (often, as I saw, 

from one of the rectangular booklets which feature one 

vrat), and then translates the story into Hindi for the 

benefit of the women present. In other cases women either 

read the story out loud themselves from a similar booklet 

or, if they are illiterate, have someone else read it. Or, 

again, the story(ies) will be recounted from memory, perhaps 

by the senior vrat observing woman in the family, as often 

happens in the Karva Cauth, Bahula Cauth, Jiutiya, and qala 

Chath Vrats. Here the story line remains consistent and . 
recognizable to everyone present. As one woman put it, 

"when some story is being told then the saying of 'yes, yes' 

is necessary" [there must be agreement between story-teller 

and listeners]. Nevertheless, the katha giver may add her 

own flourishes and embellishments consonant with her story

telling talents. 

Among the women's vrats there is usually more than one 

story connected with each particular vrat, and women, if 

celebrating the vrat together, may take turns telling the 

stories. The oral stories women tell are often very short -

a few minutes in duration. Again, they may be versions of 
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Sanskrit pura~ic stories, or more local tales. 

When I asked some women to explain to me the difference 

between a vrat katha and a vrat kahani, some designated the 

oral tales that they themselves tell as "kahanIs" and the 

stories that the pandit tells as "kathas," irrespective of 

the story's source. The act of reading from a printed text, 

whether in Sanskrit or Hindi, seems to give the story a more 

authoritative stamp. And the pandit, of course, is also a 

transmitter of authority. The elderly Sitadevi, whose own 

son was a pandit, conveyed the following reflection: 

"Whether you call it katha or kahani there is no difference 

when you listen." [It is the act of hearing or telling a 

vrat story that is the important thing.] She then 

continued, "in a kahanl it is like this: 'there was some 

daughter-in-law' or 'there was some girl' ••. then they did 

such and such and that happened. A katha is about God. It 

is a religious story, [about] belief in God." 

One could say, following Geertz' terminology with 

respect to religion and religious symbols, that vrat-kathas 

provide both "models of" problematic realities of Hindu 

culture, and in their resolutions, "models for" orientations 

towards those realities. 40 The problematic realities 

described in the kathas include individual and collective 

40 See C.Geertz, "Religion as a Cultural System" (1973). 
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lack of control over disease, infertility, death, the 

workings of karma and 'fate'. When women are featured as 

the protagonist, the problematic realities are often set in 

the context of the partriarchal and patrilineal social 

structure - e.g., the traumatic move from natal to affinal 

home; the necessity of producing heirs; a young wife's 

general lack of autonomy and authority along with the 

problems presented by her greater impurity and lower ritual 

status (than male and older female kin). In the ~astric 

vratas (like the RukminI Vrata) the immediate solution to 

the particular predicament (e.g., sonlessness) is the 

performance of the vrat; the strategic orientation toward 

the problem is embodied in the behaviour the female 

protagonist (votary) demonstrates: dutifulness, obedience, 

perseverance and devotion. In the face of injustice or 

'cruel fate', the heroine of the vrat katha models the 

appropriate female/wifely behaviour and her dutifulness, 

through the agency of the vrat, is rewarded. In other 

scenerios, a woman is shown to be 'sinful' (rebellious, or 

self-centred, or one who has caused trouble through 

carelessness in ritual procedure) and she reaps the results 

of those sins by losing her husband and all her belongings, 

or by turning into a leprous, tortured creature. Then, 

through the performance of the particular vrat, she is 

transformed into a virtuous wife and daughter-in-law and she 
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recovers her husband and his wealth. 

In the hands of the women votaries who tell the katha 

or kahanI, without the mediation of a priest or printed 

text, the problematic realities depicted in the stories are 

similar, but 'homier' (often limited to acts of domestic 

life), and sometimes more patently moralistic: acts of 

genuine piety are rewarded; false piety/material greed are 

punished. In addition, these stories told by women are also 

less conservatively ideological in their 'models for' 

orientation to the problems women face. S. Robinson has 

pointed out in her analysis of the Itu Vrata katha that 

"values taught through this story include sororal loyalty, 

bravery, commitment and faithfulness. ,,41 To these more 

woman-affirming values one could add resourcefulness, 

cleverness and a certain amount of defiance. Such 

attributes are characteristic of some of the women found in 

the epics, like savriti, DevayanI and sarmi~tha. These 

stories can serve as sources of empowerment for women in the 

sense that they offer models of women who have confidently 

achieved ends of their own choosing. 

(8) Alpanas 

One element that appears to be distinctive of women's 

41 Robinson, "Hindu Paradigms of Women", 208. 
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vrat traditions is the making of decorative and symbolic 

designs out of such ephemeral substances as powdered rice, 

wheat flour, rust- coloured chalk and tumeric. In different 

regions of India such designs are called alpana (in Bengal 

and Bihar), mandna (in Rajasthan), cauk-pur~a (in U.P.), 

rangoli (in Maharashatra and Karnataka), and kolam (in Tamil 

Nadu). This art, of course, is not only connected with 

vrats. In southern states, for example, such designs 

("threshold paintings") are made by women daily on the 

doorstep to invite auspiciousness. Maithili women (from 

eastern Bihar) are well known for the quality of the designs 

they create on their walls and floors for such occasions as 

weddings. Nevertheless, many of the vrats that women 

perform on their own allover the country are accompanied by 

some sort of ritual art even if of the most simple and 

fleeting sort. 

There are very few references to such forms of art in 

the Purarya-Nibandha vrata descriptions. When we do find 

directives to make a ritual diagram42 the instructions 

42 For example, in the Kalyanini Vrata, a thirteen month 
vrata to surya to be observed every seventh tithi, described 
in the Matsyapurana, chap.74, an eight-petalled lotus with 
eight suns around "it is to be drawn. The eight suns around 
the lotus probably signify the "eight directions": the four 
cardinal points and the four intermediate points over each one 
which presides a lokapala or guardian. In many vrata 
descriptions, the votary is to worship or pay homage to the 
lokapala of each direction, beginning with the eastern 
direction, then south-eastern, etc. 
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resemble (or are of) a tantric mandala43 or yantra rather 

than the vrat alpana that we see today. Tantric religious 

rites have used ritual diagrams for worship and meditational 

purposes for many centuries. Though the mandalas and .. 
yantras are generally more complex and esoteric in their 

symbolism and use than the vrat alpana, they do have certain 

characteristics in common. They both demarcate 'sacred 

space'. They are both often drawn with rice powder, and 

feature an intricate geometry of line and space. They share 

such symbols as the lotus to represent the deity. Over 

mandala or alpana the adept or votary utters mantras or 

prayers to invoke the deity. 

S.K. Ray, in his study of the ritual art of vratas in 

Bengal, notes that " ... in the religion of brata, art is an 

indispensible means of communication between the devotees 

~ M.Eliade describes a mandala as a "circular border and 
one or more concentric circles enclosing a square divided into 
four triangles; in the center of each triangle, and in the 
center of the mandala itself, are other circles containing 
images of divinities or their emblems." The mandala is both 
an image of the universe and a theophany. It also serves as a 
'receptical' for the gods who are invoked to enter the sacred 
area and are contemplated and interiorized by the initiand. 
There are also 'psychic' mandalas wherein the ritual diagram 
is constructed mentally by the adept. (Eliade, Yoga, 
Immortality and Freedom, 219-20) One vrata (GP 126) 
prescribes such a psychic diagram to be meditated upon as 
"over the mystic nerve plexus of the heart". Only the very 
beginning and the ending of this vrata description fall into 
the usual pattern of Pura~ic vratas, suggesting that these 
sections were appended to a Tantric ritual already in 
practice. 
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44 -and the gods." Each brata, he says, "has its own alpana, 

which at the time of its performance, is drawn with finger 

tips on the ground ..• The alpana related to a brata must 

clearly depict the object the bratee [votary] desires to 

have, otherwise its performance will be meaningless and 

impossible. ,,45 He suggests that "the purpose of these 

alpanas was originally to keep dwelling place, city, or 

village safe and prosperous, and to make the cultivated land 

fertile and fruiful, by magical performance. ,,46 

Most of the women that I interviewed had drawn alpanas 

for at least some of the vrats they kept and/or for other 

occasions such as on Divali, Annakut and Bhaiya Duj 

("Brother's Second"). "Only women do alpanas," said Gita, 

"they always have." "All the girls know," Rani, an elderly 

Brahman explained. They had all learned them from mothers 

or other female relatives. Other women I spoke with felt 

that alpanas are not so common in Banaras as in other areas 

"like Bengal." "My grandparents did many alpanas - for all 

tyauh§rs - but nowadays fewer are done" said Sudha. I 

certainly did not see as many of these ritual designs in 

Banaras as I expected to, and those that I did see were not 

44 S . K. Ray, The Ritual Art of the Bratas of Bengal 
(Calcutta: Firma K.L.Mukhopadya, 1961), iv. 

45 Ray, Ritual Art of Bratas, 42. 

46 Ray, Ritual Art of the Bratas, 42. 
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as elaborate as ones I had seen in Bihar and in the south. 

Materials used for the alpanas are ground rice, wheat 

flour (ata), roli, plain tumeric, and ~ (red ochre) . . 
They may be used in a dry form or mixed with water to make a 

paste. A sindur bindi (red spot) is sometimes applied (by a 

married woman) to the alp ana after it is made, to bless it 

with the auspiciousness of a married woman. Though white 

and red are the traditional colours used, nowadays other 

colours are being introduced. The designs are most commonly 

drawn on the ground, but also may be done on the wall "near 

a puia place," or on the door. Women were in agreement that 

there are a few standard alpana patterns (or "traditional 

forms") for different vrats that one could then improvise 

upon or embellish as one pleased. Some alpanas are wholly 

abstract in form, others contain specific symbols 

representing the deity, auspiciousness, the married woman, 

children, and so on. Now one can also buy lithographs of 

"ready made" alpanas in the bazaar, a situation which will 

serve to further homogenize vrats in India in a way that 

vrat-katha booklets are doing. A few women I interviewed 

had bought these lithographs, others disdained them because 

of their "cheap quality." 

According to the women who make them, alpanas serve 

several purposes. Decoration is always a concern. In 

addition, alpanas may promote auspiciousness, "benefit the 
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outcome of the vrat," "for example for children," "for 

sons." Some alpanas are also specifically "for the puja." 

Karva Cauth was mentioned most often as the vrat during 

which one "had" to draw an alpana, on top of which the karva 

(pot) would be placed for the puja. One woman explained 

that for her Karva Cauth alpana she drew an image of Cand

Suraj (the moon and sun) signifying "the world," then stick 

figures of men and women signifying "the continuation of 

life", images of mountains and trees signifying "nature," 

and a svastik, the symbol of auspiciousness. "We apply a 

tika of sindur, and on top of that we place the karva. Then 

we perform the puja when the (full) moon is up." 

* * * 

Having examined eight features common to the 

performance of a vrat, we are now ready to see (i) how these 

features fit together in two currently observed vrats and 

(ii) how they orchestrate the goals of these vrats. The two 

vrats which I have selected for a detailed description are 

both annual vrats observed by women in Banaras: Haritalika 

(Tij) and Jivit-putrika. Of the annual vrats performed by 

women in Banaras, these two stand out for their difficulty 

(a 24 hour waterless fast is required), and for their 

popularity (in terms of the sheer number of women who keep 

these vows). Large groups of women can be seen bathing and 
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performing puja on the banks of the Ganges in the early 

hours of the morning, when it can be quite cool, as well as 

at sunset during the days on which these vrats occur. 

Conventionally, Tij is performed by married women for 

the sake of their husband's long life, and Jiutiya for the 

sake of a woman's children, in particular, sons. The 

cultural-ideological significance of husbands and sons in 

the life of a Hindu woman will be discussed further in 

chapter seven. For now, it may be said that while vrats for 

husbands may have the full weight of cultural (gender-

ideology) sanction behind them, I found that vrats for 

children carry the strongest emotional commitment for women. 

The Haritalika (Tij) Vrat 

The Haritalika vrat is described not only in most of the 

modern Hindi vrat-katha books but also in many Sanskrit 

47 .,.. 
sources. The vrat is observed on the third (hence "tlj") 

of the waxing fortnight of Bhadrapad (Aug./Sept.), and the 

texts say it is incumbent on all married women to keep the 

fast. However, young unmarried girls can keep it to get a 

"good husband," or, as Lakshmi put it, "to try to guarantee 

a long-lived groom," and in practice a few widows continue 

47 
For example, in the Uttara Khanda of the 

Bhavisyapurana, the Nirnayasindhu (p.l33), the vrataraja 
(pp.163-110): See Kane's description of the vrata from digest 
sources, 144-5. 
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to observe it ("so that in the next life one won't become a 

widow"). 

One Brahman family invited me to attend their Tlj Vrat 

puja. This family consisted of a husband who worked in an 

office at Banaras Hindu University and is a son of the 

publisher of the H~~ike~ Pancanga, his wife, Usha, who was 

29 at the time and their three year-old daughter. Usha had 

an Master's degree in Sanskrit and was working at horne. 

They were both relatively orthodox and firm believers in the 

efficacy and importance of vrats. The husband was 

particularly enthusiastic about my interest in the vrat 

tradition and seemed proud that his wife was involved in it. 

Usha told me that the TIj vrat was observed in her birth 

family and in her village (in Ghorakpur district) but that 

it was done differently there from the way her husband's 

family performed it. There was no priest involved in this 

vrat as observed by the women in her village, and the puja 

was very simple. Since it received so much attention in her 

husband's family she learned how to do it the "sastric" way. 

The way in which this family observes the Tlj Vrat corre-

sponds fairly closely to textual descriptions (though the 

puja described in some Sanskrit texts is more elaborate) .48 

48 The vrataraja gives the TIj Vrat sankalpa as follows: 
'I perform the Haritalika Vrat so that my sins will be removed 
for seven births and (so that) my saubhagya will remain 
unbroken and increase, and for (the sake of) love [or 
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I arrived at their home in the early evening. Usha and 

her newly-married sister who had come for the day from 

another part of the city were keeping the vrat. They had 

bathed in the river in the early morning, at which time they 

prayed to Parvati stating that they were undertaking this 

vrat and asking that it be fulfilled with her help and 

blessings (their informal sankalp). After, they returned 

horne to wash and oil their hair. Their last meal had been 

the evening before and they would not eat again until the 

next morning. In the late afternoon the two women started 

to decorate themselves with the "sixteen srngar" - the 

prescribed sixteen "adornments," including items of jewelry 

and clothing, that represent the auspicious signs of the 

married women. They put red lac (alta) on their feet and 

elaborate henna designs (mehndi) on their hands. They put 

on gold earrings and a nosering, toe rings, new glass 

bangles, and new saris of yellow and red which had been 

given to them by their in-laws for the occasion, according 

devotion] of Uma-Mahesvara.' The Nibandha instructs the 
votary to first perform a puja to Ga~esa, then to Gaur! and 
Mahesvara (P!rvatI and Siva). The puja described is very 
formal, involving all the upacaras. Each upacara is to be 
done with mantras which are mostly verses of praise to the 
goddess and prayers soliciting her blessings for saubhagya. 
All the items associated with saubhagya are to be offered to 
the goddess: e.g., tumeric, kumkum, sindur, k~djal 
(collyrium). Each part of her body is to be worshipped. The 
description of the puja ends with the statement to be recited 
by the votary asking the goddess to fulfill all her desires. 
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to the usual custom. 

Around seven in the evening the family pandit came and 

sat on the floor of the ~ room, near a small wood table 
, . 

(pi~i) upon which stood an unpainted clay image of S1va and 

ParvatI which had been purchased in the bazaar the day 

before. The pandit began reciting Sanskrit mantras and 

~lokas and paused periodically to tell the two women to 

sprinkle first Ganga-jal on themselves and on the murti, and 

then sprinkle flowers and ak~at on the image. Incense was 

lit and they each took a lit stick and circled it around the 

murti. Then the pandit put the sticks in an incense burner 

while continuing to recite Slokas from memory. Each woman 

then presented the murti with offerings of fruit (apples, 

bananas, and cucumber), sweets, a mirror, comb, kum-kum, 

bindis, hair pins, bangles, and cloth; and they each 

performed aratI in front of the image. 

Next the pandit started to read the Haritalika vrat

katha from one of the flimsy rectangular pamphlets one finds 

in the bazaar. He first recited a few sentences of the 

Sanskrit story (taken from the Sivapurana) , and then • 
explained the story in Hindi to the seated women. This 

lasted about twenty minutes. Afterwards, all stood up and a 

last arat! was performed with concluding Sanskrit mantras. 

The women remained silent throughout. The pandit left after 

being given some of the food that had been offered to Siva 
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and parvatf. The women kept an all-night vigil (jagara~) 

typical of certain vrats like Tlj and Sivaratri. They sang 

bhajans (songs of praise) about Siva and parvatI, accompany-

ing themselves on a drum. The songs they had learned from 

their own mother. At around five in the morning the vrat 

para~a (ending ceremony) began. The pandit returned and the 

women presented him with dan-daksina consisting of a kilo or --- . 
two of dal and rice, and some money. The pandit blessed 

them, giving the women permission to break their fast. The 

women then took another bath, offered soaked chickpeas to 

Siva and Parvati and broke their fast by eating some of this 

cana-prasad. 

The Tlj Vrat-katha 

The katha which the pandit narrated to the two women is 

the version which is to be found in many sources, Sanskrit 

and Hindi, with few variations. It is a well-known story 

which highlights the extreme asceticism Parvati underwent in 

order to win Siva as her husband. The fasting women 

listening to the story are presumably meant to identify with 

Parvati's grueling austerities. Despite his matted hair and 

indifferent behaviour (of which Parvati's father Himavan 

thoroughly disapproved), Siva is considered an ideal husband 

because of his faithfulness and, though this is not usually 

stated explicitly, because of his virility. Similarly, 
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ParvatI often figures prominently as a protagonist in the 

vrat-katha literature because, among other things, she is an 

exemplary pativrata and saubhagyavati - "auspicious married 

woman." The story starts with ParvatI asking Siva to 

recount to her how she won him as a husband. Siva proceeds 

to remind her of the very difficult tapasya (practice of 

austerities) that she underwent on the banks of the river 

Ganges for many years with the object of gaining his 

favourable attention. w 

Parvati's austerities included living on 'smoke' for 

twelve years, 'dry leaves' for another 24 years, staying in 

water in the cold month of Magh and surrounding herself by 

fire in the hot month of Vaisakh. Eventually, Parvati's 

father, Himachal, gets very worried about her and when the 

sage Narad comes to him with an offer from Vi~~u for 

Parvati's hand, he readily accepts. But Visnu backs off .. 
when he realizes that ParvatT was connected to Siva in a 

past life as sati and that she is intent on again marrying 

only Siva. Partly to test her resolve, Narad tries various 

means to dissuade Parvatf from her terrible austerities, but 

she remains firm. Her father also has no luck in dissuading 

49 The version of the story I summarize below is from 
Rampratap Tripathi's Hinduo~ ke vrat. parv aur tyaunar 
(pp.141-145) , which follows fairly closely the Vrataraja 
version. (The full story and other variants are found in 
appendix B.) 
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her. After some time, when ParvatI begins to feel she is no 

closer to her object of desire, she complains to a friend, 

"If I don't obtain Sivji as my husband then I will give up 

my life." Her friend advises her to continue her austeri

ties in another forest where Siva will certainly take notice 

and be pleased. She does this and also performs a full puja 

to Siva after making a Siva-lirlga out of sand. This day 

happens to be the third of the bright half of Bhadrapad. 

Siva at last notices Parvati and decides to oblige her by 

offering her a boon. She asks him to accept her as wife. 

He does so. All the gods are relieved that she has finally 

ended her powerful asceticism. A joyous wedding ensues. 

The lesson for women observing this vrat is clear: 

steadfastly adhering to the difficult fasting requirement 

will eventually result in the fruition of one's desire - for 

young girls, to get a good husband like Siva, and for 

married women, to win or better preserve their saubhagyavatI 

state. Indeed, this is made explicit in one vrat-katha text 

which states at the end of the narration that, "By observing 

this vrat the saubhagya of women remains permanent ... And 

- ... women are warned that: "The saubhagyavatl. women who do not 

observe this vrat or do not continue after having observed 

it for a few years, or eat and drink during the fast - will 
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suffer severe troubles in this life and in the next 

I · f ,,50 J. e. But another lesson for women from this vrat-katha 

is that by observing austerities one gets power not only to 

achieve one's goals but also to control one's own life, 

rather than be controlled by others (notably by men). While 

some versions of the story play up the element of destiny 

(i.e., ParvatI was sati, siva's first wife, and so was 

destined to be his wife again), all versions capture 

Parvati's defiance of her father's and Narad's attempt to 

direct her life and her strong sense of self-determination. 

The ascetic power she accumulates through her terrible 

austerities becomes a source of fear and anxiety to the gods 

. ' . . who, in Tripathi's version, J.mportune SJ.va to take notJ.ce of 

ParvatT and stop her. 51 

Most women I talked with affirmed that this is one vrat 

that once started one should try to keep all one's married 

life as long as one is physically able. Moreover, once one 

decides to stop it, then certainly a formal ending ceremony 

50 Tripathi, Hinduo~ ke vrat, parv aur tyauhar, 145. 
One woman quoted a saying about the Tij Vrat to the effect: 
"If you drink water you will be born as a fish; eat sweets 
you'll be born as a fly ... " 

51 It is significant that several women told me that it 
was male relatives (fathers and husbands) who at certain times 
told them to stop keeping vrats because they were "worried" 
about the effects of the vrats on the women. No woman I spoke 
with ever mentioned a female relative telling them to stop 
performing vrats that they were already keeping. 



(udyapan) should be done with a priest officiating. Vina 

told me that following the ending puja one is to give 
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"colourful" saris to three married women. The texts suggest 

that one should give saris, dhotis, food, and dak~ina to a 

Brahman and his wife, but again, in practice, the details of 

the udyapan depend on what the family pandit prescribes 

and/or on what is normally done in the woman's family. In 

any case, the giving of gifts (saris, jewelry) to one or 

some married women at the time of the udyapan is essential 

as is the giving of gifts from mother or mother-in-law or 

sometimes the husband of items representing the auspicious 

married state to the daughter, daughter-in-law or wife at 

the time that she observes Trj each year. 52 Mildred 

Luschinsky, who described this vrat as it was done in a 

village fifty kilometers north of Banaras in the 1950's, 

suggested that the giving of gifts from mother or in-law's 

to daughter or bahu allowed ties between families and 

52 Lelauti, a well-to-do Thakur in her forties, the matron 
of a small nuclear family, emphasized that husbands "must 
certainly bring a new sari for their wives on TIj, because it 
is necessary to wear a new sari on this day." She then 
related a "Tij story" which she said was current: "It is said 
that at one time Sahkar used to do battle with a certain 
raksas (demon). That raksas used to fight regularly with ~iv. . . ~. _.... i.' . 
On the T1J day Parvat1 sa1d 'hav1ng (brought) for me my half-
sari and bangles, you please come - I will do a vrat.' For 
some reason Sivji could not bring the half-sari for her - (so) 
then Sivji cut one of his limbs and with the blood (made) a 
half-sari of the same colour. He gave it to mother Parvati 
who, having put it on, did puja." 



villages represented by marriage to be regularly 

strengthened. She says further that, "Any family which 
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fails to send Tij gifts when it can afford to do so is 

loudly criticized by all who hear about it."~ I would add 

that the giving of these particular gifts to married women 

reinforces among women the value of the wife in the family 

as sUhagin - the bearer and potential dispenser of 

auspiciousness. Although the wife is performing the vrat 

for her husband's well-being and long life it is she who is 

being celebrated. Her fast for his sake is an actualization 

of her protective and life-enhancing power. Interestingly, 

Luschinsky has noted in regard to the village of the Senapur 

version of TIj that, "Women fast on Tij for the welfare of 

their husbands. The act of fasting in itself is thought to 

53 M.Luschinsky (Life of_Women," 657-58) describes the Tij 
Vrat as it is done in Senapur this way: "Women who married 
into Senapur fast and bathe in their homes. Daughters of the 
village assemble and go to a tank where they brush their 
teeth, bathe, dress in clean clothes. After the dressing, 
each girl is expected to sing the name of her husband ... [a 
ritually charged event because women in most parts of India do 
not normally ever speak their husbands' names.] In the 
evening, those who have fasted eat some sweet preparation so 
they will not feel faint, but they do not regard the fasting 
period as over until the next morning when they swallow some 
soaked chickpeas .•. Women receive many gifts on Tij or just 
prior to Tij. The gift parcels usually include one or more 
saris, blouse pieces, glass bangles, some vermillion and 
perhaps a comb, mirror and other beauty aids. If a woman 
happens to be in her parents' village on Tij, her in-laws send 
the gifts. If she is in her in-laws' home her parents assume 
the responsibility for the gift-giving .•• " 
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serve this end. No gods are worshipped. ,,54 [my emphasis] 

In other words, recalling the discussion of tapas (the 

'heat' arising from ascetic practice) in chapter one, the 

fasting women undertake in the Tlj vrat can be understood to 

produce its own creative, transformational power that can 

effect the wishes of the votary. 

The JIvit-putra Vrat (Jiutiya) 

The Jrvit-putrika Vrat (literally, "living son" vow) or 

Ji11tiya (a contraction of jivit-putra) takes place on the 

eighth of the waning fortnight of the month of Asvin 

(Sept.jOct.). It is primarily women who have sons who 

observe this vrat and they do so to promote and protect 

their (male) children's life and well-being. In his Hindi 

book describing vrats, Tripathi notes that, "the Purax:as say 

that women who observe this vrat never suffer on account of 

55 their sons." As we saw in chapter one, vrats for sons 

are described as early as the Mahabharata. They are also 

found in Purapas and Nibandhas, though I have not found any 

description which corresponds to the way women actually 

54 h' k Lusc lns y, 658. 

55 . th . . d '" k t t h-Trlpa 1, Hln uon e vra , parv aur yau ar, 188. 
Tripathi does not specify which Pura~as mention this story, 
but, versions of this vrat's katha and other stories about its 
hero, King Jfmutavahan, may be found in the Kathasarit-sagara, 
among other Sanskrit medieval story collections. 
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perform this vrat today. Tripathi goes on to say that, "It 

is an extremely popular vrat among the women of U.P., Bihar, 

and M.P., and women having limitless love and affection for 

their children observe this vrat with great faith and 

loyalty. If someone's son is freed from troubles, then 

women praise the 'jiutiya' of his mother." The word jiutiya 

commonly refers to the red and yellow wool threads women 

wear on their necks as part of this vrat, but in this 

context it also represents the protective power the votary 

has garnered by faithfully keeping the vrat. 

Tripathi (whose book I here use as the ~astric model 

since his descriptions are usually based on Sanskrit 

sources) describes the method in this way: 

Having cheerfully arisen in the early morning and after 
completing the daily chores women (should) purify 
themselves in a tirth or pool and make their sankalp 
out of a desire for the well-being of sons. Having 
observed a waterless fast the whole day, in the evening 
time women put on the jiutiya made of cotton or wool 
and listen to the katha. Then in the night they 'do' 
(recite) the meritorious story and perform kirtan, and 
on the second day, after bathing, etc., they give some 
dan-daksina to a Brahman woman whose husband is living 
and who "is alessed with sons, and then (the votary) 
takes food. 

After this, Tripathi gives the story about noble king 

Jimutavahan and his self-sacrifice to Garuqa, the half man, 

half vulture king of the birds, for the sake of a Nag 

56 • h . d . f f 11 tIt' Trlpat 1, 189. See Appen 1X B or a u rans a lon 
of Tripathi's account of the vrat and the katha. 
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(snake) and his mother. The story bears no obvious rele

vance to the vrat other than that (a) the happy ending 

occurs on the eighth of the dark half of Asvin and, (b) the 

king may represent the sort of model son whom women hope to 

have. Tripathi then gives a short "folk-story" about a 

female jackal and a female eagle who both try to keep the 

Jiutiya fast. The jackal fails and her children die at 

birth, while the eagle succeeds, and her children flourish. 

The stories which women tell one another among those I 

interviewed in Banaras did not include the Jrmutavahan 

narrative, but did include a version of the jackal and eagle 

story. Women's Jiutiya stories always featured an 

appearance by Siv and Parvatf, who give blessings or help to 

ensure retributive justice. (See appendix B.) 

What is significant about Tripathi's description is his 

omission of the puja that women do on this day and which is 

apparently central to the vrat. I watched it being perform

ed by hundreds of women at Lakshmi Kund (a rectangular water 

reservoir adjoining an old Lak~mr temple off Luxa road), and 

on the banks of the Ganges. Groups of six to twelve women -

neighbours, friends, relatives and strangers - would form a 

circle near the water and begin the ceremony. They first 

cleaned the ground with water and then put some tumeric 

paste (called lepan) in a simple swirling alpana design on 

the cleaned ground. In the centre of each swirl was put a 
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dab of red kum-kum powder. Then the gathered women started 

unpacking the contents (puja samagri) of their ~halis (metal 

plates), cloth bundles or baskets on top of the designs, 

directly in front of them, into heaps. The items included 

cucumbers, bananas, apples, coconuts, white radishes, limes, 

flowers (including marigold and hisbiscus), puris, kacauris, 

sweets, incense sticks and ghee lamps. There were also 

neatly folded saris, mirrors, bundles of yellow and orange 

wool and some plastic children's toys. The women's piles 

were of various sizes - perhaps depending on what they could 

afford. Remaining on their ~halis were chickpeas, mung dal 

and flower tops. When all were ready the women took a 

handful of the legumes and flowers and one woman began to 

lead the katha while the other women listened and 

periodically threw their handfuls on top of their piles. 

After about ten minutes another woman began a second katha, 

and after another ten minutes a third woman took over. This 

lasted another five minutes. The story tellers were the 

older women in the group (late 40's to mid 50's). Which 

woman told a story appeared to be a spontaneous decision; I 

saw no discussion among the women about it. After the third 

story the women sprinkled water on their piles; hands 

touched the items, then their forehead and back in an action 

of self-blessing. After taking blessings from the prasad 

(which I assumed their piles now to be) each woman 
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carefully picked up all the items, every grain, and put them 

back in the ~hali, basket or cloth she had brought. Before 

leaving the site the women 'tikka-ed' themselves with some 

of the kum-kum on the ground, again in an act of self-

blessing. A new group would then form, clear the ground and 

57 proceed in the same manner. 

When I asked to what deity the puja was directed I got 

various responses: Lak~ml, Surya-Naraya~, and "Jiutiya-Ma ll 

(also identified as parvati). Votaries normally worshipped 

one or the other of these deities during Jiutiya. The fact 

that several deities are associated with this vrat is 

interesting and somewhat unusual. The particular deity's 

association with the vow can be accounted for in various 

ways. Surya-Dev or Surya-Naraya~, the Sun god, is 

worshipped morning and evening during the Dala Chath Vrat, . . 
an extremely popular vrat in Bihar which has spilled over 

into Banaras. The vrat bears many similarities to Jiutiya: 

it is for sons; women perform a similar puja on the banks of 

the Ganges; and they tell each other stories. In some vrat 

katha books it is said that in the Jivit-putrika Vrat one is 

to "do Surya-N"araya~ puja." Jiutiya-Ma is clearly the 

57 I was told that if a woman has children she does the 
puja sitting, if not, she will do it standing. Men are not 
involved at all, though I saw a few standing around looking 
on. Children of various ages hung behind their mothers or 
scampered about waiting for the proceedings to end. 



personification of the Jlvit-putrika Vrat. She has no 

iconic form and is said to live in wells or other watery 

places like kund and rivers. She has no other function --.-. 
apart from this vrat. In Senapur "Jiut Baba" and "Jiutia 

Mai" are worshipped on Jiutiya. Luschinsky noted that, 

"Although women say that they cannot identify many of the 
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gods who are personifications of ceremonies, they do 

identify Jiut Baba as Siv •.• and Jiutia Mai as Parvati. ,,58 

(Lak~mI's connection with the vrat will be discussed below.) 

As for the puja offerings, the fruit, flowers, cooked 

food, sweets, incense, and lamps are, as we have seen, 

typical items used to feed and honour the deity in any 

d d 
- ,- 59 stan ar ID:!J....9.. The saris, mirrors and kurn-kum represent 

saubhagya. The children's toys represent the children for 

whom the vrat is being observed. The legumes (and sugarcane 

stalks which I saw among women performing the puja along the 

Ganges) represent the new harvest, fecundity, and may 

symbolize the material well-being of the family.6o 

After the puja women go home as they came - singing 

58 Luschinsky, "Life of Women," 662. 

59 Most of these offerings - including packages of the 
smaller items: combs, toys, threads, red powder - can be 
purchased from street vendors in the lanes leading to Laksmi 
Kund and on the banks of the Ganges. 

60 f - - , 't I an alpana were part of thlS vrat all these 1 ems 
except the things offered to feed and honour the deity would 
be represented in the drawing. 
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songs with their baskets on their heads or held in their 

arms. At home all the fresh edible things that were offered 

in the puja are cut up into small pieces and given as prasad 

to those not keeping the vrat (e.g., male family members and 

children). The women remain fasting. The next morning 

before dawn they get up, bathe, and break their long fast 

(in which, Chandravati pointed out, even spittle should not 

be swallowed). Some women said they simply ate some of the 

left-over prasad. Shyamdevi's niece, Lakshmi, told me that 

she prepared puris, sweet rice, para~has stuffed with 

chickpeas and laddus. She invoked Jiutiya-Ma and touched . . 
fingers to food and forehead and back several times to bless 

herself. Some of this food was taken to the well (beside 

which she had done the puja and listened to stories the 

previous day) and thrown in as an offering. Then she went 

back to her home and broke her fast by swallowing seven 

uncooked chickpeas. Finally, she and her family ate the 

food she had prepared. 

Lakshmi also told me that the sixteen red and yellow 

threads are "worn as pras~d" after they have been offered to 

Jiutiya-Ma. Women will wear these threads around their necks 

for a few weeks or months, she said. One woman, Candravati, 

said that she had silver 'charms' representing the goddess 

Jiutiya made for both of her sons. To these she performed a 

puja and then tied them to the strings which she then wears 



61 each year for two weeks (during pitr paksa) .. ., The threads . . 
(and charms) are believed to provide blessings and 

protection for the woman's sons (and indeed daughters, if 

the woman has no sons or has a daughter that she is con-

62 cerned about). The tying and wearing of knotted threads 

is not confined to this vrat as the practice is also 
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/T associated with, e.g., the Ananta Caturdas1 Vrat, where one 

wears fourteen (caturdasI) threads. The sixteen Jiutiya 

threads are also evidently connected with the sixteen-day 

Mahalak~mI vrat immediately preceding this vrat. During the 

"Sorahia Mela" (the colloquial name for Mah'a:laks:ml Vrat) , a 

vow also observed almost exclusively by women for the sake 

of children and for promoting prosperity, the votary wears 

red and yellow threads with sixteen knots in it. The knots 

are tied by one of the priests at the Lak~mr temple with 

61 Scholars have suggested that there is a link between 
ancestor worship and the obtaining of progeny. Veena Das has 
noted that while ancestors "have the power to cause great 
harm, they also have the potential and the interest to bestow 
wealth and progeny on their descendents." [quoted in Marglin, 
Wives of the God-King, 78.] 

62 In reference to the Senapur version of Jiutiya 
Luschinsky also found that "The word Jiutia refers to strands 
of red cotton thread on which small metal charms are strung. 
Each woman has as many charms on her cord as she has sons." 
And in a footnote she comments, "A woman who has strong 
affectionate feelings for her daughters may celebrate Jiutia 
for her daughters as well as for her sons. In this case she 
will string on her Jiutia metal charms representing each of 
her daughters. This is not a common practice, however." (llLife 
of Women ,I' 663) 
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accompanying mantras. Because Jiutiya falls on the last day 

of the MahalaksmI Vrat and women observing this vrat daily 

go to the Lak~mI temple adjoining the same ku~? where many 

women who are keeping the Jiutiya Vrat go for performing 

their puja, it is natural to associate the Jiutiya Vrat with 

the goddess Lak~mi. It is because these two vrats intersect 

in time that certain features of one - the threads and 

identification of the deity (Lak~mi) - have passed into the 

63 other. In the Jiutiya Vrat a priest is not involved at 

all. Women perform the puja, women bless themselves and 

women tell the stories. All these aspects distinguish it 

from the Mahalak~mi Vrat and the Tij Vrat where all the puja 

rituals, katha telling, and blessing are usually presided 

over by a priest. Even the all-night vigil, the women's 

bhajan singing and the wearing of the sixteen srngar is 

prescribed in the texts. However, in the Tij Vrat laukik 

elements also can be and are added. For example, one woman 

told me that she made an alp ana on the Tlj day, even though 

it was "not necessary as it is in Karva Cauth.n She made 

it, she said, for auspiciousness. The simple design which 

she drew for me prominently featured the svastik, the 

quintessential symbol of benediction or auspiciousness. 

63 This may be a current example of the movement that has 
been taking place between ~astric rites that are overseen by 
a priest and women's own rites. 
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* * * 
To end this chapter, I want to make a few summary 

comments on the significance for women of certain features 

of a vrat. The sankalp, stated formally in front of a 

priest or informally by the woman to herself, reminds the 

woman of the overall intent of the vrat, articulates a 

commitment to see it through to its conclusion, and 

beseeches the deity to remove impediments to its fulfillment 

or to grant the wishes of the votary. Many women emphasized 

that their resolve gave them added psychological impetus to 

carry out the vrat, especially in the case of the more 

difficult waterless fasts. 

Most of the women I interviewed performed some sort of 

regular puja alone at home. But on a vrat day, the puia 

assumes a special importance because it provides both a 

social and a devotional context for the vrati the woman's 

acts of austerity are linked with those of other women and 

with their acts of devotion to the deity associated with the 

vrat. Pleased by the votary's acts of austerity and by her 

acts of solicitous devotion in the puja, the deity to whom 

the vrat is directed (if there is one) may feel inclined, if 

not compelled, to respond to the votary's desires. If the 

desires are not expressed in the sankalp or in the act of 

puja itself, they may be represented in the a1panas the 

woman creates for the occasion (featuring symbols of 
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children, the husband-wife pair, or auspiciousness in 

general). Or, the wishes of participants may be expressed 

more obliquely in the kathas following the puja. That is, 

the woman listening to the story may identify her wishes and 

hopes with those expressed by the protagonist. 

When a male pandit or pujari oversees the puja, women 

undoubtedly assume a more passive role in the proceedings. 

Yet, this passive role may be relatively short-lived. In 

the case of Usha and her sister, the twenty minute puja 

performed by the family pandit was the only point during the 

24 hour vrat when the women were passive. More often, as in 

my description of the Jiutiya Vrat, women act as their own 

officiants during the pujas. 

The positive social environment provided by vrat pujas 

is empowering for women. It was striking to see streams of 

women carrying puja articles in baskets, moving slowly or 

briskly, talking quietly or with animation, gathering 

numbers as they moved through the narrow streets to the 

gha~s or to Lakshmi Kund on several vrat days in Banaras. 

As women form small groups with family, friends and 

strangers to perform the puja and tell or listen to the 

stories, the bonds of solidarity between women as women 

(stri-jati: the 'class of women') are reinforced. Women do 

not have to tell each other their own personal tales because 

their stories are told for them in the ritualized setting of 
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the kathas. In these stories, during the pujas, women in 

their togetherness find meanings that may be comforting, 

supportive and empowering. For if they stick to their 

resolve like SavitrI, are as self-disciplined as ParvatI, 

and express feelings of true devotion to the gods as other 

protagonists of the kathas do, then any objective may be 

achieved, anything is possible. As savitri says in the 

Mahabharata: "My course shall remain unobstructed through 

the power of my austerities, my conduct towards my elders, 

my love for my husband, my vow, and by thy [Yama's] grace." 

What do women aim to achieve in their vrats and why? 

While we have already begun to see answers to these 

questions, I will address them more specifically in the 

remainder of the thesis. In the next chapter I examine the 

ideological and social contexts which both constrain and 

give meaning to Hindu women's lives and to their performance 

of vrats. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

"I do vrats for suhag" 

VRATA AND PATIVRATA: IDEOLOGY AND NORM IN WOMEN'S 

PERFORMANCE OF VRATS 

"Why don't men do vrats for women?" I asked 38 year-old 

Mira one humid afternoon in Banaras. The thick turbulent 

monsoon clouds darkened further the already gloomy front 

room of her second-storey decaying flat adjacent to the 

Ganges. "Well," she responded while nursing her youngest 

daughter (and sixth living child of the ten children she has 

borne), "for women the first (husband) is the divine 

marriage blessed by the gods. If a man loses his wife he 

can get another without too much problem; if a woman loses 

her husband it is much more difficult. If she does get 

another husband she might be called a concubine - he might 

have other women .... Women perform vrats for suhag (to 

preserve the auspicious married state)." 

Mira's response brings to focus the social reality 

shaping the lives of at least high caste Hindu women, and 

the continued force of a gender ideology which informs that 

reality: wives must keep vrats to preserve the longevity of 

their husbands. The early death of a husband means hardship 
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and varying degrees of societal opprobrium for the widow. 

Men are not under such constraints. Ideologically and 

socially, it does not matter how many times a man is 

widowed.' He is not stigmatized by the death of a wife; 
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nor is the widower put under permanent suspicion because of 

his status, as is the widow, even (or especially) if she 

remarries. It is not difficult for a man to obtain a new, 

'untainted' wife, as well as mistresses. Thus men do not 

need to observe vrats for the well-being of their wives 

simply because they are not expected to - "there is no need 

for them," as Snehalata put it - and practically there is 

much less at stake. 

Earlier chapters have touched on the relationship of 

women's performance of vrats to gender ideology in Hindu 

India. Now I will explore this relationship more system-

atically. To situate women's performance of vrats in the 

framework of the dominant cultural construction of gender,2 

, Vanaja Dhruvarajan in her book, Hindu Women and the 
Power of Ideology (p. 96), quotes two Kannada folk sayings 
which are pertinent: "If the son dies, the family is destroyed 
but if the daughter-in-law dies there will be a wedding;" and 
"we cry the day a woman is born and the day she is married but 
we heave a sigh of relief on the day she dies." 

2 What I refer to here as the "dominant cultural 
construction of gender" is the ideology concerning women's 
nature, roles and functions formulated over two millenia by 
the orthodox Brahman elite. While this gender ideology may be 
found expressed most succinctly in those texts the 
Dharmasastras - that this elite is responsible for producing, 
it turns up in varied forms in other literary genres (e.g., 
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I will first review the orthodox conception of strisvabhava 

(the "inherent nature of woman"), the development of the 

pativrata ideal and the practical elucidation of both 

concepts into stridharma (the "duties of women"). Since 

vrats can be construed as one of the central ritual 

expressions of strIdharm and the means of fulfilling stri-

dharm alters somewhat according to a woman's marital status 

and stage in life, I then examine the practice of vrats 

against the scheme of the life cycle of women. 3 In the 

process I look at such questions as how vrats function as 

agents of socialization for Hindu women and conveyers of 

normative values; and why, on one level, vrats suit the 

vision of the role of women articulated by the dominant male 

brahmanical culture. 

While much of the theoretical ground covered in this 

chapter has been laid out by other scholars, both anthro-

pologists and historians of Hinduism, it is important to 

review this material for several reasons. First, it sets my 

data within a conventional ideological context. Setting the 

material within this context helps to explain levels of 

meaning which (a) society gives to women's religious 

the epics, Puranas, and vrata-katha literature), and appears 
in folk sayings; films and other media. 

3 Women's "life cycle," insofar as it is defined as the 
stages of her life marked by her marital status, is itself, of 
course, an androcentric scheme. 
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activities (vrats) and (b) women themselves, socialized by 

these ideologies, then attribute to their religious 

activities. Second, a review of this material provides a 

backdrop to my last chapter which will explore other 

meanings and functions of vrats expressed to me by the 

individual women I interviewed. 

* * * 

In a 2000 year period from approximately 600 B.C.E. to 

1400 C.E., orthodox brahmanical religion gradually excluded 

women from significant or independent participation in 

virtually all (vedic) ritual activity.4 Though it would be 

naive if not incorrect to say that women originally enjoyed 

equal status with men in some early vedic "golden age," 

scholarship has fairly conclusively shown that (at least 

some) "twice-born" women received vedic instruction and as 

wives were considered essential and even honoured partici-

pants in the prescribed duties of sacrifice, feeding and 

propitiating the ancestors, and producing sons, all of which 

4 See I.Julia Leslie, The Perfect Wife - the orthodox 
Hindu woman according to the StrIdharmapaddhati of 
Tryambakajvan (Delhi: Oxford U. Press, 1989), p. 107 ff. for 
a description of women's role, historically, in the sacrifice, 
and p. 36ff. for an excellent summary of the process by which 
women were disenfranchised from vedic education. 



took place in the home. 5 Such terms for women as 

sahadharmanI truly meant "partner in dharma" rather than 

merely "ritual assistant" as it came to mean later on. 
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other terms which appear in vedic literature such as 

yagnopavitini (a woman who has undergone the sacred thread 

ceremony), brahmavadini (a woman learned in scripture) and 

pandita (a female pandit) posed explanatory problems for 

later Sm~ti writers who could no longer tolerate or perhaps 

even fathom the obvious implications of these terms. 

Though debates about women's need for vedic education 

and hence about their ritual authority to receive upanayana, . 
say mantras, and offer independent sacrifice long preceded 

the infamous Manusm:ti, it is in this text that the more 

conservative view regarding women found its most influential 

champion. Here women are not only relegated to the ritual 

status of Shudras, but now the first reasons given are that 

they are "weak" and "impure" and only secondarily that they 

are ignorant of vedic literature. 6 According to Leslie the 

logic went like this: "Since being born a woman or a sudra 

5 Besides the work of J.Leslie, see: A.S.Altekar, The 
position of Women in Hindu Civilization (Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, [reprint] 1973); M.A.Indra, The Status of Women 
in Ancient India, 2d rev. ed. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 
1955); B.S.Upadhyaya, Women in Rigyeda (Bombay: S.Chand, 
1974.) 

6 Manu IX.18; also Baudh.I.11,7 and Mbh.XII.40, 11-12. 
Quoted in J. Leslie, The Perfect Wife, 38. 
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is the result of particular sins in a previous birth [cf. 

Mbh. XIII.l20.9; Manu XII.3.9], the mere fact of femaleness 

is seen as proof of sin. Being sinful, a woman is 

amantravat; being amantravat, she cannot purify herself of 

sin: she therefore remains sinful all her life.,,7 with 

this sort of thinking, then, the view of strisvabhava that 

tended to prevail was one that stereotyped women in general 

as inherently sinful, fickle, untruthful, promiscuous and, 

of course, weak and impure. 

Yet, at the same time, women in their roles of wife and 

mother continue to be praised (as they were in vedic texts) 

as bringers of good fortune; the very embodiments of the 

goddess ~ri (or Lak~mi)8 in the household. They are also 

7 Leslie, The Perfect Wife, 246. 

8 While several of my informants (male and female) 
proclaimed that nwoman is ~ri," Leslie (The Perfect Wife, 62) 
points out that, "It is quite obvious that 'fortune' 
[sri,laksmi] is personified as female quite simply because it 
is held to possess such 'female qualities' as fickleness and 
instability. II 
On the other hand, K.Young ("Women in Hinduism," in Women in 
the World Religions, ed. A.Sharma, S.U.N.Y.,l987, 63) has 
argued that the direct point of transmission of many of the 
(positive) values and images of women's role (etc.) 
contributed by the vedic Samhitas to traditional Hindu women 
even today "was the marriage ceremony itself, which was based 
on Rg-Veda lO:85ff. Through the centuries, woman as maiden, 
wife, and mother was esteemed as fortunate (sumangali; 
subhaga) and auspicious (siva). Her association with wealth, 
prosperity, beauty, grace, charm, and splendor became 
enshrined in a later age by the idea that she was Laksmi, 
goddess incarnate. Moreover, the visible expression of these 
qualities in the aesthetics of feminine form, clothing, 
jewelry, sweet-smelling unguents, and flowers continued to 
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called ardh~6qI - "half the body" (of the male) - because, 

among other reasons, the fulfillment of two of man's three 

primary debts - to the gods, ancestors and society - depend 

on his having a wife; and the trivarga, the triple goal of 

the householder (dharma, artha and kama), can only be met 

through the cooperation of the wife. 9 Thus the wife is 

essential to the well-being and to the dharmic responsi

bilities of the male householder. 10 

While not true in the wider Hindu tradition, which 

associates the mother with the powerful and pervasive mother 

goddesses, the Dharmasastras tend to pay little attention to 

the category of woman as mother. They concentrate instead 

on the woman as wife. The reason for this is essentially 

that from the religio-legalists' point of view the category 

of mother is relatively unambiguous and unproblematic. In 

general, the mother is eulogized; she is to be honoured and 

respected by her children for she is the "guru of gurus." 

conote the well-being of the family as a whole, which in turn 
was a reflection of the fact that the deities had blessed the 
family." 

9 Leslie, The Perfect Wife, 267; e.g., smrticandrika of 
Devanna Bhatta, III.ii, 582; Mbh.I.68.40). • 

10 Unlike Hindu men, however, a Hindu female's varna 
(caste) becomes relevant only at the time of marriage - to 
ensure a same caste or anuloma marriage ("following the 
grain"; includes lower caste women marrying upper caste men) 
and avoid a pratiloma marriage. Otherwise, it is her sex that 
determines her dharma - hence women as a class are to follow 
stridharma (rather than var~asramadharma). 
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The wife, on the other hand, can wreak havoc on the purity 

of her husband's ancestral line (gotra and jati) and 

possibly deprive him of the son which he needs to fulfill 

his own ritual obligations by sexual indiscretions and 

transgressions. The wife, then, must be carefully selected 

and guarded (controlled). To make this task easier, among 

other reasons, women as wives are exhorted to be pativratas. 

The pativrata is the "Perfect Wife," as Julia Leslie has 

cogently demonstrated in her book of the same name. In the 

most conservative view, to rigorously follow stridharma and 

to strive to become a true pativrata should be a Hindu 

woman's only goal; it is her only legitimate aspiration; the 

only option that can result in spiritual merit, and the only 

means by which she can save herself from her womanly 

nature. 11 

Though, as was mentioned in chapter one, such goddessj 

women as satijParvati, sita, and Savitri - insofar as they 

11 In the remarks that women offered to me in answer to 
my question about what they considered stridharm to be, there 
was a remarkable degree of consensus (and accord with McGee's 
findings), suggesting that women are well familiar with 
conventional notions of what women as wives ought to do or how 
they ought to see their role. For example, Lelauti said: 
"Stridharm is - one accepts the orders of one's husband, one 
follows dharm. One should bring up one's children in a good 
way; one should serve one's husband. One should give respect 
to one's elders." She ended by asserting that "stridharm is 
very significant (lit. "big" - bara) dharm." Others, like 
Shyamdevi, stressed sexual fidelity, or, like Snehalata and 
Vina, conflated serving one's husband with housework. 
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exemplify pativrata behaviour - continue to be held up as 

role models for women today, these are not role models that 

ordinary women can easily follow (as women I interviewed 

told me). Furthermore, the very existence of these model 

women does not challenge the orthodox view of strisvabhava, 

for the texts make it clear that these women were exceptions 

12 to the general class of women. 

There are dozens of didactic passages in the epics and 

Pura~as, often placed in the mouths of goddesses or impor

tant male or female characters, describing how the perfect 

wife is to comport herself. For example, in the Mahabharata 

(III.38, 15-35) Draupadi explains to Satyabhama how she 

manages to be the "perfect wife" to her five husbands; and 

in another place (Anu.134.6,10.30-55) Parvati is asked by 

her husband Sankara to explain what constitutes ideal 

womanhood and the duties of the faithful wife. Similar in 

tone and wording, but without the background colour of 

characters and stories, one finds the pativrata ideal 

detailed in sections of the Dharmasastras and Nibandhas 

under some such heading as "stridharm."13 What is 

12 See Leslie, The Perfect Wife, 262, 272. 

13 S.A.Dange in his Encyclopaedia of Puranic Beliefs and 
Practices lists numerous puranic references to the pativrata 
under his section on 'women' (vol.V). For example, from the 
Brahmavaivartapurana he quotes passages about how the 
"excellent wife" is· to behave, behaviour which underscores her 
structurally inferior position as devotee to god: "Getting up 
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interesting is that many of the qualities of mind and the 

self-restrictive behaviour that are required of a pativrata 

are precisely the ones required of the votary as described 

by the Purana-Nibandhas under the "dharma of vratin." But 

this should not be surprising because a woman's (a pati

vrata's) behaviour towards her husband-god is patterned on 

the worshipper's ritually prescribed behaviour before his 

k I . t d t- 14 -y- or 1S a eva a. 

early in the morning ... she should bow to her husband with 
joy and greet him with praise. Thence she should start her 
household duties. After bath, wearing [clean] clothes, she 
should worship her husband with a white flower ..• She should 
attend to the bath of her husband, wash his feet and give him 
[clean] clothes. After arranging a seat for him, and asking 
him to sit there, she should apply sandal paste to his 
forehead and the whole body; she should place a wreath [mala] 
in [sic] his neck •.. [And then, interestingly, contradicting 
women's supposed amantravat status:] with mantras from the 
Samaveda, she should worship him and bow down to him with 
these words 'Om, obeisance to the lustrous one, the calm one, 
the resort of all the gods; hail!' •.. ; after this she should 
offer him a flower and sandal-paste, place offerings at his 
feet: wave incense and a lamp with a wick; she should also 
offer to him water made fragrant with ingredients and read (or 
mutter) a ••. (stotra) in front of him .•. " (BVP 83.110-142) An 
earlier passage in this same Pura~a makes explicit that the 
wife is to see Vi9~u in her husband as she worships him. 
Similarly, she is to eat his leftover food and to drink the 
water in which his feet were bathed. (BVP 84.15-17) The 
practice of a wife eating her husband's leftovers (or at least 
eating whatever is left after everyone else has eaten) is 
still common in India. 

14 Indeed, one could imagine that the ideal woman herself, 
as depicted, for instance in Manu V.165-6, where the virtuous 
woman is described as one who restrains her mind, speech and 
body, could have been the model for the nibandhakara's 
description of the dharma of the votary. Pativratas would 
have been the ideal candidates for the performance of vratas 
since they were already trained in all the appropriate 
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Mira's comments quoted at the beginning of the 

chapter - "For women the first husband is the divine 

marriage" ending with "I do vrats for suh'ag" - demonstrates 

how inextricably the concept of the pativrata has become 

intertwined with the vrat tradition for women. Ritual and 

gender ideology have been powerfully blended in the vrata 

tradition, each reinforcing the other. A woman's primary 

vrata is the vow of service and fidelity to her husband/god 

which she assumes at marriage. Particular vrats that she 

performs are to promote his well-being, and secondly, that 

of his sons. Though perhaps not initially the case or the 

intention, women's vrat observance, then, has come to be 

seen by both men and women as a ritual extension of their 

"pativrataness." The more vrats a woman does, the more 

devoted (to husband and family) she is seen to appear. 

Hence the pride and satisfaction that some husbands 

expressed to me in the number of vrats that their wives 

performed, even when they were not really sure what exactly 

the women did during these rituals. 

It is not difficult to see how vrats suit the vision of 

the role of women articulated by the dominant male 

Brahmanical culture. While some women's rituals, perhaps 

niyamas. 
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women's versions of votive rites, may have been appropriated 

by Purana-Nibandha author-compilers, the new transformed . 
Dharmasastric vratas were moulded to serve Brahmanical 

visions of the proper ordering and functioning of society. 

In this ideal society, women's place and function are made 

plain. The view of woman's nature as tending towards 

weakness, sensuality, distraction, idleness and disorder and 

the need therefore to control women would lend itself to the 

recommendation of vratas to women. That is, pandits and 

high caste men in general may have felt inclined to 

encourage women to perform vratas because they saw these 

rites as a way of providing a regular means to instil in 

women not only the values associated with the pativrata, but 

also a mechanism of self-control. The particular forms of 

moderate self-restraint, the ritual care for maintaining 

purity, and the moral behaviour prescribed in the Dharma

sastric vratas would all have been seen as contributing to 

the aims and welfare of men, and by extension, women 

themselves. Taking the viewpoint of a conservative pandit, 

then, vratas could be seen to be ideally suitable for women 

to observe. As vratas are supposed to be voluntary or 

optional meritorious rites, women who do 'choose' to perform 

vrats for the benefit of her family act as self-regulators. 

Men can indirectly control women by 'allowing' women to 

control themselves; and to control themselves in a way that 
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promotes the interests of a patriarchal social structure. 

Now we must turn our attention to examining how the 

pativrata ideology and various social forces combine to 

inform and affect the number and type of vrats that women 

observe today in Banaras, and the reasons that women give 

for performing these rites at different (maritally-defined) 

stages of their lives. 

VRATS AND THE LIFE CYCLE OF HINDU WOMEN 

When the Dharmasastras discuss women they frequently do 

so according to a tripartite division of her life defined by 

her relationship to men: the before-marriage phase 

(kaumarika), the marriage phase (vivaha) and widowhood 

(vaidhavya) - which includes the (preferred) option of 

commiting sati. As we have seen, these texts were 

interested in women primarily from the point of view of how 

they ought to support and accommodate the prescribed 'life 

cycle' of men - the four stages and duties (or aims), the 

sa~skaras, and so on. Pura~a and Nibandha literature 

sometimes designates particular vrats as suitable for (or 

more explicitly peculiar to) unmarried girls, married women 

and widows. There is no parallel division for men. Men are 
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rather categorized according to other criteria (e.g., caste 

or occupation) and so certain vrats are singled out as 

appropriate for kings, others for mendicants, and so on. 

The only occupation singled out for women in which a 

particular vrat is deemed suitable, that I could discover, 

is prostitution. 

Several authors writing on Bengali brat have discussed 

"women's vrats" according to this tripartite division of a 

woman's marital status. 15 In Bengal there are clearly 

vrats specific to unmarried girls (kumari brata) and then to 

married women (nari brata). In Orissa, Freeman has des-

cribed a vrat specific to post-menopausal women, the Habisha 

16 Vrat. When I went to the field I also planned to divide 

Hindu women's lives into the three general phases of her 

life cycle, for analytic and descriptive purposes. The 

intention was to determine whether there were vrats peculiar 

to each stage, if so which ones, and the reasons for 

observing these vrats among women in Banaras. However, 

while a few women I spoke with from other part of uttar 

Pradesh told me about vrats which only unmarried (pre-

15 E.g., S.R.Das (1952), E.M.Gupta (1984). 

16 James Freeman, "The Ladies of Lord Krishna: Rituals of 
Middle-aged Women in Eastern India," in Unspoken Worlds: 
Women's Religious Lives in Non-Western Cultures, ed. N.Falk 
and R.Gross (Harper & Row, 1980), 110-126. 
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menarche) girls keep, in Banaras, perhaps because of its 

urban and cosmopolitan nature, I did not discover such 

strictly segregated marital or age-specific vrats. Instead, 

I found that among the women I interviewed there was a 

variety of opinion and practice about who does (or should or 

should not do) which vrats, on what occasions and for what 

reasons they may be performed. Nevertheless, I feel it is 

instructive to organize and present data on vrats according 

to stages in a woman's life in order to again contrast 

Dharmasastra precepts and ideology with material from 

researchers who have written about women in northern India 

(from a sociological perspective), and with women's views 

and personal narratives. Once more, this format allows us 

to get a sense of the relationship between gender ideology, 

social norms and actual behaviour in the context of women's 

performance of vrats. 

Before we begin, it is worth noting that if one looks 

at the life cycle from the Hindu woman's point of view, it 

becomes apparent that while a woman's relations with a man 

may define her status and set her path, it is the world of 

women she moves through. On this point, Sylvia Vatuk, in 

writing about women in an "urbanized village" in Delhi, has 

argued that women do not necessarily, or only, perceive 

their own position according to the model of Manu's 

(infamous) dictum: "In childhood a female must be subject to 
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her father, in youth to her husband, when her lord is dead 

to her ,,17 sons ... 

They clearly see their lives as tightly constrained by 
the wishes and needs of other persons in their 
immediate family - as well as by more general social 
forces emanating from the wider community and public 
opinion. But they do not see these constraints as 
being imposed specifically by men; in fact, while 
ultimate authority may indeed be explicitly invested in 
male figures in the family, it tends ... during most of 
the life cycle to be administered instead by other 
females, acting either on their own initiative or at 
the behest of men or women who in turn hold positions 
of authority over them. It is interesting ... to note 
that the typical feminine version of Manu's injunction 
speaks of a woman's life in terms of three stages of 
subordination to other women, namely ma ki raj, sas ki 
raj, and bahu ki raj (mother, mothe~-in-Iaw and 
daughter-in-Iaw's rule or kingdom). 

An effect of this feature of the social structure is that 

women by and large are the most rigorous defenders of 

"tradition"; especially those who assume the position of 

matriarch in the family. 

Kaumarika - the unmarried girl 

In his book, Women in Manu and His Seven Commentators, 

R.M.Das writes: "Manu regards the daughter as an object of 

highest tenderness .•. She is to be brought up with as much 

affection and care as is bestowed upon the male child; 

17 t' ) :".l.. t Manusm~ 1 V.148 (also, IX.3 ,B~ller, rans. 

18 S. Vatuk, "Authority, Power and Autonomy in the Life 
Cycle of the North Indian Woman," paper for a symposium 
entitled "Women in North India: Not Such Dutiful Wives", (AAS, 
Toronto, 1981), 5. 



rather greater kindness is to be shown to her as she is 

physically more tender and her emotions too are more 

delicate. ,,19 The whole tone of Das' book is similarly 

apologetic, patronizing, and revealing more of Das' 
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attitudes than of the author of the Manusmrti. For, in 

fact, the Dharmasastra (and the Manusm~ti's) interest in the 

unmarried girl is minimal. It is centered primarily on 

ensuring that the girl's virtue is safeguarded under the 

authority of the paterfamilias, until her transfer, through 

a properly arranged marriage at the appropriate time, to the 

authority of her husband. 

From a sociological view, researchers (e.g. Vatuk 1980, 

M.Roy 1972, S.Kakar 1978) have shown that, in general, a 

young girl in north India has no authority and little power, 

but does have a measure of autonomy while residing in her 

parents' house. 20 The amount and quality of her autonomy 

19 • ( • h b R. M. Das, Women 1.n Manu Varanas 1.: Kanc ana Pu ., 1962), 
49. Das goes on: "Manu makes every effort to see the position 
of the daughter exalted to its highest. According to him no 
householder should pick any quarrel with her.[ ... IV.180] 
Medhatithi and Kulluka say that no sort of unpleasant dealing, 
.•. is to be entered into with her. This, they think, will 
tell upon her tender emotions. It is probably for this reason 
that they are not allowed to undergo the strenuous exertions 
of the Vedic studies." 

20 Vatuk defines "power" as "the ability to influence or 
control the actions of others"; "authority" as "socially 
legitimated power"; and "autonomy" as "the ability to fully 
control one's own activities and actions". ("Authority, Power 
and Autonomy", 2) For a description of the socialization 
process that takes place among girls and boys in one South 
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depend on myriad factors, bearing on such things as her 

parents' attitudes towards her, how many and what sex 

siblings she has, and her economic status, among others. In 

most cases the daughter's autonomy will begin to be 

circumscribed between ages six to ten, and she will be more 

explicitly socialized into her feminine roles, in contrast 

to her brother who will retain and augment his already 

greater degree of autonomy. The means of explicit social

ization of the daughter include: being given responsibility 

over younger children; being asked to help older female 

relatives in household duties, including religious 

activities like preparing puja items; not being allowed to 

go beyond certain boundaries or interact informally with 

strange men, and then even known men outside the immediate 

family. The role of vrats in the gender socialization of 

young girls has been noted by some researchers (e.g., 

S.Mazumdar 1981; M.Roy 1972; A.Kayal in Sankar Sen Gupta 

1969). A vivid example is the Bengali Dasaputtal Brata, 

observed by unmarried daughters. Here I quote Mazumdar's 

Indian village (in Karnataka), see V.Dhruvarajan, Hindu Women 
and the Power of Ideology. Dhruvarajan's book on the whole is 
a rather bleak evocation of the lives of women. She 
emphasizes women's lack of self-development, maturity, 
autonomy and power, and their co-option with their own 
subordination. She explains how through songs and sayings and 
parental instruction girls are taught that "the qualities of 
docility, shyness, patience and tolerance are stressed as 
being the most important qualities of a woman." (p.66) 
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description of it: 

The RYig and vrata more directly involved with the 
socialization of girls are typically conducted at 
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home - either in a room set aside by the family for 
worship •.. or in an area designated as the altar. The 
dasaputtalika (ten dolls) vrata, though no longer as 
popular as it used to be 30 to 40 years ago, .•. is in 
many ways the quintessential vrata designed for 
unmarried girls. This is carried out in the first 
month of the Hindu Bengali calendar. Ten figures, 
primarily from the epics, are drawn on the ground, and 
prayers are offered to them in turn, embodying an 
appropriate wish. These include: a wish for a husband 
like Rama, a father-in-law like Dasaratha, a brother
in-law like Lakshmana, a mother-in-law like Kausalya; 
to be chaste like sita, an efficient cook like 
Draupadi, to be blessed with children like Kunti (all 
sons and no daughters); to achieve true womanhood like 
Durga, tranquillity like the riy,er goddess Ganga, and 
forebearance like Mother Earth. 

We have already mentioned some of the role models for women 

in the epics held up allover India and repeatedly reinforc-

ed by the observance of vrats which bear their name, and in 

imitation of whom they are performed. The Dasaputtal Brata 

fills out models for the other significant personae in the 

life of the young wife. Since the girl can expect to marry, 

she might as well pray for the 'best' husband and in-laws; 

those who will be considerate and fair. The brata also 

makes explicit those qualities that the young woman should 

aim to achieve in herself: chastity, efficiency, fecundity, 

21 Sucheta Mazumdar, "Socialization of Hindu Middle-Class 
Bengali Women," U.C.L.A. South Asia Bulletin (1: 1981),34. 
A close variant of this brata is described in A.Kayal, "Women 
in the Folkore of West Bengal," in Women In Indian Folklore, 
ed. S. Sen Gupta (Calcutta, 1969), 190. 
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strength, tranquillity, forebearance. 

Kamala, a middle-aged Brahman woman who had been born 

near Merut and then had lived in various parts of uttar 

Pradesh, told me about two vrats that she had observed at 

the behest of her mother when she was a young girl: Sura.j 

~ 22 
A~t1 and Candra Chat;h Vrat ("sun" and "moon" vrats). 

These are vrats only for pre-menarche girls, she said, and 

she kept them from the age of four to eight, completing them 

with an udyapan. In the suraj Vrat one eats one meal before 

the sun goes down, and in the Candra Vrat one eats only 

after the moon has come up. These are rather difficult 

fasting requirements for such a young child, and Kamala said 

that she was the only one among her four sisters who had 

been able to complete these two annual vrats. The Candra 

Vrat is marked by a special bath, administered by her 

mother, in which the turai leaf is rubbed on five parts of 

the body. At the time of breaking the fast, the family 

pandit came to read the vrat-katha, the details of which 

Kamala could not remember except that it explained the 

importance of the special bath. While she could not recall 

the details very clearly (and did not know anyone who kept 

22 These are the same two vrats which Neerj a had mentioned 
as vrats for young girls, though she had only heard about 
them. Kamala could not recall in which months these vrats 
were performed, and I have been unable to identify them in my 
collection of Hindi vrat books. 
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these vrats today), the ritual and fasting had made a deep 

impression on her and she took on many more vrats with 

enthusiasm when she got older. 

In Banaras, I found that in practice and common 

opinion, apart from vrats for children, unmarried girls 

could do virtually any vrat they wished. In addition to the 

general familial vrats, the girls I met who performed extra 

vrats tended to take on a weekday vrat and/or, among the 

annual women's vrats, Tlj. The weekday vrats that were 

popular were the Monday, Thursday and Friday (including 

santo~I Ma) vrats. These were observed by teenagers and 

women in their twenties for assistance in school studies or 

work, or for securing a 'good' husband. Obtaining a good 

husband was the only reason given for observing Tlj, and the 

most frequent reason given for observing the Monday vrat. 23 

23 Both M.Roy (1975) and S.Mazumdar (1981) mention the 
(Monday) ~iva Brata as being especially popular among young, 
unmarried girls in urban Bengal. Roy (pp.37-38) provides a 
long first-hand account of a college girl performing the Siva 
brata with about fourteen other girls from her dorm lito get a 
§iva-like husband. II At the end of her account this young 
woman told Roy: "If you ask me whether I believed in the whole 
things, I have no answer. I liked doing it and, unlike my 
friend who jeered about it, I felt good in doing it. I always 
like ~iva, and knowing the story of Siva and Uma I thought a 
marriage like that would not be bad. 1I (38) 

Among the women I interviewed in Kerala, the Monday Vrat 
was the most commonly observed short-term vrat. (Half of the 
sixteen women I interviewed had kept this vrat before they 
married, and several continued after. For example, Radha, 39, 
told me she kept the Somvar Vrat every week for two years 
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other vrats, of course, can serve the purpose of 

obtaining a good husband too. Fifty-six year-old Krishna, 

who came from an observant Brahman family, told me that she 

started the srava~ Somvar Vrat when she was ten years old 

for this reason. She said that she saw her mother observing 

it and was inspired to do so herself. Her mother guided her 

in the details, but she did not have to spell out to Krishna 

the purpose for which she should perform the vrat. Krishna 

had already absorbed this lesson in watching her older 

sisters get married off. 

Sudha, 24, keeps the Tuesday Vrat. She is unmarried 

and living at home with her mother while she pursues 

graduate studies in music at Banaras Hindu University. She 

observes only two vrats: Navaratri, in honour of her 

favoured deity Durga, and the Tuesday Vrat, also directed to 

Durga. In Sudha 1 s case, unlike most of the other women I 

interviewed who kept this weekly vrat, the planet Mangal did 

not have any bearing on the reasons for her observance, and 

no one had prescribed it for her. She had been observing 

the vrat for one and a half years when I met her and had 

because she wanted a good husband and on the advice of her 
mother (who had also kept it). Initially Radha told me that 
she thought this vrat did help her to get a good husband, 
but then she confided that she has doubts about whether the 
vrat was really responsible or whether her ability to adjust 
to her husband is more responsible (for the satisfactory 
marriage) . 
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started it "because I felt a desire to do it." underlying 

this desire, it later emerged, was her hope to find a good 

husband. This hope was all the more poignant because two of 

her well-educated sisters had burned to death in the homes 

of their in-laws; victims of so called "dowry deaths." 

Sudha's mother, a widow as well as a bereaved parent, 

supported Sudha in her decision to take up this vrat as well 

as Sudha's desire to carryon with her studies. Despite her 

marriageable age, no efforts were being made at the time to 

find Sudha a husband. For her vrat Sudha fasts by avoiding 

grains, onions, masala and mustard oil. She reads slokas 

from the Durgasaptasati (in a Hindi translation) and offers 

flowers, lights (dip) and incense to her murti of Durga 

while silently praying to her. Sudha asserted that she will 

try to do the Mailgalvar Vrat "all my life." 

Thirty-four year-old Chitra said that she started 

Navaratri - her first vrat - some eighteen years previously 

when she was in tenth standard. Chitra wanted help with her 

exams, which, at this stage, were very important because 

they were the "board exams" similar to the British "0" 

levels. In expressing her concern to her teacher, Chitra's 

teacher suggested that she try observing the Navaratri Vrat 

(and thereby secure the goddess' assistance). Chitra agreed 

to do this and, though her mother and grandparents observed 

Navaratri, Chitra was the only one in her family to observe 
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all nine days of the vrat. Her mother also taught her the 

details of the ritual. Clearly, obtaining help to pass 

exams is not a traditional reason for women to keep Nava

ratri (or any other vrat). However, as women's education 

becomes more highly valued (even if only to render a girl 

more marriageable), doing well in school becomes an 

important goal and is added to the list of socially 

acceptable reasons for a young woman to perform vrats. 

The above example also reveals the perceived nature of 

vrats (especially 'all-purpose' vrats like Navaratri) as 

potential problem solvers. Again we may note that this 

adaptability is one factor that explains the tenaciousness 

of these rites. 

During several Friday morning visits to a small but 

busy santo~i Ma temple in Khojvan (section of Banaras) I saw 

teenage girls among the women who came to the temple for 

santo~l Ma's puja and/or darsan, and for listening to the 

reading of the katha as part of their vrat. I stopped to 

talk with some of these fourteen to seventeen year-old girls 

and the majority told me they were keeping the vrat to help 

them in their school studies. Yet even while they were 

performing the vrat "for school," they could not help but 

assimilate the messages of this katha - the messages that 

underscore the traditional roles, duties, perogatives (even 

abilities) of the daughter/wife/mother to help her (male) 
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kin. 

As a final example from my own data to illustrate the 

place of (or attitudes toward) vrats in the kaumarika stage, 

I offer part of the conversation I had with seventeen year-

old Anita, the daughter of a well-to-do army officer: 

Anne: Do you consider yourself a religious person? 
Anita: No. 
Anne: Why would you want to start a vrat? 
Anita: I would want to give a rest to my digestive system. 
Anne: Mainly for health reasons? 
Anita: Yes, I like to take a vrat on Monday because it is a 
common belief that if one keeps a vrat on Monday then Lord 
Siva gives praise and happiness (to the observer of the 
vrat). 
Anne: If you are not religious then why should it matter 
what day it was? 
Anita: Yes, (but) I don't much believe in others (other 
gods), because God is one. 
Anne: What kind of fast is required for the Monday Vrat? 
Anita: My mum told me - I just ask her. Now I don't know. 
Anne: Is it phalahar? 
Anita: Yes, phalahar. 
Anne: What about your friends, do they also do a Monday 
fast, or ••. 
Anita: Some of them take a Monday or Tuesday or Saturday 
Vrati whatever day they are told by their mothers. They 
also can ask their family astrologer what day they should 
fast. 
Anne: How many of your friends at school observe vrats? 
Anita: Most of

24
them - except the daughters of brigadiers and 

colonels. 

Anne: So vrats are quite popular among your friends then ... 
Anita: Yes, quite popular. 
Anne: Do they want to keep them or (is it) because their 
mothers or astrologers told them to? 
Anita: They also want to keep them. They have some wishes 
and ambitions, some kamna [wish or desire]. Mothers also 

24 Unfortunately, I did not ask her why the daughters of 
brigadiers and colonels did not keep vrats because we were 
interrupted, and I did not return to this point. 
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say - if you want to keep then keep (them). And astrologers 
also told them (to do vrats) according to their horoscopes. 
'You have to keep this vrat to please this god because this 
god according to the nak~atra is angry with you'. 

Anita starts off by offering a non-religious reason for 

keeping a vrat - "giving rest to the digestive system." She 

then appeals to "common belief" - i.e., her religious 

heritage imbibed through her mother - to explain the signi

ficance of keeping a vrat on Monday, Siva's special day. 

Siva rewards those who devotedly keep his vrat. Anita was 

unclear about the details of the vrat because she relied on 

her mother to guide her through it and prepare the 

appropriate fasting foods. Undoubtedly, for Anita and all 

her friends who kept a vrat, the mother was the primary 

guide. Yet, as Anita insisted, there was some autonomy in 

the girls' choice of whether or not to perform the vrat in 

the first place, and why. This is both consonant with the 

nature of vrats as optional observances, and with this stage 

in a woman's life: the time before marriage while she still 

resides in the normally comfortable and supportive atmo-

sphere of home. While traditionally this is the formative 

period in a Hindu girl's training to be wife and mother, she 

is at the same time often indulged within the confines of a 

benevolent if strictly supervised environment. 

Most women I interviewed said that they did not observe 

many vrats at this stage in their lives, nor did many take 
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them very seriously. Lapses in fasting or procedural 

requirements were more easily passed over or excused. Some 

girls kept them irregularly; they could enjoy imitating 

their older female relatives and pretending to be grown up. 

Pratibha said that she started the Tlj Vrat when she was 

around twelve because other girls were doing it and because 

one could buy (or have one's parents buy) new clothes and 

bangles for the ritual. Moreover, "it was fun." At that 

time, she explained, she did not know the significance of 

the vrat. Mothers or grandmothers were usually the key 

persons involved in transmitting the details of the 

procedure, though others - teachers, films, school friends, 

or a family astrologer - could be instrumental in providing 

the impetus to begin observing a vrat. Some girls, like 

Anita, performed vrats even though they did not consider 

themselves to be 'religious'; it was something to do (which 

their friends did, and, of course, which their mothers 

encouraged); it was a way to keep the body healthy or 

figures slim. others had more specific goals: doing well in 

school; getting a good husband (when marriage itself was 

seen to be inevitable). Clearly, however, aside from 

actually learning how to perform vrats, what was (and is) 

imparted to young girls as they grow up in observant Hindu 

families is that these rites constitute an important, if not 

crucial, element of what it means to be a Hindu woman and a 
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supplementary (because they are supposed to be optional) way 

of fulfilling one's stridharm. Further, the kathas which 

the young woman hears from the time she is a small child 

provide vivid models for the wifely behaviour toward which 

she should strive. 

Vivaha - The Married Woman 

Once a woman marries, her primary vrata, the texts say, 

is pativrata - her vow of service and fidelity to her 

husband-god. But as a married woman, she is also now a 

saubhagayyati (or suhagin, or in southern India, 

sumangali) - all terms signifying "an auspicious married 

woman" - and it is both her duty and in her interest to take 

the performance of vrats more seriously than she did before 

marriage. since she now has a real husband upon whose 

welfare depends in large measure her own welfare, she must 

strive to enhance and protect it, and vrats provide a means 

by which this can be accomplished. Before I explain how 

this works, it is necessary to consider the significance of 

auspiciousness in Hindu thought and women's special 

relationship to it. 

By examining its semantic field in day to day usage, 

the anthropologist T.N. Madan has demonstrated that 

auspiciousness (manqala, Subha) is associated with 

particular events and configurations of time and place which 



together promote or ensure well-being, happiness, and 

fruitfulness for individuals and their endeavours. 25 The 
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scholar F. Marglin, in her landmark study of the devadasis 

(temple dancers) of Puri, describes auspiciousness as "a 

state which unlike purity does not speak of states of moral 

uprightness but of well-being and health or more generally 

all that creates, promotes and maintains life. ,,26 She says 

further that, "Status seems to be associated on the whole 

with masculinity and auspiciousness on the whole with 

femininity, the two intimately intermingling in marriage"; 

d h 11 "h h' f .. ,,27 an s e ca s women t e arb1ngers 0 ausp1c1ousness. 

Neither men nor women are born with auspiciousness, then, 

but women are called auspicious when they become married (as 

long as they remain married and preferably chaste) because 

as feeders and potential (or realized) providers of children 

they are a source of pleasure and benefit to the family, 

clan and society. As caretakers of the home and embodiments 

25 T.N.Madan, "Concerning the Categories Subha and Suddha 
in Hindu Culture" in Purity and Auspiciousness in Indian 
society, ed. J.Carman and F.Marglin (Leiden: E.J.Brill, 1985), 
11-29. Madan notes that "The agency which ensures this [state 
of] well-being may be divine grace, the configurations of 
circumstances and/or hUman effort." (12) 

26 Frederique Marglin, Wives of the God-King: The Rituals 
of the Devadasis of Puri (Delhi: Oxford U.Press, 1985), 19. 

27 Ibid. Marglin also characterizes the role of the wife 
as the "feeder of the household": she is the "life-maintainer 
par excellence" on whose proper behaviour depends the welfare 
of the group (both the living and the ancestors). (53) 
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of the goddess Lak9mi - the divine ultimate source of auspi

ciousness - women can mediate the ebb and flow of mangal in 

the family. The performance of vrats is an important part 

of this process because it involves bringing together 

special time, place, and items considered favourable to the 

creation of an environment 'charged with auspiciousness'. 

Thus it was that several women told me that "vrats are for 

auspiciousness," and that "vrats give peace and happiness to 

the family"; or, as Lelauti put it: "By keeping vrats in the 

home, happiness and calm will prevail ..• Troubles are kept 

far away and one's wealth increases. In every way vrats are 

beneficial." 

Furthermore, as one woman told me, "women share in 

Durga sakti"; or, as the husband of another woman I 

interviewed put it, "women are the sakti principle of men." 

That is, women are perceived to be born with an "enabling," 

"energizing" force; a force or power which, when channeled 

through a husband and marriage, becomes a 'tamed' creative 
, . 

power. Sakt1 has been described as a kind of natural energy 

or dynamic power; "a psychophysiological energy that mayor 

may not be used by a person to assist him in controling 

another person. ,,28 Its source is the goddess Sakti. 29 The 

28 Sheryl Daniel, "Marriage in Tamil culture: The Problem 
of Conflicting Models" in ed. S.Wadley, The Powers of Tamil 
Women (Syracuse: Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public 
Affairs, 1980), 89, n.3. 



power of sakti is both trans formative and transferable to 

another person or object. One's measure of sakti can be 
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increased through chastity and any form of tapas (acts of 

austerity and self-denial, especially of food), or through 

suffering and servitude - both associated with women's 

lot. 30 vrats that women perform for the sake of others in 

the family further harness and direct their "sakti" to 

auspicious ends. 

When newly married Veena said that, "through vrats 

women do the protection of their husbands" (echoed by other 

women in so many words), she meant that: (i) the merit a 

woman accumulates through performing vrats can be 

The anthropologist M.Egnore, who contributed an article to the 
same volume, above, explained that "sakti, like our own word 
'power' is often defined as the ability to act, to make others 
act, to make things happen, and as action itself." (liOn the 
Meaning of ~akti to Women in Tamil Nadu", 22.) 
Additionally, Daniel reports that the villagers in Tamil Nadu 
she interviewed held that "although males also possess a 
measure of sakti, it is believed that this is because they 
embody a small portion of the female principle." (78) 

29 Just as srI/Lak~mi is the divinized form of fortune, 
luck, auspiciousness, so Sakti is the divinized philosophical 
principle of "enabling energy" (from the verbal root sak - "to 
be able to"). Sri/Lak~mi is the consort of Vif?I;1U who is 
usually depicted as the preserver and ruler. Together they 
represent kingship, wealth, abundance and stability. Sakti is 
often associated with Parvatl, the consort of Siva (which also 
means "auspciousness"). Together, Siva and Sakti create; 
alone, in their terrible aspects - as Bhairava and Kali - they 
destroy. But, of course, as Marglin has shown, death as a 
prelude to life is not necessarily inauspicious. 

30 See M. Egnore, "On the Meaning of sakti", pp.15-17. 
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transferred to her husband - i.e., the gods, pleased by the 

devotion of the votary, answer her prayers by protecting 

those for the sake of whom the votary acts (the usual vrat

katha scenerio); (ii) fasting and self-control increase a 

woman's sakti - her transformative, creative energy which 

either translates her wishes into reality or is somehow 

transferred to her husband. (I will discuss the 

relationship between vrats, tapas, and sakti further in the 

next chapter.) 

On the one hand, then, the young bahu's (daughter-in

law) performance of votive rites symbolizes her acknowledge

ment of and acquiescence to her new role as wife and would

be mother of sons (as well as new member of the family, as I 

will explain below); but on the other hand, it also 

signifies that her actions have a potentially trans formative 

power insofar as through her regular performance of vrats 

her husband's life may be protected, fertility of the land 

and crops, as well as her own reproductive fertility may be 

ensured, the family wealth and well-being enhanced, and so 

on. Married women's observance of vrats, unlike men's or 

widows', is intrinsically connected to and is a public 

expression of, their special relationship to auspiciousness. 

It is important to note that the women scholars I have 

made reference to in the foregoing (Egnore, Daniels, Marglin 

and McGee) have made insightful contributions to our under-
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standing of the nature and significance of Hindu women's 

religiosity. These contributions balance the orthodox 

gender ideology against other, more positive conceptions of 

women as "harbingers of auspiciousness," "dispensers of 

saubhagya," and so on, expressed, implicitly or explicitly, 

in the Hindu tradition. Sandra Robinson sums up the stance 

of this perspective towards the end of her article "Hindu 

Paradigms of Women" (p.209). She says that in both the 

"brahmanic paradigms" (orthodox gender ideology) and in the 

"Hindu devotionalism configuration," which allows for a more 

positive conception of women's role, 

women are powerful but subordinate, but in the women's 
traditions their powers are used directly and resource
fully and their subordination is reduced, in effect, to 
a symbolic level. Instead of consigning their powers 
and efficacy to male agents as brahmanic consort 
goddesses do, women in devotional Hinduism exercize 
their powers themselves for purposes they themselves 
choose. The purposes in the end do reflect values of 
self-sacrifice, but the selflessness involved in 
performing rites for one's family welfare proceeds from 
a posture of efficacy and confidence ... 

Let us return to the new bahu from a sociological 

perspective. In northern India where arranged marriages and 

exogamy are still the norm, the newly-married woman leaves 

her natal home and family to join her husband's family, 

often as a complete stranger. As she enters the "sas ki 

raj," she will find herself on the lowest rung in terms of 
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her (lack of) authority, power and autonomy. 31 In short, 

her own volition must now, more than at any other stage in 

her life, be made to bend and adjust to the needs and 

demands of those around her. One of the most important ways 

in which she can gain acceptance and status within her new 

family is to bear a child, especially a son, for her affinal 

l ' 32 
~ne. So, a newly married woman is expected both to 

adopt the vrats observed in her sasura1 (in-laws' family), 

and to direct her intention for observing those vrats to 

achieving the auspicious ends which serve the well-being of 

her new family. 

There are several factors which can determine how many 

and which vrats a woman will actually perform during her 

married life. One factor is her own piety. A second factor 

is pressure from female family members of her sasural to 

conform to their practices. A third factor is her personal 

situation with respect to fulfilling her duties as a wife 

and provider of healthy male offspring for her husband's 

family. A woman may feel impelled to resort to keeping new 

vrats or more vrats if she is having trouble conceiving, or 

she had not yet produced a boy. Sushi1a represents such a 

31 See Vatuk, "Authority, Power and Autonomy", 30. 

32 On this topic see, e.g., S. Wadley and D. Jacobson, 
Women in India: Two Perspectives (New Delhi: Manohar Book 
Service, 1977). 
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situation. 

After giving birth to three girls Sushila, originally 

from Rajasthan, very much wanted a son. However, on account 

of a heart condition, she was advised by doctors against 

becoming pregnant again. Her husband, while wanting a son, 

did not overtly pressure her either (they both claimed) as 

he was very concerned about her health. Nevertheless, and 

not surprisingly given the tremendous value placed on male 

children in Indian culture, her desire persisted. While 

visiting her maike (birth family), relatives told her to 

pray to the image of the woman who had been a sati (burned 

herself on her husband's funeral pyre) in their family. 

"She also has power due to her sati (truth)," Sushila said, 

"and all the women in her family turn to her in times of 

want or trouble." Sushila went to her family Sati-Mata 

shrine and drew an inverted svastik with cowdung and prayed 

to Sati-Ma for a son. She made a manauti (conditional vow) 

saying that if she were so blessed she would return from 

Banaras to do Sati-Ma's RYig and revert the svastik. The 

inverted svastik, she explained, represents an incomplete or 

unsatisfactory state of things (in a woman's life) - and to 

draw it properly represents a "saphal" (literally, 

"fruitful") situation. Clearly, the inverted svastik 

symbolized the unsatisfactory situation in Sushila's life. 

Within a couple of months she was pregnant with her son. In 
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addition to this vow, made to her familial sati-Ma, Sushila 

also kept the sunday Vrat in order to obtain a son, on the 

advice of a friend in Banaras. She did this weekly vrat 

until she became pregnant, at which time she ended it with a 

simple "havan-pUja" ceremony. While pregnant she went to 

the Durga mandir near her house and prayed to Durga (her 

i~~adevta): "If my foetus is a son, keep him safe; if a 

daughter, take her away." Sushila attributes the birth of 

her son to the combined blessings of all the deities that 

she propitiated by vrat and prayer and from whom she had 

sought help. 33 

A married woman will also start a new vrat if one of 

her children (especially a male child) is ill or failing to 

thrive. Chandrakala Devi, age 50, and originally from 

western Bihar, told me this story: 

Several years after marriage my one son became quite 
ill. Later he was diagnosed as having tetanus, and I 
had no hope of saving him. At that time I made a 
conditional vow to God that I would keep the Qala Chath 
vrat if my son became well. That son of mine did 
recover so since then I have been observing the Dala 
Cha~h Vrat. Now my son is twenty-two years old .. 

I asked Chandrakala how she had learned about this vrat. 

She replied, "In Bihar this vrat is a major celebration -

people observe it with great pomp. Everyone learns about 

33 When I met her, her three year-old son was a healthy 
cherished child, but Sushila's heart condition has seriously 
worsened and she was awaiting surgery. 
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this vrat just by watching everyone else do it." Thus, 

though she had not previously kept this vrat she knew when 

and how to observe it. 

Both Sushila and Candrakala had inverted the usual 

format of a vrat by transforming the vrat into a "manauti" -

a conditional vow. That is, instead of performing the vrat 

first and hoping for a reward, the vow is undertaken only on 

condition that the deity propitiated fulfills the suppli-

cant's desire. In my experience (confirmed by McGee's 

data34
) conditional vows are most often made when a woman 

is confronted with an urgent and specific problem for which 

she seeks an immediate solution. In all cases among the 

women I interviewed, when a manauti-vrat had been 

undertaken, the reason had to do with the woman's children. 

In some cases, the woman wanted to conceive a child of a 

. f' 35 specJ. J.c sex. In other cases, a child is very ill and 

medical treatments have not had the desired effect. The 

mother (and/or grandmother) look to other means to help the 

child. Appealing to one or several deities (or deified 

persons - e.g., Sati-Matas and brahms) and offering to 

34 See McGee, 348-9. 

35 Lakshmi, Shyamdevi's niece, gave a similar account to 
Sushila's. In her case she had three boys and strongly desired 
a girl, even when "people told me that I should stop having 
children". She prayed to Jiutiya Ma saying, "If you will grant 
me a girl then I will do your vrat." Lakshmi too was 
successful. 
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perform a self-sacrificing ritual act on condition of a 

positive outcome is one option. Luschinsky wrote this about 

such manauti vows in Senapur: 

Some village women also turn to Goraya Baba [Senapur 
village protector spirit] in times of trouble. They 
vow that they will perform a ceremony for him if he 
frees them of their difficulties. This kind of mutual 
give and take arrangement with the gods is very common 
in the village. Women seldom trust one god to fulfill 
their request. They usually make their vows to a 
number of gods, assuming that at least one will be 
tempted by the promise of offerings and worship. If 
their demands are satisfied, they worship all the gods 
to whom they made vows, saying }pat they have no way of 
knowing which gods helped them. 

So it was that Sushila, not knowing which deity had helped 

her, attributed her successful outcome to all the gods, and 

fulfilled her promises to each. 

The older saubhagyavati 

Older, post-menopausal women, whose husbands are still 

alive and who are not required to earn independent incomes, 

are in a position to observe vrats more diligently and 

frequently than women at other stages in the life cycle. 

For post-menopausal women, the restrictions relating to 

menstruation and childbirth imposed on younger women no 

longer impede ritual acts such as a puja. Older married 

women are usually at the peak of their authority, power and 

autonomy in the family, and this brings increased freedom to 

36 Luschinsky, "Life of Women," 656. 
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determine their own activities. Those who are financially 

secure, that is, those whose families can afford a servant 

to help look after grandchildren, also have considerably 

more time at their disposal to engage in such activities as 

bhajan groups, pilgrimage, local temple visitation, katha 

recitations, and the longer (e.g., month-long) vrats, such 

as the Kartik "snan-dan-vrat. ,,37 These are all socially-

approved pastimes for a proper Hindu wife. While all women 

can engage in these activities, older women predominated in 

the bhajan groups and katha recitations that I attended in 

Banaras. 

Ideologically, the important point in regard to older 

married women and vrats is that as long as she remains 

saubhagyavati, she can observe all vrats as a pativrata. If 

she has children and they are married off, and if her 

husband is still alive and well - she has indeed proved 

herself an 'auspicious married woman.' Younger women will 

seek her blessings during such occasions as marriages, 

festivals and during vrats in which women gather together to 

perform the puja, tell stories and perform other ritual 

37 As Freeman ("The Ladies of Lord Krishna" 124-25) has 
described in relation to the Habisha Vrat, longer vrats may 
involve pilgrimage, as well as story-telling, singing and 
dancing or dramatic re-enactments of scenes from the kathas in 
cases where the vrat is performed by a group of women. Pre
menopausal women cannot observe the month-long Habisha Vrat 
because their period might come in the middle and compromise 
the vrat. 
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activities. 

Vaidhavya - widowhood 

When a woman is widowed, her situation changes 

dramatically. "widows are not supposed to wear makeup," said 

Vina, "or put on any of the s7~gar (auspicious items, such 

as bangles, sindur [red powder in the part of her hair], 

signifying that a woman is married); (they are to) eat food 

without spices and stay in cool places, so that their minds 

can remain fixed on God." Vina has succinctly summed up the 

traditional expectations regarding a Hindu widow; expecta-

tions which are still very much alive among the higher 

castes in much of India. 38 

From a dharmasastric point of view, the woman who 

becomes widowed ideally ought to commit sati as that would 

not only prove the quality of her pativrata-ness in a final 

act of heroic loyalty to her husband, but practically it 

38 The respected national news magazine, "India Today", 
featured an in-depth report on the plight of widows in India 
which starkly revealed that the terrible social and economic 
conditions for (many) high-caste widows have not significantly 
changed in recent years. Unless financially independent and 
either educated or very determined, the widow's fate largely 
depends on the attitudes of her in-laws and/or her birth 
family. (India Today, "widows: Wrecks of Humanity", Nov.15, 
1987, 68-75.) 
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would solve the problem of what to do with her. 39 Failing 

that, the texts variously specify who is responsible for her 

and how she is to behave. She is most problematic if she is 

young and has produced no heir. Though disagreeing on 

details (e.g., should she be tonsured or not), the Dharma

sastras are fairly consistent in advocating a life of 

extreme simplicity in diet and dress, and relative 

seclusion. She is to focus on 'spiritual matters'. In 

short, she is to render herself asexual by acting like an 

ascetic - without the benefits (and attendant admiration) of 

having made that choice herself. 

Both the texts and more recent observers of Hindu 

culture never fail to mention the widow's association with 

inauspiciousness. "It is said that a widow is the most 

inauspicious. Even a glance at her should be avoided, much 

less her touch [Skanda pura~a II.9.22] ... The blessing of 

widows is said to be like the hissings of poisonous 

serpents ..• A widow is ordained to spend her time in the 

worship of Visnu. Decoration or looking into a mirror is 

39 In the famous stor~ of Sakuntala in the Mahabnarata, 
there is a passage where Sakuntala lectures Du~santa when he 
has refused to recognize her and their son (Adiparvan 68.39-
46). She eloquently speaks of the pativrata, and among other 
things, says: " ... Only a faithful wife follows even a man who 
has died and is transmigrating, sharing a common lot in 
adversities, for he is forever her husband. A wife who has 
died before stands still and waits for her husband; and a good 
wife follows after her husband if he has died before." [van 
Bui tenen tr.] 
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forbidden for a widow [Brahmavaivarta Pura~a 11.83.94 

ff. ] . ,,40 The widow is inauspicious essentially because she 

is no longer (legitimately) sexually active, and so can no 

longer produce sons and can no longer be a transmitter of 

well-being to the family. Though in theory she can continue 

to strive to be the pativrata by focussing all her prayers 

on helping her husband in the next life and on joining him 

there, she is certainly no longer saubhagyavati. On the 

contrary, she bears some measure of responsibility for her 

husband's death, and so is a potential transmitter of 

inauspiciousness. In consequence, one is to avoid contact 

with her as much as possible. 

Nevertheless, though widows may be the bearers of 

inauspiciousness, older (post-menopausal) widows can be 

'pure'. certainly Vina conformed in many ways to the 

expectations of a widow, but she also seemed very concerned 

about maximizing purity in whatever way possible. Many such 

widows end up cultivating this quality perforce because of 

their ascetic regimen. 41 Of course, as we have seen, vrats 

40 Quoted in Dange, Encyclopedia of Puranic Beliefs and 
Practices, 1615. . 

41 Marglin has noted this too (Wives of the God-King, 54): 
"Old widows - i. e. after the child-bearing age - are pure. 
They fast all the time; they never eat fish, meat and other 
'hot' food, they wear white (colour of purity) garments and in 
general live an austere life. It is only by disassociating 
inauspiciousness from impurity that one can understand why it 
is only old widows who can become temple attendants." 
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are ideally suited not just to the promotion of 

auspiciousness, but to the ascetic life and to the 

cUltivation of purity. 

According to Vindhya, an elderly Vaisnava Brahman .. 
estranged from her husband, widows should keep vrats so that 

their husbands can achieve mukti, "and for their own 

chastity and their own next [lives]." Once more (despite 

. dh ' I' t )U h . V1n ya s persona C1rcums ances er response 1S an 

ideologically predictable one. The first concern should be 

for the welfare of the husband. The performance of vrats 

remains a vehicle through which this can be achieved. By 

extension, a widow must protect her own chastity since 

chastity remains a key to her pativrata status. Again, 

vrats serve the purpose by their focus on sensual abstinence 

and self-control. Finally, the widow, through her vrats, 

may supplicate a god to ensure that she is not widowed in 

her next life, and/or that she may be reunited with her 

husband. 43 

Usha, the 33 year-old married woman whose observance of 

42 I will discuss Vindhya' s situation shortly. It is 
worth noting, however, that Vindhya often first gave a 
conventional response to particular questions, but then, as we 
talked, more personal reflections would emerge and perhaps 
contradict earlier statements. 

43 There is another possibility. Annapurna, married to 
a poor and domineering pandit, told me bluntly that she prayed 
to be reborn as a man. For her, life was hard enough without 
the added burden of being a woman. 
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TIj I described in the previous chapter, expressed the view 

that if a widow was keeping vrats before her husband had 

died then she could continue to observe them for her 

children. If she had no children, then observing vrats was 

still necessary. 

Some vrats are such that they have to be kept for one's 
whole life; and if a widow prefers to leave [them] then 
she has to do the udyapan (for those vrats). If a 
widow has no children then she should observe vrats for 
her next birth. If she will do puja-pa~h [this 
includes vra~ then in the next birth there won't be 
such a bad life (as this one was). How it was in the 
previous birth, what deeds were done that (caused her) 
to become a widow, who knows? ••• (in short) widows can 
observe any vrat, but they cannot offer saubhagya items 
in a puja ... 

Usha's comments by and large reinforce Vindhya's. What is 

again impressive is the sense of commitment to vrats that 

these (and other) women express. Once started one ought to 

keep performing vrats despite being widowed. Like 

Shyamdevi, who gave up most of the vrats she observed with 

reluctance (because she felt physically exhausted by the 

work involved in making a living and caring for her 

children), many women seem to feel attached to these 

rituals, rituals that are so closely linked with Hindu 

women's identity and so expressive of their religiosity. 

Gulab is a 66 year-old widowed Brahman who has kept 

fourteen different vrats in her life-time. When she became 

widowed in her mid fifties, she left all vrats except the 

semi-monthly EkiidasI (the quintessential "widow's vrat") and 



the four yearly Ga~es Cauth Vrats which she keeps for her 

sons, the youngest with whom she currently lives. Unlike 

vina, she does not wear only white saris and she does not 

stay away from all auspicious occasions; she goes to the 
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Viswanath temple every day and she likes to participate in 

bhajan groups. Rani (Snehalata's older sister-in-law), now 

62, was widowed when she was 32, and she is childless. Much 

of her life centres on religious activities. For example, 

she performs a daily morning puja and an evening aratl to 

the "sanatan devatas," and every day she bathes in the 

Ganges and visits the temple. After she was widowed, a 

jyoti~i prescribed the pur~amasi and Ekadasi vrats for her 

to keep, and she still performs these vrats, totalling four 

per month. She also still keeps Sivaratri, Janma~taml and 

Tlj. About Tlj she said: "You don't stop Tlj even if your 

husband dies;" such is the tradition in Rani's family. The 

vrats she did discontinue when her husband died, because a 

widow is supposed to, are Karva Cauth and the Savitri Vrat. 

(Later she also discontinued Prado~ and Srava~ Somvar when 

the astrologer prescribed the other vrats for her to take 

up. ) Rani feels that the EkadasI and PUrnamasi vrats are . --
the most important vrats which she now keeps. As she 

explained: "I have belief in them (vrats). One does vrats 

out of aradhana (devotion); it is good karm (action); out of 

that comes punya (spiritual merit); and it is mangal 



(auspicious)." Rani never spoke of her husband, and I 

gather that the fact of her childlessness, and the 

disappointment, constant worry and sense of failure that 

this situation precipitated never allowed her to get 

accepted by or form any bonds with her husband's family. 

(She currently lives with natal relatives.) Clearly, the 
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early death of her husband contributed to her alienation 

from her affinal family. Though she continues to perform 

the Tij Vrat because of a sense of obligation, it is to the 

other vrats that she attributes the most significance, 

because they are for herself, for nurturing her relationship 

to God; and, "anything to do with God is mangal." Like 

Snehalata, it is Rani's faith (shaped in particular by the 

teachings of the Bhagavadglta) that has provided her a 

source of strength, and perhaps a sense of worth and purpose 

beyond that prescribed by her low and marginal status as a 

widow. 

mok~a and vrats 

Reflecting on the relation of vrats to the stages in a 

woman's life, Snehalata commented: 

Before marriage, vrats are performed out of a desire 
for specific things and for bhakti. Just after 
marriage, nitya and laukik vrats are done, especially 
laukik [i.e., manauti-type vrats and those for chil
dren). If widowed, then the laukik vrats stop and one 
concentrates mostly on sastrik, mok~a-centred vrats. 

Moksa ("liberation" from the cycle of rebirth) is often 
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included in the Purana-Nibandha vrata descriptions as one of . 
the possible rewards or fruits for the performance of a 

44 vrata. However, there are debates in the Dharma smFtis 

and Nibandhas about women's capacity to achieve mok~a, and 

these debates were never consensually resolved. Some texts 

state that women cannot ever obtain moksa because of their . 
svabhava, their inherent nature. They must wait to be 

reborn as a male. Others suggest that women can in theory, 

but this is not an appropriate goal for women as wives. 

Stridharma dictates that women's goals must always be in 

relation to their husbands. If such duties are supremely 

well carried out, then moksa may be a reward. . 
Most women I spoke with did not mention moksa at all . 

when discussing vrats. When moksa was mentioned, it was . 
usually casually, along with other fruits of vrats, just as 

we find in the Puranas. Or, it was mentioned in the context 

of widows' performance of vrats, as in Snehalata's comments 

(above). In general, my impression is that mok~a was not a 

goal that women thought about very much; not because of an 

acceptance of strictures against their capacity or its 

44 Actually, instead of moksa or mukti, the Purat;las often 
specify a, one could say, "pre-final liberation" state as the 
reward. As McGee notes (63-4), philosophical schools 
recognized different levels of moksa (that is, leading up to 
moksa): salokya (reaching one of the gods' heavens); samipya 
(nearness to God); sarupya (identical form with God); and 
sayujya (absorption in God). 
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inappropriateness for them as women, but because of its 

abstraction and remoteness from their immediate lives. As 

dharmic acts, vrats are spiritually and socially 

meritorious; and that is enough, for all dharmic acts 

eventually contribute to mok~a. Yama and Brahma will decide 

how well their "good" actions balance against their "bad" 

actions, and mete out the karmik results. 

However, I would suggest that when Snehalata, and other 

women, commented that widows could or should focus on moksa

centred vrats, they are saying that this is the time in a 

woman's life when she can more explicitly or publicly 

acknowledge that she is performing religious rituals for her 

own welfare. Further, married women tend to express 

sympathy for widows, and allow that a widow should be able 

to engage in religious activities that will not only help 

her to secure a better rebirth, or mok~a, but that will 

provide some solace for her present life. 

* * * 

How often, how many, and which vrats may be observed 

during a woman's lifetime, then, depends on diverse factors. 

Family tradition, both natal and affinal, is probably the 

most important factor; but also important is a woman's own 

inclination or attitude towards vrats. Thus, if a woman's 

mother, grandmother or mother-in-law observed many vrats, 
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she may keep many too. Nevertheless, usually this practice 

must be sustained, especially when tested by circumstance, 

by her belief or trust in their efficacy or purpose. Such a 

belief or trust in vrats, however, is often understood 

reflexively, as giving her back something such as "good 

feelings," "peace of mind," detachment, or a stronger 

relationship to God. Among those interviewed, I found that 

in a time of crisis or chronic difficulty one woman will 

give up vrats altogether as being useless while another may 

observe vrats with increased ardour as a source of strength, 

hope or consolation; or as an outlet for frustration. I 

will be discussing the spiritual significance of vrats for 

women at greater length in the next chapter. For the 

moment, I will give two examples of women whose lives have 

been deeply tried, and how their experiences have affected 

their performance of vrats. 

Dulari, 56 year-old Brahman widow, is an example of a 

woman who gave up on vrats. Dulari had finished high school 

and had been married to a man who became a professor at the 

University in Banaras. She gave birth to eight children, 

one boy who is mentally handicapped, and seven girls, two of 

whom died shortly after birth because they were premature. 

Two of her daughters are married and one, Sudha, still lives 

at home. The other two daughters, as I have mentioned 

before, burned to death at the homes of their in-laws. 
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While formal accusations of negligence and murder were 

lodged with the police, no charges have been laid, and the 

two husbands have remarried. These tragedies happened a few 

years after her husband's death. Dulari used to keep five 

vrats; now she keeps none. She used to keep these vrats, 

she said, "for mental peace"; now the idea of achieving such 

a state seems to her hopeless. Though she had supported her 

daughter Sudha's decision to take on the Tuesday Vrat, she 

has lost interest in performing vrats herself. Dulari's 

only religious activity involves the occasional reading of 

the Ramayan. 

Vindhya, a Vaisnava Brahman aged 72 and estranged from 

her husband, has also experienced serious difficulties. Her 

humour and liveliness could not always mask her emotional 

suffering at the hands of an apparently callous family. At 

times, she was loquacious in a cheerful way, telling 

stories, giving anecdotes and reciting verses from the Gita 

or Puran. At other times, she would suddenly become 

tearful, her voice dropping to a whisper as she talked about 

the difficulties she has endured. One of her two sons died 

of fever in adolescence, and her husband used to beat her 

before he finally left the home, when her remaining son and 

daughter were married. She was left without financial 

support and now lives with her elderly widowed sister. 

Vindhya has also been in poor health for some years. She 
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has kept twelve different vrats in her life. But, some 

years ago, after her husband left and when she was about 60, 

she gave up all vrats except Ga~es Cauth (for her children) . 

Then she took up the semi-monthly Ekadasi Vrat with a 

renewed sense of religious conviction, and despite ill-

health and advanced age, she remains strongly attached to 

this vrat. 

Vindhya has derived much consolation from the Gita, and 

her reading of the text (much of which she has memorized) 

seems to have influenced her understanding of vrats. Early 

in our conversation she made a distinction between two kinds 

of vrats: the "EkadasI kind" and the "Siva-puja kind." She 

suggested that in the latter one asks for things in return, 

whereas "Lord K~~~a says if you ask for something in return 

then you are forcing him to give by not eating. K~~~a says 

not to ask for anything in return when you perform a vrati 

ask only for his bhakti. ,,45 Vindhya explained that the 

Ekadasi vrat was especially important to her because "that 

is the only way to obtain God. People who read the Gita do 

the Ekadasi puja to achieve mok~a. These are the things I 

45 Vindhya apparently associated Siva-puja with animal 
sacrifices, which she felt were wrong. "People who do this 
kind of puja are blind in their mind and heart ... It won't 
work if I sacrifice my finger to strengthen yours!" 
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want - closeness to God. ,,46 But, she reflected, "it is up 

to God to decide what He will give." 

Vindhya made a number of interesting comments about 

the correct attitude one should adopt while performing 

vrats, and about the meaning, significance and benefits of 

these rites. But it is more appropriate to place some of 

these comments in the context of discussions in the 

following chapter as I move on to examine and summarize 

meanings and functions of vrats in the religious lives of 

Hindu women. 

46 Vindhya' s understanding of the term moksa seems to 
correspond to the concept of samipya (nearness to God); one of 
the 'levels' of moksa . . 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

"BECAUSE IT GIVES ME PEACE OF MIND" 

Meanings and Functions of vrats in Hindu Women's Religious 

Lives 

While the women I spoke with were quick to explain why 

husbands do not need to perform vrats for their wives, and 

why wives and mothers do keep vrats for husbands and 

children, they often hesitated to say that they performed 

vrats for themselves as well. Some women, like Snehalata 

and Rekha, denied that they ever kept vrats for their own 

benefit. Yet, in their comments about the meaning and 

purpose of vrats and the benefits that observing vrats 

gives, it is clear that women do get something back for 

themselves. Indeed, it is apparent that women use vrats to 

express profound spiritual yearnings, and that performing 

vrats gives them "peace of mind," a sense of accomplishment, 

and even more, a sense of empowerment and control over their 

bodies and over certain aspects of their lives. 

This final chapter draws ideas and material from 

earlier chapters together with new material to reflect on 

the functions of vrats in Hindu women's religious lives and 

to draw some conclusions about the various factors that can 
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account for the pervasiveness and apparent popularity of the 

vrat tradition among women in India. Specifically, this 

chapter looks beyond the ostensible reasons for which women 

perform vrats (encapsulated in the phrase "I do vrats for 

suhag) to investigate more systematically other explanations 

of the meaning and significance of vrats. That is, I 

examine what else vrats mean to women besides being a means 

to maintain or enhance their sUhag. I review what women get 

out of vrats for themselves, how women use vrats to express 

their spirituality or their religious goals, and I examine 

what women mean by the phrase "peace of mind." I also 

consider the relation of vrats to the concepts of purity, 

tapas and sakti. And, finally, I explore the ways in which 

vrats empower women. As in previous chapters, women's 

comments and narratives constitute my primary data, and 

while I have constructed the framework, I have allowed their 

words to set the agenda and direction of analysis. 

Let me first turn to the specific query which usually 

marked the beginning of my interview with a woman; what is a 

vrat? Asking women to define the term vrat at the start of 

our discussion set the subject matter immediately into 

focus. As an open-ended question (and one that was 

generally received as innocuous and non-threatening), it 
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allowed women to say whatever came to their minds. 1 Some 

women initially responded with a simple statement such as, 

"a vrat is a fast." Or, the purpose of vrats would be 

stated: "We do vrats for kalyan (well-being)," "for mangal 

(auspiciousness)," or, "for suhag." At other times the 

procedures of particular vrats would be outlined to show 

what a vrat is. Not infrequently, several explanations 

would be given at once, as in: "A vrat is performed for 

peace; to get rid of problems. It is also 'duty' and (it 

is) tradition (sal!lskar)." Later in the interview (or on 

another day), I would go back to this question or ask it in 

a different way. Now there had been time for more reflec-

tion on the subject. In the following sections, I present 

my attempt to sort out and collate the material I received 

which bears on this question. It is interesting to see how 

the whole (historical) spectrum of the vrata tradition as 

shaped and recorded in the texts is reflected in women's 

2 responses. What is also noteworthy is how many of the 

1 Some women, like Lakshmi, seemed to have thought about 
the nature and meaning of vrats before and their comments came 
easily. Others were hesitant and seemed to be struggling to 
articulate ideas that had previously been largely inchoate. 
However, another reason for women's hesitation, I believe, can 
be attributed to the fact that the concept of vrat is complex 
and cannot be readily encapsulated. 

2 As a modern representative of the Sanskrit Dharma 
sastra tradition, it may be useful to record here for purposes 
of comparison the words of the Hindi author R. Tripathi on the 
meaning of vrat and the reasons for observing vrats. At the 
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"ten niyamas" listed in the Agni Purat:ta and other sources as 

constitutive of the "dharma of vrata" have been singled out 

by women as central to the meaning or purpose of vrats. 3 

Meanings of Vrat 

Vrat as "ordinance" or duty 

Aroma is an elderly Tamil Brahman who had lived in 

Banaras for many years, and who, through her husband, had 

experienced much contact with westerners. She spoke in a 

mixture of Hindi, English, and Tamil. I begin with her 

reflections on the meaning of vrat because of their 

resonance with the Rgvedic sense of vrata as (socio-

beginning of his long introduction to his book, Vrat, parv aur 
tyauhar, Tripathi writes (p.l): "The reasons for observing 
vrats are, usually: for obtaining spiritual (adhyatimik) or 
mental power (mansik sakti); for purification of mind and soul 
(atma), and for the firmness [or power] of determination; for 
the development of devotion (bhakti) to God and for the 
development of faith; for the purification of atmosphere 
(vatavaran); for infuencing (or leaving an impression on) 
others; to make the thoughts pure and elevated and so on; and 
it is done for physical health." At the end of his 
introduction he concludes that "The meaning of vrat is to bind 
good actions (bandhanyukt satkarm), that is, the fruit from 
the doer's karm (actions) is tied to him. Though humans have 
to suffer the result of their good and bad deeds, [yet] the 
reward of solemnly-vowed vrats is unerring." (p.2l) 

3 To remind readers, the ten niyamas are: k~ma 
(forebearance); satya (truth); daya (compassion); dana 
(charity); sauca (purity); indriyanigraha (control of the six 
senses); deva puja; homa; santo~a (contentment); and asteya 
(not stealing). 
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religiously defined) "function." 

vrata means mostly fasting followed by puja and 
offerings (naivedya) to the gods. But, vrata is also 
this - my whole life has been a vrata. [pause] The 
Hindu religion is very broad and tolerant. I think it 
mainly comes under three headings: Smarta, Vai~~ava and 
Vira-Saiva. The daily way of life according to these 
(groups) is itself a vrata. For example, a housewife 
(a "sumangali") has to look after her household, to the 
comforts of her husband, children, relatives, etc. 
(She has) to be truthful and dutiful. Reciprocally, the 
husband also has to look after the comforts of all 
family members, earn for the family and so on. This is 
his vrata. By being like this [truthfully dutiful] 
(one) may have mukti in this life itself - jivan-mukti. 
Some say (one) has to be generous, feed the poor and 
the downtrodden also .... 
I have not read the scriptures. The family being big -
a half dozen children, my husband and myself, people 
coming and going - I could not find time for extra 
vratas or anything. Whatever I have done is in the 
routine of family life, side by side with our daily way 
of life. I was very particular that all our children 
should study well. In fact, I taught them myself up to 
the tenth standard - I engaged no tuition. This was 
also part of my vrata .... 
A Hindu living his daily life is itself an observance 
of a vrata. For instance, a housewife looks after the 
comforts of her husband, children, and also if there 
are elders in the family. In the same way a brahma
carya keeps his own vratas. 

While Aroma spoke in great detail about the particular vrats 

that she observes (seven altogether), she sees these vrats 

as part of a larger "vrata" whose content and form is deter-

mined by her identity as a Smarta Brahman married woman and 

mother. For Aroma, the only choice involved in performing 

her vrata is how well she carries it out. Otherwise her 

vrata is ordained by the circumstances of her birth (sex, 

religion, status) and life (wife, daughter-in-law, mother, 
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vrata: and if they carry out their vrata dutifully, 

truthfully, and conscientiously they may achieve mukti. 

vrat as sankalp (resolveL 
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A few days later, across town near the Ganges in a two-

storey flat off one of old Banaras' innumerable allies, a 

scholarly conservative pandit informed me that 

vrata is derived from the verbal root vr, meaning 'to 
choose', with the affix ta, giving one the noun vratam. 
If you recite something in the mind and accept it, you 
have made a sankalp. That is a vrata. Upavas came 
later. It was something different, and later merged 
with vrata .••• vratas are for mukti, and for getting 
rid of sins and also diseases" (by fasting and so on) . 

Most men I interviewed, especially pandits, similarly 

spoke of vratas as sankalpa, emphasizing their voluntary, 

optional nature. A vrat is a vow one chooses to undertake 

for a specified length of time and for a variety of 

'religious' or 'non-religious' reasons, including both 

mundane (bhukti) and ultra-mundane/soteriological (mukti) 
4 goals. Such an understanding of the word "vrata" is 

essentially no different from the meaning given to it by the 

earliest lexicographers of Sanskrit and carried through by 

the Nibandhas treating of vrata. 

4 For example, one gentleman gave this example for a 
"non-religious" vrat - "Say you wanted to stop smoking or stop 
chewing pan - then you can take a vrata to accomplish that 
goal." 
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vrat as ethical action 

Some of the comments of Premlata, a 56 year-old Brahman 

widow, on the meaning of vrat fit in with vrat as resolve. 

However, in her description (of her mother's usage) vrat 

meant not just a resolve to undertake a course of action for 

a temporary reason or to achieve a particular goal, but 

rather to make a choice to alter one's behaviour along a 

certain ethical path. 

My mother used to say, 'to be a vratanI (fern. for the 
Sanskrit term for votary) means to have an attitude of 
service to people. Serve all, feed and give drink, 
give dan. Take the vrat of renouncing lying; take the 
vrat of speaking truth - this is the greatest vrat. ' 
What she did not do was the cycle of rituals, puja .... 
r did not see my mother doing puja for such reasons as 
her marriage, lack of food, personal desires. She did 
not have any son; she had four daughters. The only 
vrat she kept was Ahoi-Ma Vrat. (A vrat for children.) 

Premlata's mother had separated 'vrat' from its 'ritual' 

context and had chosen to focus on the larger ethical 

principles that have been articulated in the Hindu tradition 

(and which are clearly not gender-specific). These are some 

of the injunctions included in the "dharma of vrata" which, 

as r discussed in chapter two, the Pura~as and Nibandhas had 

already superimposed on the developing vrata "tradition" as 

a whole. While Premlata is more "devotional" than her 

mother - she performs regular puja and keeps many more vrats 

- she was clearly impressed by her mother's counsel and she 

tries to be a "vratanI" not only when she performs a vrat, 
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but during other occasions as well. 

Kamala, a thoughtful upper-middle class Brahman house-

wife in her fifties (and one of the few women I interviewed 

who was fluent in English) also described one meaning of 

vrat as sankalp in a manner similar to Premlata. Though she 

herself took fasting very seriously, she commented that "it 

is not really necessary that you should go without food; you 

take a sankalp that you are going to perform one good thing 

today - that is also a vrat." Vindhya made it clear that 

ethical action must accompany the performance of a vrat in 

order for it to be fruitful. "Look," she explained, 

it amounts to nothing if you are keeping a vrat and it 
(involves) the most difficult fast if at the same time 
you cheat or kill someone or do bad things ... That is 
what the Gita and Puran all say. Doing vrat alone 
won't get you punya (merit); you have to (accompany the 
vrat) with good actions. 

Vrat as sadhana (spiritual discipline) and niyama 

Kamala also made the observation that many vrats that 

women keep today are a form of 'ritualized sankalp'. What 

she meant was that long ago (at some early point in Hindu 

religious history) women's intentions (sankalp) for the 

welfare of their families, shaped and reinforced generation 

after generation, became surrounded by form, by traditions, 

by 'rituals'. By contrast, the Tuesday Vrat, which Kamala 

has kept assiduously for several decades in honour of her 
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istadevta, Hanuman, she called "my kind of vrat. This is my .. 
day off; (it is my) disciplining, my sadhana. It has 

nothing to do with my ritual. But the rest of the vrats, 

like Karva Cauth, Ahoi, Sarad FUrnima are my rituals, 

because I do these vrats with rituals."s 

When I asked Kamala what she meant by "sadhana" she 

explained that "the worst part of me is my tantrums. I have 

a bad temper, and I try to get over that aspect of myself 

through vrats. Because vrat means that you not only deny 

yourself food, but also you establish a good routine for 

yourself, to have good habits." Keeping the weekly Tuesday 

Vrat, which, for Kamala, involves a long puja and meditation 

in the morning and eating one phalahar meal in the evening, 

helps her to establish a disciplined routine, to inculcate 

"good habits," and to work on controlling her temper. In 

this way, the vrat is her sadhana. "In the beginning," 

Kamala said later, 

when I first did vrats, it was mostly because I was 
told to do it, so I did it, but without any feeling 
attached ... But gradually, I learned (to use) vrats to 
overcome my shortcomings; then there was some meaning 
to this. My attitude changed ••.• Anything you are 
doing concerning God or about disciplining yourself is 
very mangal (auspicious). If you are happy then you 
are making everyone else happy too. Happiness promotes 
goodness. 

S By "rituals" she meant the special clothes worn, the 
fasting and fast-breaking foods, the stories told, songs sung, 
ritual art made, that are dictated by family tradition, and 
which are not an important part of her Tuesday Vrat. 
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As we talked it became clear that Kamala viewed her Tuesday 

Vrat in particular, the one vrat she has never forgotten to 

keep, or missed due to illness, as a means of self-

transformation. The control of her short-temperedness led 

to a feeling of peace and satisfaction with herself. When 

you master yourself, this then "affects those around you, 

especially as you direct your thoughts and hopes and prayers 

towards them." 

Lakshmi too spoke of vrats as a means to control and 

discipline the body and mind. But, aware of the multiple 

angles by which one could explain the significance of a vrat 

and the vrat tradition, she had many other things to say as 

well and she gave a characteristically comprehensive 

definition of a vrat, including a summary of what it can 

achieve for the votary and what benefits can accrue. 

One does vrats for purifying the mind, for steadying 
it, and to prevent the oscillating mind from becoming 
less strong. The meaning of vrat is: for whatever work 
we do our mind and senses should be firm and steady. 
So for as long as we are keeping the vrat, we must try 
to keep our minds fixed. We behave according to the 
rules of the vrat. Do puja, concentrate - these are 
the primary meanings of vrat. A vrat is for giving 
peace of mind. It also gives peace to the senses, 
heart and intellect. It is for keeping away defile
ments of the mind. Through vrats we get assistance in 
regulating ourselves. We learn to control hunger, 
thirst and sleep. In this way we control our desires; 
for desires, while fluctuating, always increase [unless 
regulated or checked]. 

vrat is linked to dharm. For example, we may 
circumambulate some goddess 108 times, and to this 
dharm one may add that God will become pleased; and 
[because of God's pleasure] one will receive this boon 
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or get that benefit. So we will do such vrats. 
Therefore, we Hindus have related vrats to dharm so 

that in the name of God we can observe them easily. We 
have in our minds and belief so linked vrat and dharm 
that to think 'vrat is separate from dharm' is very 
difficult. This has become our tradition. 

In other respects, vrats are very scientific. If 
you observe a vrat once each week the stomach will get 
a rest. It is very good for one's health; sleep will 
come easily. 
Some vrats are like this - they are observed for one's 
husband; some are observed for one's sons. Jivit
putra, for instance, is observed when someone's child 
has not continued to live, or when a child dies 
immediately after childbirth. By performing this vrat 
their children will continue to live - good health will 
be maintained. Those who have none will get 
[offspring]. This, of course, is a matter of belief 
(visvas) . 

The first half of Lakshmi's explanation of the meaning 

of a vrat, or rather, of the functions that vrats serve, 

concentrates on the physical and mental or spiritual 

discipline involved in performing vrats and the results or 

benefits of this discipline to the votary. Lakshmi's 

preliminary focus, in other words, is on vrata as niyama. 

This emphasis is striking in its articulation. If one did 

not know the author of these words to be a middle-class 

Hindu housewife and mother, one might attribute them to an 

older widow or to a brahmacari~i (celibate student ascetic). 

It is interesting to compare Lakshmi's comments on the 

mental or spiritual ends (or effects) of vrats with a 

statement made by a Banaras sannyasini (female renunciate) 

to an anthropologist: "In the householder life, you know 

great pleasure and sorrow (sukh-dukh), but you cannot know 
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peace. That life is in a state of constant change 

(parivarti, 'unsteady') and so your mind cannot become still 

(sthir, 'fixed', 'constant'). In the ascetic life, you are 

singleminded and so you can achieve salvation.,,6 

Does the "peace" that the sannyasini speaks of have 

anything to do with the "peace of mind" that Lakshmi 

referred to? I believe it does. What is this "peace of 

mind" that is apparently so desirable? On one level, as the 

English rendering would suggest, peace of mind is simply a 

state of calmness, or of finding quietude amid the hustle 

and bustle of daily life (an aim for which anyone who has 

lived in the extraordinarily and relentlessly noisy city of 

Banaras would find sympathy). One woman described how 

mundane matters are always diverting a (householder) woman's 

attention from spiritual concerns this way: "I close my eyes 

and imagine the figure of God, but then the dal is on the 

stove and my mind goes there because it starts to burn ... " 

vrats provide opportunities for concentration and a more 

sustained devotional focus. (You may still think of the dal 

on the stove, but then you are reminded of your hunger, and 

remember the reason for your fast.) 

However, in Lakshmi's (and other Hindus') usage of the 

6 
Lynn Teskey Denton, "Varieties of Hindu Female 

Asceticism," in Roles and Rituals for Hindu Women, ed. 
J.Leslie (London: Pinter Publishers, 1991), 215. 
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phrase, peace of mind is more than moments of peace or quiet 

reflection. 7 Ultimately, peace of mind is a state of equa-

nimity, achieved by sustained effort through "purifying," 

"steadying" and strengthening the "oscillating" mind; by 

"concentrating" in one's pu;ii and by meditation (dhyan). 

The sannyasini (above) would go further; such a state can 

only be truly achieved by renouncing the (values and 

constructs of the Hindu) social world altogether, freeing 

oneself to pursue moksa; (presumably, the 'Great Peace of 

Mind'). Nevertheless, even for a householder like Lakshmi, 

some degree of equanimity in the midst of the duties and 

responsibilities of family life is clearly desirable. It 

can prevent one from falling too deeply into the depths of 

despair, sorrow, anger, frustration - the ka~~ (suffering, 

hardship) and paresani (worries, problems) of which 

Shyamdevi and others spoke - that life tosses in one's path; 

and all the more, it would seem, in the path of women. A 

level of disciplined equanimity can also prevent one from 

getting caught up in pleasure or in a happiness whose source 

7 S. Wadley has pointed out that for Hindus santi (which 
she translates as "calmness") is one of the prerequisites or 
indicators of good psychological health. She writes: 
"Physically, a person is in good condition if he is in good 
heal th (tanurustI) and not in ill-health (bimarI, rog). 
Psychologically, a person's condition is good if he has 
happiness (sukh), calmness (santi) or contentment (santo!?)." 
Wadley, liThe Rains of Estrangement," contributions to Indian 
Sociology 17, no.1 (1983), 58. 
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may be fleeting - snatched away at any time by the unpre

dictable forces of bhagya (fate) or the workings of karma. 

A number of women that I met had suffered a great deal 

because of poverty, children dying in childhood (or in 

"dowry deaths"), the premature death of a husband, or 

husbands who had beaten or abandoned them. While women 

often perform vrats to prevent such occurrences, the regular 

performance of vrats can also build up the inner strength, 

the feeling of personal ability and confidence and the 

'presence of mind' needed to better cope with such events. 

L. Teskey Denton has demonstrated that women ascetics 

see themselves in opposition to householder life (sansar, 

the ritually constructed 'world' of human relations).8 

Yet, a number of householder women I spoke with have taken 

seriously values associated with and demonstrably espoused 

by certain groups of Hindu ascetics - notably the theistic 

brahmacari~rs (celibate student ascetic women). In fact, 

Denton has described householder women as openly admiring 

the brahmacarinis. 9 In other words, while brahmacarinis in 

8 A world "which, from the ascetic perspective, is the 
foremost social expression" of the cycle of life, death and 
rebirth. (See L. Teskey Denton, "Varieties of Hindu Female 
Asceticism", 215.) 

9 Denton writes:"... householders 
brahmacarinis] highly: when they see the 
students of their neighbourhood (on the 
religious festial, for example), they point 
mixture of pride and awe." (ibid., 230.) 

regard [the 
women celibate 
occasion of a 

them out with a 
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particular seek to disassociate themselves from the life of 

the householder, some householder women seek periodically 

through the observance of vrats to imitate aspects of the 

brahmacarinis' lifestyle. 

A note on purity 

It is axiomatic that the idea of purity is a central 

concept in Hinduism and one that has been highly elaborated 

in that tradition. In Indian thought, mental and physical 

purity are closely allied. 10 This becomes evident in the 

Dharmasastra discussion of the dharma of vrata where the 

votary is instructed to adopt a physical regimen which aims 

to maximize purity, but also to adopt a frame of mind 

conducive to (morally) pure thought. One can observe this 

free association between bodily and mental purity quite 

clearly in Tripathi's book on vrats where he says: 

There is a special importance of mental and spiritual 
purification for performing vrats. If a man's body and 
clothing, etc. are unclean, the mind is oscillating and 
contaminated (by bad thoughts), then he will not 
receive even a small reward. Therefore, in the first 
place, our ancestors have given much attention to the 

10 T.N. Madan, in his article "Concerning the Categories 
Subha and Suddha," (in Purity and Auspiciousness in Indian 
Society, ed. J.Carman and F.Marglin, Leiden: E.J.Brill, 1985) 
writes (p.17): "The connotation of [the word Suddha] is 
conveyed by invoking images of fullness or completeness in the 
specific sense of perfection. It thus refers to the most 
desired condition of the human body or, more comprehensively, 
the most desired state of being." 
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purification of bodies, clothing, etc." 

Lakshmi's first statement concerned the relationship of 

vrats to mental purity: "One does vrats for purifying the 

mind." Later, she adds: "It [the vrat] is for keeping away 

defilenlents of the mind." A significant number of other 

women spoke of vrats in terms of "purifying the mind." The 

effect of vrats in promoting physical purity was certainly 

mentioned as well, but not as often as the purity of mind 

and purity of heart. One reason that women may emphasize 

mental purity is that Hindu women have traditionally 

repeatedly received the message that their bodies are more 

impure (due to menstrual and birth pollution) than those 

of men. There is little that pre-menopausal women can do 

about this impurity. On the other hand, they can do 

whatever they like with their thoughts. Thoughts, words, 

and emotions are within their control, so they put an 

emphasis on the signifiqance of vrats in the promotion of 

'mental purity.' In addition, the various "bhakti cults" 

that have been so influential to modern Hindu religiosity 

have often stressed mental purity over bodily purity. In 

order to come close to God, one has to CUltivate a proper 

devotional attitude, and this means overcoming any negative 

thoughts and emotions that are obstructive of one's 

" Tripathi, Vrat« parv aur tyauh'ar, 6. 
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relationship to God. 

According to the women I spoke with the form of a vrat 

helps one to achieve such objectives as purity, self

control, auspiciousness and peace of mind. Lakshmi had made 

a brief but pertinent comment, reiterated later by other 

women: "We behave according to the rules of the vrat" (niyam 

se). A vrat is rule-governed. There are certain procedures 

that one must follow with, as we have seen in chapter six, 

flexibility built in to each procedure. Bathing, anointing 

the body with sandalpaste, wearing new or fresh clothes, 

fasting or eating 5uddh or sattvik foods, avoiding 

"polluted" persons and things, refraining from negative 

thoughts and actions, and concentrating the mind on God 

contribute to inner and outward purity (pavitra). Using 

tumeric or roli (limed tumeric), sindur, the "sixteen 

~~9gar," and making ilpan~s contribute to auspiciousness. 

Puji, ~, kirtan, and visits to the temple enhance and 

exemplify one's devotional attitude. Finally, fasting and 

other forms of self-restraint, meditation and other "mental 

niyams like not lying," keeping the vrat regularly and 

carrying through one's resolve contribute to one's self

discipline (as well as purity). 
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Vrats and Dharm 

"Hindus," Lakshmi said above, "have related vrats to 

dharm so that in the name of God we can observe them more 

easily. We have in our minds and belief so linked vrat and 

dharm that to think 'vrat is separate from dharm' is very 

difficult." vrats (in particular, the fasting requirements) 

are often not easy to perform and the results of one's 

efforts are not immediately evident. What incentives are 

there to pursue them then? I believe that Lakshmi, having 

just talked to me about the difficult self-discipline 

involved in a vrat, anticipated that I might be asking such 

questions. To help explain the attraction or interest of 

the votive rites, she next situates vrats in the "religious" 

context: "vrat is linked to dharm," and whether they were 

always linked or not, they have now become so connected that 

Hindus cannot think of vrats apart from dharm. This connec

tion makes vrats easier to observe. As I discussed in her 

profile, for Lakshmi dharm primarily means "pijja-pa~h" and 

sa~skar or para~para (tradition). I will briefly discuss 

these two meanings of dharm with reference to the comments 

of other women. 

(i) vrat as sa~skar/para~para 

Several women started to define vrats by explaining 
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that they are "samskar,,12 - " a traditional thing, handed 

down from our ancestors. Parents observe vrats for their 

children, then (those) children keep them (for their) own 

children, and so on." "It is family practice (that has come 

down) from very ancient times." Premlata (who, like 

Lakshmi, was unusually perceptive and self-conscious) 

described samskar as, in so many words, 'blind': • 
One meaning of vrat is that it is our samskar .... In 
Hindustan we say, 'one sheep will go and·all will 
follow'. Do they know where they go? No .... Take 
those village people; just for name's sake someone puts 
a stone in a certain spot and then all start 
worshipping. Who is it? What is it? Nobody knows. 
One person drops a flower just there, so another person 
will go to offer a flower at the same place. One 
person does a vrat so everyone starts to do that vrat. 
This especially happens among the women of Hindustan. 

(ii) vrat and puja-pa~h 

"Puja-pa~h" refers to the plethora of "religious acts" 

like performing daily puias, giving dan, and going on 

tlrtha-yatra (pilgrimage) that constitute the core religious 

practice of most Hindus and whose particular forms are 

largely determined by family tradition - para~para. Most of 

these religious acts, including vrats, are performed within 

a devotional context. By this I mean that these acts are 

dedicated to a god or goddess and, while they may be offered 

as expressions of personal piety and faith alone, such acts 

12 Samskar as it is used here does not refer to the 
specific Hindu "sacraments," but rather, as I indicate, to the 
body of rituals inherited from one's family. 
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may also include (and frequently do include) petitions for 

help. The relationship between devotee and deity is 

expected to be in some evident fashion reciprocal. As 

Lakshmi said, "we may circumambulate some goddess 108 

times - and to this dharm [act of puja-ruL~h] one may add 

that God will become pleased; and one will receive this boon 

or get that benefit. So we will do such vrats." This way 

of viewing vrats - as a form of bartering with higher powers 

- is one Shyamdevi described. "When we keep a vrat," she 

remarked, "we ask for blessings from the goddess (or god) -

may our children be healthy, may they outlive us, may our 

troubles go far away .•. for that itself we keep vrats." 

According to Lakshmi, then, in addition to the reasons 

she put forward for herself, the general incentives for 

Hindus to observe vrats are (1) they are part of tradition, 

(2) they are part of dharm, and (3) as devotional acts, they 

are a means to petition the gods for boons or assistance. I 

will again discuss the relation of faith and belief to vrats 

shortly. First, I want to conclude my examination of 

Lakshmi's comments on the nature of vrats. 

vrats and health 

Moving away from the "traditions" that a non-Hindu may 
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not fully appreciate, Lakshmi mentions the "scientific,,13 

aspect of the vrat. "If you observe a vrat each week, the 

stomach will get a rest. It is very good for one's health. 

Sleep will come easily." 14 Just over a third of the women 

I interviewed cited the "health" (svast) benefits of vrats 

in a similar fashion. As we mentioned in chapter three, 

Ayurvedic ideas concerning the health and medicinal 

properties of food and fasting have permeated Hindu culture 

at many levels and no doubt inform the popular understanding 

of the vrat tradition as well. In some cases, however, 

women were probably responding to me as a foreigner for 

whom, it was assumed, references to "science" would lend 

their explanations credibility. As 22 year-old Veena said: 

"There is a real scientific basis to vrats which the ~~is 

knew and gave to us ... so I do them." 

The use of the word "scientific" (with its implications 

of objectivity, verifiability and rationality) to further 

justify or condemn various traditional practices is probably 

13 Lakshmi used both the English word "scientific" and the 
Hindi word "vaijnanik" which, according to the Chaturvedi & 
Tiwari Hindi-English dictionary, means "scientific," and in 
Apte's Sanskrit-English dictionary means "clever, skillful, 
proficient." 

14 One of my astrologer informants explained in more 
detail: "observing, say, four vrats per month reduces blood 
pressure, balances the humours in the body. [This is] 
especially [the case] when one avoids eating salt and eats 
only when the sun goes down." 
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a recent trend among urban, educated Indians. When the term 

is used as another explanation for the existence and merit 

of such a popular religious practice as vrats, it is not 

seen as threatening to the basic premise of the rite - which 

is visvas ("belief") in their efficacy. The belief, which 

is not itself scientific, is not questioned. Rather, the 

observable effects of the rite - such as more efficient 

digestion produced by regular fasting - are called scienti-

fico In other words, the rsis knew what they were doing 

when "they gave us these vrats to observe," and, even if one 

does not seem to get one's desires fulfilled, one will at 

least reap other observable benefits - such as a healthier 

body. 

The use of such terms as scientific need not be viewed 

I t · 15 as apo oge 1.c. Someone like Lakshmi, who is both highly 

educated and traditional, is able to make all kinds of 

15 The Hindu author R. Tripathi, however, does get a 
trifle defensive about the depiction of vrats in the Sanskrit 
literature against possible criticisms based on logic and 
science. He writes: "The importance (given to) vrats [in the 
Dharmasastras] seems so exaggerated, unnatural and absurd that 
it cannot be stuffed in any way into today's logical mind; 
but, on these occasions we need sympathy and little 
profoundness .... As it is ridiculous to set about researching 
the beautiful poetical fancies and similes of some poems in 
today's science labs, in the same way we should also say that 
it is improper to test the spiritual thoughts and religion on 
the touchstone of logic and scientific criticism." Tripathi 
goes on in similar words to argue the point that science 
cannot render vrats, festivals or the gods irrelevent. 
(Tripathi, vrat, parv aur tyauhar, 4-5.) 
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find conflicting points of view. Further, she is able to 

articulate and blend those varying points of view most 

persuasively. 
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Only at the end of her explanation of vrat does Lakshmi 

mention the conventional reasons that women keep vrats - for 

husbands and sons. Yet, it is not a vrat for husbands which 

she illustrates by example, it is a vrat women observe for 

the benefit of one's children: Jlvit-putra. Lakshmi 

explains that such a vrat is undertaken by women when a 

child is ill or has died, or to help prevent such circum-

stances. Vrats are a means by which Hindu mothers can 

positively influence the fate of their children - and this 

provides an emotionally powerful and sustaining reason for 
16 women to keep vrats. Vrats performed for the welfare of 

children are usually the last vrats women are willing to 

give up as they age (or after they are widowed). 

Candravati, for example, a mother of two sons, talked about 

how a mother's vrats can help her child: 

Vrats alone can't stop (the effects of past) karma; 
can't prevent what is destined to happen. But it can 
lessen its effects. Say in your karma (or son's karma) 
it is written that your son will get a very severe 

16 Though I had no children of my own at the time, I think 
Lakshmi felt that I could appreciate the universal concern 
that parents have for their children's welfare. 
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injury, but with this kind of ritual, by the vrat you 
are keeping you will definitely make that injury less -
he may only suffer a minor cut. But something will 
happen to him. 

She went on to explain that an astrologer can predict what 

ka~~ (problems) one will get, and can prescribe measures to 

lessen the intensity of those kast . . . 

Vrats, vi~vas and sraddha 

I return now to elaborate the relation between vrats, 

belief and faith. Lakshmi's last comment is, "This, of 

course, is a matter of belief." (Ye visvas hi to hai) That 

is, this is what most Hindu women who perform vrats for 

their children and families accept (believe to be true) ; 

vrats will help them prevent or solve familial problems, 

that is why they perform them. "Vi~vas," said Shyamdevi and 

many others, "is necessary to performing a vrat." Simply 

stated, one has to have confidence that there will be some 

benefit, that something will arise out of one's observance 

of vrats, otherwise there is no point in keeping them. 

For some women, belief or confidence in the efficacy of 

vrats is sustained by an acceptance of the rightness, wisdom 

or authority of tradition alone. As Kamala put it: "[Women 

think that] because this has been done (for generations) and 

we have been told that this vrat is for the safety and well-

being of our children, then we might as well do it." This 
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is essentially the sort of idea that Lakshmi was referring 

to when she said that it was a matter of belief. 

"You do, so you do; you shouldn't break [with your 

traditional] beliefs" the elderly female head of a large, 

extended Brahman family declared, at the end of series of 

comments on why she kept vrats. 
Sitadevi: It is just this, that there is a benefit (got) 

through observing a vrat; one's family remains happy. 
Here itself is the belief in vrats. 

Anne: What do you mean? 
Sitadevi: What I meant was that (it is a matter) of vi§vas; 

you believe, that is why you do; so that our work will 
be fruitful ... It is this, by observing vrats we 
(enhance) auspiciousness in the family and home. This 
is a matter of belief .••• and (keeping a vrat) gives me 
peace of mind. What else? In small words I am saying 
it is God's puja; it is one meritorious act. 

For many women, however, like Snehalata, vrats (or, 

certain vrats) are preeminently an expression of "bhakti" 

("devotion"); both a demonstration of faith in God and a 

means of getting "closer to God." Lelauti, a Thakur married 

woman in her forties, for example, after first describing 

vrats as sa~skar, and mentioning the positve effects that 

she felt her observance of ~s had on the family, ended 

with: "All vrats have this very object - that one worships 

God." 

Jaya, a Brahman woman in her early thirties, felt that 

having both faith (Sraddha) and belief (visvas) in one's 

heart were "very necessary" in order to keep a vrat. 

We people believe that by observing vrats our desires 
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(manokamana) will be fulfilled ...• In our Hindu 
religion we are taught that if I will do this vrat then 
my kam (task, work) will be completed. In such a 
manner we think. Also, by observing vrats our health 
will remain good. In our hearts we feel happy 
observing vrats because for the sake of God we have 
refrained from ann (grain) for one day; we have 
sustained ourselves only on fruit. We will receive 
peace in our atma (soul) and in our heart (man)." 

Likewise, Kamala, in addition to talking about her Tuesday 

Vrat as her "sadhana" also talked about this vrat in terms 

of it expressing her devotion to Hanuman, her i~~adevta, and 

in strengthening her relationship to him. She said that 

Hanuman "wanted" her to keep his vrat. She never asked him 

for anything specific, as that would in some sense diminish 

the authenticity of her devotion. 

Vrats, devotion and desireless action 

The pandit I quoted earlier on the etymology of vrat 

went on to say that "vratas are for mukti and for getting 

rid of sins and also diseases; [but] only niskama vratas, 

when there are no kamanas, 'wishes', will lead to mukti." 

"Most women's vratas," he proclaimed, "are sakama; 

especially those relating to desire for 'issue', or for 

their (children's) protection, or their (women's) marriage." 

Later he reflected that some vrats can be both sakama and 

ni~kama, depending on what one intended when one observed 

it. Nevertheless, it is interesting that, like the texts of 

which he is an exponent, he immediately identified "most" 
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women's vrats with material, worldly, in short, "kamya" 

goals. He assumed that these were women's primary (perhaps 

even only legitimate) interests. On one level, this is a 

fair, or at least explicable, characterization since women's 

concerns for their families are evidently manifested in 

their vrat performances. However, I want to pursue this 

kind of classification in light of our discussion on faith 

and vrats. 

The kamya/nitya/naimittika classification of vedic 

ritual applied occasionally and sometimes awkardly by the 

nibandhakarins to vratas, was not a classification normally 

used by women I interviewed, nor one that was readily under-

stood by them. Women rather applied the terms "kamana" or 

"sakam" and "niskam" to particular vrats, or to the votary's 

attitudes towards vrats in general. A few women said that 

all vrats are kamana because there is always something that 

one wants, even if simply wanting to worship God. Others, 

like Snehalata and her sister-in-law Rani, felt that any 

vrat can be observed in a niskam way or in a sakam way. She 

explained it this way: 

Some people do the vrat to fulfill some wishes; some 
keep it out of faith. The one who does the vrat with 
wishes takes the sankalp that 'if my wish is fulfilled, 
then I will leave the vrat'. (So), there are two (ways 
of performing a) vrat. One way is with wishes, the 
other without wishes (niskamana se). Those who keep a 
vrat without any (attached) desires, (who) keep the 
vrat only out of devotion, they say this very sankalp 
that 'I keep this vrat only out of devotion; for this 
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(worship) I don't want anything in return.' 

At this point Rani interjected: 

One should do niskam vrat because kamana vrats are not 
good, because you are saying give and take is equal. 
For example, in the Monday Vrat the specific wish (may 
be) 'may I become rich; may I get sons' - so these 
things will be obtained, but then whatever worship you 
did is gone [because it was exchanged for something 
concrete]. But for the person who keeps the vrat out 
of a feeling of desirelessness .•• no thing is wanted, 
slhe is following the YQg of niskamakarma. Then even 
God starts thinking, 'what shouid be given to this 
person who isn't asking for anything?' So God will 
always remain near the devotee and God gives her/him a 
place at his feet. This is all written in the Gita, 
about the YQg of ni7kamakarma, the YQg of bhakti, etc. 

Rani then went on to describe the first chapter of the 

Bhagavadqita about Arjuna's predicament (to fight or not to 

• I ~ 

fight) and K~~~a's teach1ngs. "Then Sr1 Krsna tells Arjuna 

things in order to make him fight (because it is his dharma) 

- and gives him the teachings about niskamakarma." I am not 

certain if Rani had thought through the implications of the 

teachings of the Gita with respect to the practice of vrats. 

For, if vratas are a necessary part of stridharma, and the 

dharma of women is as incumbent upon them as the dharma of 

the warrior is upon the Kshatriya, then vratas must be 

performed - they must be seen as nityakarma (obligatory 

acts), rather than kamyakarma (optional acts). Yet, insofar 

as vratas contribute to the goals of strldharma (service to 

husband and family), then they need necessarily be 

accompanied by desires, albeit altruistic ones. But the 
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Glta would seem to say that any (worldly) desires are 

detrimental to the attainment of God, or of mok~a. True 

renunciation, "says the Gita, consists in abandoning the 

desire for the results (phala) of one's actions, while 
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continuing to engage in activity" and "Action without desire 

is true non-action, for it does not lead to bondage, while 

non-action tainted with longing is equivalent to action that 

b ' d ,,17 ln s. If women's duty-ordained (and no doubt usually 

genuine) longings for the safety and well-being of families 

are still classified as desires, then women have no hope of 

cutting the bonds of samsarai no hope of spiritual maturity 

(or "enlightenment"). The same situation obtains here as it 

does in the later Nibandhas wherein, as McGee pointed out, 

in labeling all vratas performed with wishes attached as 

kamya, the nibandhakarins failed to take into account the 

situation of women and their (to a large degree socially 

mandated) altruistic desires. 

Nonetheless, I think the message from the Glta which 

women have taken to heart (for Rani was not alone in quoting 

or mentioning the Glta in a similar way to me) is that 

17 Bhagavadglta 18.11, quoted in Patrick Olivelle, liThe 
Integration of Renunciation by Orthodox Hinduism", Journal of 
the Oriental Institute 28:1 (Sept.1978) , 31. 
My discussion on the implication for women's performance of 
vrats from the teachings of the Glta are to some extent in 
dialogue with 01ivelle's article, though he mentions neither 
women nor vratas. 
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insofar as vrats are acts of devotion to God - they ought to 

be observed with feelings of nonattachment ("ni~kama bhav" 

as the elderly widow Sartarji put it), or in Kamala's words: 

"as an offering to God." It is significant to remember that 

Rani had been widowed early in her life and she was child

less. Thus from her point of view, keeping vrats in a 

niskam way is the only legitimate way to observe vrats 

because it is her relationship to God alone which she seeks 

to nurture; there are no sons, grandchildren or husband 
18 whose welfare she needs to protect. Other women, like 

Kamala, who were married and had children, felt that both 

sakam vrats and niskam vrats were necessary and each way of 

keeping a vrat had its place in the religious lives of 

women. 

18 Vindhya shared Rani' s perspective, but expressed it 
more poignantly. She said that people who keep niskam yrats 
(as she tries now to do) are "without refuge." "Wlien one is 
not respected by anyone, when one has been kicked around -
then one will keep niskam vrats; when one is lonely and 
alone. " At this point,· in tears, Vindhya told me that when 
she was younger, she always kept vrats and asked God that her 
sons do well at school, that they won't cheat, and will grow 
up as good people so that in her old age she could lean on 
them. But then, after one son died, her other son and 
daughter moved away, and her husband rejected her, she thought 
to herself "Is this what I was asking for? This is all a lie. 
I can't depend on anyone." Now, she said, she is happier 
because "I don't ask anything from God. I just do piija and 
hope that God will help." 
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vrats and tapasya 

Sarasvati, the middle-aged Brahman matron of an 

extended family whom I introduced in chapter three, gave a 

distinctive response to my question, "what is a vrat?": 

Vrats are the answer in the Kaliyug to what saints and 
rsis did in olden times. We don't have the power to do 
tapasya as they did in the past. If one has genuine 
belief in the vrats the gods will certainly listen to 
you. The gods test people's strength of belief. 
Purity of motive and strength of belief is very 
important in the success of the vrat. If one starts a 
vrat and then stops because nothing has happened then 
one has failed the test of faith ..• Women don't have 
so much sakti in the Kaliyug as they did previously. 
[Anne] Like Sita, Savitri and Anasuy§? 
[Sarasvati] Yes. It is very difficult to be so single
minded as these women were. But, some women, a few, 
can and do gain spiritual powers. One woman in 
Pandepur, a householder, has so pleased Mataji (Devi) 
that she can give ashes to people as blessings and they 
will get better. 

Some of Sarasvati's comments relate to the discussion on 

vrats and faith. She underscores the importance of 

performing vrats with an attitude of genuine piety for it is 

the "purity of motive" and "strength of belief" that the 

gods not only reward, but, according to Sarasvati, test. 

Thus one must complete or carry on the vrats that one has 

started if one is to have any hope of success. The neces-

sity of the submissive attitude of devotion and constancy is 

contrasted with what "the saints and ~~is did in olden 

times" - before the present (degenerate) Kaliyug. In the 

"past" the practice of tapasya, as exemplified in the 

stories of the famous :~is and munis found in the epics and 

popular mythology, could in and of itself accomplish 
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whatever ends the practitioner desired. But, as Sarasvati 

at first decides, "we don't have the power to do tapasya as 

they did in the past." So, instead, "we have vrats" - a 

sort of modified tapasya, dependent for its success on 

expressions of piety and piety rewarded by the gods. 

Almost all the women I interviewed felt that vrats are 

19 "a form of tapasya." In their comments on vrats and 

tapasya (and siddhis), a number of women used phrases almost 

identical to Lakshmi's statements about purifying, steady-

ing, and controlling the mind (and senses). "Yes, there is 

tapasya," Sneha1ata affirmed. "By doing vrats the body and 

mind become one. The mind is bound, (so that say) today I 

have done this vrat - so my mind ought not to go here and 

there. Through tapasya we increase our sakti." Similarly, 

nineteen year-old Kiran said: "Yes, vrats are a form of 

tapasya. Through observing a vrat our mind won't wander 

about; from this sakti grows." In other words, one gets 

mental (and spiritual) power from concentration; which is 

precisely what Tripathi named first as one of the reasons 

that people keep vrats, viz., "for obtaining spiritual or 

19 Of the 25 Banarasi women to whom I specifically asked 
the question whether they thought vrats were a form of 
tapasya, 24 replied in the affirmative. 
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mental power" (mansik sakti). 20 

What did women mean by "tapasya"? Lakshmi said that 

"the meaning of tapasya is restraint of the six senses." 

Likewise, Sudha felt that vrats are a form of tapasya 

"because they involve niyams." Her mother, present during 

much of the interview, agreed, adding: "because (vrat) is a 

kind of sacrifice." Sartarji, whose life in recent years 

had been difficult and emotionally painful, commented that 

"The path of religion is itself tapasya." 

Shyamdevi's remarks on vrats and tapasya reminded me of 

the principles of homeopathic medicine (indeed modern 

vaccinations). That is, limited exposure to the disease is 

held to prevent the worst case of it, if not to cure it; you 

take on hardship to lessen (present) or to prevent (future) 

hardship. "Tapasya is this, that I do tapasya. I keep on 

reciting (the name of God); I remain hungry - so that my 

hardships will go far away, my well-being (kalyan) will be 

there. If my children are in distress, let it be removed 

soon. That is why it is called tapasya •... The meaning of 

vrat is also this - no matter which vrat." 

Annapurna explained the meaning of tapasya simply, but 

graphically: "If I am thirsty, I would not take water; I 

would burn my own body - that is tapasya." Such a descrip-

20 See this chapter, note 3. 
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tion of tapas is arresting for its consonance with the 

ancient meanings of tapas - meanings which metamorphosized 

from "heat" in the Rgyeda to the powerful and creative heat . 
generated in the body/mind through self-sacrifice. While 

heat transforms that with which it comes in contact, it also 

is understood to act as an agent of purification. Thus it 

is not surprising that several other women, after affirming 

that vrats are a form of tapasya, returned to the theme of 

purification, describing self-purification as the purpose of 

the acts of tapasya. Hardevi, for example, asked 

rhetorically, "So what is tapasya? It is for purification 

of the mind and thought." She then explained further: "One 

remains restrained and (achieves) 'self-control of the 

mind' ." 

In the epic literature in particular, an individual's 

acts of austerity often result in supernormal powers -

"siddhis." Hardevi's comment suggests that women think that 

they can obtain such siddhis by performing vrats. 

vrats and siddhis 

"In the Mahabharata," I said to Hardevi, "Savitri is 

able to save her husband from Yama because of her siddhi 

from vrats ... " Hardevi interrupted with "aur kya?" (lit., 

"what else?," meaning, "of course"). "Can other women do 

this with the same result?" "Not everyone can do this," she 
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replied. "That which Savitri did, not all people can do ... 

Her heart and mind were very pure .••• Women may obtain 

siddhi or not in that way [like Savitri]. There are all 

kinds of siddhi. [The point is] vrat at least makes one 

strong - here itself is the biggest siddhi. \Self-control'; 

it makes one's character strong. ,,21 

When I first asked women about obtaining "siddhis" from 

vrats, I was thinking of the term as it is used in the epics 

and other Sanskrit literature (meaning "magical" powers that 

accrue to the performer of strenuous ascetic practice) . 

While this sense is retained in the modern Hindi usage, it 

is usually a secondary meaning. First, siddhi means simply 

"accomplishment," "fulfillment," or "success." Thus 

Candravati exclaimed "Why not? Women can get siddhis. It 

means, you get what you want from keeping these vrats." 

Annapurna, in a separate interview, concurred: "siddhi is 

21 I also asked Lakshmi about Savitri when we were 
discussing tapas and siddhi and she quickly replied: "Yamraj 
was tempting Savitri [by offering many things], but she had 
made her own resolve that she only wants the life of her 
husband. So then she obtained that siddhi. Her father had no 
son but she was not tempted by that offer. She remained firm 
in her goal. She did not get angry. The kingdom, etc., all 
these she contemptuously rejected. She only wanted (the 
return of) Satyavan's life. So if everyone could act like that 
(then) it is possible that (all) could obtain siddhis. But 
that is not how it can be. This is a matter of great self
discipline. To be able to control the mind is very difficult. 
Concentration is most necessary. Complete restraint is 
essential for obtaining siddhis." 
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the fulfillment of one's desires ••• When we observe a vrat, 

we say that 'we will do it for five Sundays, or eleven 

Sundays', and if it is successful [i.e., one's wishes are 

answered], this is the siddhi." And lastly, Snehalata put 

it this way: 

Yes, certainly, one can obtain any siddhi. For 
whichever god you do tapasya (sjhe) will give you (his 
or her) siddhi. You may receive DevI's siddhi, 
Hanuman's siddhi, Sankar's siddhi - but you have to do 
[the puja or tapasya] from the heart. Whoever you 
worship - if you are able to please him - he will 
become happy and give you siddhi. 

Trying to determine more clearly what she meant by "siddhi," 

I asked Snehalata if women could gain "yogic siddhis" by 

this means. She first suggested that one could get yogic 

siddhis too - since there are female yggis as well as male 

Y.Q.9is. But, Snehalata explained, "I'm just a householder." 

In order to obtain (yogic) siddhi you have to renounce 
(being a householder). By not renouncing, my mind will 
run about here and there (thinking) 'I have to get my 
husband food, I have to do kitchen work'. If the mind 
(man) runs about in all directions, it can't adhere to 
God. Therefore, first I will have to renounce the 
'husband-son-householder' stage: then my mind can 
concentrate on God, and then through doing tapasya I 
will receive siddhis. (But right now) I am a grhastha. 
I don't have these gyn (qualities). We must first 
serve (the family); then I can do vrats, meditate on 
God ... this isn't enough to obtain siddhi. 

However, not all women agreed with Snehalata. In 

sitadevi's view, "with visvas and bhakti all is possible," 

including supernormal powers. Many women that I 

interviewed, in fact, did interpret the word "siddhi" as 
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"special power." But, while some were of the opinion that 

people could and did obtain siddhis through vrats, others, 

like Sarasvati, were doubtful that it was possible today as 

it had been in the past because today women's "sakti is less 

strong," they are less "single-minded," or they "have less 

ability to do difficult tapasya, or do such long vrats - as 

Parvati did." By and large, "women and men just don't do 

really difficult vrats these days - but if they did," 

Premlata suggested, "they could certainly obtain siddhis." 

On reflection, Sarasvati remembered a woman who had 

gained "special powers" through her devotion to the goddess; 

and other women related similar stories. Sudha, for 

instance, who at the start felt more assured than some 

others that "it is possible to gain siddhis from vrats or 

(from) any kind of tapasya," told me about the unusual 

abilities of her mother's brother's wife. She was able to 

anticipate questions that people were about to ask and to 

provide a response "before they had even opened their 

mouth." Sudha attributed this ability to her aunt's 

religious practice and to her powers of concentration. 

Like Sudha, Rekha affirmed that 

certainly (women) can obtain siddhis. All things are 
obtained when one controls oneself, has determination. 
If a the sadhak (spiritual aspirant) loses (her) 
concentration/resolve, then (she) won't achieve 
anything. The meaning of sadhak is (she) who does 
spiritual practice for (her) balance to such an extent 
that for whatever has been determined, there should not 
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be even the smallest wavering from that .... One 
becomes a true sadhu when one has control over oneself. 

The significance of women's repeated mention of "self-

control" in the context of vrats is worth considering. I 

suggest that Lakshmi, Rekha, Kamala and other women I 

interviewed have appropriated elements of the pervasive 

ideology of abstinence, self-control and self-purification, 

articulated in the Yoga tradition and elsewhere, to lend 

their observance of vrats a wider meaning and more 

significance for the development of self and individual 

spirituality than the pativrata ideology alone would permit. 

Aligning themselves with the essentially self-centred values 

of the ascetic tradition is not an obvious act of defiance 

for women because, as we have seen, the Dharma§astras 

incorporated self-control and mental and physical self-

discipline as integral to the "dharma of vrata." But, given 

the texts' proscription of any kind of formal asceticism for 

women, one would expect that women were not supposed to 

place an emphasis on the niyama aspect of vrata dharma as 

ends in themselves. Yet, this is where women have seen 

value and esteem placed by the Hindu tradition at large and 

so this is where women have chosen to place an emphasis as 

well. 

Further, women's alignment with ascetic practices 

should not be surprising because it represents an extension 
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of the training in self-denial, self-restraint and self

sacrifice that many women receive as they grow up. That is, 

women are culturally expected to practice self-denial in 

order to serve the interests of male kin. Yet, by choosing 

to identify the significance of their performance of vrats 

more with the non-gender-specific niyamas and less with the 

values surrounding saubhagya and auspiciousness, Hindu women 

can dissociate themselves from their gender. The 

responsibilities of family and some of the negative 

associations with femaleness can feel like burdens and 

barriers to the development of autonomy and a positive self

image. Through the asceticism involved in the performance 

of vrats, which can be as rigorous as the votary desires, 

women can transcend their sexuality and limit their degree 

of pollution, which is already greater than that of men. 

Both eating and sex are polluting, and these are curtailed 

in a vrat. Abstinence is physically purifying and powerful 

because of the internal heat it creates. As a form of 

tapasya, vrats increase one's sakti to achieve ends of one's 

own choosing. "Vrats make one strong," as Hardevi put it. 

strength is manifested in the ability to will into being 

what one wants. When the body is under control, the mind 

fixed (steadied), "all things are obtained." 

Insofar as the regular performance of vrats gives 

women opportunities to develop control of their own minds 
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and bodies and to take charge of their spiritual destinies, 

vrats are sources of empowerment to Hindu women. Women are 

empowered both in the culturally understood sense of tapas 

and ~akti and in the sense that women feel a measure of 

autonomy because they can decide how many vrats to perform, 

how rigorously they will keep them, and to what ends. If 

anyone in a woman's family is experiencing difficulties, 

including herself, she can take matters into her own hands 

and try to solve the problem through vrats. 

For certain women, like Snehalata, Vindhya and Rani, 

vrats are empowering in a different way. Each of these 

women focussed more on the devotional aspects of vrats, 

rather than on the self-disciplinary features. For these 

women, vrats present opportunities to submerge themselves in 

God, to invest their emotional energy and spiritual longings 

in regular acts of worship and self-sacrifice. Such an 

investment of emotional and spiritual energy in the Divine 

allows them to detach or escape from the draining pressures 

and difficulties of their unhappy familial situations. For 

them also, vrats can bring peace of mind. 

* * * 

I now conclude this thesis with a restatement of its 

contribution to our understanding of the significance of 

vrats in Hindu women's religious lives. To this end, I want 
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to refer to a discussion of vrats by the anthropologist R.S. 

Khare. In Khare's book called The Hindu Hearth and Horne 

(1976), there is a chapter entitled "Fasts and Festivals -

Fruits and Grains" which contains descriptions and analyses 

of several vrats in terms of their practitioners and aims, 

and the symbolic significance of food and other elements of 

the vrats' procedure. In this chapter, Khare distinguishes 

between "spiritual fasts" (vrats) which he suggests mainly 

men perform, and "women's fasts and festivals" or "familial 

fasts." He bases this distinction on a conceptual 

separation of the purity-impurity axis and the auspicious-

ness/ inauspiciousness axis. "Spiritual fasts" are directed 

toward augmenting purity in the individual for the ultimate 

purpose or aim of pursuing mok~a. "Familial fasts," on the 

other hand, are intended to maximize auspiciousness for the 

social collective, as a way of maintaining dharma. The 

dominant values of the spiritual fast, he says, are 

austerity, self-control, spiritual merit and devotion; 

whereas women's "fasts-cum-festivals" underscore social and 

domestic values and a "collective morality. ,,22 He 

continues: 

Thus though one practices to observe the rules of 
purity in his [sic] social world, it is worthless if it 
cannot be ultimately related to the construct of indi
vidual moral and spiritual existence. Observances of 

22 Khare, The Hindu Hearth and Home, 132, 138. 
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ritual purity are a network of techniques that, if 
correctly pursued by the individual, accrue the desired 
religious or spiritual merit in relation to his own 
existence .••. 

In contrast come the fasts of women which are meant 
to be different in morality. Here non-eating or 
restrictive eating (for a specified period) is directed 
towards the benefit of those who are near and dear to 
the woman who is fasting. Here the principle is just 
the reverse - collective familial and social life and 
its quality are brought into sharp focus •.•• These 
women through their households manage and regulate 
those links with the wider social system that their 
husbands and brothers try to give up in the hope of 
reaching their spiritual self. Women in this domain 
have remained dominant for a long time ••• : they invent 
and carryon their body of ritual, generation after 
generation, overruling priests if they stand in the 
way. What shastric texts do not say these women do 
with impunity and make it run on a social system that 
men ostensibly dominate and differentiate. If these 
women care for ritual rules2~f purity it is by 
imitation of their menfolk. 

As Frederique Marglin has pointed out, Khare was the 

first researcher since Srinivas (1952) to bring out once 

again the importance of the value of auspiciousness as a 

major cultural category among Hindus, distinct from the 

va lure of purity.24 Khare's work on auspiciousness served 

as a counterpoint to the dominant attention given to the 

purity-impurity axis following the influential work of Louis 

Dumont (1970). His work also directed attention to women's 

23 Khare, The Hindu Hearth and Home, 143-4. 

24 
F .Marglin, "Introduction," in .:.Pu-==r'-"i::...;t:::..yl--_--'a~n=d 

Auspiciousness, ed. J.Carman and F.Marglin, (1985) p.2. 
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special interest in and manipulation of auspiciousnesss. 25 

Khare's description of the role of women's vrats in the 

promotion of auspiciousness has been elaborated in McGee's 

analysis of the relation of the value of saubhagya to 

auspiciousness and women's performance of vrats. Khare 

further rightly emphasized women's interest in the "social 

collective"; and pointed to the fact that women's rites, 

like vrats, often work to overcome barriers which men (by 

and large) have set up. 

However, my work stands as a statement of caution 

against the trend, particularly in the context of vrats 

(exemplified by Khare and less simplistically by McGee), 

towards what I see as an over-identification of the 

religious lives of Hindu women with the "domestic sphere" 

and the value of auspiciousness. First, I would hope that 

the material presented in this thesis would make readers 

dubious about drawing a hard distinction between so-called 

"spiritual fasts" and "women's familial fasts." As I have 

observed, and as women often indicated to me, most 

individual vrats are associated with a particular deity and 

25 As I mentioned in chapter seven, a number of scholars 
have since written about the special relationship between 
Hindu women and the value of auspiciousness, as well as 
further investigated and conceptually refined the relationship 
between auspiciousness and inauspiciousness and purity and 
impurity. (See especially Marglin, Wives of the God-King, 
1985. ) 
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with an ostensible or prima facie purpose, and together 

these two factors contribute to the form of the vrat. 

However, as even the texts acknowledge in various ways, any 

vrat can be observed for any purpose(s), and many women 

observe most or all of their vrats with several underlying 

aims in mind. Prominent among these aims are the expression 

of personal devotion and piety, and the achievement of 

spiritual self-development. Thus, to separate, as Khare 

does, women's fasts from men's on the basis that women's 

vrats are exclusively concerned with familial/ collective 

interests and men's vrats with spiritual/ self-directed aims 

is misleading. It would be more accurate to say that 

auspiciousness and familial well-being are values included 

among the aims and purposes of the vrats that women perform. 

Second, as long as a person is a householder, there can 

be no rigid individualism. One could say that men are 

'allowed' to be outwardly more concerned about their own 

spiritual welfare and their own salvation than are women 

because men have the support structure to pursue these goals 

(including the cooperation of women in the family who will 

prepare the necessary foods and puja items, in the right 

utensils, at the right times, and who will "give men the 

time"). Women, on the other hand, are expected to pursue 

this concern more indirectly through their actions vis-a-vis 
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others. This does not mean that women are less interested 

in their own spiritual welfare. Rather, the forms in which 

they express this interest are circumscribed by the 

ideologically-prescribed roles in which the allocation of 

spiritual merit is proportionate to the degree to which 

women adhere to stridharm (of which vrats form a part). In 

other words, while it is true that Hindu women's performance 

of vrats is expressive of a religiosity that is framed 

within an androcentric gender ideology and patriarchal 

social structure, I would argue that out of the richness of 

the vrata tradition, women have culled meanings and 

significance that are supportive of spiritual goals for 

themselves; that contribute both to a positive self

understanding and to a sense of empowerment. 

Even if some of the rituals accompanying particular 

vrats begin to lose their symbolic force because they no 

longer speak meaningfully to votaries; or if particular ends 

such as the prevention or amelioration of droughts and 

diseases become irrelevant; or, finally, if the necessity of 

having sons, and protecting the life of a husband for fear 

of widowhood - in short, the conservative ideology 

underlying gender arrangements - become less compelling, 

vrats will continue to be observed by women. These rites 

will be observed because they serve so many functions. In 
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addition to the important social interaction with other 

women - relatives, friends and strangers - that many women 

enjoy when they perform vrats collectively, vrats provide 

opportunities for the preparation of special foods, for the 

creation of ritual art which many women painstakingly 

fashion, and for the telling of stories expressive of 

women's concerns and dilemmas. Then, vrats function as 

problem solvers - for such traditional but always compelling 

reasons as the need to secure aid and blessings from the 

gods for children, as well as for more 'modern' reasons such 

as securing help for settling a court case, finding a job 

and performing well in school. For many women, however, 

vrats primarily serve as a means of expressing their faith 

in God, demonstrating their piety and love through acts of 

self-sacrifice; of leading a more moral, disciplined and 

spiritual life. For other women, vrats provide the 

opportunity periodically to imitate the values and life 

style of the ascetic. In performing acts of asceticism they 

can tap into the potent realm of tapas and so enhance their 

purity and power. The women of Banaras have shown me that 

it is precisely because they derive a great deal of 

spiritual significance for themselves from their performance 

of vrats - apart from any concern with duty - that the vrat 

tradition is as vigorous and lively among Hindu women as it 

is in India today. 
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APPENDIX A 

TABLE 1 

North Indian Purnimanta* System • 

Lunar Months Gregorian Equivalents 

Sanskrit 

Caitra** 
Vai§akha 
Jye~1;.ha 
Asadha 
§ravaI}a 
Bhadrapada 
-" . Asvlna 
Kartika - /-
Margaslr~a 

Pau~a 

Magha 
Phalguna 

Standard Hindi Variant 

Caitra 
Vai~akh 
Jyesj:.h 
Asadh , . 
Sravan 
Bhadrapad - .-
Asvin 
Kartik - .- ..... 
Margaslr~ 

Paus 
Magh 
Phalgun 

(Cait) 
(Bai§akh) 
(Jeth) 
(Asarh) 
(Savan) 
(Bhadon) 
(Kvar) 
(Kartik) 
(Aghan) 
(Pus) 
(Magh) 
(Phagun) 

March/April 
April/May 
May/June 
June/July 
July/August 
August/September 
September/October 
October/November 
November/December 
December/January 
January/February 
February/March 

* In the purijimanta system, each month begins with 
the day after the new moon. 

** New Year 
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TABLE 2 

Names of Tithi-s 

Standard Hindi Variant Deity Associations* 

First 
Second 
Third 
Fourth 
Fifth 
Sixth 
Seventh 
Eighth 
Nin::th 
Tenth 
Eleventh 
Twelfth 
Thirteenth 
Fourteenth 
Fifteenth 

Pratipad 
dvitiya 
tritiya 
caturthI 
pancami 
sasthi . , . .,.. 
saptaml 
astami 
na~ami 
dasami 
ekadasI 
dvadasi 
trayodasi 
caturdasl 

(piruva) 
(duj) 
(ti j ) 
(cauth) 

(cchat) 
( sat) , 

(naumi) 
(dasehra) 
(gyas) 

(teras) 

(goddess) 
GaI}es 
Rsis, snakes 
Laksmi, 3urya . 
goddesses - Durga 
Ram, Sita 

Visnu . , 
/. 
SIva 

pur~ima (Full moon) 
amavasa (New moon) 

-usually auspicious 
-usually inauspicious 

* From Banaras field data and local texts. 
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APPENDIX B 

HARITALIKA (TIJ) AND JIVIT PUTRIKA (JIUTIYA) STORIES 

In the following I present translations of procedures 

and stories (vrat-katha) for the Tij and Jiutiya vrats from 

Hindi printed and oral sources. I have chosen two printed 

sources representing two styles of readily available paper-

back "vrat and festival procedure and story" books. One 

style employs a Sanskritic Hindi and draws primarily from 

the Sanskrit tradition (Pura~as and Nibandhas)i the other 

employs a more parochial style of Hindi, capturing current 

local language, practices and tales (normally orally 

transmitted from woman to woman). For the Jiutiya Vrat, I 

also include two stories told to me by an illiterate woman I 

interviewed which she said women recounted for this vrat. 

Tli procedures and stories 

(1) source: Rampratap Tripa~hi, Hinduon ke Vrat, Parv aur 
Tyauhar (Allahabad: Lokbharati Prakasan), 1978. 

On the third of the bright half of the month of 
Bnadrapad, the Haritalika or Tij Vrat is observed. This is 
a vrat which increases saubhagya and its tradition is being 
carried on among Hindu women. On this tithi married women 
keep a fast, wear new clothes and give new clothes to 
daughters, sisters, etc. Among women this vrat has great 
importance. Months beforehand they eagerly await and 
prepare for this festival. 
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Procedure: 

Haritalika is Parvati's vrat. Its sastric rules go as 
follows. In the Hasta Nak~atra of the third of the bright 
half of Bhadrapad one should keep a waterless fast the whole 
day. Usually, after rising at three or four o'clock in the 
morning women take food, etc. and clean the home and after 
applying ubtan (a cosmetic paste rubbed over the body for 
cleaning and softening the skin] of sesame and amala (emblic 
myrobalan] they take a bath. After that, the murtis of Siv 
and Parvati are placed in a special enclosure and they are 
established with the correct utterance of mantras; and 
sankalp for following this vrat is taken. At the time of 
making the resolve, having prayed for the destruction of all 
her sins [a woman] should perform the correct puian for 
Ga~es. [And] after the Ga~es pujan, one should perform puja 
to Siva and Parvati (with) the sixteen upacaras: invocation, 
seat, washing feet, water libation, sipping water, bath, 
clothes, upavit, beetle leaf, brassiers (kuncuki), one more 
small cloth, and ornaments etc., according to one's capacity 
(sakti). Upon completion of the puja one should make an 
offering of flowers with folded hands, circumambulate them 
and greet them. Then one should listen to this story and at 
the end, after putting sweets, clothes, saubhagya items, 
daksina, etc. in a vessel or bamboo basket, one should give 
this to the acarya or priest as dan. For the whole day and 
night of the third one should keep a waterless fast and at 
night keep awake singing. Then on the morning of the second 
day, on completing the puja one should perform the ending 
ceremony. In the night one should also tell other stories 
of Siva and Parvati, sing their praises and perform kirtan. 

Katha: 

Parvatiji asked Lord Sankar who was seated on the 
crystal rock of Kaila~ mountain (which was) well-adorned 
with charming peakes - 'Dev, please tell me about some such 
vrat which is the best among vrats and may be achieved with 
little effort. Please also tell me, by your kindness, about 
that great dharm by doing which I got you.' Mahadevji 
said - 'Devi! Just as among naksatras the moon is best, 
among planets the sun, among varnas the Brahmans, among gods 
Vi~~u, among rivers Ganga, among·ancient writings the 
Mah!bharat, among Vedas the Samaveda and among the senses 
the mind; in the same way the Haritalika vrat is the best 
among all vrats for women. You have obtained me by 
following the ritual of this vrat. ' 

Parvati said - 'Lord! In what manner did I do the 
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ritual of that vrat - please tell me this also.' Upon 
Parvati's asking this question Sivji said: "Parvati! There 
is a great mountain called Himalaya in the north of India. 
All around there are many rivers, pools, ascetic groves and 
ashramas of risis. You performed hard tapasya for several 
years while living on that mountain. For many days you 
lived by eating only leaves, therefore people called you by 
the name 'aparna'. Facing downwards you inhaled fire for 
twelve years. ·In the [hot] month of Vaisakh you served Agni 
[god of fire], and during the cold days of Magh you lived in 
water. Your father Himalaya started to become very worried 
because of your hard tafasya. One day in the middle of 
this, the Devar~i Narad approached Himalaya and said - '0 
King of Mountains! I have come to you to ask your daughter 
to be married to Lord Vi~~u.' 

Himalaya became very pleased with what Devar~i Narad 
had to say. In an overwhelmed voice he said - 'Devarsi! If 
the Lord himself wants to marry my daughter then there is 
nothing more fortunate (saubhagya) for me than this. I give 
my approval.' After receiving Himalaya's approval Naradji 
set out for Vi~~u's abode and told (him) the whole story. 
Lord Visnu kept on thinking for some time. Then, in a 
serious·tone, he said - 'Devar~i, the daughter of Himalaya 
is in the past of Lord Siva. She had the name Dak9ayanI 
sati in her previous life. In this life too she is 
performing difficult tapasya to obtain Sivji. My marriage 
with her will not be proper. But also her tapasya is not 
completed yet. She has to perform more difficult tapasya. I 

Devar~i Narad went to Parvati and said to her - 'your 
beautiful body is not for all this tapasya. What is the use 
of making your body emaciated? As the daughter of the king 
of mountains, what is the meaning of doing such extreme 
tap?' Parvati said to Narad - 'I am performing this hard 
tap only to obtain Lord Sankar as my husband.' Devar~i 
Narad made extreme efforts to mislead her, thereby testing 
her so that he could see how deep Parvati's loyalty for Siv 
was. But Parvati held her own in Narad's test. This was 
her pledge - 'Either I will be able to get Sivji as my 
husband or I will remain unmarried throughout my life.' 

After Deva~~i Naradji had gone, Himalaya himself came 
to take Parvati back home in order to talk her into marrying 

1 Narad is the notorious celestial 'busy-body' who is 
always involving himself in the affairs of the gods and 
humans. 
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Lord Visnu, but ParvatI remained steadfast to her purpose. 
When Him~laya returned without hope, Parvati related her 
agony to her friend - 'If I don't obtain Sivji as my 
husband, then I will give up my life.' The friend reassured 
Parvati and said - 'If it is like this then you go to 
another forest to do tapasya. One day or other Sankarji 
will become pleased by your hard tap and (he) will certainly 
come to take you. ' 

Going to another forest, Parvati again engaged in hard 
;,,00, •• 

tapasya. There, she made a S1v-liDg out of sand, (and) she 
performed puja according to the rules on this date, the 
third of the bright half of Bhadrapad. Parvati's hard 
tapasya had become a matter of concern to all the gods. 
Through the inspiration of the gods, Sankarji felt compelled 
to decide to oblige parvati. He asked Parvati to request a 
boon. Parvati said - '0 Master (nath), if you are pleased 
with me then accept me as a wife • .--sivji said to Parvati 
obligingly - 'Devi, your sadhana has become completed. I 
accept you to be my wife (ardhangani).' 

/ . - ~ Upon Lord S1va's acceptance
2
0f Parvat1's request, the 

gods showered flowers of parijit from heaven. The apsaras 
(female celestial dancers) danced and the gandharvas (male 
celestial musicians) sang songs. When Himalaya heard about 
Parvati's success he became overjoyed. For many days he had 
been worried and searched for parvati, but there had been no 
trace of her. 

Then the marriage of Parvati with Sankarji took place 
with great pomp and show. All the gods were members of the 
wedding party. The residents of the Himalayas were awed on 
seeing the various appearances of Siv's gana (horrific 
retinue). . 

The day on which the friends of ParvatI carried her 
from the residence of Himalaya and took her to the grove and 
the day when Sivji conferred a boon on her was the day that 
became famous by the name haritalika - due to being 'harita' 
(kidnapped) and 'alibhi~' (by the friends). 

There is a special glory to hearing the Haritalika 
story as well. By observing this vrat the saubhagya of 
women remains permanent. The saubhagyavati women who do not 
observe this vrat, or who do not continue after having 

2 parijat - the coral tree (erythrina Indica): the name 
of one of the five trees said to exist in paradise. 
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observed it for a few years, or who eat or drink during the 
fast - they will suffer severe troubles in this life and in 
the next life; this is also said in the mahatmya. If for 
some reason some saubhagyavatI does not manage to keep this 
vrat, then she could have the vrat complete by some Brahman 
woman or by her husband. 

(2) 
3 source: 

tyauhar 
["Hindu 
stories 
n.d., 

Asa Bahan and Lado Bahan. Hinduon ke vrat aur 
(vidhi, vidhan, kahaniyon aur citron sahit) 
vrats and festivals; with rules, procedures, 
and pictures"]. Haridvar: Randhir Book Sales, 

"The Hartalika Tij Vrat" 

This vrat is to be performed on the third of the bright 
half of Bhadra. On this day the women who want suhag should 
make an image of Sankar and ParvatI out of sand and should 
perform puja to them. Women should decorate their homes 
with beautiful cloth placed around pillars, and should keep 
an all-night vigil, singing auspicious songs. Those women 
who perform this vrat become happy and dear to their 
husbands, like Parvati, and go to the abode of siv [after 
death] . 

katha: [Siva narrating to Parvati] 

One time you went to the Himalaya mountains because you 
wanted me as your husband, you started to undertake very 
severe tapasya on the bank of the Ganga. During your 
tapasya Naradji came to Himalaya and said to him - 'Vi~~u 
Bhagwan wants to marry your daughter. Vi~~u sent me for 
this task (bearing this proposal).' Your father accepted 
this false-talking of Narad. After this Narad went to Vi~~u 
and said - 'Himalaya has decided to arrange your marriage 
with his daughter ParvatI. You give your consent for this.' 
After Narad left, your father Himalaya told you about your 
marriage with Lord Vi~~u. When you heard this unexpected 
talk you became very sorrowful and cried out loudly. When 
you started to cry loudly one friend came and asked you what 
happened and you told her the problem. 'Here I have started 
very hard tapasya to get sankar as my husband, but my father 
wants to arrange a marriage with Vi~~u. If you can help me 

3 The last name of these two women authors is a Gujarati 
name; but the authors employ different dialects of Hindi found 
in U.P., Bihar and M.P. 
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then you save me. Otherwise I will committ suicide.' 

That friend consoled you and said - 'I will go with you 
in one forest where your father will not find you.' This 
time you took your friend's advice and went to a dense 
forest. Your father Himalaya searched for you here and 
there in the house but he did not find you. He became very 
worried because he was ready to arrange your marriage with 
Visnu according to Narad's (advice). When inc~oherent 
worried talk lead to him fainting, then all the mountains 
came to know about this matterithey started to search you 
out. There in a cave on the bank of the Ganga, with your 
friend, you started to perform hard tapasya in my name. On 
the third of the bright half of Bhadrapad you kept a fast, 
made a Siv-ling out of sand, performed puja and also kept an 
all-night vigil. Due to this difficult tap vrat I was not 
able to remain sitting [in an ascetic posture] and I 
immediately had to come to your place of puja. According to 
your request and desire I had to accept you in the form of 
my ardhanganl [as my wife]. After that I went at once to 
Kailas mountain. In the morning time, when you were 
throwing out the puja material in the river, King Himalaya 
arrived at that place. He saw both of you and began 
tearfully to ask - 'Daughter! How did you come here?' Then 
you told the story about Vi~~u's [proposed] marriage. Your 
resolve being fulfilled, he (Himalaya) called you back to 
your home, and then you were married to me according to the 
procedure of the sastras. 

I will also tell you about the reason for the name 
Haritalika Vrat. Because of the friend you were kept away 
~in the forest] (harat - friend + alika - kept away) . 
Sankarji also told Parvati that whichever woman will do this 
vrat with great devotion will get endless suhag just like 
you. 

* * * 

Jivit Putrika Procedures and stories 

(1) source: Rampratap Tripathi 

Jlvit-putrika vrat is observed on the eighth of the 
dark half of Asvin. It is primarily women with sons who 
observe this vrat. This vrat is performed for the long life 
of sons and for their well-being. The Pura~as say that 
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women who observe this vrat never suffer (on account of) 
their sons. It is an extremely popular vrat among the women 
of uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, etc., and women 
having limitless love and affection for their children 
observe this vrat with great faith and loyalty. If 
someone's son is rid of dangers then women will praise his 
mother's 'jiutiya'. 

procedure: 

Having cheerfully arisen in the early morning and after 
completing the daily chores women (should) purify themselves 
in a tirth or pool and make the sankalp (expressing) their 
desire for the well-being of sons. In the evening time, 
having kept a waterless fast all day, women put on the 
'jiutiya' made of cotton and listen to the katha. Some rich 
women wear a jiutiya made of gold or silver. Then in the 
night they tell the meritorious story and perform kirtan and 
on the second day after bathing, etc., they give some dan
daksina to a Brahman woman whose husband is living and who 
is olessed with sons, and they take food. 

In connection with Jiutiya there are many folk stories 
current among women, but this following story has been given 
in the Puranas . . 
katha: 

In olden times there was a king named Jimutavahan. He 
was extremely religious, beneficient, kind, just and loved 
his subjects as if they were sons. One time, he went to the 
valley of Malayagiri to hunt deer and there he met a very 
beautiful princess named Malayavati who had come to a dev
temple to do puja. As soon as they met their eyes locked 
and they became spell-bound with each other. The brother of 
Malayavati had also come there. For a long time 
Malayavati's father had thought about marrying his daughter 
with Jimutavahan, so, when Malayavati's brother came to know 
that Jimutavahan had come there and that he had also fallen 
in love with her, he became very happy. Jimutavahan and 
Malayavati did not lapse in their duties to protect the 
royal glory, even after feeling the pains of extreme love. 
The princess returned to her father's residence with her 
friends, and in vain Jimutavahan kept on making efforts to 
console his heart while he wandered around in search of 
deer. 

After some time, while wandering on the peakes of 
Malayagiri, king Jimutavahan heard in the far distance the 
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sound of a pathetic cry of some woman. His compassionate 
heart become overwhelmed. He followed the sound of the 
crying and came to the vicinity of the woman. Upon humbly 
asking, he found out that according to a previously-made 
promise, hfr only son Sankhacur~ had to go this day as food 
for Garug. According to the compromise agreement that had 
been made between the Nagas (snakes) and Garud, one snake 
was to regularly presen himself on the peake of Malayagiri 
~s food for Garu4. Upon hearing the distress of 
Sankhacur~'s mother, Jimutavahan's heart was filled with 
sympathy and compassion, for sankhacur~ was the only support 
she had in her old age. Because of the death of his father 
at the beginning of his youth, the mother had brought him up 
with great hope and fondness. 

Jimutavahan assured the mother of sankhacur~ saying, 
'mother, I myself am ready to go as food for Garu9 in place 
of your son. You should abandon this worry and sadness.' 

Having said this, Jimutavahan took the red cloth from 
the hands of Sankacur~ that was worn for that occasion, put 
it on himself, bowed to the mother and asked permission to 
depart. The snake mother was wonderstruck. Her heart 
became more heavy from compassion. She made great effort to 
stop Jimutavahan, but how could he be stopped? He promptly 
took the path towards the prescribed mountain top to be food 
for Garu4, while the mother and sons remained staring at him 
with sadness and amazement. 

When Garu4 came to his food peake at the fixed time, 
eagerly scanning here and there, his strong beak collided 
with the food and the whole peake reverberated. His beak 
got a big shock when it collided with the strong body of 
Jimutavahan and a frightening noise was produced from the 
impact. GaruQ's head whirled, being stunned with much pain. 
(Soon,) he became quietly stable while there king 
Jimutavahan remained, lying still as before, wrapped in red 
cloth like the other snakes. 

After some time, when GaruQ became cool and composed, 
he asked - 'brother, who are you? I have been doing this 
action continually for years but I have never encountered 
such a strong body. I am eager to make you acquaintance. ' 

King Jimutavahan, lying wrapped in the cloth, replied 

4 GaruQ is the animal vehicle of Vi~~u, represented as a 
half man, half vulture. 
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in this way - '0 king of birds! I am Jimutavahan. I could 
not bear the pathetic cry of the snake sankhacur~'s mother; 
therefore I have come here to fill your stomach in place of 
him. You can eat me without uncertainty.' 

The moonlit glory of Jimutavahan spread allover the 
three lokas (earth, heaven, and the neither region). The 
king of the birds, Garug, had already heard stories about 
his honour. His rigid heart started to melt from the fire 
of this great model who was a remover of others' troubles 
and a most righteous king. He raised the king with great 
respect and entreated him to ask for a boon while begging 
forgiveness for his faults. 

King Jimutavahan had no scarcity of material things in 
the three worlds but he did not want to make the grace of 
the bird king Garug fruitless. He said humbly and in a 
voice with contentment and gratitude - '0 bird king, I am 
very much obliged for your unerring kindNss. My wish is 
that as many snakes as you have eaten up until now please 
return them to life through the power of the knowle:dge of 
revivification so that no other mother should have to suffer 
like the mother of Sankhacur~. 

The beneficent voice of king Jimutavahan was filled 
with so much pain that the bird king Garud became restless. 
With a choked throat he granted the boon to be fulfilled 
upon the king's word. He made the snakes come back to life 
through the unfailing knowledge of revivification. In the 
world of the snakes an endless sea of happiness surged due 
to the king's compassion and beneficence. From all 
directions a shower of blessings fell for his achievements 
and the scent of nectar was spread through his moonlit glory 
which pervaded the three worlds. 

At this time, the father and brother of princess 
Malayavati had also arrived there searching for him. They 
arranged the marriage of MalayavatI and Jimuatavahan with 
great pomp and show. 

This blessed event took place on the eighth of the dark 
half of Asvin. Since then, the importance of this festival 
has been spread among the whole of women's society (strI
jati). All women complete this vrat with great faith and 
devotion for the sake of the long life of their sons. 

A folk tale (10k katha) 
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Many stories are current in relation to Jiutiya. One 
of them goes as follows. 

In a certain jungle a kite used to live on a samar 
(cotton) tree. At a little distance from there, in a ditch 
covered with bushes, was the lair of a female jackal. They 
lived together in harmony. Whatever the kite hunted she 
gave a share of it to the jackal, and the jackal also used 
to pay back the kite's generosity. Everyday the jackal 
would save something or other for the kite. In this way, 
their days passed by happily. 

Once, in this very jungle, the neighbouring women were 
observing the Jiutiya Vrat. The kite saw this. She had the 
memory of her past life. She took an oath (pratigna) to 
complete this vrat, and, following her, the jackal also took 
an oath to complete this vrat. They both observed the vrat 
with great faith and devotion. The whole day they both kept 
a waterless fast, remaining without food, and wished for the 
welfare of all creatures. But, when night came, the jackal 
began to become restless with hunger and thirst. It became 
difficult to pass the time. She went quietly towards the 
jungle and finding some left-over flesh and bones from the 
remains of wild animals she brought them back and began to 
eat as silently as possible. The kite was not aware of what 
was going on: but, when while chewing a bone, the jackal 
made a cracking noise, the kite asked - 'sister, what are 
you eating?' 

The jackal said - 'sister! what should I do? Because 
of hunger my bones keep on cracking. How can there be 
hearty food and drink while keeping such a vrat?' But the 
kite was not so stupid. She realized everything. She said 
- 'sister, why are you speaking lies? You are chewing a 
bone and saying that my bones are cracking because of 
hunger. You should have considered before whether you would 
be able to fulfill this vrat or not.' 

Becoming ashamed, the jackal went far away. She felt 
overwhelmed by hunger and thirst so, after proceeding some 
distance, she ate and drank until her stomach was full. But 
the kite remained in the same state (fasting) the whole 
night. 

The outcome too was befitting. All the children that 
the kite had were healthy, beautiful and good, while each 
child of the jackal died within a few days of birth. 
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Jiutiya stories told by Shyamdevi 

(a) There were seven brothers who went for pilgrimage, or 
to do business. So the wives drove their (the brothers') 
sister out of the house and said to her, 'bring pounded rice 
without using a mortar and pestle.' Having gone to the 
jungle, she sat down and cried. The birds came from above 
and asked, 'why are you crying?' Her name was Soncirai. 
Soncirai said, 'what to do? My sisters-in-law have given me 
rice to pound. How can I pound it? So the birds pounded 
the rice with their beaks. She took the rice and returned 
home. Then they (the sisters-in-law) said, 'bring a 
strainer filled with water.' So she kept on pouring water 
in the strainer and it kept on flowing out. Then again she 
started to cry. At that time, Siv and Parvatl were passing 
by. They asked, 'Daughter, why are you crying?' She said, 
'they have asked me to fill this sieve with water but it 
keeps flowing out.' They (Siv and Parvati) gave such a 
curse (srap) that the holes were closed. Then she carried 
the water and returned. (Thus) one should say the name of 
Mahadev (Siv) daily. This is a story that is told (during 
Jiutiya). 

(b) There was a kite and a jackal. The kite asked, '0 
sister, why are you not eating today?' She replied, 'I am 
the votary of Jiutiya Ma.' So the jackal said, 'I will also 
do that.' And the kite said, 'so be it.' So the jackal 
stayed there the whole day, did puja-path and returned to 
its hole when midnight came. It had stored the bones of 
some animal (in its hole). At night it started chewing the 
bones and made sounds. The kite asked the jackal, 'what is 
that sound coming from your hole?' The jackal said to 
herself, 'what shall I do?' '0 sister, did I not keep the 
vrat? When I just turn, all my bones crack!' When a long 
time had gone, Siv and Parvati were passing by, and the 
jackal fell at their feet and said to them, 'I was a 
vratin - but I ate. So I couldn't maintain the Jlvit 
(Vrat).' So they gave a curse (boon) that she become well 
(that absolved her). 
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